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Introduction 

My dissertation seeks to reassess the well-known process in which democratic politics has been 

integrated  into  the  late  capitalist  system of  media/cultural  production  in  the  last  two  or  three 

decades.  The above process of integration has generally been described as the „mediatization”, 

„marketization”, or „professionalization” of politics. These concepts have suggested that political 

actors, in the quest of popular success, have adapted their activities to the commercialized system of 

popular  media.  As  it  has  been widely documented  in  scholarly and expertly discourse,  today's 

politicians  carefully  polish  their  media  image,  strive  to  control  the  media  agenda,  use  popular 

languages,  monitor the wishes and reactions of their  media-consuming audience and factor this 

intelligence into their policy making strategies. 

The key point of my dissertation is that the above integration of politics into late capitalist 

cultural markets has been shaped from the beginnings by the structural ambivalences of today's 

„reflexive” capitalism. By the „reflexivity” of late capitalism I refer to a highly unstable condition 

that embodies a deep paradox inherent in the marketization of late modern societies. The paradox 

stems from the fact that the quick marketization of various social fields has made social actors 

puzzled about how to behave in their freshly marketized environment. The marketization process 

has obliterated the practical, field-specific mental clues and dispositions that so far had oriented 

actors,  who felt  an increasing need for professional  assistance in  finding their  ways.  Thus,  the 

marketization of late modern societies has inevitably brought with itself the emergence of market 

interpreting  apparatuses  entitled  to  explain  how  markets  work:  professional  organizations 

specialized in marketing, economic modeling, consumer behaviour analysis, polling, accountancy, 

market consultancy and PR. These expertly apparatuses have been „disembedded” from particular 

markets, in the sense that they sold abstracted, non-field-specific market intelligence to actors of 

various marketized fields. Market interpreting apparatuses have drawn persuasive visions about the 

structural burdens that markets impose on their actors. They have made credible promises about the 

profit opportunities that would reward those who play well by the new rules of the market. 

The  „reflexive  apparatuses”  of  market  interpretation  have  accumulated  such  a  symbolic 

capital that allowed them to monopolize the allocation of all market intelligence and to effectively 

veil the systematic distorsions built into their interpretive activity. Market interpreting apparatuses 

have  nourished  self-reifying,  circular  discourses  which  could  easily  appropriate  even  the  most 

discrepant empirical evidence about consumers' expectations or market trends. Revolving in this 

feedback loop,  market  interpreting  discourses  have  grown into  unfalsifiable  mythical  universes 

which  maintain  themselves  by  their  own  gravitational  force.  The  above  circularity  of  market 
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interpretation – a key characteristics of today's „reflexive” capitalism – tremendously increases the 

opacity of late capitalist markets. The more the voice of market interpreting apparatuses has grown 

into an unfalsifiable doxa, the less possible it has become to distinguish the objective pressures of  

the  market  from the  mythical  market  pressures  invented  and  naturalized  by  sanctified  market 

experts. 

The  above  paradoxes  of  today's  „reflexive”  capitalism  have  greatly  shaped  the  recent 

mediatization and marketization of politics. Political actors, witless about how to behave at popular 

media  markets,  have  hired  professional  experts  whom they expected  to  engineer  their  popular 

success,  by  monitoring,  understanding,  modeling,  gratifying,  targeting  their  media-consuming 

constituencies.  However, the apparatuses of media/market interpretation have sought to legitimate 

their own interpretive practice at the first place, and put their own worldviews, competences and 

institutional interests before those of public actors. Experts have promised to effectively handle the 

menacing complexity of popular media markets, and actors have believed to this promise. They 

have allocated large resources to polling, marketing and consultancy, and the more they did so, the 

more  they  exposed  themselves  to  these  apparatuses'  stereotyped  myths  about  popular  media 

markets. 

The following dissertation argues that media interpreting apparatuses have coalesced, in the 

past decades, into an autonomous sphere which has differentiated itself from the realm of media 

production and distribution. The above interpretive sphere consists of taken for granted discourses 

and well-established institutions (mainly marketing, PR, consultancy and polling, but also the TV 

punditry, the journalists and bloggers reflecting on media, and, last but not least, academic media 

studies) that today are entitled to inform media and political actors about the systemic „logic” of 

popular media markets.  The differentiation of this media interpreting sphere has primarily been 

fuelled and financed by public actors who, in the last two decades, have been hopelessly unable to 

grasp on their own what margins of maneouvre they have been left with in the emerging media 

system. In their efforts to get along in this uncertain environment they have utterly relied on expert 

discourses about today's „popular” media and „popular” audiences. Public actors’ knowledge about 

how to behave under the rules of late modern media has become increasingly dependent on the 

above  interpretive  apparatuses,  that have  widely  been  trusted  to  properly  deploy the  systemic 

„logic” of media to their clients. 

The sphere of professional media interpretation will  be theorised as “the fifth estate” of 

democratic politics. Paraphrasing the common reference to (factual) media as “the fourth estate” 

that would inform citizens about their complex social and political environment, the term “fifth 

estate” attributes a similar role to media interpreters, whose prime task has been to guide their  

clients in the labirynthine universe of late modern media markets.  So far, scholarly references to 
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„the fifth estate” have been rather sporadic – but all of them have connected the term to segments of 

reflexive  (semi-)professionals  whose  mission  is  to  interpret  or  handle  the  late  modern  media 

environment. Accordingly, the term „fifth estate” has been meant so far to denote either the TV 

pundits commenting on politicians' media-tailored strategies (Sabato, 1981), or the PR agents who 

manage the image of politicians in a hostile media environment (McNair, 2004), or the regiment of 

self-made  media-critics  in  the  blogosphere  (Cooper,  2006),  or  the  related  field  of  civil  media 

watchdogs (Hayes 2008). In the followings, I will suggest a more inclusive definition that grasps 

the  „fifth  estate”  as  the  totality  of  media  interpreting  apparatuses,  skilled  or  semi-skilled 

professionals, who work on making sense of and controlling the commercialized media system in 

late capitalist societies.

From „systemic adaptation” to „systematic maladaptation”

Acknowledging the  role  of  the  „fifth  estate”  allows  us  to  reconceive  the  established  scholarly 

narratives about today's politics. So far, it has been common sensically suggested that politics in the 

last  two or  three  decades  has  become increasingly „mediatized”  and „marketized”,  in  a  word, 

integrated into the realm of popular media markets. Politics, the common view suggests, has been 

„adapted” to the logic of today's post-broadcast, commercialized media system. In the words of 

Peter Dahlgren,  „the structures,  organization and strategies  of politics are increasingly adapting 

themselves  to  the  media.  This  shift  is  manifested  in  everything from the  strategic  targeting  of 

messages for specific audience niches to the rhetoric of press conferences and to the conscious 

adaptation of public discourse to soundbites of suitable length and visuals with dramatic impact”. 

(Dahlgren,  2001, p.  84) The above „adaptation” has commonly been understood as a  systemic 

necessity: less a process of passive self-submission than one in which politics is a proactive agent, 

creatively  adopting,  appropriating,  interiorizing  the  systemic  rules  of  mediatized  competition. 

(Axford  & Huggins,  2001;  Mazzoleni  & Schultz,  1999;  Blumler  & Kavanagh,  1999;  Negrine, 

Mancini, Holtz-Bacha & Papanathassopoulos, 2006) The above rules have commonly been thought 

to coalesce into a relatively coherent, systemic „media logic” (Altheide & Snow, 1979), a set of 

objective  imperatives  that  define  how  popular  audiences  can  be  attracted  and  gratified  in  a 

commercialized, cluttered, competitive media system. 

The  imperatives  of  late  modern  media  have  been  commonly  associated  with  cultural 

populism. (McGuigan, 1992) The systemic logic of popular media markets has been undersood as a 

populist  principle  urging  public  actors  to  adjust  themselves,  for  good  or  bad,  to  the  existing 

affinities,  languages  and  wishes  of  the  popular  audience  and  to  the  corresponding  formats  of 
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popular media. In short, the above populist logic has been thought to define how public actors need 

to „connect” (attract, gratify, serve, enchant, engage, manipulate, empower) „the people” in today's 

media environment. Importantly, the above populist imperative has been associated not only with 

popular  media,  but  also,  at  a  more  general  level,  with  the  late  capitalist  system  of  cultural 

production that popular media make integral part of. Seen from such a viewpoint, the „adaptation” 

of politics to popular media may well be seen as a universal process in which the political system 

appropriates,  to  use  an  old  formula,  the  „cultural  logic  of  late  capitalism”.  (Jameson,  1991) 

Competing scholarly approaches to mediatized politics have found their main mission in assessing 

the possible dangers and benefits that public actors' adaptation to the logic of popular media and 

late capitalism may bring to democracy.

The above adaptation  theories  have  wrongly assumed that  the  late  capitalist  systems of 

media/cultural  production set  apparent  burdens which directly shape actors'  adaptive behaviour. 

Challenging this  assumption,  in this  dissertation I  will  argue that public  actors do not have an 

undistorted, direct vision about the systemic media imperatives that they adapt themselves to. There 

are  good reasons  to  argue  that  the  mediatization  of  politics  has  not  been  driven by a  directly 

apprehendable, systemic media logic but by taken for granted discourses defining what media logic 

is. To grasp these discourses, we need to recognize that  social actors do not adapt themselves to 

systems  “as  such”  but  systems  as  portrayed  by  a  set  of  available  and  plausible  „social 

representations”  (Moscovici,  2001).  Accordingly,  the   systemic  media  „imperatives”  to  which 

public  actors have adapted themselves need to  be rethought  as social  representations in action: 

mythical images produced by specialized professionals, imagined, heuristical signposts that orient 

professional and lay actors in a contingent cultural environment.

To understand the role of the above representations, it needs to be acknowledged that they 

are produced by specific interpretive discourses which claim to mediate a fair picture about popular 

media markets, although in fact,  they are by far not unbiased and transparent. These mediating 

discourses have played a crucial role in the “adaptation” of politics to the late modern media system 

– however, their key orienting role has mostly been neglected in media and political research. This 

is unfortunate, in the light of the fact that in the political economic research of commercial media, 

important studies have addressed the mediating discourses (press editorials, political commentaries, 

public  opinion  research  data,  consultancy  reports,  expert  advices,  informally  told  stories  and 

background concepts) which filter and construct the informations that media actors have about their 

markets.  The  research  of  these  discourses  has  clearly  shown  that  the  media  market  is  not  a 

transparent space but forms, as Anand and Peterson (2000) have put it following Fligstein's hint, a 

„murky world”, the inhabitants of which are „constantly forced to construct an essentially political 

account of their world that makes sense of the murk and provides basis for agentive action” (p.  
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272). Unfortunately,  previous research of mediated politics has disregarded the above structural 

opacity of popular media markets, and the key role of the „essentially political accounts” which 

orient actors’ strategies in this blurred environment.

By acknowledging that market actors necessarily rely on mediating discourses informing 

them about their markets it becomes possible to address the inner distortions and hidden biases that 

have  been  encoded  into  the  mediatization  of  politics  from  the  beginnings.  Accordingly,  my 

dissertation will deploy the mental burdens, stereotypes, simplifications and biases diverting the 

„adaptation”  of  public  actors  to  popular  media  markets.  Far  from  enabling  public  actors  to 

seamlessly adapt themselves to popular media, I will argue, fifth estate experts have disoriented 

public actors and pushed them into inadequate, systematically distorted “adaptive” strategies. Along 

these  lines,  the  mediatization  of  politics  may  well  be  rethought  as  a  process  of  systematic 

maladaptation.  The  above  proposed  vision  fosters  that  the  integration  of  politics  into  the  late 

capitalist system of media/cultural production has been heavily compromised by actors' systematic 

misunderstanding of late capitalist media and cultural markets. 

Media interpretation: a neglected „sphere” 

The rise of media interpretation as a distinct sphere – its very differentiation from the public sphere, 

the media sphere, the political sphere and the civil sphere – can be traced back to the emergence of  

late capitalism and late modernity. In late modern societies, both the political and the media system 

have been profoundly restructured. 

The structural transformation of politics may well be described as a process of transition in 

which the  system of  representative  democracy gives  way to  that  of  populist  (or  plebiscitarian) 

democracy (see Ankersmit 2002, Mair 2002, Crouch 2004). In the past age of high modernity, the 

system of representative democracy has maintained mass parties with a pyramidal infrastructure 

that allowed for a dense two-way information flow between the party center and local electorates. 

The party itself worked, to say so, as a representative and interactive survey machine that allocated 

the will of the popular electorate and channelled  it  to the party center. This allocation process 

worked indirectly, through the filters of elected party representatives placed hierarchically at the 

intermediate levels of the party administration. As mass parties have collapsed in the late modern 

age,  the  above  allocation  mechanism could  not  be  sustained.  New players  have  emerged  and 

claimed to reveal people's needs and expectations more sensitively than old-style party officials did 

in their heydays. These new players – pollsters, marketers, political consultants – have promised to 

efficiently allocate information about the demand side of the political market, and they have been 

gradually elevated into the very heart of the political process. The representative infrastructure of 
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the mass party has given way to the late modern configuration of populist democracy, in which the 

task  of  monitoring  and serving the  popular  will  is  increasingly outsourced from representative 

institutions to external agencies. These agencies have promised to give access to the very needs and 

wants of politicians' illoyal, elusive, media consuming constituencies. 

Not less profound have been the structural changes transforming the media system. New 

information  technologies,  deregulation  and  marketization,  and  the  process  of  globalization, 

together,  have  triggered  an  unrestricted  multiplication  of  media  outlets,  which  process  has 

irrevocably undermined the informational role of mass media in social life. In the 20 th century, mass 

media have been relatively simple institutions, with a clean-cut task of allocating information about 

the complex system of modern society. The dominant rules and practices of allocation have been 

relatively simple  –  apparent  for  actors,  and  easily  theorisable  for  academic  media  researchers. 

However, as the late modern age of „media plenty” (Ellis 2000) and „media torrent” (Gitlin 2001)  

has  emerged,  media  themselves  have  become  an  overwhelmingly  and  perplexingly  complex 

universe. The simplistic image of media as transparent information provider has become untenable 

and media emerged as  an opaque and potentially menacing system in public  imagination.  It  is 

enough to evoke the figure of today's politician to recognize that media today are not reducing but 

further  increasing the complexity of late  modern society.  Indeed,  today's  politicians can hardly 

handle social problems without preemptively dealing with how this handling will appear in media, 

or even shaping their  policy measures themselves in  a way that presumably secures to them a 

positive media image. 

In  contrast  to  the  broadcast  age  when  media  were  trustfully  regarded  as  simple  and 

transparent institutions which reliably interpret the outside world,  media in late modernity have 

grown  into  a  labyrinthine  universe  that  requires  constant  interpretation  itself.  The  bemusing 

complexity of  late  modern  media  has  triggered  a  massive need for  professional  guidance both 

among public actors who use media as a communicative platform, and among media audiences who 

are  well  aware  that  they cannot  understand public  actors  without  considering  how their  actual 

performances have been tailored to the media stage. This widespread hunger for media expertise 

has allowed a bundle of interpretive apparatuses to emerge and coalesce into a distinct, autonomous, 

self-maintaining social sphere. There are good reasons to grasp the birth of media interpretation by 

analogy to the historic process in which, in the 19th and 20 th century, the growing complexity of 

modern  society  incited  the  rise  of  the  mass  media  system,  a  distinct  sphere  expected  to 

professionally report about the world. If the challenge of growing social complexity has incited 

mass  media  to  crystallize  themselves  into  an  autonomous  subsystem,  the  „fourth  estate”  of 

democratic politics, the growing media complexity in late modernity may well be argued to have 

triggered the rise of a „fifth estate”, a relatively autonomous sphere which is entitled to inform 
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public actors and their publics about the late modern media system. 

Although  both  media  and  media  interpretation  have  emerged  in  response  to  existing 

systemic challenges, the way in which they have been crystallized into solid social spheres has been 

shaped by the self-legitimating efforts of their professional communities struggling for recognition 

and resources.  The  two spheres'  claims  for  recognition  have  been impersonated  by their  main 

emblematic figures: the professional journalist in the sphere of media, and the professional media 

expert  (PR strategist,  marketer,  consultant,  pollster,  „pundit”,  blogger,  scholar)  in  the sphere of 

media interpretation. The two types of professionals have justified their importance and privileges 

in highly similar ways: both have claimed to make „objective”, reliable accounts about the spheres 

they interpret.  Journalists,  in the „high modern” era,  claimed to provide their  audiences with a 

direct, undistorted access to the objective systemic challenges and structural conflicts that affect 

their lives. Media interpreters, in late modernity, have asserted to draw a precise picture about the 

emerging „popular media landscape” in which their clients need to get along. Journalists and media 

interpreters have both positioned themselves as „transparent mediators” who are able to see through 

systems that lay observers would find bemusingly complex. The journalist has claimed to open a 

transparent „window to the world”, the media market interpreter has promised to open a transparent 

„window to the media”.

In spite of the apparent parallels between the two „estates”, scholarly research has proved 

alarmingly unable to address the sphere of media interpretation in the same critical spirit in which 

the sphere of media had been addressed in earlier research. While journalists' traditional claims to 

objectively  report  about  the  outside  world  has  met  widespread  scholarly  resistance,  media 

interpreters could present themselves undisturbedly as faithful “heralds” of today's systemic media 

rules. Professional media interpreters have self-evidently been attributed with a high expertise in the 

complex,  commercialized,  technologically  developing,  ever-expanding  universe  of  late  modern 

media.  (Negrine  et  al  2006,  Mancini-Swanson  1996,  Mayhew  1997,  Davis  2010,  etc.)  Media 

interpreters have been generally depicted as competent professionals who efficiently assist public 

actors in adapting themselves to the popular media system.

Of course, the above role of PR agents, pollsters, political marketers and consultants has 

been judged on a wide normative scale: they have been criticized as “invisible persuaders” (Michie, 

1998; Morris & Goldsworthy, 2008; Sabato, 1981; Blumler & Kavanagh, 1995) and praised as self-

reflexive “enablers” of democratic communication and will-formation. (Scammell, 1999; Lilleker & 

Lees-Marshment,  2005)  However,  behind  these  normative  disputes,  there  has  been  a  general 

agreement that professional media experts, for good or bad, have „clearly improved both the pace 

and the extent to which [political actors] can adopt to changes in their external environments”. 

(Papanathassopoulos,  Negrine,  Mancini  & Holtz-Bacha,  2006,  p.  39)  Scholars  have  commonly 
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believed that the above, „growing army of specialists” (Stanyer 2007) have a direct, undistorted 

access  to  the  systemic,  structural  conditions  of  popular  media:  the  challenges  of  market 

competition, the imprinted preferences of the audience, the hurdles of multimedia complexity that 

need to be “managed”, and so on. 

Scholarly critics and sympathizers of late capitalist culture have agreed that the key fifth 

estate apparatuses like political marketing and PR work as “a well-established industry, with a host 

of  technical  resources  ...  to  serve  commercial  .  .  .  and political  strategists  in  finding the  right 

audience at the right price” (Gandy, 1998, p. 8) But who tells whether or not the „right” audience 

has  indeed been „found”,  whether  the  price  has  been „right”,  and what  it  means  to  „find”  an 

audience  at  all,  if  not  the  same  above  industry  that  orchestrates  the  strategies  of  „finding”? 

Unfortunately, the possibility of this hardly evitable, circular feedback loop – clearly a potential 

source of serious distortions – has mostly been neglected in mainstream scholarly research.

The self-referential world of the fifth estate

The above complicity of academia with the „fifth estate” has clearly been a failure – especially in  

the light of the heritage of previous scholarly generations that have always regarded the „fourth 

estate”  with  high  suspicion.  Why have  scholars  so  uncritically  acknowledged  the  professional 

credentials of the fifth estate? In my view, this is because they have not been able to take a proper 

distance and to look at the fifth estate from the outside. In other words, they one-sidedly focused on 

the media interpreter as a professional figure without developing a broader theoretical vision about 

media interpretation as a professional sphere. Scholars have been aware of the increasing role of 

professional media interpreters, but have been unable to theorise media interpretation itself as a 

differentiated,  self-sustaining  sphere  of  late  modern  society.  Grasping media interpretation  as  a 

distinct sphere would have required, above all, to recognize that media interpretive practices are 

driven by a field-specific, arbitrary and mandatory discursive code.

It is exactly in the above sense that previous scholarly generations have been able to theorise 

journalistic media production as a distinct sphere. Media scholars in the high modern era were well 

aware  that  journalists'  self-projected  professional  image  as  „transparent  mediators”  has  been 

grounded in  the  autonomous  code of  „objective  newsmaking”  which  has  been maintained  and 

sanctified by the media system. Scholars have rightly recognized the utmost importance of this 

professional code, the very ground from which („high”) journalism as a professional practice and 

identity has evolved. It is by addressing the professional code of verisimilar newsmaking itself – 

either as a deceptive ideology or as a noble ideal that is too often profaned – that scholars could 
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critically  engage  with  journalists'  conventional  claim  that  their  newsmaking  practices  reliably 

mirror the outer world. Scholars could critically reject journalists' claims to reveal the objective, 

structural  challenges  and  conflicts  of  society  because  they  clearly  understood  the  dominant 

professional codes of journalism and could explain why these codes do not, and cannot, guarantee 

the above unbiased „revealing”. In a word, scholarly awareness of journalism as a professional code 

has enabled the criticism of journalism as an ideological practice. 

Importantly, classical scholarly research could address the codes of “objective newsmaking” 

because  journalists  themselves  have  been willing  to  reflect  on  them and openly publish  them. 

Journalists' professional organizations, from the beginnings, have explicitely formulated the rules of 

objective  reporting  in  various  “charters”  and  sanctioned  deviations  from  them.  Professional 

manifestos, like the Munich Charter that was accepted Europe-wise as a professional standard in 

1971 (or its predecessor from 1918, called “Charte de 1918”), have served as self-evident starting 

points  for  the  scholarly  critique  of  the  professional  code,  and  practice,  of  journalism.  The 

publication of such charters has allowed media scholars to directly challenge those very claims by 

which journalists have legitimated themselves in front of the mass public watching or reading their 

reports.

Much unlike those of newsmaking, the professional codes driving media interpretation have 

never been made explicite.  Media interpreters have claimed to „objectively” unravel the systemic 

logic  of  popular  media  markets,  but  have  never  underpinned  this  claim  with  explicating  the 

professional  rules  of  interpretation  that  in  their  view  would  make  their  gaze  „objective”. 

Professional media interpreters could evade any debate about their interpretive practice due to the 

fact that they have worked much less apparently than journalists. The key players of the fifth estate 

have  not  targeted  the  mass  audience  in  the  first  place:  their  core  products  (reports,  data, 

communication strategies, articles) have circulated in the closed or semi-public circles of political 

and  economic  actors,  media  producers  and  fellow  media  interpreters.  The  sphere  of  media 

interpretation has been, from the beginnings, a „restricted field of symbolic production” (Bourdieu 

1993), where actors target with their products each other and not a mass consumership. In such, 

restricted markets (of which science and high art are the most typical examples), where the roles of 

producer and consumer coincide, actors do not have to legitimate themselves in front of the mass 

audience.  They  can  follow,  as  Bourdieu  demonstrates,  much  more  subtle  and  informal  self-

justifying strategies. 

This  is  exactly what  has  happened in the  fifth  estate.  In  their  well-protected  „enclave”, 

professional media interpreters could report on the alleged logic of popular media markets without 

being submitted  to  their  constraints.  The “products”  of  media interpreting  apparatuses  (reports, 

analysis, campaign strategies) have been expected to unravel the alchemy of popular success, and 
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not, obviously, to achieve popular success in any direct way. Indeed, the worth of these “products” 

can only be assessed by indirect  evidence – the  number of  votes  given to  parties,  or  eventual 

changes in public actors' popularity. However, this kind of feedback is by far too indirect, it depends 

on too many factors at the same time, to directly indicate whether a given interpretive product has 

been adequate or not. Since the worth of their products could not be evaluated by any direct and 

apparent measure,  media interpreters have had a lot  of space to explain away even their  worst 

mistakes, and save themselves – and their self-sustaining, “restricted” field – from the dangers of 

rebuttal.

There are good reasons to argue that scholarly research made part of the above self-absorbed 

“enclave”. Media scholars have shared the interpretive discourse of fifth estate experts – and this is 

what hampered them in critically challenging the distorting, arbitrary, self-naturalizing tendencies 

of professional media interpretation. Instead of critically rejecting marketers' and pollsters' efforts to 

deploy the alchemy of popular success, scholars have engaged in the same enterprise. They have 

entered  the  battle  that  interpretive  apparatuses  fought  for  depicting  the  logic  of  popular  media 

markets, the preferences of popular audiences, the power of popular media communication. It is this 

common  interpretive  endeavour  that  has  coupled  marketing  agencies,  consultancies  and  media 

studies departments – these institutionally distinct apparatuses – into a common social „sphere”. 

Although these apparatuses are  still  separated by (weakening)  institutional  borders,  there is  not 

much sense in regarding them in isolation from each other. Much alike the particular apparatuses of 

„the  civil  sphere”  (like  law,  mass  media,  public  opinion  research  and  civil  organizations;  see 

Alexander  2006c),  the  institutions  of  media  interpretation  have  formed  an  analytically  distinct 

sphere in late modern society. This means that marketing, PR, polling, political consultancy and 

academia have shared a great deal of their  discursive tools, have closely monitored each other's 

development, borrowed concrete concepts, data and theories from each other – all struggling for a 

commonly recognized symbolic capital: the legitimate representation of the newly emerging system 

of market-driven popular media.

The above convergence, arguably, has been fostered by the very complexity of late modern 

media themselves. The more complex and uncertain the media environment has become, the more 

have  marketers,  pollsters  and  academics  found  themselves  on  a  shared  platform:  commonly 

inventing not only the formative „logics” of popular media but also those of late modern society;  

commonly establishing the basic  terms by which today's  media and social  environment  can be 

interpreted. 
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The fifth estate's discourse of „popularity” 

In spite of the apparent parallels between the fourth and the fifth „estates”, I have argued so far, 

scholarly research has proved alarmingly unable to grasp professional media interpretation as a 

distinct  sphere  governed  by arbitrary and  naturalized  discursive  codes.  Failing  to  grasp  media 

interpretation as a distinct sphere that efficiently harbours and legitimates its own, self-absorbed 

cultural  codes  and  interpretive  practices,  scholarly  research  has  doomed  itself  to  an  intimate 

complicity with „the fifth estate” (which, in fact, it has made integral part of), and truncated its own 

potentials for efficient critique.

To take a critical distance from the fifth estate, it is vital to address the arbitrary discursive 

codes  that  media  interpreters  have  relied  on  in  their  efforts  to  make  sense  of  the  media.  In 

addressing  these  codes,  we  may  start  from  the  fact  that  professional  media  interpreters  have 

promised to deploy the structural  logic of “popularity” in late modern, mediatized societies. In 

today's  media  environment,  professional  interpreters  have  suggested,  popular  audiences  have 

unprecedented opportunities to vindicate their tastes, while media communicators can also win the 

hearts and minds of people in new and more efficient – more enchanting and attractive, in a word, 

more “popular” – ways.  In modeling the structural logic of popular media markets,  fifth estate 

professionals  have  relied  on  several  mythical  discursive  tropes,  two  of  which  will  shortly  be 

sketched in the followings. 

The  first  discursive  trope  is  that  of  “popularity”,  or  „popular  connection.”  This  trope 

constructs popular media as powerful, attractive, mobilizing, enchanting institutions, the prime site 

on  which  the  popular  audience  can  be  „connected”  by  public  actors.  The  discursive  trope  of 

popularity  asserts  the  symbolic  power  of  popular  media:  their  larger-than-life  aura,  their  often 

irresistible force, their attractivity and felt authenticity. This key discursive trope has suggested that 

the  very  essence  of  mediatized  politics  manifests  itself  in  those  apparent,  immediately  visible 

instances when public actors and audiences „connect”. Indeed, the above spirit of successful and 

appealing „connections” has been lurking behind the most widely recited instances of mediatized 

politics: the saxophone-playing, popular Bill Clinton reclaims the representation of middle-class 

America from Republicans; Tony Blair opens new horizons for left-wing popular imagination by 

rebranding  Labour  with  the  help  of  infamous  spin  doctors;  Karl  Rove  orchestrates  the  Bush 

propaganda machine and gains popular support for the second Gulf war; John Colbert and other 

liberal  talk-show  hosts  mobilize  people's  anti-Bush  sentiments;  Berlusconi’s  Forza  Italia! 

transforms the political arena to a virtual football stadium. In order to illustrate how today's media 

and politics work, fifth estate experts have generally recited such apparent instances of „popular 
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connection”. They have have referred to successful campaigns (Obama's localized and web-based 

campaign  in  2010,  Blair's  third  re-election);  emblematic  figures   knowing  what  people  are 

responsive to (Berlusconi the Media Emperor or Alastair Campbell the Grey Cardinal); or game-

changing catchwords (Reagan’s (in)famous „there you go again”, Clinton’ s (in)famous „it is the 

economy, stupid”, or more recently the „Colbert Nation”, to cite only a few American examples). 

The above examples of „popular connection” have served as common points of reference,  self-

evident  objects  to study,  prime examples to  follow.  What  connects the above instances is  their 

immediate catchiness, their power to attract lay eyes but also the expertly gaze, their self-evident 

status as symbols of mediatized politics working at its heights.

The second key discursive trope has been to assume that popular “connections” do not arise 

randomly:  popular  media  as  a  system  fosters  these  connections  to  be  efficiently  established. 

Accordingly,  the  systemic  pressures  of  popular  media  markets  would  incite  a  seamless  fusion 

between media languages and audience vocabularies, media “supply” and audience “demand”. The 

media system would prescribe media/political actors to forge as-close-as-possible connections with 

people,  and provide media-consuming audiences  with  „popular”  performances  with which they 

willingly engage.1 Fifth estate experts have suggested that the popular media system sets apparent 

rules of connection-making, which rules may well be grasped in the terms of cultural populism. 

Accordingly, the popular media system would reward those actors who address people in a clear 

language, with an attractive and enchanting performance, in an authentic way that people recognize 

as familiar and responsive to their personal needs and expectations. It may be worth evoking here a 

much typical account of a scholarly marketing expert who explained Bill Clinton’s popularity with 

his ability to establish resonant connections with people: „Clinton gave people what they wanted to 

hear, with just the right language, words and phrases that would resonate with the American public” 

(Johnson 1997, ref by: Denton 2002:xii) 

In a word, fifth estate experts have tended to assume that today's  popular media system 

rewards  the  „best  populist”  and  the  key  of  popular  success  lies  in  populist  communication. 

Accordingly,  the  late  modern  media system would  reward those public  actors  who are  able  to 

connect people by sensibly detecting their inner affinities and desires, to connect them on popular 

languages  they  are  able  and  willing  to  use,  to  connect  them in  the  exact  way in  which  they 

themselves want to be connected.

The limits of the fifth estate's discourse

The  fifth  estate's  populist  preoccupation  with  connecting,  with  “getting  close”,  with  creating 
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resonant  and  relevant  experiences  has  concealed  the  self-contradictory  nature  of  “popular 

connection” in today's hyper-competitive media system. Professional media interpreters, by inciting 

public actors to „connect” with the audience, have obscured the fact that  in today's competitive 

media environment connecting people does not simply mean establishing a resonant harmony with 

them, but, first and foremost, outshining other actors in a popularity contest, the terms of which (the 

basic question of what “people really want”) are never self-evident. Of course, at a general level, 

there  is  not  much  to  debate  about  the  fact  that  popular  audiences  broadly  tend  to  respond  to 

impulses  which  are  simple,  attractive,  familiar,  personally  relevant  or  morally  unambiguous. 

However,  these  populist  “imperatives”  lose  much  of  their  relevance  once  they  are  applied  in 

concrete contexts where actors compete for popular support.  In today's mediatized “arms race”, 

where  performers  do  not  content  themselves  with  being  “simple”,  but  constantly  strive  to  be 

“simpler” than their competitors, in an environment where performers rarely see their performances 

as  spectacular  and  personal  enough  to  certainly  outshine  others,  the  alleged  “imperatives”  of 

popular connection are redefined day by day. 

Today's popular media system, due to a great extent to the work of fifth estate experts, has 

been established in public imagination as a space of intense populist competition. In this imagined 

space,  public  actors  commonly  seek  to  distinguish  their  “connecting”  attempts  from  their 

competitors' more conventional connecting strategies. Accordingly, each actor positions her actual 

performance as a unique voice, as an interruptive instance. Even the more, public actors relentlessly 

try to outbid not only others',  but also their own past connecting strategies that they feel to be  

continuously outdated.  In the above contest  of mutual  outbidding, public  actors do not content 

themselves  with  enacting  a  populist  harmony  with  people:  they  permanently  reformulate  this 

“familiar”  harmony  in  new  and  yet  “unfamiliar”  forms.  In  the  hypercompetitive  contest  that 

populist actors have navigated themselves into, no one can escape the above tense dialectics of the 

familiar and the exceptional. 

In today's media space, all attempts to “connect” are encumbered with the above potential of 

interruption: they aim to create populist harmony and they are positioned as exceptional instances 

that  suspend the  familiar  ways  of  harmony  making.  This  act  of  suspension  is  a  highly  risky 

endeavour, since unfamiliar moves can easily alienate the audience. Although in general, people 

may tend to like simple language, any performance that strives to be “even more” simple than the 

others  risks  to  be  read  as  simplistic.  In  a  similar  vein,  people  may  seek  after  down-to-earth 

arguments in media, however, they may debunk as condescending any rhetorical move that they feel 

to be “too down”. With all their affinities to attractive communication, people may reject what they 

see “overly” attractive. All this reveals that the imagined logic of populist competition encloses 

public actors into a paradoxical trap. Although actors base their public performances on the alleged 
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imperatives of populist communication (be simple, accessible, familiar), they are aware of the fact 

that these imperatives can hardly guarantee success in themselves. To this felt uncertainty, actors 

react by intensifying their performances. Indeed, as if populist media imperatives could only work 

with an intensifier, actors relentlessy strive for turning their performances “even more” popular: 

“very” simple, “more” accessible, “exceptionally” familiar, and so on. However, these intensified 

performances may easily turn against themselves. People may simply reject what they perceive to 

be made “too” popular –  artificially designed to become popular, unusually catchy, abnormally 

enchanting. 

There are good reasons to argue that public actors who follow the golden rule of “being 

popular” are skating on thin ice – and the ice is so thin, that means, populist communication can so 

easily turn against itself, that it seems entirely impossible to define what exactly the above golden 

rule means. “Be popular”, OK, but how to be popular when everyone else strives to be popular? 

Fifth estate experts could never find a proper answer to this question. They proposed actors to be 

outshiningly  popular,  than  means,  to  apply  the  imperatives  of  populist  communication  in  an 

exceptionally energetic and straightforward way. But this is a misleading advice that mirrors less the 

“objective” systemic imperatives of popular media than the self-legitimating needs of fifth estate 

experts  who  have  presented  themselves  as  engineers  of  “popular  connection”.  In  the  name of 

“connecting” the popular audience fifth estate experts have, in fact, created exceptional, unfamiliar 

impulses which inevitably risk to break the populist harmony that they promise to establish. 

The popular sense of “resonance” or “connection” cannot be separated from people's sense 

of exceptional experience – and it is the latter one that (without admitting) fifth estate experts have 

sought to capitalize on at the first place. The engineered aura of “exceptionality” has appeared in 

many forms: it could depict the public actor as a “particularly” strong and attractive leader, but also 

as a man of service who is “particularly” responsive to people's felt needs. What connects these 

images is their common gesture toward the outstanding and the exceptional. Due to the general 

quest  for  exceptionality,  the  space  of  late  modern  media  has  got  saturated  with  innovative, 

interruptive and disharmonic impulses, which have opened new fields for populist communication, 

which have raised high expectations to achieve popular success, and which, at the same time, have 

had a high potential to alienate the audience.

The populist strategies that public actors have used in order to connect people and to reduce 

the uncertainties of media have produced a truly chaotic environment where rules of connection do 

not apply any longer and populist strategies themselves are inefficient. This is true to the broader 

media field as well, where, as various researchers have observed, interruption has become routine in 

the last two decades:  “formula-breaking” programming has become the rule  (Jancovich & Lyons, 

2003; Caldwell, 2004), “derailment and disruption” have taken the place of the unifying rituals of 
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broadcast television (Dayan, 2010), journalists and gatekeepers have lost control (Williams & Delli 

Carpini  2004)  and  aggressive  media  “frenzies”  (Sabato  1991)  took  over  the  political  agenda. 

Indeed,  popular  media  today  seem  to  „socialize  us  …  to  a  norm  of  interruption  rather  than 

schedule” (Katz & Liebes, 2007, p. 158) 

It  is  certainly  not  the  fifth  estate  itself  that  has  created  the  above  populist  race  for 

interruptive, exceptional experiences. However, professional media interpreters have amplified this 

race and expanded it to new terrains – like politics where the conventional rules defining what 

makes a political actor “popular” have faded away in the battle for popularity. Here lies the key 

paradox of  the  populist  competition  which  drives  today's  mediatized  politics.  The more  public 

actors have engaged in exploiting the alleged rules of populist communication, the more these rules 

have lost their contours and validity. Public actors who have fought for “connecting” people at any 

price have overlooked the risk that their excessive reliance on the supposed “rules of connection” 

can easily end up in a permanent rewriting of these rules and create an overall state of rulelessness. 

On the whole, public actors have tried to exploit the alleged rules of the new media system with 

such a pace that has gradually undermined these rules themselves and dissolved the contours of the 

rule-governed, “normal” media realm in which the same above rules could potentially apply.

Conclusion: the fifth estate and bubble capitalism 

Fifth estate experts have abundantly circulated their success stories about parties or politicians who, 

allegedly, achieved popular success by cleverly applying the alchemies of popularity – to which, of 

course,  media  interpreters  would  have  prime  access.  These  success  stories  about  “popular 

connection”  are  to  be  read  as  mythical  constructs,  retrospective  rationalizations,  self-justifying 

heuristics, and as such, have to be treated with great suspicion. In contrast to what the myth says, 

the rules of popularity have never been as opaque as they are today. Indeed, political actors have 

never been as uncertain about which rule to follow in order to become popular as they are today 

when they are served by whole armies of popularity experts. 

Politicians and fifth  estate experts  know well  that they work in a menacingly turbulent, 

complex,  hardly controllable  media  environment.  However,  the  dominant  discourse of  the  fifth 

estate has depicted this uncertainty as an external, systemic condition that requires actors to use 

highly  professional  techniques  for  breaking  through  the  clutter  and  “connecting”  the  popular 

audience.  The  possibility  that  populist  “connecting”  strategies  could  themselves  redefine  and 

suspend the established rules  of  popularity,  and thus,  actively destabilize the media  space,  has 

escaped the attention of fifth estate experts. Being aware of the instability of their environment, but 
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unaware of its structural causes, public actors and their advisors have tried to manage uncertainty by 

pouring more and more resources into the same mythical “connecting” strategies that have caused 

this uncertainty in the first place. 

Paradoxically, the systemic rules of popularity have scrambled and faded away because of 

the fact that public actors have tried to exploit them so intensely, in the hope of realizing popular 

success  at  the  uncertain market  of  mediatized  politics.  All  this  reminds  to  financial  “bubbles”, 

which are blown by economic actors who uncritically believe in mythical (highly plausible but 

unfalsfiable) “success stories” about how profit can be realized with minimal risk at an uncertain 

market. In the end, the collective rush of investors for risk-free profits undermines the commonly 

assumed rules of profit making – this paradox lies at the heart of financial bubbles' self-defeating 

and destabilizing dynamics. The above parallel between the stock market and the fifth estate calls 

for further elaboration. As I will argue in the last part of my book (to be developed from the present 

dissertation), the fifth estate relates to the “real” media system in a highly similar way as the stock 

market relates to the “real” economy that it represents. Both are reflexive, interpretive institutions 

that  allocate  informations about  “real”  economic markets,  and both are  prone to  systematically 

misrepresent market reality and to veil this bias from the eyes of actors and observers. 

The common concept of financial  „bubbles” refers to a self-feeding divergence between 

self-justifying, mythical representations of market success on the one hand, and the real trends, the 

structural „fundamentals” of economic markets, on the other. In the recent years, we have heard a 

lot about how painfully a series of self-inflating “bubbles” has trembled financial markets. (Soros, 

2009;  Shiller,  2005)  Although  there  is  nothing  new  in  the  fact  that  stock  market  actors  may 

irrationally overvalue the worth of companies, there are good reasons to argue that since the rise of 

late  capitalism,  the  scale  and  scope  of  “bubbles”  –  chronic  misinterpretations  of  market 

“fundamentals” – have grown immensely. (Stiglitz 2010, Soros 2009) This is because in the last 

three decades, enormous amounts of capital have been invested at financial markets in the hope of 

realizing risk-free profits. Investors have sought to escape from the economic instabilities of late 

capitalism, that means, from the very impossibility to base investments on the foreseeable future 

perspectives of companies or industries. Investors have turned in a great number to “securities” – 

financial instruments – that actors of financial markets have offered to them with the promise of 

doing what no individual investor is able to do alone: allocating all the information that market 

actors  possess  about  the  perspectives  of  an  economic  sector  or  company.  Securities  have been 

surrounded with  a  strong aura  of  control  –  and investors  have  tried to  exploit  this  promise  in 

masses. However, their herd-like behaviour has amplified the inaccurate market informations that 

have  been  inevitably  built  into  financial  instruments,  and  led  to  the  widespread  “mispricing” 

(Shiller 2005) of stocks, which created a radically uncertain environment. 
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Sociological and behavioural research of financial markets may help us answer a burning 

question of late capitalist societies: how is it possible that market actors tend to systematically and 

chronically misunderstand the market where they work? It is arguable that actors of late capitalist 

markets are simply too afraid of the hyper-competitive environment that surrounds them, and they 

desperately  seek  for  an  escape  from this  uncertainty,  and  once  a  seemingly  risk-free  solution 

emerges, they run in hordes to exploit it. However, this type of behaviour is not a rule-following 

one: it is a herd behaviour, self-justifying but inherently inconsistent and self-destructive. This herd 

behaviour is typical to actors of various markets: the politician who would apply any populist tactic  

that made another politician popular, the journalist who is “running with the pack” and covers what 

everybody else is covering (Liebes & Blum-Kulka 2004), the record company which allocates all its 

advertising budget  on exploiting short-term fashion waves (Anand – Peterson 2000), or the investor 

of financial markets who buys what everybody else is buying (Shiller 2005). In each above case, 

actors'  nomadic race is propelled by mythical representations of market success that actors and 

expertly apparatuses (see especially Anand – Peterson 2000) maintain about specific markets.

As  the  above  examples  suggest,  the  self-feeding,  common  misinterpretations  of  market 

success may destabilize far broader spheres than that of financial markets. “Bubbles” are to be seen 

as reflexive loops that may appear at every “marketized” social field where actors feel it necessary 

to lean on professional market interpreting apparatuses (marketers, consultancies, accountancies) in 

their  efforts to adjust  themselves to their  new, market-driven environment.  All  this represents a 

fundamental structural deficiency in our societies, namely that the reflexive apparatuses of “market 

interpretation” cannot  guarantee to unravel  the real  tendencies  of late  capitalist  economy in an 

unbiased way. To put it more precisely, what interpretive apparatuses cannot guarantee is that their 

eventual  biases  (eg.  the  “mispricing”  of  shares  at  stock  markets  or  the  “misrepresentation”  of 

popular success at the field of mediatized politics) are random: short-term and not systematic. Since 

no  such  guarantees  exist,  “reflexive  bubbles”  represent  an  insurmountable  paradox  of  late 

capitalism  which  aims  to  marketize  everything,  however,  cannot  guarantee  that  the  reflexive 

apparatuses allocating market informations will draw a correct picture about the marketized social 

fields. This hardly repairable malfunctioning is much typical to what I propose to call the “reflexive 

condition” of late capitalism, this chaotic, “disorganized” system (Offe, 1985) which aims to form 

everything to the image of the market, but loses the clues to this very image along the road.

The  mythical  distortions  of  market  interpretation  –  the  complex  phenomena  commonly 

referred to as „bubbles” – represent a new type of structural constraint in late modern societies: the 

emergence of long-lasting, systematically reproduced and widely neglected divergences between 

„marketized” social fields and the accounts that reflexive apparatuses produce about these fields for 

their actors. As much as the above malfunctioning is inevitable, since it is fed by the efficient self-
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sanctifying strategies of reflexive apparatuses, it is also highly dangerous, for it disorients political 

and  economic  actors,  whose  understanding  of  their  systemic  environment  (economic 

„fundamentals”, „media logic”, „consumer demand”, „market trends” or „political base”) depends 

fully from the above interpretive institutions. Unfortunately, the possibility that the systemic logic 

of  popular  media  can  be  systematically  mistaken,  which  misperception  can  incite  widespread 

patterns of „misadaptation” has escaped the dominant (scholarly and practitioner) understanding of 

mediatized  politics.  Critical  media  theory  has  omitted  to  reckon  the  above  systematic 

misrepresentation and misadaptation among the central „structural roots” of today’s „crisis of public 

communication” (Blumler-Gurevitch, 1995:221). 

In this Introduction, I have tried to point out that today's popular media markets are incessantly 

mythicized by a relatively autonomous, enclave-like market interpreting sphere which constitutes 

the fifth estate of democratic politics. This mythicizing entreprise has grown into a self-propelled, 

self-absorbed meaning making machine. It is our vital interest to discover the arbitrary discursive 

codes  that  govern  the  fifth  estate,  this  “culturally  autonomous”  myth  making  system.  Such  a 

“cultural sociological” (Alexander & Smith, 2003) revision of media interpreting apparatuses could 

reveal the limits of their myths and find new ways to falsify their commonly held theories about  

“popular connection” and the allegedly populist “imperatives” of the media system. 

The  fifth  estate  and  other  market-interpreting  apparatuses  have  become  heavily 

institutionalized, structural components of late modern society: sovereign “reflexive structures” that 

produce on their own our commonly shared (mis)conceptions about late capitalist (media) markets. 

They  represent  a  widely  misunderstood  and  undertheorised  aspect  of  late  modern  reflexivity: 

namely  that  the  reflexive  apparatuses,  instead  of  (self-)critically  monitoring  their  systemic 

environment (as naively presumed by Beck and Giddens [Beck, Giddens & Lash 1994]; or Thrift, 

1998), tend to grow themselves into self-totalizing, self-sanctifying discourses that systematically 

filter out any incongruous information. Today's reflexive apparatuses tend to pump themselves into 

unfalsifiable, mythical universes, and, in the name of unraveling the “new rules” of late modernity, 

they  inadvertently  produce  a  ruleless,  chaotic  environment.  Today's  self-inflating  “reflexive 

bubbles”,  these  chaotic  and self-undermining  outcomes  of  reflexive  modernization,  represent  a 

paradoxical fulfillment  of the historic,  dialectical process in which,  as Adorno and Horkheimer 

(1992) have so forcefully forecasted, enlightened reason continuously expands itself and regresses 

into myth. 
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The structure of the dissertation

The dissertation will consist of three parts. 

Part 1 analyzes the emergence of the „fifth estate” as a culturally autonomous interpretive sphere 

which imposes its self-absorbed and arbitrary discursive codes on social actors. Part 1 addresses the 

fifth  estate's  dominant  discourse,  and  its  mythical  suggestion  that  today's  active  and  elusive 

consumers-citizens can more selectively vindicate their preferences than the broadcast audience and 

thus need to be “connected” - engaged, enchanted, gratified – in new and innovative ways.

Part 2 presents evidence that the above mythical narrative drives public actors into strategies which 

are chronically inconsistent with the complexities of the late modern media. Part 2 argues that since 

the „fifth estate” (and the „reflexive media system” it makes part of) was imported to Hungary, fifth 

estate experts have pushed Hungarian politicians into self-defeating populist strategies. 

The main goal of Part 3 will be to theorise the consequences of public actors' above, inconsistent 

and myth-propelled behaviour. Part 3 inquires upon the interruptive forces which are inscribed into 

media  populism  and  which,  in  spite  of  the  danger  that  they  represent,  are  systematically 

underestimated by the fifth estate's discourse. In this Part I will theorize the main empirical finding 

of Part 2, namely that populist performances may forcefully undermine the popular harmony that 

they seek to establish.

Part 4 will be developed in my future book. It does not make part of this dissertation. In Part 4 I will 

argue that the systematic bias of the „fifth estate's” discourse – and the self-undermining populist 

strategies that this discourse led public actors into – are symptomatic to the „reflexive condition” of 

late capitalism. The proposed book ends by re-theorising late modern reflexivity and revealing its 

consequences to normative political theory and empirical media analysis. 

Part 1: The mechanisms of media mythicization in a reflexive media system

Part  1  aims  to  reveal  the  cultural  logic  of  professional  media  interpretation,  this  myth-making 

process of which media experts and public actors have been both hostages and sustainers. Revealing 

this  logic  will  help  us  understand  how  media  interpreters  and  public  actors  have  enclosed 
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themselves into a self-absorbed interpretive bubble in which only mythical narratives and evidence 

are available. 

In the first Chapter of the dissertation, I will clarify my theoretical position. The key aim of 

my book will be to analyze the chronic and hardly reconcilable discrepancies that exist between late 

modern media and their expertly representations.  The above divergence between the late modern 

media system and its expertly interpretation  that has enclosed itself into a reflexive „bubble”  can 

hardly be grasped with the means that today's culturally informed social theories offer to us. For 

most theoretical approaches, nothing could be more disturbing than the very idea of the bubble, 

which  suggests  that  actors'  culturally  shaped  coping  strategies  (interpretations,  performances, 

actions) may systematically and persistently deviate from the broader horizons of their social and 

economic  existence.  I  will  shortly  review  three  competing  theoretical  approaches  (theories  of 

reflexivity,  indoctrination  and  performativity)  which  commonly –  although  in  sharply  different 

ways – presume a basic harmony to exist between social systems and actors' interpretations. The 

inadequacy  of  these  approaches  calls  for  a  fourth  theoretical  position  from  which  „reflexive 

bubbles”  can  be  properly  theorised.  This  fourth,  cultural  sociological  (Alexander-Smith  2003) 

position  asserts  the  relative  autonomy  of  cultural  forms  from  „material”  structures.  Cultural 

sociology is  a  newly emerging  field  of  cultural  research  that  interprets  culture  as  a  sovereign 

“structure” that binds and constrains social actors with a similar force as the “material” structures 

that we are familiar with from social research. Cultural sociology, as I will argue, has a critical 

potential  to  grasp  the  “cultural  autonomy”  of  media  and  market  interpreting  apparatuses,  to 

“deconstruct” the mythical code that drives them and to unravel the consequences of their self-

propelled, unrestricted operation. 

The 2nd Chapter is an empty one: it will make of my future book to be developed from my 

dissertation. This future Chapter will addresses the historic process in which „the fifth estate” has 

differentiated itself from media production and politics. I will present how the media interpreting 

practices have freed themselves from the surveillance of media production companies and how, in 

parallel, political parties have lost their mass membership that so far channelled the electoral will 

into the party organization,  and how, in consequence, the monitoring of electoral will has been 

outsourced from the party to independent professionals (marketers, pollsters, consultants). I will 

interpret this process as the formation of a „reflexive media system”, in which the apparatuses of 

media interpretation play an independent, structuring role and actively drive the „adaptation” of 

politics to the mythical image that they construct about popular media markets. The fifth estate 

could achieve this sovereign power due to its interpretive discourse that media interpreters have 

naturalized and imposed on social actors. 

Chapter  3  explores  the  dominant  discourse  of  media  interpretation,  as  it  appears  at  the 
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academic subfield of the fifth estate. The discourse driving academic media studies has been greatly 

shaped  by  the  mythical  tropes  of  modernist  thinking.  Embodying  the  collective  enterprise  of 

generations of media scholars, the above “modernist discourse” represents a taxonomic system and 

a  well-established  interpretive  practice  which  reconciles  this  system  with  any  kind  of  newly 

emerging media phenomena. The modernist interpretive discourse revolves around the key issues of 

connection  and  control.  “Who controls  whom in  modern  media  systems”  -  this  is  the  eternal 

question that modernist interpreters have sought to answer. Most efforts to answer this question 

have been shaped by three mythical tropes. The first common trope has asserted that media are 

“popular”, and as such, have a prominent power to “connect” – to enchant, gratify, attract, engage – 

the audience. This mythical trope has focused interpreters' attention to apparent, immediately visible 

instances when public actors and audiences „connect”. These popular „connections” have been seen 

as  the  prime  sites  where  the  manipulative  or  empowering  potentials  of  popular  media  reveal 

themselves. The second mythical trope of the modernist discourse has suggested that the above 

subordinating  or  liberating  potentials  are  not  unleashed randomly.  Popular  media  set  objective, 

systemic rules that define how, throughout their regular “connections”, media can control people's 

lives and people can control their own lives via media. This trope constructs popular media as a 

rule-governed, “normal” environment. In short, the first two mythical tropes suggest that popular 

media engage people and people engage with popular media – and these apparent instances of 

“popular connection” embody the dominating and liberating potentials of the media system that 

feeds and shapes the circles of connection and control.

The  prime  modernist  strategy  to  make  sense  of  the  instances  and  rules  of  „popular 

connection”  has  been  to  weave  them into  a  complex  taxonomic  system built  from privileged 

conceptual binaries (subordination vs emancipation, central vs local, effects vs usages, activity vs. 

passivity,  information vs.  entertainment,  public vs.  private emotions  vs.  arguments,  and so on). 

Media interpreters could not work without these inherited modernist binaries, however, they also 

clearly felt that their binary concepts are too rigid to grasp the complexity of various „connections” 

between people and media.  Thus, media interpreters have incessantly redefined, rearranged and 

recombined  these  binaries  in  their  expertly  narratives.  By  recombining  binary  concepts  that 

originally  seemed  to  be  incompatible,  media  experts  in  late  modernity  have  created  hybrid 

narratives.2 Fifth estate experts,  and academic media scholars among them, have hoped that by 

flexibly rearranging their binary concepts, they can understand today's media world without leaving 

the mythical, familiar confines of their inherited, „modernist” taxonomies. The above practice of 

„domesticating” rigid binary concepts, the mythical work of neutralizing their incongruence with 

the complexity of the world, will be called „flexible binarizing”. It represents the third mythical 

trope of modernist media interpretation. Enmeshed in the practice of “flexible binarizing”, academic 
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researchers have tended to believe that however complex the media world, their familiar binary 

concepts  will  allow them to  meaningfully  arrange  it  from a  privileged  interpretive  viewpoint, 

without running into irresolvable contradictions. 

Chapter  4  focuses  on  the  business-oriented  branches  of  the  fifth  estate:  commercial 

marketing, political PR and political marketing. The chapter reveals that the above mythical tropes - 

“popular connections”, “systemic connection rules” and “flexible binarizing” - have driven media 

experts across the whole  sphere of professional media interpretation. The industrial branches of the 

fifth  estate  have  asserted  that  the  late  modern  media  and political  environment  transforms the 

relatively passive mass audience of broadcast television, and the class-based, loyal constituency of 

the  mass  party  into  a  more  selective,  illoyal  and  elusive  media  consumership  which  evades 

conventional mechanisms of social control and relates to politics in consumerly ways. This would 

urge media and political actors to connect and control their empowered audiences/constituencies in 

more  efficient,  more  sensitive  and  more  innovative  ways.  Following  the  logic  of  “flexible 

binarizing”,  media  interpreters  have  recombined  two  concepts  that  earlier  seemed  to  be 

antagonistic,  and  suggested  that  today's  “active  audience”  does  not  necessarily  evade  “media 

control”,  but,  on  the  contrary,  can  actively  affirm  being  “controlled”.  The  obligate  modernist 

question of „how to connect/control the active audience”  has become the main concern of public 

actors and their strategists,  the ultimate starting point of expertly speculations about late modern 

popular media and political markets.

Part 2: The mediatization of politics in Hungary

The second part of the dissertation will empirically reveal how the deeply controversial processes of 

mediatization have played out in the particular national context of Hungarian politics. In Hungary 

democratic politics has been transformed and mediatized with an exceptional pace after 1997, the 

start  of  commercial  TV broadcasting.  Part  2  will  comprise  two  chapters  (5-6)   that  explore  a 

particular episode of Hungarian politics: the first truly mediatized election campaign in 2002. 

To  properly  understand  recent  media  and  political  transformations  in  Hungary,  I  will 

propose a cultural sociological model of media transition. I will argue that the “commercialized” 

media system that has been globally transferred from central to more peripherical regions is to be 

seen, above all, as a reflexive system, in which media interpretation is autonomous from media 

production  and distribution.  Accordingly,  media  transition  in  a  (semi-)peripherical  country like 

Hungary  needs  to  be  rethought  as  the  import  of  a  reflexive,  self-monitoring  media  system:  a 

simultaneous transfer of institutional settings and of an interpretive sphere which prepares local 

actors  to  the „logic” of the freshly imported media institutions.  This  double transfer  has made 
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difficult for local observers to make sense of the “imported” media system in any organic way, 

without  heavily relying  on the  interpretive  sphere.  There  are  good reasons  to  suspect  that  the 

modernist  interpretive tropes  transferred from the West  have heavily prestructured the expertly, 

political, and scholarly understandings of market-driven media in peripherical nations, and directly 

drove local actors' adaptive strategies. 

In my empirical case study, I will argue that Hungarian public actors, in their attempts to 

adapt themselves to the commercial media environment, have irreflexively followed the hints of the 

modernist interpretive sphere which has falsely suggested them to „connect” with (to enchant and 

gratify)  the  popular  audience.  In  my  cultural  sociological  reconstrution  I  will  present  that 

mediatized politics in Hungary has been entrapped in a vicious circle of misadaptation, a downward 

spiral  in  which public  actors have adapted themselves to biased representations of late modern 

media. Due to their reliance on modernist tropes, public actors in Hungary have lacked a proper 

understanding  of  how  counter-productive  their  populist  “connecting”  strategies  can  be  in  the 

contingent environment of late modern media.

My cultural  sociological  analysis  of the 2002 election campaign in Hungary  will  aim to 

demonstrate  how Hungarian public  actors,  in  their  populist  rush for  enchanting/gratifying their 

audience, have inadvertently destabilized their own mediatized performances, by releasing turbulent 

and latent processes which they were not even aware of. The example of the 2002 campaign will 

illustrate that these destabilizing features were not simple fiascos, fallacious attempts to “connect” 

the audience, that would have resulted from accidental shortcomings or external nuisances. On the 

contrary, I will argue that the populist performance of the Government in 2002 was a powerful one 

that  powerfully  affected  and  “connected”  the  audience,  however,  it  is  by  the  very  same 

“connecting”  force  that  it  undermined  its  own ability  to  exploit  the  popular  affect  that  it  has 

triggered.  The paradoxical,  self-destabilizing force of marketing-based, mediatized mobiliziation 

has mostly been overlooked by Hungarian political actors and media interpreters. This shortcoming 

is not to be explained by local actors' parochialism, but, on the contrary, their overly reliance on the 

imported  interpretive  discourse  that  promised  to  effectively  exploit  the  popular  „logic”  of 

commercialized media. 

Part 3: From popular media to event media: the consequences of the populist race

As I will argue in Part 3, media actors' and experts' attempts to „connect” and „control” the „active 

audience”  are  inherently  self-destabilizing:  the  more  forceful  „resonances”  they  trigger  in  the 

popular audience, the less they can establish the popular harmony they seek for. This is because 

public  actors can hardly connect their  fragmented audiences in any other  way than by inciting 
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exceptional impulses  that  are  apparent  enough  to  reach  the  disparate  media  horizons  of  their 

targeted audiences. Media and political actors' race for connecting their audiences has triggered an 

extreme overproduction of “exceptional” events in the late modern media space. The key players of 

this space have invested increasing resources into connecting people through creating events, that 

is,  through  triggering  and  exploiting  exceptional  moments  in  the  cultural  experience  of  media 

audiences.  In today's  media environment, popular connection and event-making are closely tied 

together. In consequence, today's populist attempts to connect are encumbered with a potential of 

interruption: they aim to create populist harmony and they are positioned as exceptional instances 

that suspend the routine ways of harmony making.

My main goal in Part 3 will  be to reveal how the populist strategy of „connecting” has  

induced a new dynamics of event formation. This process, as I will argue, has redefined both media 

“normality” and “abnormal” events, and created a highly unstable and opaque media system in 

which interruptive events are present constantly, but often in a contourless form. In this opaque and 

highly  eventized  environment,  popular  support  is  rarely  won  by the  „best  populist”,  the  most 

virtuoso  applier  of  populist  connection  rules.  Instead,  the  waves  of  audience  enchantment, 

engagement and gratification are rippled by exceptional, powerful, self-propelled events which are 

not commonly recognized as such, in spite of their force and significance. Two types of events will  

be analyzed in detail: mundane events and latent events. Mundane events are apparent instances of 

media  and  political  spectacle  which,  by  their  unexpected  symbolic  force  to  trigger  collective 

enthusiasm,  open  a  new  dimension  that  can  overwrite  the  established  frameworks  of  political 

antagonism. Mundane events do exist, as I will argue, however, their transformative power is not 

self-evident  for  actors  and  observers,  due  to  the  fact  that  they  are  enrooted  in  he  ordinary 

machineries of spectacle making.  The second type of events, latent events, are not apparent, and 

thus,  even  more  uncertain  than  mundane events  (which  are  visible  instances,  and “only”  their 

transformative power is questionable). Latent events emerge  when a mass audience constructs a 

specifically framed vision about the key antagonisms of political spectacle. In such cases, audiences 

“fall  hostage” of  a  temporarily emerging “aesthetic  forcefield”,  of  a  “virtual  theater  hall”,  that 

imposes a binding aesthetic logic along which the dominant political antagonism is temporarily 

reinterpreted. 

The two chapters of Part 3 will deploy the emerging “logic” of today's opaque, eventized 

environment that will  be coined as “event-driven media” or simply “event media”,  and will  be 

contrasted to the fifth estate's concepts of “market-driven” media or “popular media”. In Chapter 7, 

I will reveal the historic process of media “eventization”, in which the media landscape has been 

saturated by eventized, interruptive performances aimed at “connecting” the popular audience. I 

will present how this process undermines the conventional dualism between normal media flow and 
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exceptional  media  events  interrupting  this  normality.  The  saturation  of  media  with  routinely 

produced events, I will argue in Chapter 8, equally obliterates the established theories of media 

normality and of media events. Novel approaches are needed, I will argue, that are able to better  

grasp the emerging space of “event media”, this opaque and menacing, “postnormal” landscape that 

is  saturated  by  uncertain,  contourless  events  which  undermine  the  systemic  imperatives  of 

popularity envisioned by modernist interpreters. 

Part 4 Populist democracy in the post-normal age of „reflexive capitalism”

(The two chapters summarized below do not make part of the present dissertation)

In Part 4 I will argue that the pitfalls of populist democracy presented in Part 2 and the highly 

ambiguous processes of eventization presented in Part 3 embody fundamental tensions that lie at the 

heart  of  today's  „reflexive  capitalism”.  These  tensions  will  be  grasped  by  the  term  of 

„postnormality”, which refers to the very impossibility of separating the ordinary times of rule-

governed  normality  from  the  extraorinary  periods  when  rules  collide.  Market  interpreting 

apparatuses  (as  demonstrated  in  Part  1)  tend  to  depict  markets  as  rule-governed,  „normal” 

environments.  However,  the  same apparatuses  tend to  neglect  the  fact  that  market  actors  pour 

immense resources into exploiting the „laws of the market” envisioned by professional experts, and 

this  collective  fervour  may,  unexpectedly,  suspend the  same above laws.  In  consequence,  it  is 

impossible to tell „on the fly” whether market actors act in a normal time when the rules of market  

behaviour apply or in an exceptional time when the same rules are self-defeating and dangereous to 

follow. 

In Chapter 9, I will address the “reflexive condition” of late capitalism, which I will define 

as the totality of the effects that the increasing differentiation and cultural autonomy of market 

interpretation has exerted on late modern, “marketized” societies. The “reflexive condition” of late 

capitalism, I will argue, has emerged along the following processes: (1) the marketization of society 

and  the  subsequent  confusion  of  various  social  actors  about  how  to  handle  their  freshly 

“marketized”  social  fields;  (2)  market  actors'  heavy  reliance  on  “outsider”  professionals,  a 

widespread  “outsourcing”  of  market  reflexivity,  and  the  subsequent  “disembedding”  of  market 

interpretation  from actual  markets;  (3)  the  increasing  differentiation  and  cultural  autonomy of 

market interpretation as a distinct field, (4) the  primacy of self-propelled interpretive myths about  

the market  over  the  “objective”  forces  of  the  market,  (5)  the rise  of  “reflexive  bubbles”,  self-

sustained  interpretive  universes  in  which  only  mythical  information  is  available,  (6)  the  utter 

unfalsifiability of market interpreting myths, the increasing power of myths to accommodate all 
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sorts of heterodox evidence without letting this evidence challenge their basic assumptions about 

the “new rules” of late capitalist markets, (7) a transition from rule-governed normality to a “post-

normal”  condition  where rules  and rulelessness  cannot  be  separated from each other,  and it  is 

impossible to sort out the contexts in which the so-called “market pressures” do really exist from 

those in which they do not. Reflexive capitalism produces “postnormal” markets. 

To understand „postnormal” markets, Chapter 9 will build a theoretical model from existing 

market theories which have addressed very similar tendencies as the present book and, due to their 

incompatibility with the mainstreams, have had a peripherical position in scholarly discourse. The 

approaches to be used are the following: the theory of “restricted markets” where actors are both 

producers  and consumers  and tend to  enclose  themselves  into  self-referential  games  (Bourdieu 

1993),  the  theory  of  “counter-performativity”  that  refers  to  self-defeating  instruments  at  stock 

markets (MacKenzie 2006), the theory of “virtualism” as an emerging ideology of market economy 

that turns against the capitalist system that it interprets (Miller 1998), the “cybernetic” theory of 

reflexivity that grasps the stock market  as a fatally myopic,  self-enclosed institution,  unable to 

distinguish the “normal” volatility of its instruments from the times of abnormal events when the 

system runs toward a collapse (Soros 2009). 

Chapter 10 will inquire upon the normative dilemmas raised by the reflexive condition of 

today's populist democracy.3 I will inquire upon the present perspectives of „good politics”, in the 

light of the deeply paradoxical fact that today's populist democracies have fallen hostage of self-

sanctifying  reflexive  apparatuses  which  feed  us  and  suffocate  us  at  the  same  time.  How  the 

desirable norms of democratic political behaviour are to be set in a media environment in which 

political performances are sanctioned and rewarded in hardly understandable ways, and in which 

any deeper understanding of “popular” success or failure is permanently jeopardized by the fifth 

estate that tends to impose its own discursive logic to past events and rationalize everything in 

retrospect?  How political actors should seek their own and the public's good in today's opaque, 

“postnormal” media system?

Public actors, as I will suggest, need to refrain from the myth that the populist “imperatives” 

of media markets  require them to “connect” with the audience as seamlessly as possible.  In the 

emerging system of “event media”, public actors face a new challenge, which is to properly deal 

with  the  fact  that  “popular  connection”  represents  a  double-edged,  inherently  broken,  self-

undermining strategy,  that may equally be rewarded and sanctioned by the opaque logic of the 

media  system,  and  that,  consequently,  needs  both  to  be  followed  and  evaded.  The  future  of 

democratic politics depends heavily on public actors' ability to recognize that modernist connecting 

strategies need to  be embraced only to an extent that allows moderating their  unintended side-

effects: those unpredictable events that can undermine any public performance in the exact moment 
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when it seems to succeed.

As the above lines make it clear, I am not propagating any illusory escape from the fifth 

estate that would catapult us back to a more honest, more spontaneous politics. What public actors 

can hardly spare, by contrast, is coming to terms with the discursive codes of the fifth estate, and 

constantly making media  interpreters  clarify the  limits  of  their  knowledge.  This  meta-reflexive 

attitude is necessary for achieving what the opaque system of „event media” calls for: not „popular 

connection”  at  any price,  but  a  clever  adjustment  of  connection  and  distanciation,  a  cautious 

harmonizing strategy that could best be grasped by the aestheticist idea of establishing „balance” 

between proximity and distance (Ankersmit 1996, 2002). In other words, good politics today can 

grow out  from delicate  balancing efforts  for  becoming popular  without  getting  too popular.  In 

Chapter 10, drawing on aesthetic and theatrical theories (Austin 1975, Goffman 1990[1959], 1974, 

Erickson 2003, Duffrenne 1973, Bullaugh 1957), I will draw a normative view of  „balancing”, a 

key virtue of modern aesthetic and political performance that has almost entirely been lost in public 

actors' well-organized but basicly misguided populist rush for „connecting” the popular audience.
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Chapter 1. The cultural sociology of reflexive capitalism

In this chapter I will develop the theoretical grounds on which to grasp the reflexive condition of 

late modern politics and society in this dissertation. As forecasted in the Introduction, my aim is to 

deploy the effects that the differentiation of market interpreting apparatuses has brought on late 

modern politics. Far from giving unbiased and self-reflexive accounts, interpretive apparatuses have 

produced  inherently  biased  representations  about  media  and  political  markets,  imposed  these 

images  on public  actors  and directly oriented their  adaptation to  their  mediatized environment. 

Instead of enabling public actors to seamlessly adapt themselves to new conditions, my dissertation 

will argue, reflexive apparatuses have been a constant source of instability, derailed and destabilized 

the systemic processes – the „marketization” and „mediatization” of politics – that they have been 

supposed to seamlessly assist and advocate. The above distortions of media interpretation represent 

a  new  type  of  structural  constraint  in  late  modern  societies:  the  emergence  of  long-lasting, 

systematically reproduced and widely neglected divergences between „marketized” social fields and 

the accounts that market interpreting apparatuses produce about these fields for their actors.

The chronic divergence between media system and media interpretation – in other words, 

the gap between media „fundaments” and the media interpretive „bubble” – is hard to be grasped 

from the viewpoint of dominant social and cultural theories. These theories have rejected the idea 

that  actors'  culturally  shaped  coping  strategies  (interpretations,  performances,  actions)  may 

systematically  and persistently deviate  from the  broader  horizons  of  their  social  and economic 

condition. Dominant scholarly approaches have allowed that professional media interpreters can fail 

in judging the media market, but consistently avoided to elevate these failures to a systemic level 

where  media  interpretation  could  be  grasped  as  a  self-sustaining  sphere  that  harbours  its  own 

arbitrary interpretive discourse. The sense making work of professional media interpreters has been 

described as potentially fallacious but still,  coherent, after all,  with the overall logic of the late 

capitalist media system. From the dominant viewpoint, professional media interpreters have been 

seen either as faithful creators, or as deceptive ideologues, or as reflexive experts of this system – 

rather than its self-interested mythicizers or even underminers. 

Reflexive bubbles and social constructionism

There is no doubt that the intellectual Zeitgeist of late modernity has hampered so far – but this may 
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seem to change – addressing the systemic divergence between market and market interpretation. 

Since Fredric Jameson's classic study (Jameson, 1991), it has become common knowledge that the 

„prodigious new expansion of multinational capital ends up penetrating and colonizing” (p. 49) the 

„enclaves of pre-capitalist organization it had hitherto tolerated” (p. 36). According to this common 

narrative, global/neoliberal capitalism forms everything to its own face with an overwhelming force 

and  leaves  no  place  for  truly  independent  cultural  production.  How could  market  interpreting 

apparatuses, it might be asked, derail or “hijack” today's triumphant capitalism? Have not Jameson 

or Debord, with so many others, taught us that the reflexive efforts of our late capitalist societies  

make integral part of the capitalist system they reflect upon?

In a highly similar vein, at the field of poststructuralist cultural theory, the idea of culture as 

an „enclave” that  sustains itself  on its  own, independently from its  systemic context,  has been 

generally dismissed as implausible and irrelevant (Hall 1998: 445-8, 451-2). This is in line with the 

sociological idea of the „social actor” who is self-evidently  embedded into society: the possibility 

that  social  actors  might  misinterpret  their  social  environment  in  systematic  and arbitrary ways 

which may undermine both actor and environment has rarely been raised.4 Arguably, in mainstream 

social and cultural theory, we seem to lack the means for theorising that political and economic 

actors  of  late  modern  societies,  in  large  numbers  and  in  the  long  turn,  can  act  in  a  chronic  

disharmony not only with the systemic constraints of their environment, but even with their own 

short-term interests. 

The above theoretical hardships result from the fact that culturally informed social theories 

make part of the social constructionist universe: they enjoy its benefits, but also suffer from its 

limitations. These burdens have been veiled since the glorious constructionist „turn” eradicated the 

positivist distinction between (objective, external) reality and its (right or wrong) understanding. 

For long, it has seemed that a social system and actors' interpretations about the system must be 

theorised  as  a  dynamic,  coherent  whole.  However,  there  are  good  reasons  to  argue  that  the 

phenomenon  of  reflexive  bubbles  –  stock  prices  systematically  deviating  from  market 

„fundamentals”,  political  actors  systematically  misperceiving  voters'  „demands”  –  calls  for 

reinstating the outdated distinction of reality and understanding. This highly problematic distinction 

lurks, undeniably, behind my argument that the mediatization of politics has not been driven by the 

“objective” systemic logic of late capitalist media, but by arbitrary representations produced by self-

justifying, “enclave-like” reflexive institutions. Certainly, such a claim can hardly stand in the light 

of  the  social  constructionist  dictum that  “objective”  social  reality  is  itself  a  naturalized  set  of 

arbitrary representations.

In  order  to  step  further,  I  will  have  to  enumerate  the  possible  constructionist  counter-

arguments against what has been said so far. Certainly, social constructionist critiques might easily 
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find in my argument weak points where to intervene. When I am arguing that the representations 

produced by the fifth estate do not reflect systemic realities, critiques could ask with reason, am I 

not  stuck  to  an  old-fashioned  concept,  that  grasps  representations  as  (distorted)  mirrors  of  an 

outside  reality,  instead  of  seeing  them  as  the  very  building  bricks  of  this  reality? Has  not 

semiotically  informed  cultural  theory  established  the  necessary  intermingling  of  reality  and 

representation? What possible access can I have, scholars could object, to the “real” and so far 

misrecognized “fundamentals”  of  the  media  system? Has  not  the  constructionist  turn  in  social 

science replaced the idea of objective reality with that of intersubjectively established conventions 

that define for social actors what counts to be “objective” social reality? Is not, then, the logic of a 

system equivalent with the imagined logic that its actors commonly and intersubjectively attribute 

to it? 

And,  to  bring  these  questions  to  a  more  concrete  level:  if  spin  doctors  are  relentlessly 

“packaging” politics to well-consumable “snippets” (Franklin 2004), does it  really matter if,  by 

doing so, they adapt politics to an objective media logic or to what they and their clients commonly 

believe  to  be  the  logic  of  media?  If  political  marketers  commonly  work  for  unraveling  and 

gratifying the demands of the citizen-consumer, do not they intersubjectively elaborate and establish 

a commercialized “media logic” that will define the relationship between party and voter in terms of 

supply and demand? If the PR industry – from the high profile PR corporate to the self-made PR 

agent of a civil movement – thinks in common terms about how to achieve visibility, how to set the 

“agenda”, how to control the “news cycle” or trigger “momentum”, if no one acts in the name of 

alternative rules, what is the point in arguing that the play is not fixed and its rules have been 

misconceived? And, on top of all that, have not too many of these strategies proved successful to 

call them inadequate? Who could not evoke – even visualize – dozens of examples of powerful,  

popular, media-friendly performances, like Bill Clinton's TV ad with the infamous slogan “it's the 

economy, stupid”, or the live footage of Greenpeace boats forcing immense corporate tankers to 

retreat? Do not these media-tailored performances clearly prove, by their undeniable appeal, that the 

systemic “imperatives” of popular media – partly imagined, partly discovered by their actors and 

interpreters – do, in fact, work? 

To put it yet another way, as a cogent critique of a draft of this dissertation once did5 : when 

we look at a screen, how it would be possible to distinguish what belongs to the screen “itself” (that 

is, the technological-economic apparatus of media production) and what belongs to actors' mental 

pictures about how they need to behave on the screen (imagined rules of conduct produced by the 

apparatus of media interpretation)? Media, after all, are the actual screen with actual actors that we 

look at,  a complex “régime” that is composed of systemic constraints and actors'  reflections on 

these constraints – and not the screen minus everything that could be different if actors thought 
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differently about the screen.6 

The ultimate question, upon which our whole case depends, is whether or not the logic of 

today's media (cultural, economic) system can be held equivalent with the imagined logic that its 

actors intersubjectively attribute to it. My ultimate conviction is that it cannot and should not. This 

is because of the fact that today's intersubjectively held convictions about how to achieve popular 

success  have  not  helped  public  actors  and  their  experts  to  stabilize  the  field  of  mediatized, 

marketized politics as a coherent, self-sustaining, well-functioning system. Populist strategies have 

caused chaos more than anything, and in consequence, today's populist democracies suffer from an 

„intersubjective disorder”  that  their  actors  commonly produce  and reproduce.  As argued in the 

Introduction and later in Chapter 9, actors of today's politics, like those of other markets, tend to 

base their  strategies on commonly held mythical stories about market success which are highly 

attractive but  also unfalsifiable.  Relentlessly exploiting opportunities to  secure popular  success, 

public actors have intersubjectively developed some key convictions about the laws of the market, 

but these convictions have resembled less to cautious, reliable theories than to irresistible, mythical 

and self-undermining hypes. Many of our intersubjectively held stories about market success and 

market imperatives have fostered less a peaceful work of construction than an aggressive „herd 

behaviour”. 

There are good reasons to argue that the “real” market of mediatized politics has produced 

chaotic movements in reaction to actors' intersubjectively justified strategies to control it. However, 

this unruly feedback has been systematically silenced by the market interpreting apparatuses that 

have  invented  and  fed  the  above  intersubjective  misunderstandings.  As  market  interpreting 

apparatuses have differentiated themselves from actual markets and sophisticated themselves to a 

level  where  market  actors  could  not  challenge  their  symbolic  authority any longer,  they could 

increasingly shape the intersubjective understanding of market reality. Even the more, they could 

evade any direct probe regarding the “goodness of fit” between their self-justifying interpretive 

narratives and the actual market realities emerging from the strategies of actors acting in the spirit  

of the same above interpretive narratives. However unsuccessful or chaotic these strategies may 

have been, market experts could easily rationalize them – being well aware of their privilege of 

having, come what may, the truth on their side. 

The  above  reflexive  loop  has  grown to  a  fundamental  structural  force  in  late  capitalist 

societies. To understand this feedback loop, scholarly research cannot avoid addressing the chronic 

discrepancies between system and interpretation, between reality and representation – even if this 

requires rewriting our constructionist vocabularies.7 These vocabularies have obscured the concept 

of  a  social  reality  that  would  exist  behind  or  below  its  intersubjectively  held  representations. 

However, the fact that market-interpreting apparatuses today behave as “loose cannons” and are 
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unable  to  handle  the  chaotic  movements  that  they  themselves  trigger  challenges  the  above 

constructionist status quo. This challenge urges us, I will argue later (Chapter 9), to turn away from 

the social constructionist interest in how social reality is somehow “dissolved” in its intersubjective 

representations  toward  a  fresh  understanding  of  how  reality  can  be  “outshouted”  by  its 

representations. The very challenge that the reflexive condition of late capitalism face us with, then,  

is not that, behind the discursive realm of representation, systemic reality does not exist but that this 

existing reality does not matter.8

The cultural autonomy of media interpretation 

Reflexive bubbles are key structural features of late capitalist societies. Our task is to theorise the 

bubble phenomenon,  to  understand how the self-justifíying representations produced by market 

interpreting apparatuses could put to silence the systemic realities that they have been supposed to 

(self-)reflexively  unravel.  Functionalist  theorists  of  mediated  politics,  cultural  theorists  of  late 

capitalism and social constructionists – the mainstreams of cultural and media theory today – have 

fostered ideas deeply incongruent with the phenomenon of „reflexive bubbles”,  that means,  the 

possibility  that  professional  media  (market)  interpreters  may  systematically  disorient  public 

(market)  actors.  Far  from  allowing  such  a  lond-standing  incongruence  to  exist,  mainstream 

scholarly literature has envisioned a basic harmony between professional media interpretation and 

the media system. Mainstream research has offered three basic viewpoints to grasp the role  of 

media  interpreters  in  late  modern  media  and politics.  These  positions  correspond to  three  key 

currents  in  late  modern social  and cultural  theory,  that  I  will  refer  to  as  theories  of  „reflexive 

modernity”,  „indoctrination”  and  „performativity”.  Seen  from  these  dominant  theoretical 

viewpoints, professional media interpreters may appear either as reflexive experts or as complicite 

ideologues or as entangled creators of the popular media system.

The  first  possible  interpretation  of  media  experts  draws  upon  theories  of  reflexive 

modernization (Beck-Giddens-Lash 1994, Thrift 1998), according to which in late modernity, the 

outer constraints of social life have become questionable and reflectable, and social actors have 

become self-reflexive bricoleurs of their own cultural or political identities. Seen from this angle, 

expertly  media  interpreters  appear  as  (self-)reflexive  and  highly  competent  cultural  mediators 

between  public  actors,  media  or  cultural  producers  and  „empowered”  popular  audiences 

(Papathanassopoulos et al. 2006, Lilleker - Lees-Marshment 2005, Scammell 1999, Slater 2002). 

The second view of media interpreters relates to various critical theories of „indoctrination” (for a 

review, see Schudson), which have grasped media as a subordinating power,  and thorised them 

either in terms of manipulation and propaganda, or from a classical political economical approach, 
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or with poststructuralist notions like hegemony and governmentality. Seen from this view, media 

interpreters appear as a new type of agents whose task is to pour new fuel into the old media 

machinery, to invent new techniques for promoting particularistic interests or legitimizing capitalist 

ideologies  (Bourdieu  1998,  Boltanski-Chiapello  2005,  Miller-Dinan  2000,  Morris-Goldsworthy 

2008).  Finally,  a  third  possible  vision of  media interpreters opens from the viewpoint  of those 

currents, like Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2005) or the theory of  performativity (Butler 2006), 

which resist to identify themselves with any of the above binarizing narratives (neither reflexivity 

[agency] nor indoctrination [structure]) and seek to understand the circular emergence of agency 

and structure in different material contexts. Seen from this view, media interpreters may be seen as 

experts who are entangled in the world that they analyze, and „speak to life”, so to say, the popular  

media system that they describe.  (This interpretation of media experts has not been established 

directly, still, it can be clearly read out from the classical performativist analysis of market experts. 

[Callon  1998,  MacKenzie  -  Millo  2003,  MacKenzie  2006,  Callon  –  Millo  –  Muniesa  2007, 

MacKenzie – Muniesa – Siu 2007]).

Importantly,  each above approach assumes that  the role  of media interpreters  –  be they 

defined as reflexive mediators, agents of indoctrination, or creators-performers – harmonizes with 

the  systemic  conditions  of  late  modern  media.  This  underlying  harmony  has  been  thought  to 

manifest itself in various ways. The theory of reflexivity has suggested that media experts precisely 

discern the potentials and constraints of the popular media system and effectively appropriate this 

system by developing themselves and learning from their mistakes. The indoctrination model has 

highlighted the power of media interpreters to run effective campaigns and to serve the interests of 

the  media  industry  and  the  political-economic  elite.  Meanwhile,  the  performativity  model  has 

suggested that market interpreters in general are inventing and co-creating economic markets and 

are  teaching  market  actors  to  behave  in  a  way that  fits  their  invented  market  theories.  These 

theoretical approaches are al fruitful, however, they do not give much clue to grasp the inevitable,  

deep-seated tensions of media interpretation that interests me in this dissertation. The three above 

scholarly  narratives  have  been  reluctant  to  see  political  marketers,  PR  agents,  academics  or 

consultants as protagonists of a self-absorbed discourse that is chronically incongruent with the 

market that it interprets. 

In  order  to  theorise  the  above  structural  discrepancies  –  the  „reflexive  bubble”  that 

systematically distorts the media „fundaments” that it should reveal – we need to establish a fourth 

theoretical position that is able to sensitively reveal the above abyss between media system and 

media  interpretation.  This  fourth  position  will  assert  the  „cultural  autonomy”  of  media 

interpretation.  The  proposed  theory  of  cultural  autonomy,  serving  as  a  counter-pole  to  the 

mainstream theories of reflexivity, indoctrination and performativity, will allow us to theorise media 
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interpretation as a self-propelled meaning making discourse which systematically diverges from the 

media system that it represents. 

The  concept  of  „cultural  autonomy”  has  been  the  foundational  idea  of  the  current  of 

“cultural  sociology” (Alexander-Smith 2003,  Alexander  2003b),  that  will  serve as  a  theoretical 

meta-frame for all my following analysis. Emanating from the theoretical innovations and empirical 

work  of  Jeffrey  Alexander,  Philip  Smith  and  the  bunch  of  authors  occasionally  coined  as  the 

„Alexander-school”  (Emirbayer  2004),  cultural  sociology  is  an  emerging  paradigm  of  social 

research. For cultural sociology, the „autonomy of culture” refers to the sovereign power of supra-

individual and unreflectable „cultural  forms” to frame actors'  meaning-makings and actions „on 

their  own”,  independently  from  their  outer  systemic  environment.  In  contrast  to  mainstream 

approaches  which  have  believed  cultural  practices  to  “organically”  reflect  the  structures  or 

inequalities of their socio-economic environment (and thus, silently reinstated the Marxist model of 

base and superstructure), Alexander and Smith have rejected this organic harmony and argued for a 

„sharp analytical uncoupling of culture from social structure”. (Alexander – Smith 2003:13) Along 

this cultural sociological program, I will theorise professional media interpretation as a “culturally 

autonomous” discourse, a sovereign “cultural structure” of sense making which differentiates itself 

equally from the material structures of media production-distribution and from the structural trends 

of supply and demand that shape the popular markets of media and politics. 

Cultural sociology provides us with new means for establishing the autonomy of culture and 

„illuminat[ing] the powerful role that culture plays in shaping social life”. (Alexander and Smith 

2003:13) As a first step to understand the above “shaping”, I have to further clarify the concept of 

“cultural  autonomy”.  The  proposed,  cultural  sociological  understanding  of  cultural  autonomy 

deviates from most mainstream formulations of autonomy. In the proposed framework, autonomous 

cultural practices are not to be seen by any means as free, empowering, structureless, spontaneous, 

genuine, innocent or nomadic – these mainstream tropes of “autonomous” action miss the point of 

cultural  sociology.  From a  cultural  sociological  viewpoint,  the  autonomy of  a  cultural  practice 

means nothing more than its ability to sustain itself  by its own self-absorbed, inner operational 

rules, independently of whether or not they coincide with objective, structural, “outer” conditions. 

In  this  view,  “autonomous”  cultural  practices  are  not  freer  than  others:  they follow their  own 

binding “cultural structural” logic with the same fidelity as culturally heteronomous practices mirror 

the structural  logic  of  their  material  “base”.  Thus,  if  cultural  sociology suggests  that  the (late) 

modern social space is populated by culturally autonomous practices, this does not mean that our 

societies would harbour innocent islands for free experimenting or spontaneous self-expression. In 

contrast to such an idealistic vision, the proposed concept of cultural autonomy refers to the self-

centered,  arbitrary  operation  of  certain  practices  which  are  submitted  only  to  their  own  self-
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absorbed cultural logic, and nothing else beyond it. The cultural sociological approach understands 

autonomous cultural practices as “loose cannons”: self-propelled machineries that tickle by their 

own  tempo,  follow  their  pre-programmed  epistemic  and  operational  codes,  whatever  the 

consequences.9

Starting from the above analogy of self-propelled robots, we may reveal the instabilities and 

frictions that “culturally autonomous” practices are actively producing in their outer environment. 

These discrepancies have remained invisible for mainstream approaches which have envisioned a 

basic harmony to exist between cultural pratices and the “system” in which they are embedded. 

Mainstream theories have allowed contingencies to emerge only in the moments of eventual failure, 

when the system-conform operation of the cultural machine wavers for some contextual reasons. By 

contrast, cultural sociology is able to acknowledge those discrepancies that emerge directly from the 

operation  of  the  cultural  machine  itself,  from  the  arbitrary,  blind,  pre-programmed  logic  of 

“autonomous” cultural practices. 

The  potential  of  autonomous  cultural  practices  to  differentiate  themselves  from  their 

systemic environment and to affect this environment in highly contingent ways has nicely been 

established in a passage where Alexander and Smith have judged Foucault's genealogy – a highly 

influential  source  of  mainstream  cultural  research  –  from  the  angle  of  their  own,  cultural 

sociological program („strong program”). As they have argued (2003:19):

Foucault’s  major  theoretical  texts,  The  Archaeology  of  Knowledge  and  The  Order  of  

Things,  provide  important  groundwork  for  a  strong  program with  their  assertion  that 

discourses operate in arbitrary ways to classify the world and shape knowledge formation. 

His  empirical  applications  of  this  theory  also  should  be  praised  for  assembling  rich 

historical data in a way that approximates the reconstruction of a social text. So far so 

good. Unfortunately,  there is another hand at work. The crux of the issue is Foucault’s 

genealogical  method;  his  insistence  that  power  and  knowledge  are  fused  in 

power/knowledge.  The  result  is  a  reductionist  line  of  reasoning  akin  to  functionalism 

(Brenner,  1994), where discourses are homologous with institutions, flows of power, and 

technologies.  Contingency  is  specified  at  the  level  of  “history,”  at  the  level  of  

untheorizable collisions and ruptures, not at the level of the dispositif. There is little room  

for  a synchronically  arranged contingency  that  might  encompass  disjunctures  between  

culture and institutions, between power and its symbolic or textual foundations, between  

texts and actors' interpretations of those texts. This binding of discourse to social structure, 

in  other  words,  leaves  no room for  understanding  how an autonomous  cultural  realm  

hinders or assists actors  in judgment, in critique, or in the provision of transcendental 

goals that texture social life. (all my italics, except for the two titles - PC)
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The  very  essence  of  the  above  passage  is  that,  in  a  cultural  sociological  framework,  the 

„contingency” of a cultural practice is not to be seen as its eventual, contextual rupture, but as the 

direct product of its self-absorbed inner logic. By grasping autonomous cultural practices as „loose 

cannons”, cultural sociology opens up new spaces to theorise the reflexive condition of our age, 

when  market  interpreting  apparatuses  follow  their  pre-programmed  discursive  codes  and 

chronically misinterpret and destabilize their systemic environment. 

The strong program of cultural sociology

Jeffrey Alexander and Philip Smith have formulated their „strong program of cultural sociology” in 

three programmatic points. (Alexander-Smith 2003) 

The first point has asserted the „relative autonomy” of culture, which  idea has admittedly 

been  inspired  by  the  radical  program of  science  research  developed  by  David  Bloor  and  his 

followers (hereby the term „strong program”). Cultural sociology has borrowed and generalized the 

key idea of this burgeoning current, namely that 

„scientific ideas are cultural and linguistic conventions as much as they are simply the results 

of other, more “objective” actions and procedures. Rather than only “findings” that hold up a 

mirror to nature (Rorty, 1979), science is understood as a collective representation, a language 

game that reflects a prior pattern of sense-making activity. In the context of the sociology of 

science, the concept of the strong program, in other words, suggests a radical uncoupling of 

cognitive content from natural determination.” (Alex-Smith 2003:13)

By applying the above radical idea to the broader fields of society, we may get to the disturbing 

conclusion, practically missing form mainstream constructionist research, that the „cultural forms” 

which  social  actors  mentally  rely  upon  when  they  cope  with  their  social  environment  may 

systematically  and  lastingly  diverge  from  the  power  relations,  material  interests,  structural 

inequalities, or systemic conditions shaping this environment.

The above thesis of cultural autonomy requires to reject all theories in which cultural forms 

would gain their meaning from being part of a more general constellation, like social conflicts or 

economic transformations. As inplacably as the „archaeologist” Foucault did before them (see the 

first  chapters  of  Archeology  of  Knowledge,  2002),  Alexander  and  Smith  have  rejected  as 

inacceptable even the most subtle and indirect reformulations of the Marxist base-superstructure 

model (eg. (post)structuralist  theories of culture in which,  despite of all  efforts to grant culture 

autonomy from socio-economic structure, the latter has still retained its „first among equals” status 

[Emirbayer 2004:8]). What „cultural sociology” proposes instead is to untie all these links and fully 
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acknowledge culture as a sovereign „structure [which is] as objective as any more material social 

fact” (2003:24). Accordingly, protagonists of „cultural sociology” have mainly focused on  cultural 

forms (like the timeless aesthetic genres of melodrama, tragedy or comedy) that operate in the 

collective  consciousness  independently  of  any  social  or  economic  determination,  as  symbolic 

institutions on their own. (It is important to note that the „strong” model of cultural sociology is not  

inherently  superiour  to  „weak”  models:  the  difference  between  the  two  lies  in  how  much 

sovereignity they attribute to cultural structures and practices.) 

The second programmatic point of cultural sociology urges for a close scutiny of the cultural 

codes that constitute the above, sovereign cultural forms and practices. Explaining why these latter 

can stabilize and sustain themselves on their own, Alexander and Smith have called upon their two 

basic attributes: their inner riches and their ritual power. As they have argued, cultural forms may 

retain  their  autonomy because they are  sophisticated  enough to  be voluntarily used by various 

people for multiple purposes. The very wealth of symbols and meanings that a cultural form may 

contain  may  only  be  deployed  by  „hermeneutically  reconstructing  social  texts  in  a  rich  and 

persuasive way. What is needed here is a Geertzian 'thick description' of the codes, narratives, and 

symbols that create the textured webs of social meaning.” (2003:13) Beyond the above „thickness” 

of  culture,  Alexander  and  Smith  have  also  pointed  out  that  culture  is  „a  classification  system 

consisting of binary oppositions”. In line with the Durkheimian and anthropological tradition, they 

have argued that the very identity of a cultural form resides in the particular binary logic by which it 

distinguishes  the  sacred  from  the  impure.  Since  social  actors  need  and  heavily  rely  on  such 

distinctions in their life conduct, they will ritualy use certain cultural forms to perform them, which 

allows  these  forms  to  achieve  a  long-standing  validity  in  common  consciousness.  The  ritual 

function of cultural forms is a central tenet of cultural sociology in which, consequently, scholarly 

„focus  on  the  binary  opposition  (is)  a  key tool  for  asserting  the  autonomy of  cultural  forms” 

(Alexander-Smith 2003:23) The above analytical effort  to hermeneutically reconstruct binarzing 

meaning-making narratives represents the second cornerstone of this program. 

A paramount example of this sort of analysis has been Alexander and Smith's reconstruction 

of the discourse, or culture, of „American civil society”, at the very heart of which in their view lies 

„a set of binary codes”. Among these, central is a 

„'democratic  code'  that  creates  the  discourse  of  liberty.  It  specifies  the  characteristics  of 

actors,  social  relationships,  and  institutions  that  are  appropriate  in  a  democratically 

functioning society. Its antithesis is a 'counterdemocratic code' that specifies the same features 

for an authoritarian society. The presence of two such contrasting codes is no accident: the 

elements that  create  the discourse of liberty can signify democracy only by virtue of  the 

presence of antonymic 'partners' in an accompanying  discourse of repression.” (Alexander-
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Smith 2003:121) 

As Alexander and Smith have highlighted, the sacred democratic values like autonomy, activity, 

responsability, self-control or rationality could be meaningful and attractive for Americans because 

they have represented a positive alternative to a set of counter-concepts (like other-dependence, 

passivity,  selfishness, hysterical,  eccentric behaviour and so on) that people saw as impure and 

dangereous. The above example illustrates well why binarizing taxonomies are so vital to the ability 

of autonomous cultural forms to sustain themselves. The American civil society discourse could 

maintain itself by enacting a ritual, cosmic fight between Good and Evil, through the celebration of 

utopian values and the degradation and exclusion of their polluted counter-poles. It is exactly the 

above binarizing dynamics that produces the emotional load of autonomous cultural  forms, and 

provides them with a hardly resistible gravitational force, allowing them to cut off people from 

alternative taxonomies and distinctions.

Finally, the third basic programmatic point of cultural sociology has been to avoid abstract 

generalizations about the effects of culture, and to show the concrete causal channels through which 

a particular cultural entity orients actors and affects socio-economic systems and their actors. 

„Far from being ambiguous or shy about specifying just how culture makes a difference, far 

from speaking in terms of abstract systemic logics as causal processes (á la Lévi-Strauss), we 

suggest  that  a  strong program tries  to anchor  causality in  proximate actors  and agencies, 

specifying  in  detail  just  how  culture  interferes  with  and  directs  what  really  happens.” 

(Alexander-Smith 2003:14)

In a typical  note, Alexander and Smith have criticised Bourdieu's  „weak” theory of culture for 

revealing only vague, „circumstantial homologies” between cultural fields and social structure but 

being unable to show concrete causal effects and „produce a smoking gun”. (2003:18)

The following dissertation offers a cultural sociological analysis of the fifth estate and the 

effects  that  this  autonomous market interpreting sphere has brought  on late  modern democratic 

politics. My argument will proceed along the three above program points of cultural sociology. In 

the first step (Chapter 2), I will explore the institutional and sociological mechanisms that have 

stabilized media interpretation (discourse and institutions) as an autonomous social sphere in late 

modern society. In the second step (Chapters 3-4), I will reconstruct the binarizing taxonomies of 

the dominant („modernist”) discourse that has fuelled the self-absorbed reflexive practices of the 

fifth estate. In the third step (Parts 2 and 3) I will deploy the concrete structural effects that the fifth 

estate has brought on the fields of media and politics, in the specific context of postcommunist 

Hungary and elsewhere. Having reconstructed the rise and effects of the fifth estate, I will end my 

future book (Part 4) with theorising late capitalism and late modern politics from the viewpoint of 

cultural sociology that I will present as the most promising approach to understand the “reflexive 
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condition” of our age. 

Market pressures, real and invented: the cultural sociology of reflexive capitalism 

Cultural sociology is not a new grand theory,  it  is a medium-level theory which is built on the 

counter-intuitive hypothesis that cultural structures are independent from material ones. This key 

hypothesis  is  not  only counter-intuitive but  also  represents  a  clean-cut  statement  which  doesn't 

allow for compromises.  The idea that culture is autonomous is a strong statement which makes 

cultural  sociology much  easier  to  refute  than  mainstream theories,  like  those  of  indoctrination 

(propaganda,  spectacle  or  hegemony),  reflexive  modernity  or  performativity.  In  contrast  to 

mainstream theories which make much weaker statements about the contingent interrelations of 

culture, power and agency but claim their vision to be universally valid, cultural sociology asserts a 

strong and uncompromised statement with an intendedly limited validity. The autonomy of culture 

is  a  hypothesis  that  certainly  will  not  stand  the  probe  of  empirical  test  in  many  cases.  This 

limitation, however, may well be seen as a strength in today's era, when science and other reflexive 

apparatuses  produce  universal  and  highly  sophisticated  theories  which  are  able  to  devour  any 

unexpected evidence but which, due exactly to their intricate and omnivorous design, are incapable 

to  draw  the  limits  of  their  validity  and  tend  to  pump  themselves  into  all-encompassing, 

unfalsifiable,  mythical  bubbles.  There  is  indeed,  as  I  will  argue  in  the  Postscript,  a  striking 

resemblance  between  the  self-universalizing  tendencies  of  certain  modernist  cultural  theories 

(hegemony,  propaganda,  spectacle,  performativity,  reflexive  modernity)  and the  bubble-blowing 

work of market interpreting apparatuses.

Reflexive  experts  in  and  outside  academia  have  maintained  universal  and  unfalsifiable 

theories about late capitalism and the systemic pressures it exerts on social actors. These theories 

have universalized themselves and their commonly held key tenet that late capitalism itself has a  

universal  logic  which  bends  to  its  own  image  every  practice  of  late  modern  social  life.  This 

totalizing theoretical  attitude – heir  of the Frankfurtians'  totalizing vision of capitalism as total 

administration – has been grounded in a widely shared intellectual imagery, a late modern Zeitgeist, 

composed of various topoi:  the vision of global capitalism subjugating the nation state and the 

working class, the alleged fall of the humanist Enlightenment project, the felt exhaustion of critical 

energies in Western societies, the common intellectual resentment that real critique is impossible 

since our  reflections about  the system make integral  part  of  the system itself  (there is  nothing 

beyond the spectacle).

Theorising the fifth estate – and market interpreting apparatuses in general – as a „culturally 
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autonomous” sphere will allow us to step beyond the above totalizing logic that has paralyzed many 

theoretical efforts to grasp the very complexity of late capitalist societies.10 The totalizing narratives 

about a triumphant capitalism which swallows all non-capitalist „enclaves” and does not leave place 

for reflection outside itself have underestimated the inner frictions of this alleged triumphal march. 

The late capitalist marketization of social fields did, in fact, actively produce „enclaves” which are 

not submitted to capitalist competition: sovereign interpretive apparatuses that have been entitled to 

explain the logic of the market to actors who have got embarrassed by the marketization of their 

field.  The self-sustaining enclaves of market interpreting apparatuses have grown into structural 

forces that bind and orient social actors with a similar force than the more material constraints – 

inequalities,  power,  interests,  market  competition  –  that  we  know  from  mainstream  critical 

literature. The cultural sociological analysis of autonomous cultural forms is the prime scholarly 

approach to deploy the sovereign binding and orienting force of the reflexive, market interpreting 

„enclaves” of late capitalism.

The very relevance of cultural sociology in today's reflexive capitalism is not to be found 

merely in  its  novel  approach to  market  interpreting  apparatuses,  but  also,  and primarily,  in  its 

potential  to  challenge  these  apparatuses'  mythical  narrative  that  social  life  today  is  inevitably 

exposed to the pressures of late capitalist markets. This mainstream narrative has greatly shaped the 

imagination of social actors who, in the sphere of politics and elsewhere, have taken for granted that 

they  have  no  choice  but  adapting  themselves  to  the  objective  pressures  of  market  economy. 

Mainstream theories – at least, in the research of media and politics – could not challenge the above 

mythical image of inescapable market pressures. What the proposed cultural sociological approach 

allows, by contrast, is to reconceive a part of these alleged market pressures as mythical, illusory 

constructs, cultural artifacts that have been solidified into binding structures which are forceful only 

because market actors uncritically believe in them. Along these lines, a theoretical possibility opens 

to distinguish mythical, imagined market pressures from those which are real and actors ignoring 

them would really be sanctioned by the objective forces of the market. This means, however, not 

merely to reinstate the old distinction between reality and illusion – but also to fully recognize that  

the essential task of distinguishing them (sorting out which supposed market pressure is real and 

which is illusory) cannot be achieved, due to the fact that market interpreting apparatuses have 

successfully sold their myths as the very reality of the market. The proposed cultural sociological 

approach, thus, offers a tragic vision about late capitalist societies, with actors who live their lives 

under constant market pressures that are partly real and partly mythical and who have lost their 

ability to distinguish the two and are thus doomed to a chronic state of disorientation, and endless 

circles of blind reflection. 
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Part 1. The „fifth estate” : the sphere of modernist media interpretation

Introduction to part 1: developing a „strong media mythology” 

Media today are heavily and increasingly mythicized social phenomena. All social actors who try to 

understand their potentials and dangers are haunted by a handful of media-related myths, and are 

exposed to hardly resistible symbolic pressures to further mythicize popular media. (Couldry 2000, 

2003) The above „mythicization” is a typically late modern phenomenon, which differs from the 

trust that people and public actors have conventionally vested into media. In the broadcast era, 

public  actors  accepted  the  newsmaking  routines  of  media  as  self-evident  and  appropriate,  and 

audiences  regarded  them  as  a  familiar,  safe  and  transparent  environment  (Silverstone  1994). 

Broadcast media were trusted and liked – they were hegemonic, but they were not „mythicized”.  

Myths, usually, are born when the circle of familiarity is broken, when the safety of the world is 

sinking and calls for symbolic repair and maintainance. (Barthes 1972) Accordingly, popular media 

started to be grasped mythically in the moment when they lost their above familiarity, when their 

operational „logic” ceased to be self-evident, and they have become a problem both for their actors 

and audiences. The more social actors have seen media as a menacingly complex system that has to 

be  reflexively  appropriated,  the  more  excessively media  have  been  mythicized  in  late  modern 

societies.

In  order  to  deploy the  institutionalized  mythicization  of  popular  media  markets,  I  will 

develop a research project that I will call a „strong media mythology”. I will engage in a media  

„mythological” analysis (Barthes), in the sense that I will aim to critically unravel the dominant 

tropes by which professionals have mythicized the media system. In addition to this, my media 

mythology  will  be  „strong”,  which  means  that  it  will  explore  media-myths  from  a  „cultural 

sociological”  standpoint.  Following  the  strong  programme  of  cultural  sociology,  my  media 

mythology will  suggest that media interpreting experts  cultivate  a self-absorbed,  self-justifíying 

discourse that systematically misrepresents the alleged „laws” of popular media markets.11 

My mythological analysis will aim to reveal how, in late modern societies, popular media 

are  mythically  invented  as  prime  agents  of  „popular  connection”,  as  apparent  and  inevitable 

platforms to control,  mobilize and represent  the popular  audience.  The above understanding of 

media  represents  a  commonly held  vision  which,  as  Nick  Couldry's  „mythical  deconstruction” 

(2003:44) has clearly revealed, shapes most our notions about popular media as a prominent  power 

structure.  Couldry's  has been the most  systematic  exploration of the mythicizing processes that 

radiate an aura of greatness and power around popular media (Couldry 2000, 2003). Couldry's key 
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idea  has  been that  „we”,  media-using  social  actors  –  should we be  ordinary spectators,  media 

„pilgrims”, ritual participants, wannabe or established celebrities, or public actors – tend to cultivate 

a mythical image which depicts mainstream popular media12 as central symbolic sites, higher-than-

life (2003:107), quasi-sacred institutions,  inevitable sources of the knowledge and orientation that 

we need in order to find our way in the social space. The above mythical „media frame”, Couldry 

has argued (2000:52), naturalizes a „symbolic hierarchy” between an allegedly intense, powerful 

and inevitable media universe and the more lame and inconsequential practices that would take 

place in other social fields.

It  is  exactly the above mythicizing process that has driven the mediatization of politics. 

Political actors, fifth estate experts and journalists13 have established the same mythical hierarchy 

between  popular  media  and  politics.  They  have  symbolically  constructed  popular  media  as 

„obligatory  passing  points”  (Couldry,  2000,  p.  48)  for  public  actors  to  “connect”  citizens. 

Meanwhile,  they  have  believed  that  the  conventional  practice  or  „logic”  of  politics  (like  the 

balancing  of  ideological  values  with  systemic  constraints,  governance  and  policy  making,  see 

Meyer 2002) is not symbolically powerful enough to „connect” the audience, therefore, needs to be 

reframed according to the media imperatives of popular connection. Of course, the above reframing 

of politics, what we usually call its „mediatization”, has been enacted and ideologically justified in 

various  conflicting  ways.  However,  all  these  attempts  have  been  based  on  the  mythical 

understanding of  popular  media as  a  key „power center” with  a  prominent  symbolic  power to 

„connect” the audience. 

Couldry's  research  may well  be praised for  revealing  that  social  actors  are  subjected  to 

intense pressures towards mythically aggrandizing popular media and seeing them as a superior 

power. Equally meritable has been Couldry's attempt to theorise the above belief in media power as 

a myth, and not as an ideological consent. Attempting to step beyond a Marxist critique of ideology, 

Couldry has argued in a Foucauldian spirit that the myth of media popularity is not a clean-cut 

ideology produced and „superimposed” (2000:5) by big media corporations. Instead, Couldry has 

proposed a broader understanding of media power as a mythical, intersubjective artifact, that is 

maintained in a circular process by all social actors at the same time.

However, in spite the above theoretical declaration – and following a scenario much typical 

to  most  cultural  research  inspired  by  Foucauldian  or  poststructuralist  theories  –  Couldry  has 

implicitely reinstated the Marxian model in the very moment when he turned to empirical cases in  

which he saw the myth operating.14 Although Couldry has warned against misreading his work as 

„Marxist”  (2003),  in  his  empirical  investigations  he  has  never  provided examples  when actors' 

mythical understanding of media (as higher-than-ordinary, powerful, attractive, reliable or relevant) 

would have resulted from a different source than those internalized categories that „the media” have 
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invented and promoted in order to legitimate their own privileged position in society. Accordingly, 

the  popular(ized)  myths  about  media  have  never  been  presented  as  potentially  dangereous  or 

incompatible with media institutions' sheer power interests. Couldry's mythical deconstruction did 

not fall far at all from a Marxist critique of ideology15: in most of his analysis, the myth of media 

popularity  has  turned  out  to  directly  support  media  institutions  in  reproducing their  privileged 

position in society.

In this dissertation, I will address the same mythical tropes of popular media power that 

Couldry has revealed. However, I will argue against downgrading these mythical tropes to the role 

of  a  mere  ideological  pillar.  Such a  „culture-as-means”  approach  (Alexander  and  Smith  2003) 

would reinstate the Marxian base-superstructure model – which is,  no doubt,  a highly valuable 

model in itself, but it does not help us answer the particular question that interests us here, namely 

how late capitalist media markets are mythicized by reflexive apparatuses? The myths that media 

interpreters create about popular media are not mere ideological pillars. In order to step beyond this 

simplistic view, we will have to avoid the major shortcoming of Couldry's research, a key failure 

that has pushed back his promising mythological endeavour to a „weak”, ideology critical project.16 

Couldry's important recognition that media popularity today is constructed in an all-encompassing 

mythical entreprise has ended up in an ideology critical analysis because he has failed to name any 

possible  institutional  source  of  mythicization  that  would  be  different  from  media  institutions 

themselves. 

Couldry has omitted to address the myth of media popularity as a culturally autonomous 

artifact produced by a sovereign, institutionalized sphere of myth-creation. By contrast, my „strong” 

media mythology will grasp the mythicization of media as a sovereign and institutionalized cultural 

practice. The dominant myths of popular media power, in my view, do not seamlessly serve the self-

legitimating aspirations of media institutions, for there exist considerable and highly consequential 

frictions between sanctified media-myths and the media that they mythicize.17 In order to address 

these chronic incongruencies, we have to avoid assuming that the myths about media would be 

maintained  and  promoted  by  the  media  themselves.  Instead,  the  above  myths  need  to  be 

reconsidered as relatively autonomous cultural  artifacts  that emerge from a differentiated social 

field where they are professionally produced. Such a viewpoint allows to grasp mythical media 

interpretation as a sovereign, institutionalized practice, a „culture structure” that differentiates itself 

from the more material structures of media production and distribution. Unraveling the sovereign 

„culture  structure”  that  feeds  media  mythicization  is  certainly  the  most  important  goal  of  the 

cultural sociological approach that I will apply in this dissertation.

It would be hard to omit in Couldry's „weak” media mythology a certain fatalistic logic, that 

he shares with most mainstream approaches, be they critical or affirmative to late modern media. 
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Normative debates in media studies have revolved around the question of whether or not we should 

like the systemic logic of the emerging media system – however, disputing scholars have shared the 

common  assumption  that  they  have  an  immediate,  direct  access  to  the  objective,  systemic 

constraints of media and politics. By taking these constraints as systemic and „given”, scholarly 

research has restricted its own critical potential, and remained blind to its own potential implication 

in the production of myths about the above systemic constraints. This has been the fate of Couldry's  

„weak” mythology, and its main assertion that the myth of „media power” has no other major effect 

than reinforcing the symbolic dominance of media over society. Indeed, Couldry's vision about the 

overwhelming power of media to mythicize and legitimate themselves may well be seen as merely 

another emanation of the very same myth of „media power” that he has sought to dismantle.18  

However, if we have good empirical and theoretical reasons – and we do – to assume that 

the dominant myths about media are produced independently from the system of media production 

and distribution, then we may start dismantling the „complex” of media and media-myths from the 

mythical end, so to say. Accordingly, my „strong” media mythology, in line with the program of 

cultural  sociology,  will  proceed along an inverse  trajectory than what  is  typical  to  mainstream 

cultural  research.  First,  in  Part  1,  I  will  start  by dismantling  the  mythical  discourse  of  media 

interpretation  and  its  institutional  background  (without  assuming  any  sort  of  organic 

correspondence  between the mythical  interpretation of  the  media  system and the late  capitalist 

media  system  itself)  and  only  then  (in  Parts  2-4)  I  will  reveal  the  possible  paths  of  causal 

(inter)relations between the mythical discourse and its material systemic environment. 
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Chapter 2. The rise of a reflexive media system
(This chapter of my future book does not make part of the present dissertation.)

In this chapter of my future book I will take an institutional approach, in order to unravel the overall 

process  of  autonomization  that  has  allowed  media  interpreting  apparatuses  to  differentiate 

themselves  from media  production  and  politics,  and  to  form a  self-maintaining  sphere  in  late 

modern society. My main point in Chapter 2 will be that today's popular media system is composed 

of two relatively autonomous spheres: that of media production and distribution, and that of media 

interpretation. The two above spheres are separate, but they influence each other: producers follow 

the hints of media interpreters in detecting audience demand, while interpreters draw heavily on the 

example of successful products when they speculate about what moves the audience. This double-

sided media realm constitutes, as I will argue, the „reflexive media system” of late modern society. 

Chapter 3: The modernist discourse of media interpretation 

In this chapter and the next one, I will address the simplistic, mythical images about popular media 

that professional interpreters have imposed on public actors and that directly drove these latters' 

adaptive strategies. Obviously, media observers have not invented the above images individually, 

but  used  and  reinvented  existing,  widely  circulating  representations  of  media  that  they  have 

inherited  from  a  broader  interpretive  tradition.  Arguably,  (re)producing  and  maintaining  these 

representations has required the symbolic power of a well-established, mythical discourse about 

media and society. Far from innocently discovering the media system, professional interpreters have 

poured media realities into the pregiven vessels of the above, authoritative discursive framework. 

The discursive logic of media interpretation, as I will argue, has been heavily influenced by 

the  general  cultural  tropes  of  „modernist”  thinking.  Contemporary  observers'  understanding  of 

mediatized politics, and public actors' adaptive efforts to popular media have been driven by a long-

standing  “modernist  discourse”,  a  widespread  and  coherent  cultural  practice  of  intellectual 

reflection  about  modern  society.  If  the  above,  long-standing  modernist  discourse  has  had  an 

authoritative, mythical voice among professional media interpreters,  this is obviously less to be 

traced back to its media-specific analytical virtues19 than the fact that it has allowed to apply to 

media a set of broad, sanctified, century-old cultural topoi about modern society and the modern 

individual. The symbolic power of the modernist discourse, in other words, has stemmed from its 
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ability to “mythicize” popular media, that means, to accommodate their contingent realities with the 

modernist concepts we, experts and intellectuals, have been the most familiar with.

The following chapter unravels the mythical tropes and mythicizing procedures which have 

enabled  and authorized  the  modernist  discourse  to  shape  the  professional  interpretation  of  late 

modern media.  My „mythological”  analysis  will  focus on the academic research of mediatized 

politics. However, what occupies me in this chapter is not academic media studies in the first place, 

but the discourse of modernism itself – as it has manifested itself in scholarly research, the field 

where  modernist  media-myths  have  appeared  in  their  most  sophisticated  forms.  Hopefully,  the 

following  „mythological”  deconstruction  of  academic  narratives  will  lead  us  to  a  thorough 

understanding of the modernist tropes that have driven non-academic media interpretation as well, 

like marketing, PR, consultancy or journalism (see Chapter 4). Besides, the following mythological 

analysis will equally aim to encourage scholarly media research to acknowledge its own mythical 

nature, to understand itself “not only as science but also as an ideology in the sense made famous by 

Geertz”, as Jeffrey Alexander has proposed in his illuminating (and for all my following study, 

highly  inspiring)  analysis  of  modernist  scholarly  narratives  about  „modernization”  (Alexander 

2003a: 197) Without this, “modernist” media research would be doomed to further reproducing the 

same mythical tropes that today so intimately link it to the marketing, polling, “spinning”, in a 

word, to the very practice of mediatized politics.20 

3.1 Modernist scholarly discourse: why do we need a “mythological” approach?

The  following  analysis  of  modernist  media  research  is  to  be  read  as  a  “mythological 

deconstruction”, and not a state-of-the-art review. Literature reviews are widely available, and most 

of them offer a comprehensive picture about the concurring approaches and disputing arguments in 

the  research  of  mediat(iz)ed  politics.21 These  inner  cleveages,  however,  will  be  of  secondary 

importance to my “mythological”  analysis,  that will  address modernist  scholarly discourse as a 

coherent  mythical  whole.  In  the  followings,  disputing  modernist  approaches  will  be  grasped 

primarily as various emanations of a shared intellectual tradition that constantly rewrites itself.

To  understand  the  modernist  discourse  in  general,  we  need  first  to  precise  how  it  has 

manifested itself in the field of academic research. At the field of scholarly research, the best proxy 

to modernist  discourse is  to  be found in  the  binarizing  conceptual  dilemmas  that  have framed 

scholars'  interpretive  efforts.  Modernist  research  may  well  be  defined,  in  the  first  step,  as  a 

normative dilemmatic thinking that has revolved around a set of „eternal” binary questions about 
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power and control in modern society. Are we, modern individuals, able to control ourselves or are 

we controlled by modern institutions, among them media? Often, the normative core of this key 

generative question has been made explicite, and scholars have debated whether, as Simon Cottle 

has put it,  popular „media may be taken to be involved in either manipulative or emancipatory 

projects”.  In other cases,  the same normative dilemma has been formulated in seemingly more 

neutral or pragmatic ways, as exemplified by positivist researchers' incessant speculations about 

what counts more: „what the media do to people”, or „what people do with the media” (Halloran, 

1970) Whether openly normative or not, scholarly discussions about media and politics have been 

framed by the above kind of dilemmatic questions, that have embodied the classical theoretical 

antagonisms of media studies (“strong” vs. “weak” media effects, “active” vs. “passive” audiences, 

“incorporation” vs. “resistance”, “top-down” vs. “bottom-up” power, “effects” vs. “gratifications”, 

and  so  on).  These  binaries  themselves  have  embodied  a  set  of  even  more  general  theoretical 

dilemmas (agency vs.  structure,   emancipation vs.  subordination,  subject vs.  object),  emanating 

from the classical tradition of modern social theory and philosophy.

The above presented conceptual dilemmas, and the normative dilemmatic thinking that they 

have fostered, have been the most apparent features of the modernist discourse – and are plausibly 

the  best  proxies  to  it.  Indeed,  one  might  rightly  argue  that  the  limits  of  modernist  scholarly 

discourse lie where the above normative binaries cease to structure research. Such an approximation 

strikes  a  chord  with  the  common view of  modernist  discourse  as  a  binary-making  intellectual 

enterprise  (Alexander  2003a,  Bauman  1993,  Berman  1982,  Grossberg  1992,  McGuigan  2006). 

Based on my above argument, the modernist discourse of scholarly research might be temporarily 

defined  as  a  knowledge-generating  practice  that  arranges  the  world  of  media  along  the  basic 

conceptual oppositions by which intellectuals in the last two centuries have addressed the tensions 

and contradictions of modern society.

The key conceptual dilemmas of modernist discourse have been translated into binarizing 

hypotheses  and  research  questions.  In  the  research  of  mediat(iz)ed  politics,  the  normative 

dilemmatic framework of modernist discourse has incited a wide range of research projects. Does 

the negative  tone of  today's  TV news foster,  modernist  scholars  have asked countless  times,  a 

healthy,  politically  enabling  skepticism  or  an  alienated,  paralizing,  anti-political  cynicism? 

(Cappella – Jamieson 1997) Do soft news' emotional tone and personalized agenda help people to 

„politicize” the key issues of „their own” lives (Brants 1998, Brookes 2000), or, on the contrary, it 

disables  real  political  mobilization  by  enclosing  people  among  the  narrow  burdens  of  human 

interest issues? (Dahlgren 1995, Sparks 2000) Are consumers/citizens able to rationally discount the 

promotional  messages  that  they  are  incessantly  exposed  to,  or  they  are  vulnerable  to  these 

messages? Are they alienated or empowered by campaign ads? (Goldstein – Freedman 2002) Does 
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young people's absentism and disinterest in news represent an irrevocably anti-political privatism, 

or  the  are  young  still  political  but  in  their  own  way,  engaging  in  new  forms  of  mediated 

mobilization? (Barnhurst 1998, Norris 2004) 

The following table enumerates some of the most important modernist binaries, that have to 

be read as homologuous but also, as we will  see,  flexibly recombinable conceptual oppositions 

which have structured modernist media interpretation. 

TABLE 1 MODERNIST BINARIES

core generative binaries of modernist social and 
media theory

agency vs. structure
emancipation vs. subordination
subject vs. object
genuine vs. artificial
top-down vs. bottom-up power
rational : irrational
reason : emotion

generative  binaries  of  the  research  of 
mediat(iz)ed politics

strong vs. weak media effects 
active vs. passive audiences
effects vs. gratifications
incorporation vs. resistance
hard news : soft news
public : private
information : entertainment
citizen: consumer
old media : new media
public service media : commercial media
vertical media : horizontal media
propaganda : deliberation
elite : popular

The above normative, binarizing thinking has ultimately driven the modernist research of 

mediated politics, the questions asked and the answers provided.  The normatively loaded binaries 

opposing  activity  and  passivity,  emancipation  and  subordination,  or  authentic  and  fabricated 

experience have incited a highly polarized theory-building, so that even  the basic theories of the 

research  field  have  been  defined  in  oppositional,  binary  terms.  Much  in  line  with  the  basic 

cleveages of general media research (e.g. media effects research vs. U&G research), scholars have 

interpreted mediatized politics from two opposed angles: one debunking popular media as corrosive 

to democratic politics, and one believing in its emancipatory potential to further democratize the 

political  system.22 The  above  opposition  has  commonly  been  perceived  as  the  prime  cleveage 

structuring the research of mediatized politics. Accordingly, the major theoretical cleveage has been 
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commonly suggested to lie between: 

- „media-optimistic” and „media-pessimistic” approaches (Schulz, Zeh and Quring 2005; Corner 

and  Pels  2003:16;  see  also  Spigel  2004:10;  for  the  opposition  of  „cyberoptimists”  and 

„cyberpessimists”, see Best and Wade 2007:1-2, Hibberd 2003:51);

- „cultural democrats” and „cultural elitists” (Blumler 1998: 56);

- „critical traditionalists” and „popular culturalists” (Brants 1998);

- „critical modernist” and „critical postmodernist” perspectives (Peck 2000: 232);

- ‘simplistic’ and ‘deliberative’ approaches (Blumler and Gurevich 1995: 221);

- „critics” and „defenders” of popular media (Sparks 2000)

- „utopian critique” and „populist enthusiasm” (Grisprud 2002: 286-7);

- „elitism” and „populism” (Street 1997).

The fact that scholars have interpreted the basic cleveage of their research field with such a wide set 

of homologuous binaries reveals two things at the same time: the inner riches of a highly variable 

discourse, the stakes of which are too complex to be interpreted from a singular angle, and the 

relative coherence of the discourse, the varieties of which are all addressing the very same mythical 

dilemma.  We  can  reasonably  use  the  term  “mythical”  here,  since  modernist  notions  share  a 

fundamental  attribute  with  mythical  concepts  in  general  (Barthes  1972),  namely  that  they  are 

“borrowings”. The questions and dilemmas addressed by modernist researchers have not grown out 

of in-depth explorations of particular objects, but, on the contrary, have been borrowed from a wider 

discourse, and allowed the researcher to pour the analysed reality into the pre-given taxonomic 

framework of this discourse.

Modernist scholarly discourse is mythical, because it addresses popular media by an unvarying set 

of clichéd concepts that emerge all the time and everywhere. This does not make media research 

uniform at all – on the contrary, what grants the modernist discourse a “mythical” power is exactly 

that it allows for highly divergent arguments to evolve on the ground of the same few generative 

binaries. Scholars may have developed highly divergent  positions, however, they have commonly 

attached themselves to the above key concepts, that they have believed to represent the fundamental 

dilemmas of modern media and society. Consequently, the objects of analysis may have changed, 

but its binary structure remained the same. As John Tulloch has convincingly revealed, the above 

presented

“polar opposition is a recurring theme in the discussion of the modern newspaper from its 

origins in the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, it is arguable that the current talking 

point of tabloidization is merely the latest spin on a debate that goes back over a hundred 
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years and is reinvented every generation”. (Tulloch 2000:133)23 

Arguably, the opposed positions that scholars have occupied in the above long-standing debates 

have mutually legitimated each other and sustained a commonly shared, “mythical” knowledge. It is 

this common mythical wisdom that I will try to unravel in this chapter. As I will argue in detail,  

competing modernist narratives have invented and reinvented popular media and mediated politics 

in circular, self-reifying ways. In the mythical universe of modernist media research, even the most  

polemic  statements  have  built  their  authority  on  those  very  theories  that  they  have  critically 

debunked. 

The  above  coherence  of  the  modernist  discourse  explains  well  the  recurrent  scholarly 

impression that academic debates about newly emerging media phenomena are often replicating 

older (and potentially unfinishable) scholarly disputes. As if we, media researchers, would regularly 

“reinvent the wheel” (Curran 2002: 116)24, as if our incessant efforts to find new evidence would be 

doomed to end up in feelings of resentment that, after all, “there is nothing new under the sun” 

(Livingstone 2006: 19). Indeed, it is arguable that in modernist research, the same key concepts and 

dilemmas have been travelling across scholarly generations and have been applied to all kinds of 

media  formats.  “Same discourse,  different  object(s)”,  as  Toby Miller  has  so rightly put  it  in  a  

bonmot that, in spite of its  seeming lightness, deserves to be taken seriously.25 (Miller  2000:3). 

Miller's observation has pointed to researchers' inclination to expand existing concepts to newer and 

newer media objects, instead of critically rethinking their familiar conceptual framework in the light 

of newly emerging media realities.26 

The above expansion of recurrent modernist concepts, of course, has not happened without 

tensions. Most researchers have felt modernist concepts to be only partly adequate: they constantly 

repaired, reinvented and retailored them with the aim of making them fit the analysed media reality 

better.  However,  as  I  will  argue in  detail,  modernist  concepts  have never  really lost  their  core 

identity in the above retailorings, so in fact it is the same basic binaries that have been recycled 

across  research fields  and generations.  This  reveals  well  the inner  tensions  of  “reinventing  the 

wheel”,  which equally means an innovative act  of  creation and the mere finding of something 

already existing and banal. This paradoxical coexistence of renewal and banal reproduction (which 

is much typical to the operation of self-enclosed intellectual fields like high art or science [Bourdieu 

1993 see Chapter 9]) can best be addressed with a “mythological” approach.

By grasping scholarly media interpretation as  myth-making,  we may recognize why the 

paradoxical  “reinvention  of  the  wheel”  has  never  been  taken  as  a  severe  nuisance  that  would 

undermine  the  very  grounds  of  academic  media  research.  Scholars,  in  fact,  have  never  felt 

uncomfortable with recycling the same core concepts and dilemmas, that they have felt coarse but  

also inevitable, imperfect but also embodying the eternal questions of modern life. Scholars have 
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found the above binary concepts simplistic but at the same time illuminating, overused and still  

attractive, too often inadequate but also too precious to be thrown away. Modernist researchers have 

been attached to these concepts that they themselves found ambiguous – eternal and imperfect at the 

same time. And it is exactly in this scholarly attachment where the mythical force of the modernist 

discourse reveals itself. Indeed, as Roland Barthes has taught us, what myths produce above all is  

the above kind of devotion with an imperfect thought pattern: a belief that our familiar concepts, 

however imperfect or improbable they may appear, can meaningfully explain, after all, the outside 

world.

3.2. The enigma of connection/control: the fuel of modernist myth-making  

Modernist scholarly discourse has been grasped above as a normative dilemmatic thinking 

about media that incessantly reiterates and expands the same binary concepts and  dilemmas. The 

following “mythological deconstruction” will reveal how the above expansion and reiteration has 

worked. The question to be answered is why the same binaries have been reproduced so incessantly 

in modernist discourse. What have modernist binaries represented and why have they had such a 

strong attractive power across all the subfields of media research? And, in the particular subfield 

that interests us here, why the mainstream study of mediated politics has so much been shaped by 

binarizing,  „attitudinally  charged  disputes”  between  “critical  traditionalists”  and  “popular 

culturalists”? (Blumler 1999:246) 

Arguably, modernist binaries have been so popular because they have embodied the widely 

felt structural instability of social control in the contingent settings of modernity. In other words,  

they have represented the eternal question of “who controls whom” in modern society, and allowed 

media observers to reflect upon the question of control in the relationship of media and politics, of 

media  and  audience,  or  media-using  politicians  and  media-consuming  constituencies.  Media 

scholars, just like most analysts of modern society, have been obsessed with the above question of 

control. Are media users empowered when their felt needs are satisfied by media? Can/should they 

resist the charm of media and take action on their own? Can media or political actors control their  

elusive audience? These eternal, and arguably unanswerable, questions have constituted a general 

template that has not ceased to frame mainstream media studies since their emergence. The above 

template has been articulated with a particular openness in the first lines of Susan Eastman et al.'s 

article about TV programming (1995: 265). The paper has started with a polite understatement, 

declaring that „[q]uestions about the passivity or activity of media audiences seem not yet to be 
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entirely settled” (will they ever be?) and then it continued by suggesting that the yet unresolved 

question, „the fundamental issue regarding activity remains the 'locus of control' (Biocca 1987, p. 

61),  Jay Blumler's  classic  question of whether  audiences  or  industries  'bend programs,  articles, 

films, and songs to [their] own purposes' (1979, p. 22).”27

The above binary conceptualization of „control” has had a central status in modernist media 

research because it has served as a mythical resolution of what modernist scholars felt to be perhaps 

the  most  fundamental  –  inevitable  and disturbing – paradox of  their  theoretical  universe.  This 

instinctively felt paradox has been that in spite of the very centrality of the question of control in 

modern media systems, it is almost impossible to define „who controls whom”. As if the „locus of 

control” could never be satisfactorily established in modern society: indeed, even the most apparent 

emanations of „media power” can be regarded as equally expressing some genuine audience needs, 

and, at the same time, no instance of „audience power” exists that could not be blamed for being 

complicite with „the system”. By using binarizing concepts and exploiting their  either/or logic, 

researchers could escape, at least „mythically” as I will argue, the above impass.28 Binary concepts 

have arguably been the prime means in the hands of the modernist scholar who has been constantly 

struggling for overcoming the above structural uncertainty of media/audience control.

The  above  uncertainty,  of  course,  is  not  media-specific  at  all,  but  represents  a  deeper, 

„genuine contradiction at the heart of modernity” (Bauman 1993:69 ref by Beilharz 2000:111). This 

inescapable contradiction lies in the fact that modern society aims to powerfully govern its members 

and  it  also  expects  its  members  to  govern  themselves,  meanwhile,  it  makes  impossible  to 

distinguish these two forms of control. Indeed, in most modern social practices, the power of the 

„government” (of the abstract modern institution) and the power of the sovereign individual or 

community  are  equally  present  –  this  coexistence  has  inspired  Foucault's  famous  dictum that 

modern “power is exercised only over free subjects”. (Foucault 1983: 221) The above inherently 

contradictory,  unstable  nature  of  modern  social  organization  –  the  “dialectics  of  control”,  in 

Giddens'  words  (1986)29 –  has  arguably  been  a  prime  concern  of  modern  social  theories  and 

modernist social research. 

The above problematic of social control directly translates to that of popular “connection”: the two 

have been practically equivalent. In the last two centuries, the intellectual current of modernism has 

been moved by the basic recognition that the process of modernization disconnects the individual 

from meaningful socio-cultural traditions, and individual life experience has to be „re-connected” to 

new,  modern  institutions  that  may  invest  it  with  meaning.  The  modern  market,  money  (as  a  

generalized  medium),  the  workplace,  the  school  system,  the  mass  party,  urban  infrastructures, 

commodities, civil organizations and mass media have conventionally been understood as the main 
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institutions orienting how people form their lives. The above institutions have been seen to provide 

acceptable answers to basic life questions like: what is a „fair day's wage for a fair day's work” (see 

McGuigan 2006: 42), what rights and liberties an individual is entitled to, how a happy family looks 

like and who should contribute what to its maintenance, what desires can and cannot be fulfilled in 

this  life,  and  so  on.  Modernist  intellectuals  have  recognized  the  empowering,  emancipatory 

potential of the above abstract modern institutions, but have also been haunted by the anxiety that  

the more trust we, modern individuals, invest into these institutions, the more we expose ourselves, 

our most intimate wishes, goals, thoughts and aspirations, to their distant and omnipotent power. 

The above dialectical understanding of modern society has been much typical to the early 

pathbreaking classics of modern self-understanding, like Faust or The Capital (Berman 1982), or 

the rationalization theories of authors like Weber, Horkheimer and Adorno .30 The heritage of these 

classics, as Marshal Berman has argued, lives with us in the modernist sensibilities that members of 

modern societies widely share. Berman has called this dialectical sensibility the „vital experience” 

of modernity.

„There is a mode of vital experience – experience of space and time, of the self and others, of 

life's possibilities and perils – that is shared by man and women all over the world today. I  

will  call  this  body of experience „modernity”.  To be modernist  is to find ourselves in an 

environment that promises us adventure, power, joy, growth, transformation of ourselves and 

the world – and at the same time, that threatens to destroy everything we have, everything we 

know, everything we are” (Berman 1982: 15)

The above ultimate dilemma of modern experience has not ceased to occupy modernist social and 

cultural theorists since the dawn of modernity. This is probably because, as Berman's formulation 

makes it clear, the above „vital” experience has been fully loaded with disquieting anxieties that 

have called for immediate resolution. As Berman himself has pointed out, the modernist intellectual 

tradition in the 20th Century has lost its ancestors' openness towards the basic ambiguities of modern 

society, and modern(ist) intellectuals have increasingly found the above uncertainties as disturbiung 

nuisances to be resolved.31 Reluctant to fully embrace the simultaneous presence of antagonistic 

forces  in  modern  life,  most  modernist  theories  in  the  last  century have found their  mission  in  

overcoming the disturbingly ambiguous fact that in modernity, in the words of Marx, “everything 

seems to  be  pregnant  with  its  contrary”.  The above purifying  intent  has  been much typical  to 

modern(ist)  theorising,  and  seamlessly  fit  into  the  grandiose  modern  „effort  to  exterminate 

ambivalence” which, according to Zygmunt Bauman, has been „the typically modern practice, the 

substance  of  modern  politics,  of  modern  intellect,  of  modern  life”.  (Bauman  1993:  7,  ref.  by 

Beilharz 2000: 107)

In modern(ist) theory, the paradoxical possibility that modern, sovereign self-identity might 
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be both enabled and undermined by the disembedded, abstract systems of modern society (Giddens 

1995) has been seen as a highly annoying nuisance that needs to be eliminated. This has been the 

fate of another ambiguous idea  that the institutions of modern governance liberate us from our 

”local” burdens and also emprison us in novel ways. Modernist thinkers have incessantly aimed to 

untie the above coexisting potentials, contrast them and decide which of them prevails in which 

context. In this binarizing spirit, modern social organization has either been praised in idealizing, 

„liberatory”  interpretations  (as  in  the  case  of  American(-inspired)  modernization  theories  [see 

Alexander 2003a:197-204]), or has been debunked as the „bureaucratic, machine-like civilization of 

market  capitalism and  state  capitalism”  (McGuigan  2006:49)  (as  it  has  been  expressed  in  the 

popular critical metaphors of “emprisonment”, “iron cage”, the „self-destruction of reason” or the 

„colonialization” of the lifeworld). Arguably, it is the same above mythical narratives that have re- 

and re-emerged in modernist media scholars' interpretations about late modern media and politics. 

The point of my argument is that the mainstreams of media research have been fertilized by,  

and have  seamlessly fit  into,  the  collective  modernist  endeavour  to  overcome the  fundamental 

ambiguity of modern social organization.32 Arguably, the conceptual binaries of modernist research 

have served to resolve a fundamental, although arguably irresolvable, paradox of modern media. 

This paradox has been eloquently coined by John Thompson in his book Media and Modernity. 

Inspired by Berman's,  Bauman's,  and primarily Giddens'  above presented  ideas,  Thompson has 

argued  that  „individuals  in  modern  societies  establish  and  sustain  non-reciprocal  relations  of 

intimacy” with media (Thompson 1995:220): they trust them, like them, follow them, argue with 

them, feel responsible for them. The above unequal relations need to be grasped, Thompson has 

suggested, in the basic dialectical spirit that has inspired (although mostly as threat and anxiety, as 

we have seen) modernist thinking. Embracing this threatening dialectics, Thompson has eloquently 

argued that 

„[w]hile  the  availability  of  media  products  serves  to  enrich  and  accentuate  the  reflexive 

organization of the self, at the same time it renders this reflexive organization increasingly 

dependent on systems over which the individual has relatively little control. This is what I 

refer to as the double-bind of mediated dependency: the more the process of self-formation is 

enriched by mediated symbolic forms, the more the self becomes dependent on media systems 

which lie beyond its control.” (Thompson 1995:214) 

Modernist  media  research  could  never  escape  the  above  classical  dilemma,  that  members  of 

differentiated  modern  societies,  in  their  efforts  to  build  themselves  into  capable  and sovereign 

individuals, need to attach themselves to distant, mediated symbolic products, the validity of which 
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they can hardly judge, the manipulative intent and potential of which they may not recognize – but 

the appeal of which they still feel to resonate with the languages, wishes and experiences that they 

feel to be “their own”.33  At the heart of this dilemma lies the fact that the sovereignty of the media-

using actor, her very ability to reflexively control her thoughts and decisions, is inextricably linked 

to, dependent from and enabled by the very same media institutions that mobilize all their industrial 

power to control the actor and delimit her scope of action. This is the key paradox that has made the 

questions of control and connection so enigmatic and threatening in scholars' eyes. Modernist media 

research,  with its  recurrent  binary oppositions  representing “who controls whom” in the media 

system, may well be seen as a mythical practice “exterminating”, in Bauman's words, the above 

ambiguity  of  media  and  decomposing  Thompson's  above  “double-bind”  into  more  clean-cut 

“single-binds”.

3.3. The modernist myths about popular media:  three key discursive tropes 

Having deployed the  disturbing enigma of connection and control in the modernist  tradition of 

social  science and media studies,  we can now focus back to the research mediated politics and 

explore the discursive tropes and pratices that scholars commonly treated as mythical resolutions to 

their above presented experiential anxieties.34 

The  first  key myth  of  modernist  media  research  is  that  of  media  “popularity”  (that  of 

„popular connection/control”, to be precise). This myth represents the symbolic power of popular 

media: their larger-than-life aura, their often irresistible force, their attractivity and felt authenticity. 

This power has been thought to reveal itself the most apparently in those moments and instances 

where media users “connect themselves” to particular media instances (actors, events, programs) 

that  they  find  “resonant”  with  their  lives.  These  instances  of  attachment  or  “connection”  – 

attraction,  enchantment,  gratification  –  have  widely  been  regarded  as  the  primary  sites  where 

audience  power  and/or  media  power  manifest  themselves,  where  the  potentials  of  self-control 

and/or  subordination  are  unleashed.  Researchers'  common mythical  idea  of  popular  media  and 

audiences  „connecting”  each  other  represents  a  foundational  generative  trope  of  modernist 

discourse.35  The above resonant “connections” have been commonly thought to drive the aspirations 

of both media industries (aiming to control people by “connecting” them) and popular audiences 

(aiming to control their own media usage by “connecting” the media in the way they like).

The second key modernist myth has assumed that the above relations of connection and 

control  are  established  by general  laws  dominating  the  media  system.  In  the  modernist  view, 

market-driven popular media imposes a dominant systemic logic on all actors. This “media logic” 
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would  prescribe  media/political  actors  to  forge as-close-as-possible  connections  with people,  to 

provide media-consuming audiences with „popular” performances that they can willingly connect 

with. In this view, the popular appeal of media stems from a basic harmony between industrially 

designed mobilization strategies and existing audience affinities. The mythical idea that the media 

system  imposes  general  rules  of  “popular  connection”  -  urging  the  seamless,  harmonious 

convergence  of  media  languages  and  audience  vocabularies,  of  media  “supply”  and  audience 

“demand” - has been the second key trope shaping modernist research.

It  is  only after  analysing  the  two mythical  tropes  that  we will  be  able  to  meaningfully 

address the third myth that modernist discourse holds: the myth that popular media form a complex 

but  transparent  universe.  The  myth  of  “transparent  complexity”  has  been  maintained  by  the 

discursive  pracice  of  “flexible  binarizing”,  which  has  been  a  key  tool  of  modernist  narrative 

building. As I have suggested earlier, “popular connections” and “media rules” have been grasped 

with binary concepts in modernist media studies. These binaries have been expected to resolve the 

inscribed ambiguity of „popular connections” between media and audience (do these “connections” 

represent top-down effects or bottom-up agency, delusion or empowerment, activity or passivity?). 

However, many researchers have been well aware of the fact that any “connection” that may be 

observed in today's  media space is  too complex to  be described by sharp binary concepts.  For 

example, when a voter or a voter group decides to endorse one political candidate over another, they 

can  hardly  be  regarded  either  as  “manipulated”  dupes  or  as  sovereign  agents  who  empower 

themselves by their decision. Such statements can easily be denounced as simplistic, and this is 

especially so in today's era, when the hubris of high modern theory-building has passed away, and 

the “connections” established between media and audience are commonly regarded as controversial, 

contingent, “pregnant with [their] contrary”.  Many of today's  scholars suspect that the “popular 

connections” that they see as key sites of media power and audience agency are far too complex and 

ambiguous to be grasped with rigid, black-and-white binaries.

Reacting  to  the  inner  controversy of  “popular  connections”,  modernist  researchers  have 

surrounded their binarizing statements with a mythical cocoon of other, similar but more subtle, 

binaries that could take off the edge of the sharper binaries used in the analysis. In the practice of  

modernist  media  analysis,  binary  concepts  have  been  incessantly  regrouped,  reshaped  and 

recombined. This practice will  be called “flexible binarizing”.  This is  where the truly mythical 

power  of  modernist  discourse  reveals  itself.  Since  modernist  binaries  have  been  infinitely 

recombinable, most media researchers contended themselves with using this opportunity to refine 

their  analysis.  And thus,  they have maintained the mythical  belief  that  the modernist  discourse 

offers a sensitive and versatile framework which allows for the enigma of popular connection to be 

“resolved”  in  any  context  without  oversimplifying  the  complexities  of  the  particular  instance 
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analyzed. The discursive practice of “'flexible binarizing” has maintained the third key myth of 

modernist discourse: that popular media form a highly complex environment, still, this complexity 

transparently opens itself for the privileged gaze of the researcher. 

Table 2 Modernist myths, and the discursive tropes and practices maintaining them 
Modernist 
myths

Modernist 
discursive  practices 
maintaining the myth

The  meaning  of  the  myth  in  academic  media 
studies

Popularity 
(connection/co
ntrol)

Chasing  instances  of  popular 
connection and control: 

apparent,  successful,  powerful 
„connections” between popular 
media and audience, 
resonant instances which allow 
media to control audiences and 
audiences to control themselves 

Popular media markets are the prime site on which 
the  popular  audience  can  be  connected  and 
controlled. 
Popular media are powerful, attractive, mobilizing, 
enchanting.  They  harmonize  with  people's 
affinities,  they  gratify  needs,  they  are  enjoyed, 
they  shape  personal  identities.  They  are  trusted. 
They open a door to people's minds : they pesuade, 
influence,  manipulate.  The cultural  repertoires of 
the popular audience resonate with the address of 
highly popular media formats, programmes, actors 
and campaigns.

Rule-governed 
normality

Setting  the  „rules”  of 
connection making:

envisioning  a  systemic  media 
logic  that  imposes  clean-cut, 
coherent,  universal  rules  of 
connection and control
explaining  political  success 
with  the  clever  usage  of 
connection rules

Popular  connections  do  not  arise  randomly,  for 
popular  media  works  by  general  systemic  rules 
that  foster  these  connections  to  be  efficiently 
established.  Among  these,  the  rules  of  market 
competition, melodrama, spectacle and familiarity 
play a prominent role.  These systemic rules may 
be exploited by media actors who can gain control 
over their audience, however, the same rules can 
be exploited by audiences themselves who wish to 
control their own lives, freely from media/political 
actors.

Transparent 
complexity

Flexible binarizing : 

appeasing  the  contradictions 
betwen  the  hybrid,  complex 
reality  of  media  and  the 
conventional  binary  concepts 
about „popular connection” and 
„media  rules”.  The  binary 
concepts that describe rules and 
connections  are  incessantly 
reshaped  and  recombined  so 
they  fit  the  complex  media 
reality.

Popular  media  form  a  transparent,  accessible, 
intelligible universe, that can be understood from 
the privileged standpoint of the academic observer. 
Media reality is complex and hybrid, and tends to 
elude many of our conceptions about connection 
and  control.  However,  these  inherited  binary 
concepts can always be reshaped and recombined, 
so they will catch up with the slippery realities of 
media.   
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3.3.1. PRACTICE 1: CHASING „POPULAR CONNECTIONS”

Popular media today are mythically invested with an immense symbolic power. The dominant myth 

that popular media have a prime power to „connect” people has had a key role in the modernist 

discourse of media interpretation. This myth has attributed to  late modern media a pre-eminent 

symbolic force to „connect” (engage, enchant, gratify) the „popular” audience. According to this 

mythical understanding, late modern society and politics are mediated along “popular” tastes, and 

all  public  actors  who  try  to  make  their  voice  publicly  heard  and  accepted  need  to  perform 

themselves in a “popular” way that is  immediately understandable, enjoyable and relevant for the 

popular audience.

Mainstream scholarly research has envisioned “popularity”, and envisioned it as an overall, 

objective (or “intersubjective”) systemic imperative, that would directly and apparently manifest 

itself in popular media formats and media consumption practices. Apparently, scholarly, expertly 

and  intellectual  discourse  about  today's  mediatized  politics  has  incessantly  revolved  around 

emblematic instances of “popularity”:  “popular” figures (Clinton or Lady Di),  “popular” media 

formats (talk-shows or soft news), “popularized” campaigns (of Blair or Berlusconi or the Gulf 

War), and so on. It is from such “popular” instances that professional media interpreters have hoped 

to deploy the very essence  (meaning,  effect  and function)  of  mediatized politics.  In  the  above 

mythical  discourse,  late  modern  media  and  politics  have  commonly  been  grasped  as  popular 

markets where popularity/populism36 is a fundamental systemic imperative and is the very key of 

market actors' power to “connect” and “control” their audience. 

The  modernist  trope  of  „popular  connection”  has  suggested  that  the  very  essence  of 

mediatized politics manifests itself in those apparent, immediately visible instances when public 

actors and audiences „connect”. Indeed, the above spirit of successful and appealing „connections” 

has been lurking behind the most widely recited examples of mediatized politics: the saxophone-

playing,  popular  Bill  Clinton  reclaims  the  representation  of  middle-class  America  from 

Republicans; Tony Blair opens new horizons by rebranding Labour with the help of infamous spin 

doctors; Karl Rove orchestrates the Bush propaganda machine and gains popular support for the 

second Gulf war; John Colbert and other liberal talk-show hosts mobilize anti-Bush sentiments; 

Berlusconi’s  Forza  Italia! transforms  the  political  arena  to  a  virtual  football  stadium;  Prime 

Minister Gyurcsány (to finish with a Hungarian example) invites President Putin to a home dinner 

where both act out as celebrities and enjoy a huge public  attention.  The same above scholarly 

interest in „popular connection” has lied behind the widespread scholarly references to successful 

campaigns  (Obama's  localized  and  web-based  campaign  in  2010,  Blair's  third  re-election); 
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emblematic figures  knowing what people are responsive to (Berlusconi the Media Emperor or 

Alastair Campbell the Grey Cardinal); or game-changing catchwords (Reagan’s (in)famous „there 

you go again”, Clinton’ s (in)famous „it is the economy, stupid”, or more recently the „Colbert  

Nation”, to cite only a few American examples). The above examples of „popular connection” have 

served as common points of reference, self-evident objects to study and debate. What connects the 

above instances is their immediate catchiness, their power to attract lay eyes but also the scholar’s 

gaze, their self-evident status as symbols of mediatized politics working at its heights.

In the modernist discourse, the above shared interest in popular „connection”, „resonance” 

or „attachment”37 has preceded any normative disagreement regarding which actor, and with what 

consequences, can „exploit this resonance to her own purpose” (to paraphrase Blumler's above cited 

question). The modernist answers given to the above dilemma have been apparently divergent – 

however,  from my mythological  perspective,  these  divergences  appear  less  important  than  the 

common  starting  point:  that  public  actors  and  audiences  „connect”,  and  their  heightened 

„resonances” are of vital importance.38 The above shared preoccupation with apparently „resonant”, 

„successful”, „popular” connections reveals well the mythical coherence of modernist research. 

It is illuminating to observe the overlapping vocabularies of authors who – seen from the 

inside of modernist discourse – appear to take opposite positions in their  judgement of popular 

media and politics. The idea of „resonant connection” has regularly been used in media-affirmative 

arguments, claiming that modern politics alienates people from itself and „has to be connected to 

the  everyday  culture  of  its  citizens”  (van  Zoonen  2005:3)  with  the  help  of  popular  media 

programmes that „simply make citizenship more pleasurable for more people” (ibid:147). At the 

same time, the same above popular attachments have not less frequently been interpreted as the 

prime mediators of political propaganda in today's irrational and superficial media era. In this view, 

popular resonance would be a key factor explaining the success of spectacular political campaigns 

over more substantial ones: „...the television emphasis on style over substance helped Bush, who 

was more telegenic and more affable in his ability to connect with viewers” (than the much more 

competent Al Gore – P.C.) (Kellner 2001:121) In spite of their antagonism, both above – enabling 

and  disabling  –  notions  of  popular  connection  have  closely  corresponded  to  the  more  neutral 

standpoint of voting behaviour research, according to which „campaigns that are designed to take 

advantage of (or resonate with) voters' expectations are most likely to be effective” (Ansolabehere – 

Iyengar  –  Simon  1997:152)  Political  advertising  has  been  interpreted  along  similar  lines  in 

modernist  research.  Promotions,  accordingly,  would  „provide  cultural  linkeages”  and „establish 

resonance” between media/politics and people, and the „affective power” of mediatized politics 

would depend on how successfully the above „connections are drawn” (Marshall 1997:205)

As the above examples illustrate, resonant connections have been seen to be vital to both media 
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power and audience power in modernist research. The above insurmountable enigma of „cultural 

resonance”, the fact that it accommodates antagonistic modernist perspectives, has been elegantly 

explored by Michael Schudson. On the one hand, Schudson has suggested, media or political actors 

need to incite cultural resonance if they want to keep control over the audience. Thus, 

„[f]or producers of mass media culture, the issue of "resonance" will be experienced as a 

central problem. Whether a new television show, book, or record album will be a "hit" is 

notoriously difficult for the "culture industry" to predict.” (1989:169)

On the other hand, the fact that cultural resonance is an unimputable factor in today's power flows 

guarantees also that 

„an analysis of cultural power inevitably leans toward the … "tool-kit" sense of culture as a 

set of resources from which people choose, depending on their "interests." The audience gains 

some control over culture...” (1989:167)

Although  seemingly  antagonistic,  the  two  above  modernist  scenarios  (producer  control  versus 

audience control) can in fact be meaningfully combined (as exemplified by Schudson's analysis). 

This  is  because  they both  share  the mythical  background wisdom that  „a rhetorically effective 

object  must  be  relevant  to  and  resonant  with  the  life  of  the  audience”,  that  „rulers  cannot 

successfully  impose  culture  on  people  unless  the  political  symbolism they choose  connects  to 

underlying native traditions” (ibid).  The above understanding of “popular connections”, and their 

intimate relationship to media control and/or audience control has been a common mythical trope of 

modernist research. 

The notion of resonant connection may thus well be grasped as a conceptual „least common 

denominator”  behind  the  antagonistic  modernist  concepts  of  mediatized  politics  (effects  vs 

gratifications, appeasement vs empowerment, manipulation vs engagement, „dumbing down” vs 

„reaching out”, and so on).39 Following the mythical idea of popular resonance, modernist media 

interpreters  have  been  preoccupied  by  revealing  correspondences  between  media 

texts/performances  and  audiences,  looking  for  symmetries  between  the  symbolic  codes  of  the 

former and the cultural dispositions or activities of the latter. In modernist research, the TV shows, 

media channels or political campaigns that in a given context appeared to “strike a chord” with the 

audience have widely been grasped as key sites where the basic dilemma of “who controls whom” 

can be addressed and resolved. 
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3.3.2. PRACTICE 2: SETTING THE LAWS OF CONNECTION 

In  modernist  research,  “resonant  connections”  have  not  merely  been  regarded  as  particularly 

relevant instances, but also, and mainly, as typical representatives of a systemic “media logic” that 

incites,  for  good  or  bad,  a  seamless,  harmonious  convergence  between  media  languages  and 

audience vocabularies. Researchers have agreed that in today's media system, all voices that aim to 

be  publicly  heard  and  accepted  need  to  be  “resonant”,  or  “popular”:  actors  have  to  speak  on 

languages that people „own”, to enchant people with stories that they find appealing, to respect 

popular worries, to enable people by articulating their latent feelings of belonging, to connect them 

exactly in the way in which they themselves wish to be connected. Accordingly, popular media have 

widely been thought to impose a general principle of closeness and immediacy, urging actors to act 

and speak in harmony with popular affinities, to dissolve the symbolic distance that separates them 

from  their  audience.  The  above  populist  „media  logic”  that  would  seamlessly  merge  media 

languages with popular vocabularies has become a standard image, commonly attributed to popular 

media by modernist scholars.

Modernist  researchers  have  judged  the  above  seamless  „merging”  in  highly  different, 

antagonistic  terms  (as  a  „logic”  of  brainwashing,  appeasement,  empowerment,  engagement, 

consent,  an  equilibrium  of  supply  and  demand  and  so  on).  However,  behind  their  apparent 

normative disputes, modernist scholars have agreed that the „logic” of popular media multiplies 

„resonant  connections”  between media  actors  and  audiences.  Scholars  have  shared  the  overall 

vision that  the popular media system forms a space of „resonant connections”, where the above 

populist  convergence of media and audience can flourish.  The above commonly held image of 

popular  „media  logic”  represents  the  second  trope  manifesting  the  „mythical  coherence”  of 

modernist discourse.

In the followings,  I  will  deploy in  more detail  the above modernist  idea,  that  „resonant 

connections” are possible, plausible, mutually sought after by actors and audiences, and encouraged 

by the media system. What the above idea implies at the first place is that a certain harmony exists 

between the symbolic languages of popular media and the cultural repertoires of the audience. It is 

arguable  that  in  the  modernist  framework,  supposed  media  languages  and  alleged  audience 

dispositions have  mirrored each other and have been defined in a circular process. Accordingly, the 

cultural  grammars  attributed  to  newly  emerging  media  formats  have  often  mirrored  scholars' 

opinion about the popular audience that the given media format has been supposed to attract and 

gratify. The above circular understanding has manifested itself in the fact that popular media have 

often been simply characterized as „appealing”,  „catchy” or „easy-to-consume”,  that  means,  by 
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their  alleged  capacity  to  „resonate”  with  the  popular  audience.  Indeed,  as  if  all  of  our  terms 

describing the aesthetic codes of popular media (eg. familiar, accessible, entertaining, attractive, 

„human interest”) would merely represent those expectations or dispositions that we attribute to the 

audience.40 The ubiquitous concept of „popular media” itself is a prime embodiment of the above 

circular thinking.

The circular conceptualization of media languages and audience vocabularies  has greatly 

shaped the modernist understanding of popular „media logic”. Consider, for example, the often-

heard  criticism that  the  logic  of  commercial  television  privileges  „least  common denominator” 

programming (e.g. Bens 1998, Entman 1989, Gamson et al. 1992 41) – this claim, arguably, reveals 

more about the (low) cultural dispositions attributed to the audience than about commercial media 

formats  themselves.  For  another  example,  let  us  evoke Nimmo and Combs'  famous claim that 

popular television is governed by „the dictates of the melodramatic imperative”, that would „call for 

a clear plot line, sharply delienated characters, simply defined problems, no confusion over causes, 

and  tailor-made  solutions”  (1983:  48).  As  Nimmo  and  Combs  have  made  it  clear,  the  above 

„imperative” does not represent a self-enclosed televisual aesthetics, but the fact that „[i]t is the 

melodramatic  logic  ...  that  attracts  audiences”  (1983:  26).42 Thus,  in  the  end,  television's 

„melodramatic  imperatives”  do  not  represent  anything  else  but  viewerly  dispositions:  popular 

vocabularies that actors need to use in order to make their products achieve a „mythic adequacy” 

(1983: 27) in the eyes of viewers.43

The above circular definition of media and audience languages, and the vision of an overall 

harmony between the two, have not less been typical to modernist „defenders” of popular media (or 

to more „neutral” observers). In his exhaustive analysis of today's American political entertainment 

(e.g. The West Wing or The Daily Show), Jeffrey P. Jones has set an equation between what he saw 

as  the  overall  spirit  of  „New  Political  Television”  and  the  affinities  and  expectations  of  the 

audience. 

„What the success of new forms of political programming suggests... is that television has 

begun  to  explore  multiple  avenues  for  presenting  politics  in  imaginative  ways...  It  also 

suggests  that  audiences  are  receptive  to  (if  not  hungry for)  political  programming that  is 

meaningful  and  engaging  to  them,  programming  that  connects  with  their  interests  and 

concerns,  provides  news  ways  of  thinking  about  politics,  and  speaks  to  them  through 

accessible and pleasurable means.” (2005:9)

The above merging of media languages and audience dispositions, that media critics have seen as a 

threat,  has  been welcomed by popular  media  „sympathizers”,  who have  called  for  respectfully 

embracing the productive imagery, or „fictionality”, of popular politics. According to them, popular 

politics has integrated itself into popular media culture (Corner – Pels 2003) and incorporated its  
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overall „fictional” logic. It is exactly this overall popular cultural/political/media/audience logic that 

John Street has addressed in an eloquent and widely cited passage:

„Politics, like popular culture, is about creating an “audience”, a “people” who will laugh at 

their  jokes,  understand  their  fears  and  share  their  hopes.  Both  the  popular  media  and 

politicians are engaged in creating works of popular fiction which portray credible worlds that 

resonate with people’s experiences” (Street 1997:60) 

In the modernist  concept of popular „media logic”,  the industrially planned strategies of 

„resonance  making” (Ettema 2005) collide with the popular  vocabularies  and expectations  that 

facilitate the above resonance to emerge. Modernist observers have not had a separate vision about 

media  languages  and  audience  vocabularies,  but  envisioned  the  two  to  coalesce  in   general 

„grammars of popular resonance”, that would dominate the whole media universe – production and 

consumption  equally.  Modernist  research  has  distinguished  four  basic  „grammars  of  popular 

resonance” that would regulate the „connections” between public actors and audiences. These four 

key grammars have been:

- the grammar of „meaningful mundaneity”  (a grammar of personal, human, local, familiar 

narratives that represent „us”, „our own” world),

- the grammar of „personal worth” (stressing the eligibility, adequacy, competence, morality, 

style, personality, or strength of the actor),

- the grammar of „emotional arousal” (a grammar of moralistic, [melo]dramatic, imaginative, 

flittering, forceful, humorous impulses),

-  the  grammar  of  „simplicity”  (preferring  utterances  that  are  short,  clean-cut,  obvious, 

understandable, non-elitist, linear, and straightforward).

Independently of their normative background, modernist scholars have commonly believed that, at 

the field of mediatized politics, it is through the four above resonant „grammars” that politicians can 

achieve  popular  success  and  audiences  can  meaningfully  engage  with  politics.  (Modernist 

understandings of the above grammars cannot be explored here in the main text, and will thus be 

analyzed in detail in Appendix 1.) 

In the modernist view, as I have shown, the popular media system would seamlessly merge the 

languages  of  media  actors  and  audiences,  and  incite  the  two  parts  to  forge  intimate,  resonant 

„connections”. The above, circular and undifferentiated understanding of late modern media and 

their alleged power to „connect” the audience has been expressed in the concept of „media logic” 

(or „market logic”, for that matter), a popular modernist proxy to the marketized media system. 

Arguably,  it  is the above common ideas about popular „resonance” or „convergence” that have 

manifested themselves  in  Altheide  and Snow's  widely referred  „media  logic”  theory (Altheide-
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Snow 1979), or the equally widespread alternative idea that popular media do not have a logic on 

their own, but appropriate the promotional „logic” of capitalist markets (Wernick 1991, Scammell 

1999). The concept of „media logic” has expressed the general assumption that the media system 

incites its actors and audiences to „connect” and merge their „popular” vocabularies. 

The overall idea of all actors being immersed into a „popular” media discourse has been 

nicely formulated by Altheide himself, in one of his accounts about media logic. As he has argued, 

„within the  context of a capitalist and entertainment oriented news media  news and politics 

are immersed in the entertainment format. … The interaction and shared meanings of news 

workers who follow the entertainment  format and audience members who “experience” the 

world through these mass media lenses promote “sufficient communication” to achieve the 

news organization’s goals of grabbing the audience while also enabling audience members to 

be “informed” enough to exchange views with peers. (Altheide 2004: 293, 295)

The above lines condense into themselves all the mythical tropes of the modernist discourse: that 

media actors and audiences are both hostages of „objective” systemic constraints, that they share 

their  popular  vocabularies  and „connect”,  that  this  connection  equally enables  media  actors  to 

control their audiences and audiences to get informed about the world and empower themselves 

within certain limits. Of course, the question of which of the two above potentials are unleashed by 

the above process of populist convergence has been answered on very different normative grounds 

in  modernist  discourse.  However,  behind  modernist  disputes  there  has  been  a  common 

understanding that such a populist convergence does exist: that the aesthetic styles and languages of 

market-driven  popular  media  and  the  media-tailored  address  of  popular  politics  seamlessly 

harmonize with  the cultural  repertoires  of  the popular  audience.  The presumed convergence  of 

popular media formats, mediatized political performances and audience affinities – and of course 

the idea that the above convergence is fuelled by a general “media logic” – has been a key tenet in 

the mainstream understanding of mediatized politics.

3.3.3. PRACTICE 3. FLEXIBLE BINARIZING : RECONCILING MEDIA COMPLEXITY WITH 

THE MYTHS OF POPULARITY AND RULE-GOVERNED NORMALITY 

Modernist scholars have found their mission in revealing how authentic (or fabricated), powerful 

(or weak), and enabling (or disabling) are the „resonant” popular connections that the systemic 

logic of popular media allows to emerge. Scholars have sought to resolve the enigmatic ambiguity 

of „popular connections” (do they represent top-down effects  or bottom-up agency, delusion or 

empowerment, activity or passivity?). Deciding which of the above coexisting potentials prevails in 
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a particular instance of „resonant connection” has been a deep-seated inclination and a prime mover 

of modernist speculations about media and politics.

It is with the help of omnipresent conceptual binaries that modernist scholars have hoped to 

sort out the above antagonistic power potentials and to resolve the enigma of popular connection. 

Of course, this “sorting out” has not been self-evident at all: modernist scholars have been well  

aware of, and indeed haunted by, the fact that the same “connection” can be interpreted in multiple 

incongruous ways, that two seemingly similar “connections” may induce highly different effects, 

that any binary concept applied to a particular “connection” risks to oversimplify it. However, in 

spite of the above anxieties, most scholars have never contrasted their binary taxonomic system 

with the empirical complexity of the world. In spite of their doubts, scholars have kept believing 

that  their  binaries  can sensitively and properly grasp the complexities  of a transforming media 

world. And of course, this belief has not been completely baseless: modernist taxonomies have been 

flexible and variable enough to appropriate any newly emerging media form or practice. As I will 

show in the followings, it  is by relentlessly reformulating and recombining their key modernist 

binaries that scholars could bring the enigma of popular connection to a mythical resolution. 

The above practice of recombination, to be called “flexible binarizing”, represents the third 

key trope of modernist myth-production. As I will show, the practice of „flexible binarizing” has 

allowed  modernist  media  researchers  to  sensitively  reflect  upon  the  ever-changing  media 

environment and at the same time ensured the survival of the key modernist binaries. By creatively 

recombining  their  binaries,  researchers  could  assert  the  primacy  of  audience  power  or 

media/political power in a given context without the danger of appearing dogmatic or insensitive to 

the particularities of the “connection” analysed. 

Modernist scholars have always paid great attention to neutralizing the dogmatic potential of 

their binaries. Modernist theoretical innovations have usually started with rejecting the dogmatism 

of  an  existing  binary  narrative  that  has  been  found  obsolete  or  rigidly  polarizing.  Competing 

scholarly approaches have sharply criticized each other's binarizing narratives, however, as we will 

see, their critical engagements have never really put an end to binarizing itself, and mostly ended up 

in  refashioning the  same binary concepts  that  they had criticized.  Arguably,  the  history of  the 

modernist discourse has been a history of binaries invented, questioned, reversed, redefined and 

reestablished – but never effaced or abandoned. 
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Constructing binary chains

In order to reveal the strategies of “flexible binarizing”, we need to understand first how scholarly 

accounts, or narratives, have been constructed in modernist media research. In mythical discourses, 

narrative-building usually proceeds by gathering binaries that are similar but not equivalent, and 

articulating them into “binary chains” which, due to the diversity of their constituents, are extremely 

rich in meaning. What I call “flexible binarizing” in this chapter, as we will see, is the constant 

recombination and reinvention of such binary chains.

As a start, let us evoke here a key idea of structuralist semiotics, according to which the 

mythical coding of reality is based upon the systematic usage and exploitation of binaries that are 

highly  simplistic  but  also  extremely  flexible  and  recombinable.  Accordingly,  successful  myth-

production  works  in  a  way that  'the  entire  mechanism...  is  capable  of  generating  at  least  ten 

conceivable positions out of a rudimentary binary opposition' (Jameson 1987: xiv). This is possible 

because any binary opposition can be connected to others without any limitation, producing a very 

burgeoning of possible positions that may harshly compete with each other, but never go beyond the 

confines of the mythical code. In the followings, I will present how media scholars, by creatively 

interconnecting and recombining their  favourite  binary concepts,  have  populated  their  mythical 

universe  with  narratives  that  have  seemed  antagonistic  –  but  never  really  broken  through  the 

boundaries of the modernist code. 

In  the  followings,  I  will  propose  to  see  mainstream  scholarly  narratives  as  competing 

mythical resolutions to the basic  enigma of popular connection and control – and as such, highly 

suitable  objects  for  structuralist  analysis.  In  Claude  Lévi-Strauss'  structuralist  anthropology,  as 

Daniel Chandler argues,

myths represent a dreamlike working-over of a fundamental dilemma or contradiction within 

a culture which can be expressed in the form of a pair of oppositions. The development of the 

myth constitutes a repeated reframing of this tension through layers of paired opposites which 

are  transformations  of  the  primary pair.  These  layers  begin  with  classifications  based  on 

physical perception and become increasingly more generalized. (Chandler 2007:102) 

In the followings, I will approach mainstream scholarly narratives from the above, mythological 

viewpoint, and I will interpret them as sequences of interconnected binary concepts. Each narrative 

is  centered  around a  few key binaries  which  represent  the  subject  of  the  story and which  are  

gradually connected, through the process of narrative building, to more peripherical binaries that 

will designate the very meaning and relevance of the story. For example, the public sphere theory of 
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Jurgen Habermas has been centered around the key binary “public sphere versus mass media” (or 

bourgeois public sphere vs. representative public sphere), which has been connected to a set of 

other binaries specifying and developing its very meaning. Accordingly, Habermas' narrative may 

be  decomposed  to  the  following  binary  sequence:  public  sphere  (¬mass  media)  :  horizontal 

(¬vertical)  :  rational  debate  (¬expressive  assertion)  :  inclusion  (¬exclusion)  :  participation 

(¬representation) : agency (¬submission) : citizen (¬consumer) : universalist (¬ particularist).  

As the  above example  reveals,  in  modernist  media research,  like  in  any other  mythical 

discourse, the meaning of any binary has depended on its place, or “function” (Barthes 1972), in the 

syntagmatic sequence of the other binaries to which it has been connected. However, as it is the 

case  with  mythical  discourses,  the  binaries  constituting  modernist  narratives  could  always  be 

rearranged, significantly modifying the meaning of any individual binary.  This has been possible 

because the modernist discourse has by far not been a rigid interpretive system: its constitutive 

binaries could be connected to each other in many forms. In other words, the key modernist binaries 

have been homologous, but not entirely synonymous: they have all performed an act of polarization 

and established a normative hierarchy between two poles, however, they have not fixed the exact 

meaning of this hierarchy in advance. As I will show later, the very meaning of the binary concepts 

public sphere vs. mass media or rational debate vs. expressive assertion has ultimately depended on 

whether  they have been connected to  the positive  or  the negative poles  of  other  binaries,  like 

inclusion vs. exclusion or emancipation vs. subordination.

The epistemic logic of the modernist discourse has urged its protagonists to experiment with 

rearranging binary chains and rewriting binary narratives all the time. It is from the above creative 

practices  of  sequencing,  reordering  and  recombination  that  mythical  meaning  has  emerged  in 

modernist media research. Addressing the above practice of “flexible binarizing”, I will present two 

basic patterns by which modernist binaries have been recombined and imposed on various media 

phenomena. The two patterns of recombination will be called reversal and deferral. “Reversal” has 

been a  pattern originating in  the more self-confident era  of 20th Century high modernity,  when 

researchers  have  more  keen on openly annihilating  each  other's  position  with  no  compromise. 

“Deferral”, by contrast, has been a recombination strategy embracing the hybridity of late modern 

media and politics and also, perhaps, the shrinking self-confidence of academic research. 

Recombining binaries : the pattern of “reversal” 

The most common way to recombine modernist binaries has been to take a binary concept, 

to lift it out of the conceptual sequence into which it has been conventionally embedded, to reverse 
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the normative hierarchy that  so far it  has  implied,  and to  reinterpret,  in  the light  of  the above 

reversal, the whole syntagmatic sequence, that means the narrative, which the reversed item has 

conventionally belonged to.44 

As an example, let us evoke the feminist “reversal” of the conventional ideal of rationalism 

in the early nineties. Nancy Fraser and other authors have taken as their object the work of Jurgen 

Habermas, whom they have seen as a prime protagonist of the well-established rationalist model of 

modern democracy. A few lines above we have already tapped on Habermas' view that citizens may 

emancipate themselves by engaging in rational deliberation than by simply backing a representative 

who would assert their “genuinely” felt experiences. This is so because debate is more horizontally 

organized,  grants  more  access,  brackets  off  status  inequalities  and  tends  towards  universalistic 

principles  more  efficiently  than  any other  form of  “representative”  communication.  (see  Peters 

1993) Consequently, as Habermas has suggested, the institutional background of public debate – the 

remains of the “public sphere” – must be preserved at any price. Following a strategy of “reversal,” 

feminist  critics  have inverted the normative coding of the original  binary,  and placed back the 

reversed  item  into  the  above  conceptual  sequence.  By  doing  so,  they  have  vested  genuine 

expressive testimony, or “contestation” (Fraser 1990), with all the above emancipatory virtues – and 

connected rational debate to their impure counter-poles, debunking it as coercive, exclusivist and 

particularistic. In this reverse discourse, the emancipatory potential of Habermas' public sphere has 

been transferred to new, progressively “populist” institutions and agents of democratic,  socially 

inclusive communication (civil movements, counter-publics, popular media).

 As long as “elitist”  critics  are  concerned,  they have not  been less keen to  reverse their 

opponents' narratives with the same above method. Even the earliest classics of political economic 

criticism  have  used  this  strategy.  Horkheimer  and  Adorno,  for  example,  have  “reversed”  the 

commonly held idea that industrially manufactured cultural goods may articulate genuine popular 

needs or demands. According to this common, and assumedly “capitalist”, narrative, industrially 

produced film or music could be seen authentic as long as the consumer recognizes it as “her own” 

(articulating her inner feelings, being pregnant with intimate meanings, constituting an untouched 

space of individual pleasure). Horkheimer and Adorno hoped to make this narrative collapse by 

reversing its key binary,  and reconceiving the act of consumerly “recognition” not as sovereign 

choice but as manipulation. Accordingly, the above central moment of recognition would be the key 

target of the industrial machine that aims to predetermine consumer needs at a subconscious level, 

making “the eternal consumer … believe that the deception it practices is satisfaction”. (Adorno – 

Horkheimer  1997:  142)  With  this  simple  switch,  all  the  above  virtues  of  authenticity  and 

emancipation  could  be  saved  from  capitalism,  and  any  industrially  created  cultural  product 

debunked as artificial, coercive, uniform, regressive and reactionary.
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Turning  now  to  the  research  of  media  and  politics,  I  have  to  confine  my  analysis  to 

demonstrating  that  its  two  core  narratives  (that  of  rationalist  “critics”  and  that  of  populist 

“defendants” of popular media) have themselves been created by the logic of “reversal”.  My point 

is that the two above scholarly approaches represent two diametrically opposed ways of translating 

the distinction of “subject” and “object”,  this common-sensical, foundational binary of modernist 

thinking, to the field of media research. The above alternative translations could be born due to the 

very flexibility of  the  modernist  intellectual  tradition,  which  has  defined the  „object  :  subject” 

binary from multiple, incongruent angles, e.g. from that of action and that of thinking (action and 

thinking  themselves  being  the  opposite  poles  of  a  key  modernist  binary).  Seen  from  the 

(Romanticist) point of view of „action”, modernist thinkers have set a distinction between sovereign 

agents-subjects and passive beings who are objects of others' action. Along this line of thought, a 

bundle  of  homologuous  binaries  have  been  invented:  subordination  :  emancipation,  activity  : 

passivity, elites : masses, top-down : bottom-up, artificial : authentic, incorporation : resistance, and 

so on. On the other hand, the object : subject binary has been interpreted from an epistemological 

(Classicist) point of view equally. Accordingly, objective thinking, that would suit the inner laws of 

nature and society, has been contrasted to a subjective immersion into one's own inner world. This 

viewpoint has fertilized distinctions like reason : emotion, detached : hysterical, unbiased : biased, 

fact : fiction, science : gossip, and  many others. On the whole, from the above viewpoints of action  

and thinking, two incongruent conceptual clouds have grown out of the same background binary.45 

In the space opened by the above incongruencies, the same basic distinction of object and subject 

has been actualized in different ways by various theorists. 

At the field of media research, the basic distinction of object and subject has framed the 

ways in which information-seeker citizens and entertainment-seeking media consumers have been 

conceived of. Accordingly, the former have generally been constructed as „subjects of action” with 

a  more  „objective”  regard,  while  the  latter  have  been  grasped  as  „objects  of  action”  with  a 

„subjective” worldview. How to emancipate the above subordinate groups? One typical modernist 

solution has  been to  propagate,  from a rationalist  standpoint,  that  to become sovereign agents-

subjects, the subordinate need to connect with media channels that offer substantive information 

and allow for a rational access to objective social stuctures. By contrast, the well-known reversed 

argument  of  populist  thinkers  has  been  that   the  above  rationalist  ideal  of  objectivity  is 

particularistic, it feeds forms of agency which subordinate disabled others as their „objects”, and 

thus, the subordinate can only become „subjects” of their lives by engaging themselves with anti-

objectivist, „subjective” media programmes that they have mastery over, that they can competently 

use  as  active  „subjects”.  (see  also  Peck  2000:24746)  On  the  whole,  rationalist  and  populist 

narratives,  however  antagonistic  they  may  seem  at  the  surface,  may  well  be  read  as  two 
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supplementing actualizations of the same mythical code, playing with the homologuous, but not 

synonimous,  articulations  (actor:dupe,  objective:subjective)  of  the  same  basic  binary 

(object:subject). 

The recombinant narratives of „rationalism” and „populism” have themselves been reshaped 

and reinvented countless times, and each of their newer and newer versions has rearranged the same 

modernist binaries in a new form. However, the new, recombined „binary chain” constructed by any 

newly emerging modernist narrative has reconfirmed earlier narratives rather than surpassing them. 

This is because, as my above examples have revealed, modernist narratives have „reversed” only a 

few  items  in  an  existing  binary  chain  and  have  not  burst  apart  the  binary  chain  itself.  In 

consequence, burgeoning scholarly narratives have been greatly overlapping, and in spite of all of 

their seeming antagonism, maintained a closed and self-reproducing mythical discourse.47 

Let me illustrate the above overlap with the example of the two core modernist narratives of 

rationalism  and  populism,  that  above  I  have  traced  back  to  the  very  same  binary  concept 

(object:subject). As Table 3 below makes it clear, rationalist and populist narratives have greatly 

overlapped – it is only a part of their binaries that they have used in „reversed”, antagonistic, ways. 

The two narratives have not diverged at all in their common diagnosis that the objectivist, elitist,  

rationalist  media  model  that  has  covered  structural  issues  and  addressed  the  enlightened  and 

competent  citizen is  in  decline,  and the leading force of today's  media is  to be found in those 

subjective,  popular,  emotional  outlets  that  focus  on  more  personal  issues  and  represent  the 

preferences of the ordinary,  media-consuming popular audience.  In the above story,  that I have 

constructed on the basis of the overlapping binaries of rationalist and populist narratives, it is easy 

to recognize the commonly held myths of „popular connection” and „popular media logic” that I 

have addressed earlier in this chapter.48 Thus, we may conclude with all reason that the existing 

overlaps between „reversed” modernist narratives are the prime sites where the hidden mythical 

coherence of modernist media interpretation reveals itself.
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Table  3 The two antagonistic  narratives  of  the modernist  research  of  mediatized politics  :  two 

overlapping binary chains 

desireable harmful

Rationalist 
narrative

SHARED
factual media
rational
objectivist address
masculine
effort
elite
structural
political citizen
rational public sphere
REVERSED
unbiased
elite agency (enlightened)
popular emancipation
sovereign action
enlightened
authentic
democracy
debate
 

popular media
irrational
subjective address
feminine
pleasure
popular
personal
media consumer 
private sphere

biased
elite agency (repressive)
mass subordination
non-sovereign action
regressive
artificial 
autocracy
spectacle

Populist 
narrative

SHARED
popular media
irrational
subjective address
feminine
pleasure
popular
personal
media consumer 
private sphere
REVERSED
unbiased
popular agency
popular emancipation
sovereign action
authentic
democracy 
debate

factual media
rational
objective address
masculine
effort
elite
structural
political citizen
rational public sphere

biased
elite agency
mass subordination
non-sovereign action
artificial 
autocracy 
spectacle

Recombining binaries : the pattern of “deferral”, and the creation of „weightless hybrids”

„Reversed” narratives have all been straightforward and clean-cut, they promised their protagonists 

to overcome their rivals and eliminate the threatening possibility that the same media object can be 

interpreted in various incongruent ways. Many of these „reversals” and „counter-reversals” have 

omitted,  however,  to  embrace  a  deeper  and  more  significant  uncertainty,  which  is  the  inner 

hybridity of media phenomena, the inevitable co-presence of antagonistic potentials in the very 
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same object. With the rise of post- or late modernity (and  of the intellectual narratives inventing it),  

media experts have become more sensitive to media hybridity,  to the ineliminable coexistence of 

opposite potentials in most “popular connections”. Modernist binaries, with their polarizing lure, 

have increasingly been felt to be too rude to fit the complex and hybrid “connections” analysed. 

There has been an increasing scholarly affinity to grasp the transformation of media and politics as 

a  process  of  hybridization,  in  which  old  binaries  –  like  the  ones  separating  information  and 

entertainment, citizenship and consumption, the private and the public – collapse. 

My point  in  this  section  will  be  that,  in  spite  of  appearances,  the  above  awareness  of 

hybridity has not made researchers abandon their  favourite binaries.  On the contrary:  declaring 

complexity and the death of old dualisms has been a key means by which modernist scholars could 

justify their own, more preferred binaries. In fact, scholars have reacted to the late modern Zeitgeist 

of  media  „complexity”  and  „hybridity”  by  further  intensifying  the  practices  of  recombination, 

reversal and redefinition that have always lied at the very heart of modernist binarizing. Modernist 

scholars may have embraced hybrid media phenomena, however, they have not ceased to binarize 

them.

It  is  clear that  modernist  research  in  the  last  two  decades  has  become  saturated  with 

fashionable hybrid concepts, each representing the recognition that a given binary (information vs 

entertainment, reason vs emotion, citizen vs consumer, old vs new media, and so on) has lost its 

interpretive  edge.  Scholarly  awareness  of  hybridity  has  manifested  itself:  in  neutral  terms  like 

„infotainment”,  „politicotainment”,  „docu-drama”,  „citizen-consumers”,  „prosumers”  or  media 

„convergence”;  in  refashioned  critical  concepts  like  „free  consent”  (Hall  2008:81)49,  „lifestyle 

politics” (Bennett 2003), or “interactive spectacle” (Best - Kellner 1999); and in media-affirmative 

notions, like „emotional political intelligence” (Pels 2003:57), „comic” or „popular intelligence” 

(Jones  2005:  98);  „affective  intelligence”  or  „fan  democracy”  (van  Zoonen  2004),  “cultural 

citizenship” (Hermes 1998, 2005),  „emotional public sphere” (Lunt 2005),  “entertaining politics” 

(Jones 2005), or „entertaining the citizen” (van Zoonen 2005). By embracing hybrid concepts, it has 

been suggested several times, media research has got rid of its too rigid, binarizing ballasts. The 

merge of previously polarized notions has widely been seen as an adequate reaction to late modern 

media complexities.

However, seen from the viewpoint of the structuralist myth-analysis that I am applying, it is 

clear that introducing hybrid concepts has no consequence at all to the deep structures of mythical  

sense-making. This is because hybrid concepts in themselves cannot stabilize their own meaning, 

which ultimately depends on the function that they fulfil in the binary chains – narratives – into 

which they are inserted. And modernist narratives themselves have not been „hybridized” at all. 

Instead of abandoning the polarizing spirit of modernist analysis in the name of media hybridity, 
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most  scholars  have  contented  themselves  with  merely inserting  hybrid  concepts  into  their  pre-

existing  narratives.  In  doing  so,  modernist  scholars  have  less  abandoned  than  rewrote  and 

recombined their binary narratives – sustaining and further enhancing the established modernist 

practice of „flexible binarizing”.

Modernist  scholars  have  binarized  hybrid  media  phenomena  with  a  popular  technique 

which I will call the „deferral” of binaries. The term refers to the fact that modernist researchers,  

instead  of  abandoning binary concepts,  simply „deferred”  them to an  allegedly „hybrid”  plane 

where they could silently reproduce them. „Deferral”, in other words, is a simultaneous assertion 

and repeal of media hybridity:  it  starts by diagnosing the collapse of a binary and the rise of a 

hybrid  media  reality,  and  it  ends  up  in  restituting  the  same  binary  in  a  transformed  version. 

Arguably, the above flirt with media hybridity has become a regular practice in contemporary media 

research. It is by “deferring” binaries to hybrid terrains that modernist scholars have reacted to the 

hybridization of late modern media. 

The notion „infotainment” exemplifies well how hybrid concepts have allowed modernist 

scholars to „defer” their long-standing narratives and dilemmas to a new „hybrid” plane, without 

truly  reflecting  on  these  narratives'  limits.  Today  it  is  common-sensical  wisdom  that  the  old 

categories of information and entertainment have merged into „infotainment”, and most scholars 

would  certainly  refrain  themselves  from  drawing  the  line  between  information-seeking  and 

entertainment-seeking audiences, or factual and fictional genres as sharply as their predecessors. 

Although this represents a caution that needs to be welcomed, we need to keep in mind that the  

study of infotainment has not really differed from earlier studies of either factual or entertainment 

media. Modernist scholars may have become beware of not praising either pure information or pure 

popular entertainment as the cure to today's problems, however, they have kept inquiring about 

whether and how “infotainment” can work as either “information” (either substantive or repressive) 

or “entertainment” (either debilitating or liberating).

The scholarly assertion that infotainment is a new and hybrid media genre has regularly 

been  followed  by the  question  of  how this  or  that  infotainment  format  may fulfil  citizenship 

functions that elevate it above the realm of private consumerly pleasures (e.g. Dahlgren 1998:94), 

or, on the contrary, how it can give voice to the, so far suppressed, „popular” (van Zoonen 2005). In 

other words, „infotainment” has simply been inserted into preexisting modernist narratives, and its 

relevance has  been judged in  the  same terms  in  which a  rationalist  like  Habermas  has  judged 

highbrow print media outlets, or in which a populist like Fiske has theorised the liberating function 

of popular entertainment like Rambo movies or Madonna clips. Along these lines, infotainment has 

been theorised in various ways, each of them being familiar from existing, well-established research 

narratives. Accordingly, infotainment has been interpreted either as entirely apolitical and irrelevant 
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(Sparks 2000, McNair 2003:68), or as an efficient source of  publicly relevant information about 

daily politics (Graber 1994, Jones 2005), or an emotional anchor helping people to come to terms 

with  the  democratic  political  system in  which  they  live  (van  Zoonen  2005),  or  a  source  of  a 

spectacular thrill and entertainment that misinforms people on social issues, especially crime (Prior 

2005).50 In each of these cases, the phenomena of “infotainment” has merely served as a new field 

where decades-old debates, claims and narratives could be deferred to.

A particularly illuminating example of the above he above “deferral” may be found in an 

argument  by  Michael  Delli  Carpini  and  Bruce  Williams  (2011),  as  interpreted  by  Kenen 

Tenenboim-Weinblatt.

„Delli Carpini and Williams (2010, in press) demonstrated the inherent arbitrariness of the 

news-entertainment  distinction  and  its  increasing  untenability  in  the  contemporary  media 

environment. They argued that the criteria for judging the political relevance of media texts 

should not be based on genre or source, but on the potential use of these texts. Accordingly, 

they  define  “politically  useful  communications”  as  those  that  shape  opportunities  for 

understanding, deliberating, and acting on different levels of politics.”  (Tenenboim-Weinblatt 

2009:369)

It is arguable that in the above argument, Delli Carpini and Williams (who, in their book, used the  

term “democratically  useful  media”  [2011:  282])  have  merely deferred  the  binary of  news  vs. 

entertainment to the plane of infotainment and simply made it reappear in another form, as a new 

distinction  (between  democratically  useful  and  useless  communications),  the  “inherent 

arbitrariness” of which has not  yet  been so common-sensically acknowledged.  Thus,  the above 

“deferral” has not brought any substantial renewal, just a new site to contemplate upon the same 

eternal and irresolvable dilemmas that have driven modernist media research since the beginnings.

It may be worth invoking here an excerpt from Peter Dahlgren which, apart from making an 

argument that is eloquent and plausible (even “too” plausible, “mythically” plausible), illuminates 

well all my above claims about modernist media mythicization. Addressing the political relevance 

of popular media “pleasures”, Dahlgren argues that 

„pleasure and civic usefulness need not a priori be incompatible.... given certain conditions, 

popular  television  journalism can be  used  productively for  civic  goals  beyond individual 

pleasure. ... The popular formats can clearly attract and engage audiences on a large scale. 

They are pleasurable in many ways, stimulate the production of meaning, and enter into the 

popular discourses of everyday life. The basic problem generally is that the engagement that 

they mobilize is usually not aimed at the societal domain and the subject positions on offer do 

not normally coincide with the identity of the citizen” (Dahlgren 1998: 94-5)

This short excerpt condenses in itself  all the modernist  interpretive tropes and strategies I have 
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addressed so far. First, Dahlgren addresses here popular connections, „pleasures”, that are fostered 

by attractive „popular formats”, second, he suggests that these formats are not random but condense 

in themselves the institutional logic of the field of „popular television journalism”, third, he rejects 

to dogmatically debunk these popular formats and pleasures as vein entertainment that has nothing 

to do with politics, fourth, he points out the productivity and meaningfulness of the popular and 

especially its ability to „mobilize engagement”, and fifth, he ends up in regretfully concluding that 

most popular engagements, after all, „do not normally coincide” with politically relevant actions 

and identities. Dahlgren's above argument may well be read as a manoeuvre of „deferral”, in which 

he steps beyond the rigid binary of frivolous pleasures and serious civic usefulness, opens a new 

plane,  that  of  popular  „engagement”,  and  reproduces  on  this  plane  the  same above  binary by 

implicitely opposing those (rare, exceptional) engagements that do coincide with citizenship with 

those ordinary ones that („normally”) do not. 

My above examples have shown that the potential connotative space opened by the hybrid 

notions like „infotainment” or “engagement” have entirely been preframed by preexisting modernist 

narratives. My last point is that it is exactly by appropriating such weightless hybrid concepts that 

modernist  narratives  could  reproduce  themselves.  This  is  the  point  where  we  can  reveal  the 

mythical function of hybrid terms like “infotainment”, which has been to reinvigorate, in a new 

form and on a still innocent terrain, old modernist debates, the conventional terminology of which 

has become hard to be maintained in an unchanged form. Accordingly, the widespread usage of 

“weightless hybrids” has never been meant to genuinely face the elusive complexity of today's 

media world, but to domesticate this complexity, to reconcile it with existing binary models, to 

neutralize  the  challenge  that  it  may  represent  to  modernist  myth-making.  By  inventing 

“infotainment” and other hybrid formats that  would allegedly flourish on the ruins of outdated 

binaries,  modernist  scholars  have  created  new planes  where  the  same above binaries  could  be 

“deferred” to. On these virgin terrains, the old binarizing disputes of modernist experts could be 

reanimated and continued undisturbedly. 

Arguably, the above strategy of deferral has been typical to all cultural, media and social 

theories which have started by asserting, in the name of complexity and contingency, the collapse of 

a rigid and obsolete binary and ended up in reintroducing the same opposition “through the back 

door” (as a critique has objected Giddens for re-binarizing his structuration theory [see Bagguley 

2003:144]). The above strategy of “stealing back” allegedly obsoleted binaries has flourished all 

around the field of modernist media and cultural studies. What the above practices of “deferral” 

illustrate is that, within the frames of modernist discourse, the disturbing, enigmatic complexity of 

popular media and popular connection can be resolved solely by mythical means. However intent 

modernist  researchers may be on giving a  complex and sensitive account,  they can never  stop 
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binarizing reality, and their endeavour in the realm of complexity will remain a passing flirt, in the  

end of which they can draw the conclusions that „instinctively” they have always-already suspected. 

3.4. Modernist myth-making: an expansive discourse 

So far, using the example of scholarly research, we have addressed the epistemic code of modernist 

media interpretation. Now, we can turn,  in the light of all that has been said so far, to the key 

questions of my „mythological deconstruction”. Why could modernist media interpretation grow 

into an unfalsifyable, self-absorbed, mythical universe? Why have media interpreters spent so much 

of  their  creative  energies  to  answer  the  challenge  of  media  complexity  inside  the  modernist 

discourse,  instead  of  leaving  behind  modernist  confines?  Why  have  media  interpreters  cut 

themselves off from real innovation and imposed their familiar, well-established mythical tropes on 

any  newly  emerging  media  phenomena,  instead  of  allowing  these  latters  to  burst  the  above, 

simplistic and burdening tropes apart? 

In  this  section  I  will  start  addressing  the  above  questions.  I  will  start  from my earlier 

argument that the epistemic logic of the modernist discourse creates significant overlaps between 

competing modernist narratives (1). This overlap, as I will argue, makes any individual account 

highly vulnerable to the critiques arriving from neighbouring narratives (2). Knowing well that their 

accounts may be easily debunked as rigid or dogmatic, insensitive to the very complexities of media 

power or audience power, modernist scholars have reacted by aggressively expanding the scope of 

their narratives, in order to make them stand on multiple legs, so to say. Three typical expansion  

strategies will be presented:  (3) the first one represents a merely quantitative, „nomadic” expansion 

(the mere conquest of new terrains with old conceptual weapons); (4) the second strategy follows a 

„schizophrenic” script (which processes by an „on the one hand, on the other hand” logic and is 

satisfied with making contradictory claims about the same issue); finally, (5) the third strategy will 

be called (borrowing an expression from Ien Ang [1998]) the building of „sponge” theories (this 

one steps beyond the first two strategies and aims to melt contradictory accounts into a relatively 

coherent  theory).  My argument will  end by suggesting (6) that  these expansion strategies have 

successfully veiled the existing contradictions between the conceptual rigity of modernist binaries 

and the contingent complexity of the world.

1.

In  the  previous  section,  I  have  presented  the  modernist  discourse  as  an  extremely  productive 

meaning  making  machine,  its  productivity  resting  upon  its  ability  to  recombine  itself  and 
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accommodate all sorts of media phenomena. The modernist discourse, so to say, serves as a familiar 

toolkit which allows for a quick and easy narrative-building. Indeed, as I have shown, for creating a  

new narrative within the modernist discourse, it has been enough to slightly modify an established 

narrative, or „binary chain”: to reverse one of its binaries, to insert a hybrid concept into it,  or 

simply to supplement it with a new binary concept. On the whole, modernist narratives could be 

created  by a  single  move (once  the  move has  been done,  the  stories  wrote  themselves  almost  

automatically), which fact has allowed for the extreme burgeoning of possible modernist accounts.

However,  the  above  productive  mechanism  has  had  a  major  drawback,  which  is  that 

modernist narratives have shared a great deal of their binaries and constitued highly overlapping 

binary chains. As we have seen, in the mythical universe of modernist discourse, all the existing 

narratives, even the most antagonistic ones, have been direct neighbours and stemmed directly from 

each other. This mutual complicity has brought two basic consequences. First, modernist scholars 

have presented their accounts as particular answers to the same, commonly perceived, „naturally” 

existing challenges that all other accounts are self-evidently concerned with. Thus, these accounts 

have contributed to the survival of the same mythical discourse that has reproduced itself through 

its various actualizations. Meanwhile, the above overlap among modernist narratives has brought 

another consequence, namely, that any particular narrative has had to face immense difficulties in 

stabilizing its own position as against alternative narratives which have been addressing exactly the 

same questions.

2.

The above overlaps have melted modernist narratives into a stable mythical whole, but they have 

also  made  these  accounts  highly  vulnerable  individually.  In  the  densely  interwoven  modernist 

universe,  no individual  narrative has  been able to create  a  „binary chain” that  would not  have 

followed  logically  and  expectably  from  earlier  narratives.  Arguably,  modernist  accounts  have 

simply been all too familiar for potential critics, who could easily identify which single binary item 

in  the  proposed  binary sequence  needs  to  be  modified  (reversed,  merged  to  a  hybrid  item,  or 

replaced with another item) in order to undermine the whole narrative. In the modernist discourse, 

so to say, every statement has been only one step away from its own negation: as we have seen, the  

claim that reasoned political debate is democratic (reason [¬ emotion] : politics [¬ private] : debate 

[¬ testimony] : democratic [¬ exclusivist]) could be reversed at any moment (reason [¬ emotion] : 

politics [¬ private] : debate [¬ testimony] : exclusivist [¬ democratic]); the claim that consumer 

choices  may  represent  genuine  needs  and  pleasures  (consumption  [¬  production]  :  choice  [¬ 

mandatory] : pleasure [¬ effort] : authentic [¬ artificial]) could easily be blamed for sanctifying 

media industrial power (consumption [¬ production] : choice [¬ mandatory] : pleasure [¬ effort] : 

artificial [¬ authentic]).51
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In the followings, I would like to illustrate how the above mechanism of narrative-building 

has ended in circular, never-ending disputes between accounts that have been „one step away” from 

each other. I will range a set of excerpts taken from various sources in a way that each item could be 

read as the direct refutal of the previous one, and the last link of the chain is refuted by the first one. 

This  thought  experiment  illustrates  my  point  that  since  modernist  scholarly  narratives  are 

recombined sequences of binaries and thus, immediate neighbours of each other, they are doomed 

to run endless circles in their inescapable, mythical universe. 

- Let us take as our first item the conventional claim that „political marketing works because of the 

apoliticality of most voters, who are cognitive misers and who are thereby inadvertent consumers of 

political information.” (O’shaughnessy – Henneberg 2002: xviii) 

-  The second claim would oppose to this  that today,  „a tilt  of market  power from producer  to 

consumers is the basic idea underlying the predominant marketing paradigm.... the Internet permits 

access to new worlds to user and expert information on virtually anything, and drastically lowers 

the costs of retrieval, in time, money and prior knowledge. … These possibilities of information and 

choice  are  effectively  transforming  the  market  such  that  it  is  now  the  consumer,  and  not  the 

producer, who is the hunter.  (Scammell 2003:119-20)

- Our third excerpt cools down these high expectations:  „Cable TV promises to offer over 500 

channels  in  the  near  future,  and  Internet  web  sites  and  new  media  sites  provide  even  more 

infotainment spectacles, as multimedia technologies develop. Such a scenario frightens cybercritic 

Paul  Virilio  into  imagining  an  increasing  inertia  setting  in,  as  individuals  enter  virtual  worlds 

through the click of a mouse” (Best – Kellner 1999:137)

- The fourth argument rejects Virilio's fears, and claims that the „wealth of informed analysis and 

interpretation  available in print media and on the internet” represents an empowering „array of 

information, opinions, debate, and sources of knowledge”, and that the real enemy has not changed: 

this is television, which, especially in times of war, „functioned largely as propaganda, spectacle, 

and the producer of mass hysteria (close to brainwashing)” (Kellner 2003:70)

- A fifth argument is almost identical with the fourth one, it only refines it at one point. It turns the  

edge of critique from television to all forms of amusement-driven infotainment, or „McJournalism”, 

which „deprives citizens of the informations necessary for them to make rational choices” (McNair 

2003: 68)

- From a sixth position, however, one could counter-argue, in line with rational action theories, that 

it is rational, from the part of citizens, to remain under-informed. „Detailed political information is 

costly to research... It is necessary, therefore, for parties and politicians to present information in a 

'cheap' form and for citizens to limit  their  'expenditure'.” Thus,  „there are strong incentives for 

packaging (politics)” - this is still more rational an option than getting lost in the details. (Street  
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1997:55-6)

- However, it is exactly the above packaged, cheap information, provided to low informed citizens 

that  our  first  excerpt  has  debunked  as  an  irrational  marketing  diet  cooked  for  incompetent 

„cognitive misers”.

The following table decomposes the six above narratives to binary chains, reveals their overlaps and 

visualizes their entrapment into an inescapable mythical circle. 

Table 4 Six scholarly narratives: six overlapping binary chains

1. O'Shaughnessy-Henneberg
political marketing (¬ political substance) 
apolitical voter ( ¬ citizen) 
consumer ( ¬ citizen)
low knowledge ( ¬ high knowledge)
attraction/entertainment ( ¬ information)
subordination ( ¬ liberation) 
irrational ( ¬ rational)

2. Scammell
political marketing ( ¬ political propaganda)
citizen ( ¬ subject of politics) 
consumer-citizen ( ¬ 'old' citizen) 
high knowledge ( ¬ low knowledge)
new media ( ¬ old media)
liberation ( ¬ subordination) 
choice ( ¬ lack of choice)
media abundance ( ¬ media scarcity) 

6. Street (and Dawns)
political marketing ( ¬ political propaganda)
citizen ( ¬ subject of politics)
low knowledge ( ¬ high knowledge) 
rational ( ¬ irrational) 
commercial media ( ¬ non-commercial media) 

3. Virilio (as interpreted by Best and Kellner)
new media ( ¬ old media)
media abundance ( ¬ media scarcity) 
consumer ( ¬ citizen)
high knowledge ( ¬ low knowledge)
inertia/pasivity ( ¬ activity) 
lack of choice ( ¬ choice) 

5. Critics of tabloid media (as presented by McNair)
commercial media ( ¬ non-commercial media) 
entertainment (¬ information)
low knowledge ( ¬ high knowledge)
attraction/entertainment ( ¬ information)
subordination ( ¬ power) 
lack of choice ( ¬ choice)
irrational ( ¬ rational)

4. Kellner
new media ( ¬ old media)
high knowledge ( ¬ low knowledge)
power ( ¬ subordination) 
citizen ( ¬ subject of politics) 
information ( ¬ attraction/entertainment)
choice ( ¬ lack of choice)
media abundance ( ¬ media scarcity) 
rational ( ¬ irrational) 

My main point in the above section has been that within the modernist discouse, no claim can be 

made  that  could  not  be  immediately  debunked  in  the  name  of  well-established  neighbouring 

narratives. It is understandable that modernist scholars have defended themselves by any possible 

means against the above, corrosive uncertainty.  One possible  way would have been to quit  the 

modernist discourse, but most scholars have find it too familiar, too plausible, too illuminating to 

leave  it  behind.  Instead  truly  reflecting  on  the  epistemological  causes  explaining  why  their 

individual position inside the modernist discourse in so much uncertain, scholars have chosen to 

aggressively „expand” their narratives: make them stand on multiple legs and assert their relevance 

to multiple realities. 
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3.

The first, and perhaps most common, way to expand a narrative has been to apply it to various 

contexts or fields at the same time. This strategy represents a logic of „nomadic” conquest: the 

researcher, in this case, aims to apply her narrative to as many contexts as possible. The above logic 

of nomadic conquest manifests itself in the edited volumes which examine how a central process 

(like the commercialization of media, or the PR-ization of politics, and so on) plays out in various 

contexts (either internationally or in different moments or subfields of the same society). In this 

case,  the  alleged  analogy  of  these  particular  contexts  is  regarded  to  „speak  for  itself”  and 

automatically justify the key scholarly narrative. By asserting that in the similar events appearing in 

so many independent contexts, it  is „the very same” structural process that is being played out, 

protagonists have precluded all doubts that the key narrative establishing the „central” process may 

be stereotyped, that it may authoritatively preframe the analysis of particular contexts rather than 

letting itself be probed on genuine local evidence, that the particular instances exemplifying the 

common trend may not correspond with each other that closely, and so on.

The  above  nomadic  „annection”  of  various  contexts  has  efficiently  stabilized  and 

legitimated modernist narratives. Although in most cases, the empirical evidence taken from each 

„annected” context has been insufficient in itself to prove the central narrative, these contextual 

half-truths could efficiently support each other merely by asserting their resemblance. For example, 

by asserting  that  politics  has  been marketized  parallelly  in  many countries,  by suggesting  that 

political  PR has  shaped  the  opinion  climate  of  British  elections  in  1987  just  as  in  2006,  the 

phenomena  of  „marketization”  and  „PR-ization”  could  be  established  as  existing  structural 

processes that exert similar effects, and dictate the same „new rules” of politics making, in every 

context when they are applied.

4.

Being one-step neighbours, modernist narratives have been extremely vulnerable:  they could be 

turned on their heads or debunked as rigid and obsolete in one single step. However, at the same 

time, they could also be defended with an equal ease: their author could  reshape them, reinvent 

them,  expand  them,  refine  them,  or  enrich  them,  by simply supplementing  them with  new or 

recombined binaries.  In consequence, modernist  accounts have been in a state of constant flux, 

permanently refining themselves in response to the potential challenges arriving from neighbouring 

accounts which have claimed to better understand the empirical complexity and contingency of the 

world. 

The more complex the late modern media system has become, the more menacing scholars 
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have found the above challenge arriving from neighbouring approaches. In response, scholars have 

tried to broaden the scope of their narratives, to make them compatible with multiple realities. In 

order to save the integrity of their core narrative from the attacks arriving from multiple directions,  

many scholars have tended to respond each potential criticism at the same time, even if this meant  

to opportunistically perform the best argument against each particular critique without making these 

arguments harmonize with each other. Scholars' incentive to build such multi-dimenisonal shields 

around their  key narratives  has  borrowed to their  accounts  a  certain  „schizophrenic”  character. 

„Schizophrenic” narrative-building has meant to expand a narrative to complex media realities with 

the help of mutually contradictory arguments. This has been the second of the three strategies of 

expansion I am dealing with. 

For an illustration, let us turn to an excerpt taken from Colin Sparks' introduction to his 

edited volume „Tabloid tales”. The excerpt, in its present form, is not even „schizophrenic” (which 

always involves a certain effort to self-concealment) but openly self-contradictory. To show this, I 

have allowed myself to copy together the opening and the concluding phrase of the section that 

Sparks has devoted to „the limits of tabloid knowledge.” (Sparks 2000: 28-29) In the original text,  

the two phrases  are  separated  by a  two-pages  long argument,  so their  contradiction is  far  less 

apparent.

„Even if we accept entirely the force of the positions advanced by the defenders of the tabloid and 

acknowledge  that  there  are  elements  of  the  form that  constitute  a  genuine  widening,  and  thus 

democratization, of public life …. the successes of the tabloid form demonstrate very clearly that it  

can address the individual as consumer, but there can be equally  little doubt that it has little or  

nothing to contribute to the life of the citizen.” (my italics - PC)

In the above excerpt, as it is the case with most „schizophrenic” arguments, contradictory positions 

are only half-heartedly adopted: the author clearly shows his preference for one of the adopted 

poles, but he can also claim to have made justice to the other one. 

Following  the  above  strategy  clearly  pays  off  for  the  researcher,  who  may  allow,  for 

example, that in the digital age, popular culture „is constructed by the actor, self-produced and self-

consumed”, but who can also assert that these efforts, after all, are prestructured since „there is one 

common language, the language of the hypertext” (Castells 2000: 21). In a similar way, the analyst 

may allow that in today's individualized late modern societies „self-directed people are searching 

for authentic meaning” but also remind the reader that in their journey people are „guided by media 

and external social authorities”. (Kellner 2003:172) Schizophrenic narrative-bulding allows, to take 

a third example, to warn against naive „suggestions that popular culture speaks for the people” 

(Street 1997:1852) and to declare that „politics, like popular culture, is about creating an 'audience', a 

'people' who will laugh at their jokes, understand their fears and share their hopes.” (Street 1997:60) 
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The same strategy allows to declare the rise of a „convergence culture” that would obsolete the old 

antagonism  between  passive  consumers  and  powerful  producers,  and  to  reinstate  the  same 

opposition on the next  page,  claiming that  there exist  „two kinds  of  media  power:  one comes 

through media concentration,  where any message gains authority simply by being broadcast on 

network television, the other comes through collective intelligence, where a message gains visibility 

only if it is deemed relevant to a loose network of diverse publics.” (Jenkins 2006b:180) 

Schizophrenic narrative-bulding has been a much typical coping strategy that scholars have 

followed in order to deal with the contradictions imprinted into their binarizing discourse.  As the 

above instances clearly illustrate, schizophrenic narrative-building is motivated by the researcher's 

effort to distance herself from a one-sided position in which she feels implicated. The main promise 

of the „schizophrenic” script has been that the above self-distancing could be efficiently done: that  

the so far suppressed pole could be efficiently reconciled with the preferred pole, and both could be 

adopted into an „expanded”, „broadened”, more inclusive narrative, without, of course, losing the 

binary edge of the narrative.  

5.

The above, „schizophrenic” strategy could maintain contradictory positions because it has never 

treated these positions as equals, and never questioned one's primacy over the others. A dominant 

claim (eg.  that popular media is  politically irrelevant)  has never really been endangered by the 

alternative, subaltern position, that has usually been degraded to the role of a rhetorical gesture, 

aimed to defend the dominant claim from the charge of dogmatism („but I have never denied that  

popular media may be politically relevant in certain conditions!”). The above opportunistic strategy 

has efficiently helped scholars to expand their narratives, however, all this has not enhanced the 

chance of real theoretical innovation inside the modernist discourse.

The most demanding innovators in modernist  discourse,  however,  have never  contended 

themselves with the above opportunism, and not hesitated putting antagonistic concepts to the probe 

of each other. However, the more these theoreticians have sought to make justice to both poles of 

modernist binaries, the more they have had to expand their narratives to a level where they have lost 

their  very contours.  The above hurdles of such „sponge theories” (as Ien Ang [1998] has once 

characterized the work of Dennis McQuail) manifest themselves with particular clarity in the work 

of  Stuart  Hall,  whose broadminded and eloquent analysis of the cultural  appeal of Thatcherism 

qualifies him among the very first modernist researchers of late modern mediatized politics.

Rejecting the rigid opposition of „pure 'autonomy' [and] total encapsulation” (Hall 1998: 

447) that in his view has characterized contemporary theories, Hall has proposed a more refined 

model in his analysis of Thatcherism. The unquestionable popular appeal of this movement, Hall  
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has argued,  should neither  be mistaken as a fully genuine popular  will-formation and nor as a 

capitalist ideological indoctrination. Hall has introduced instead a hybrid, recombined category, that 

of „free consent”, that he hoped to represent the genuine element in people's engagement with the 

key tropes of Thatcherism like the free market or the nanny state.  Tracing the success of these 

tropes back to people's „active consent” that would grow from their genuine life experiences (eg. 

their  consumerly  pleasures),  Hall  has  refused  to  see  Thatcherism as  merely  „ideological”  and 

reinstated it as „hegemonic”. However, realizing that his analysis of populist hegemony may lack a 

critical  potential,  Hall  has  distinguished,  with  a  move  that  may  be  familiar  from  my  earlier 

examples,  two  possible  articulations  of  hegemony:  „authoritarian  populism”  and  the  „popular-

democratic”. The first is Thatcherism, and the second represents, in Jim McGuigan's words, „the 

incorruptible side of Hall's binary opposition” (McGuigan 1992: 26), which, as Hall himself has 

made it explicite, is simply „not available to the political Right” (Hall 1988:140, cited by McGuigan 

1992: 16) 

As Hall's above example makes it clear, in the modernist universe, any attempt to transcend 

the felt „rigidity” of binary concepts leads to a contourless position which may be unacceptable 

even for the researcher. In such cases, both the analyst and her readership seeks to re-binarize the 

narrative, which move provides it with new contours but deprives it from its originality. All this 

makes, in the end, practically impossible to tell what exact position the author has taken in relation 

to the analyzed object. And since the author claims everything and nothing, she can be criticized for 

anything. This has been the fate of Hall's above analysis. One critical current has argued that Hall 

has never left behind the classical model of ideological indoctrication: „the truth conditions for this 

version of the theory of hegemony are very similar Adorno's theory of mass popular culture... for 

both positions, popular culture has an ideological force and have to submit to similar tests of that 

force” (Abercrombie 1990:202, cited in McGuigan 1992:66) By contrast, another critical approach 

has  debunked  Hall  for  the  exact  opposite  reasons,  arguing that  he  has  „learnt  too  much  from 

Thatcherism” and enacted a  very „ambiguously populist  embrace of consumer capitalism” as a 

liberating  force  (McGuigan  1992:38),  being  „peculiarly  complicite  with  the  populist delusions 

fostered by the political Right” (McGuigan 1992: 41, original italics) Meanwhile, a third criticism 

has suggested that,  in spite of all the efforts to theorise the “middle ground”, Hall's conceptual 

inventions  have  reproduced  the  rigid  binary  opposition  of  indoctrination  and  purely  authentic 

culture. (Simons 2003: 181-2) 

As Hall's  above example makes it  clear,  genuine theoretical innovation in the modernist 

universe resembles to a war fought on multiple fronts which gradually eats up the hinterland. In the 

moment  when  the  hinterland  is  consumed,  when  the  researcher  cannot  be  identified  with  a 

paramount position, the theory ceases to work as a narrative and transforms itself into a general, 
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mythical  language.  Thus,  it  is  the  most  demanding  and  reflexive  modernist  theories  that  have 

condensed into  themselves  the  most  the  mythical  nature  of  their  discourse.  These  works  have 

functioned  as  all-embracing  „sacred  texts”:  they  have  provided  their  followers  with  all  the 

conceptual means necessary to answering any possible objection and explaining with ease even the 

most unexpected empirical phenomena, they have offered themselves for any imaginable usage, and 

in consequence, they have moved far beyond the reach of scientific falsification. 

6.

The  epistemic  logic  of  the  modernist  discourse  has  forced  researchers  into  highly  unstable 

individual  positions,  which  could  hardly  be  defended  against  potential  charges  of  rigidity  or 

dogmatism. In order to evade these charges, scholars have tried to embrace the complexity of the 

world by „expanding” their narratives. In my presentation of the most typical expansion strategies, I 

have proceeded from the simplest one (that of „nomadic” occupation) to the most sophisticated one 

(the building of „sponge” theories). Paradoxically, I have found, the more theoretically sensitive 

strategy the researcher has followed to expand her narrative, the more she has ended up in losing 

control over the meaning of her own account. Since none of the above expansion strategies have 

been  satisfactory  in  themselves,  scholars  have  followed  each  of  them  paralelly:  they  have 

nomadically  „annected”  as  many  fields  as  they  could,  they  have  defended  their  narrative  by 

mobilizing  incoherent  arguments,  and  they  have  regularly  referred  to  all-embracing  „sponge” 

theories as the overall basis of their analysis. 

However  aggressively  modernist  scholars  may  have  pursued  the  above  strategies  of 

expansion, they could not eliminate the contradictions between the rigidity of their binary narratives 

and the contingency of the world. However, they could bracket off these contradictions and make 

them tolerable. Engaged in a common expansion of their discourse, scholars have felt compensated 

for the instability of their position inside the discourse, and accepted its inner contradictions as 

necessary  burdens  which  are  worth  to  live  with.  This  implicite  contract  between  analyst  and 

discourse, however, could not have been maintained without the former relentlessly fortifying and 

expanding the outer borders of the latter. In order to cope with the uncertain individual position that 

their discourse has imposed on them, media analysts had to continuously expand their narratives 

and pump it into a all-absorbing, universalized, unfalsifiable „bubbles”. 
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3.5. Critical conclusion: the limits of modernist media analysis

Modernist discourse is mythical because it efficiently seduces the media analyst to stick to its key 

generative concepts and see them as inevitable, eternal notions that need to be preserved in spite of 

their apparent inadequacies. Being loyal to modernist binary concepts, researchers have exploited 

their infinite flexibility and believed that they can offer a sensitive analytical toolkit to resolve the  

enigmatic questions of popular “connection” and “control” in any context, without oversimplifying 

the complexities of the particular instance analyzed. 

However, in the light of my analysis so far, it is clear that the modernist discourse, although 

its very survival has depended on it, has not been able to properly accommodate its inherently rigid 

binaries with the empirical complexity of media, which has regularly fallen pray of the modernist 

logic  of binarizing.  In spite  of their  relentless efforts  to  sophisticate  their  binarizing narratives, 

modernist scholars could not bridge the fundamental gap between their binarizing epistemic code 

and  media  complexity.  Indeed,  in  all  the  above  presented  analytical  strategies  to  grasp  media 

complexity  I  have  revealed  the  undisturbed  dominance  of  the  same  binarized  concepts  and 

narratives, that have reproduced themselves throughout their various “recombinations”, that have 

imposed themselves  on the weightless conceptual  “hybrids” invented by researchers.  The same 

binaries  have  driven,  as  we  have  seen,  the  scholarly  expansion  of  narratives:  the  “nomadic” 

annection of new terrains, and the “schizophrenic” embracing of contradictory positions. Finally, 

the same binaries have manifested their  epistemic power in  the fact  that the “sponge theories” 

attempting to step beyond them could so easily lose their contours and get “re-binarized” by their 

followers, even authors.

 Most importantly, the perpetual rewriting of the same binary concepts and narratives are to 

be  read  as  key  mythical  strategies  aimed  to  address  media  complexity  without  eliminating 

modernist  taxonomies,  that  means,  to  veil  and neutralize  the basic  discrepancy between binary 

concepts and existing media realities. This “bracketing” of irresolvable discrepancies between the 

world and the modernist discourse has been the very key of this latter's mythical power: its ability to 

preserve the  identity of  its  generative binaries  throughout  their  inevitable  “recombinations”,  its 

power  to  assure  that  its  binarized  narratives  travel  unchangedly  across  research  fields  and 

generations.

Modernist  scholars'  above  analyzed  strategies  to  sophisticate  their  accounts  (by 

“recombining” their narratives in unexpected ways, by “deferring” the debate on new terrains with 

the help of newer and newer “hybrid” concepts, by drawing analogies between various unconnected 
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terrains  that  have  been  „annected”,  by  engaging  in  a  “schizophrenic”  narrative  building,  by 

inventing and using “sponge theories”) are to be seen as a delicate weaponry that scholars have had 

at their disposal in order to account for the existing complexity of the world and to build clean-cut, 

binarizing narratives at the very same time. These apparently antagonistic goals, of course, could 

only be mythically achieved. Importantly, this does not mean that the above contradictions would 

have been entirely suppressed. Modernist scholars have not been so naïve as to uncritically praise 

their binary concepts: they knew well that their imperfect concepts deviate from complex media 

realities,  and  this  is  exatly  why  they  poured  so  much  energy  into  „bracketing  off”  these 

discrepancies,  this  is  why their  did  their  best  to  avoid  any direct  confrontation  between  their 

binaries and the empirically observable complexity of the media world. 

The  above  mythical  „bracketing”  could  be  achieved  because  the  above  presented 

recombinations,  hybrid  concepts,  sponge  theories,  contradictory  arguments,  and  cross-field 

analogies have allowed media scholars to address media complexity in a way that is not a priori  

uncompatible with the sharply binarizing  conclusions that they have sought to draw. With the help 

of the above discursive tools, scholars could address media complexity and present rich empirical 

material, using the very same set of binaries that equally served as the munition of a much more 

sharpened and polarized analysis when it came to establishing general trends or drawing theoretical 

conclusions. In the modernist discourse, complex empirical analysis and binarized theory-building 

have drawn upon a common repertoire of binary taxonomies, and due to this kinship, have never 

had  to  be  contrasted  to  each  other.  Scholars  could  make  clean-cut  normative  claims  or  draw 

polarizing conclusions, and meanwhile, take the empirical complexity of their research object „in 

hold”. And the other way around, they could equally immerse themselves in fine empirical details 

(ambiguities,  counterintuitive  findings,  simultaneously present  antagonistic  potentials,  etc.),  and 

keeping in the background that the most plausible outcome of their research will be a polarized and 

sharp binary statement.

The evidence of media complexity has not been suppressed in modernist discourse – but it 

has been kept away from the key, and always binarized, conclusions that researchers have sought to 

establish. The two have never been brought on the same plane, instead, scholars have incessantly 

jumped from one plane to the other throughout their narratives. By operating the above mythical 

„turnstile” (Barthes), modernist researchers could mythically suppress the fact that their binarizing 

narratives  have  been unable to  cover  the experienced complexity of  media,  in  other  words,  to 

resolve  the  deep,  enigmatic  ambiguity  imprinted  into  all  „connections”  between  media  and 

audience.

The „turnstile” of myth-making, as Roland Barthes' classical text has taught us, is activated 

when actors seek to resolve the controversies and dilemmas arising from a well-established, familiar 
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meaning-making system within the confines of the very same system. What mythical discourses do, 

in other words, is a Munchausen-trick: they provide us with means to work through the tensions that 

they  themselves  have  created.  They  do  this  by  neutralizing  the  contradictions  between  their 

conceptual and taxonomic conventions and the experienced world which they try to make sense of. 

Key to this neutralizing maneouvre, Barthes has suggested, is to keep the purity of their concepts  

and the complexity of the media world at the very same time, inside the same common mythical 

space, by delegating them, so to say, to safely distant corners, so that their controversies can never 

sharpen enough to endanger the coherence of the myth.

Barthes has grasped the above dialectics with the notion of „form” (abstract, simple, clear 

concepts) and „meaning” (the intuitive, „embedded” understanding of a messy reality). For Barthes, 

„the  essential  point  in  all  this  is  that  the  form  does  not  suppress  the  meaning,  it  only 

impoverishes it,  it  puts it at a distance, it  holds it at one's disposal. One believes that the 

meaning is going to die, but it is a death with reprieve; the meaning loses its value, but keeps 

its life, from which the form of the myth will draw its nourishment. The meaning will be for 

the form like an instantaneous reserve of history, a tamed richness, which it is possible to call 

and dismiss in a sort of rapid alternation: the form must constantly be able to be rooted again 

in the meaning and to get there what nature it needs for its nutriment; above all, it must be 

able to hide there. It is this constant game of hide-and-seek between the meaning and the form 

which defines myth.” (Barthes 1972:118)

One could hardly find a better metaphor for modernist media interpretation than that of a constant 

hide-and-seek, in which the analyst brackets off the complexity of the world in order to assert a  

clean-cut, binary narrative, while she also defends her narrative against the charge of rigidity by 

asserting her awareness about the complexity of the world. 

This  perpetual  hide-and-seek  has  allowed  modernist  „cultural  forms”  –  the  interpretive 

tropes of the modernist discourse – to reproduce themselves in time and across scholarly fields, to 

crystallize themselves into ever-present, inescapable meaning structures . However, this has been a 

pyrrhean victory. Since in the above game of hide-and-seek, modernist interpretive tropes could 

always  evade the challenge of  true renewal,  they have not  developed at  all.  Surely,  they have 

become „natural”, self-evident and familiar interpretive structures, allowing analysts to build up the 

same set of plausible narratives about whichever media phenomena. Thus, modernist tropes have 

become self-evident means for a quick scanning, for a distant review of the potential meanings and 

effects of any newly emerging form of mediatized „popular connection”. However, when it came to 

a deeper  analysis,  modernist  tropes have forced researchers into running endless circles around 

dilemmas that could never be resolved within the modernist universe. 
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In this chapter I have argued that modernist media researchers, being aware of the inscribed rigidity 

– and consequently, the very instability – of their individual position, have engaged in a mythical 

game of hide-and-seek, in which they could efficiently combine their rigid theoretical diagnoses 

with a subtle analysis of messy and multi-faceted media realities. In a truly „mythical” spirit, media 

researchers have enjoyed announcing the death of old rigid binary concepts and applying the very 

same concepts to newer and newer media phenomena. In consequence, the modernist discourse has 

become an expansive, „nomadic” interpretive practice, that can very efficiently „conquest” (impose 

its  prestructured concepts on) any newly emerging media phenomena, but necessarily gets to a 

theoretical „impass” (Heath 1990) at each field where it gains foothold, thus, needs to be exported 

to newer and newer terrains in order to be kept alive. 

The above imprinted, structural link between self-reproduction and self-expansion explains 

well  why modernist  media analysis  can be seen as a self-inflating bubble which „reinvents the 

wheel”  at  each  terrain  that  it  absorbs.53 However,  there  are  good  reasons  to  suspect  that  the 

modernist practice of „reinventing the wheel” insufficiently addresses the tensions of mediatized 

politics, even the more, it aggravates the tensions that it seeks to deploy. In this book I am arguing 

that with the rise of late modernity, the capitalist production of culture has crossed a qualitative 

treashold: popular media have grown so complex and  cultural markets have gone so chaotic that 

they simply cannot be handled any longer with the above recombination/reproduction of modernist 

taxonomies.  Today,  the  modernist  practice  of  „flexible  binarizing”  disconnects  us  from media 

reality and blows unfalsifiable, self-reifying, mythical „bubbles”. 

The point, thus, is not that modernist accounts would have been too rigid to follow late 

modern transformations. On the contrary, the very problem lies in the very flexibility of modernist 

taxonomies, the fact that modernist researchers have been fascinated by this flexibility and enjoyed 

the capacity of their discourse to seamlessly devour all sorts of unexpected, contingent empirical 

evidence.  The  modernist  discourse  has  allowed  its  protagonists  to  explain  with  ease  and 

sophistication the immense transformations in media and politics – and scholars have poured all 

their energies into sophisticating their accounts to such an extent that no unexpected evidence could 

prove them wrong. However, the seemingly infinite flexibility of modernist discourse has averted 

researchers from specifíying the limits beyond which their accounts are not valid. In consequence, 

the unexpected idiosynchrasies of the world could only appear in well-polished, „domesticated” 

forms in modernist discourse.54  The chaotic, dark, alien side of media reality has been outshouted 

in the parade of its self-reifying, self-expanding representations. 

It would be hard to overestimate the significance of the above, hardly resolvable feedback 

problem. The above dysfunction stems from the fact that in modernist media research, as we have  

seen, it is very easy to create a new position in the field (either by applying an existing narrative to a 
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new phenomenon or by opening a seemingly novel – more sensitive, more inclusive – approach). 

As I have shown, the simple trick of manipulating a single binary in an existing modernist narrative 

(chain of binaries) allows for a new narrative to emerge and to write itself almost automatically.  

However, in a discursive universe where antagonistic narratives are highly overlapping neighbours, 

it is impossible to establish qualitative difference, to bring in something really new and innovative.  

Trying to escape from this paralyzing impossibility, scholars have fled into relentlessly creating new 

positions,  new  narratives,  into  expanding  their  discourse,  they  have  fled,  in  a  word,  into  a 

permanent  rush  to  innovate  and  to  forget  about  the  imperfection,  the  instability,  the  very 

defencelessness of their former innovations. 

The example of media research suggests that the above feedback dysfunction is encoded into 

all market interpreting discourses that have reached a high level of flexibility and sophistication. 

Even the more, we may have touched upon an even broader problem of intellectual production. 

Indeed, members of self-enclosed intellectual fields like science or high art have always tended to 

enclose themselves into self-referential worlds in which everyone has to innovate all the time, still, 

the possibility of real and radical innovation is very limited, and only rare attempts to renewal are 

allowed to menace the dominant discursive order on which rests the status and legitimacy of field 

members. At such „fields of restricted production”, as Pierre Bourdieu has called them, „the logic of 

the dialectic of distinction is continually liable to degenerate into an anomic quest for difference at 

any price” (Bourdieu 1993:117) Seen from the above Bourdieusian viewpoint, there is nothing new 

in the tendencies I have presented in this chapter. The fifth estate is, and should be theorised (see 

Chapter  9) as a „field of restricted production”:  urging its  members to  make newer and newer 

innovations inside the confines of its dominant taxonomic order, expanding and universalizing its 

dominant taxonomies, discouraging real innovation, erecting walls between intellectual labor and 

social reality. 

What  is  really  new,  however,  is  the  fact  that  media  experts' self-absorbed  „quest  for 

difference” has been fuelled and aggrandized by the unprecedented resources that recently have 

been poured into the fith estate (both the academic and the industrial branches of this „restricted 

field”). It is due to this dynamics that the „logic” (or „laws”) of late capitalist media markets are 

invented today by a bubble-like, self-expanding and self-reifying mythical discourse that is unable 

to reflect on its inscribed limitations.  
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Chapter 4.  „Connecting/controlling the active audience” : modernist  
myth-making in media interpreting industries

In the previous chapter, I have argued that the academic research of media and politics has been 

driven by a mythical discourse revolving around the issues of connection and control. Scholars have 

studied instances of „connection” or „resonance” between media texts and media users, and asked 

„who controls whom” in such instances.  They have inspected upon the rules and grammars of 

„connection making”, but equally sought to deploy the fine details, inner ambiguities, and divergent 

trajectories  of  this  process.  The  above  modernist  endeavour  has  certainly  not  been  a  linear, 

straightforward project, on the contrary, it has embodied several, mutually contradictory aspirations. 

Interpreting  an  instance  of  „popular  connection”  has  implied  divergent  tasks:  explaining  its 

symbolic power, unraveling the flows of control that it incites, sorting out its potentials to suppress 

and  to  emancipate,  defining  the  media  systemic  rules  which  have  allowed  it  to  emerge,  and 

sensitively deploying its inner contingencies and idiosynchrasies. Modernist scholars have hoped to 

achieve  all  these  goals  at  the  same  time  by  creatively  manipulating  their  commonly  shared 

taxonomic system, that has been composed of dozens of privileged binary concepts.

The generative binaries of modernist thinking have been highly flexible and recombinable – 

however, they have never proved sensitive enough to grasp the inner ambiguity and complexity of 

popular „connections”. The contradictions between empirical realities and modernist taxonomies 

could not entirely be suppressed – however, they could be made bearable, even acceptable. And 

here  lies  the  mythical  nature  of  modernist  media  interpretation,  which  may well  be  seen  as  a  

mythical  handling process  in  which  the above tensions  are  being  worked through.  Key to this 

mythical  working  through,  I  have  argued,  has  been  the  practice  of  „flexible  binarizing”.  This 

interpretive practice has allowed – and this is the key of modernist myth-making – to preserve the  

edge of binaries, and also, paradoxically, to take the sting out of binaries, by hybridizing them, 

parallelly giving justice to their opposite poles, or integrating them into omnivorous theories. Due to 

this practice, sharp and simple binarizing conclusions could be drawn about „popular connections”, 

about  the  „media rules”  and „grammars” of  connection,  while  the empirical  complexity of  the 

analyzed instance could also be revealed – and the two contradictory endeavors did not have to 

directly confront each other. This is why, I have argued, it is reasonable to grasp the modernist 

interpretive discourse as a mythical „hide and seek”: a simultaneous production of sharp, counter-

factual binarizing statements and multi-faceted empirical descriptions and hybrid concepts about a 

complex, contingent reality.
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Connecting/controlling the active audience” - a modernist „recombination” 

In this Chapter I will show that the same above discursive tropes have structured the interpretive 

work  of  non-academic  media  experts  in  the  industries  of  marketing,  PR  and  consultancy. 

Cultivating modernist discursive tropes and practices, media interpreting industries have produced 

bold general diagnoses about the contemporary media environment, but also claimed being able to 

sensitively  grasp  its  complex,  ambiguous,  chaotic  tendencies.  It  is  important  to  note  that  the 

modernist  interpreters  working for the above industrial  apparatuses have explicitely focused on 

today's media world, its „newness”, its unprecedented complexity, its difference from yesterday's 

era of broadcast media. Thus, if academic media research, generally speaking, has been defined so 

far as a mythical discourse about connection and control, it is reasonable to grasp industrial media 

interpretation as a mythical discourse about media change, that means, about the changing rules of 

popular connection and control.55 

Addressing  the  transformations  of  media  and  audiences,  of  political  parties  and 

constituencies, the apparatuses of the „fifth estate” have produced many divergent accounts. Most 

of these stories, however, have been anchored to the same basic idea: that media consuming citizens 

can hardly be connected/controlled by old-fashioned techniques, which have lost their adequacy 

with the rise of today's media environment. The “new” media and political landscape has commonly 

been characterized with the mythical  notion of  “activity”,  that  would distinguish today's  media 

world from the more “passive” settings of the past. According to this commonly shared narrative, 

the relatively passive mass audience of broadcast television and the class-based, loyal constituency 

of  the  mass  party  have  been  transformed  into  a  more  selective,  illoyal,  attraction-seeking  and 

elusive media consumership.  The above transformations  have been thought  to  mirror  structural 

changes in media: the rise of a new systemic environment (competitive, media-rich, spectacular, 

interactive, complex and turbulent) which has dethroned the old, broadcast landscape (marked by a 

repetitive, unidirectional “flow” of moderate, balanced and familiar programs at a few privileged 

channels).

Media interpreting „industries” have defined popular media audiences in opposition to the 

allegedly old-fashioned idea  of the „mass” audience of broadcast media (moderately interested, 

equaly sharing its attention among all sorts of  programs in the tv flow, unengaged, non-addicted, 

relatively loyal, but also too distant to switch channels/opinions/parties frequently). Of course, the 

commonly propagated idea that today's audiences are more „active” than their predecessors has not 

been uniquely meant to suggest that they would be more empowered or self-directed in their media 
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usage.  Increased  audience  „activity”  could  also  be  defined  in  terms  of  a  higher  elusivity,  a 

proneness to fanatic addiction, or the intense enjoyment of attractive impulses. In many cases, the 

idea of activity has manifested itself in the hint that  people are increasingly able to express their 

own preferences and to bypass the media voices that try to educate or enlighten them in the name of 

the higher good. In this sense, the propagandist Karl Rove, the „brand guru” (Jenkins 2007) Alan 

Moore, or the experience marketers Joseph Pine and James Gilmore (see Pine – Gilmore 1999) have 

been standing on the very same platform. They have all shared the populist idea of popular agency: 

namely that today, people have the means to respond affirmatively only to what they „really” need 

or like.  What the experts  like Rove,  Moore or Pine and Gilmore have differed in  is  how they 

defined the above needs and how they tried to satisfy them, and where they saw the above agency 

would lead the audience: liberation or willing self-submission.

As an example, let us consider a key idea of Pine and Gilmore's „experience marketing” 

theory, according to which today, ”increasingly, people decide what to buy based on how authentic 

they perceive it to be, and that authenticity is self-defined.”56 Indeed, it would be hard to imagine a 

propagandist, like Karl Rove, debating this core idea. In Rove's view, the main mission of politics 

lies exactly in feeding people's self-defined authenticity demands. In fact, this is the key point that 

distinguishes  Rove's  propaganda politics  from the more conventional  and in  his  view outdated 

ideals  of  what  he  calls  the  „reality-based  community”  (Soros  2009:42),  which  refuses  to  see 

political authenticity purely as a matter of subjective imagination, without any reference to how this 

vision is anchored into structural, systemic realities. What does, then, „self-defined authenticity”, as 

a possible emanation of audience „activity”, mean and where exactly does it lead – to even more 

authentic services or an even more remorseless propaganda? The notion of self-defined authenticity, 

in itself, can hardly answer this question. For, the answer lies in the binarizing modernist narratives 

(stories of propaganda or consumer empowerment) into which this contourless notion is inserted. 

The notion of „self-defined authenticity” exemplifies well a key shortcoming of modernist media 

interpretation, namely that its core concepts are entirely weightless, since they are defined with the 

help of crystallized and unchanging binary narratives. 

In the light of my mythology analysis in Chapter 1, there is nothing surprising in the fact 

that  a  remorseless  political  propagandist  like  Karl  Rove  and  two  enthousiastic  believers  of 

consumer empowerment like Pine and Gilmore have shared the core idea that today's consumers 

enjoy the power of actively defining what they do and do not find authentic. As I have argued 

earlier, in the mythical space of modernist discourse, even the bitterest foes are one-step neighbours, 

since their narratives greatly overlap with each other. 
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Media interpreting industries have relied on modernist binaries just as heavily as acedemic media 

studies in their speculations about today's media and audiences. Can we connect and control today's 

active audience, experts have asked countless times, or they themselves will control whom they 

would like to connect with? Can we control them in a way that allows them to control themselves,  

and, instead of connecting them, can we urge them to connect us by their own will? The above type 

of  questioning implies  a  key assumption:  that  today's  increasingly active,  selective and elusive 

audience can still  be connected and controlled,  and it  is possible to unravel the “new rules” of 

connection and control.57

Practitioner  handbooks  addressing  the  “new  rules  of  connection”  have  become 

superabundant at the fields of marketing and PR. It is enough to evoke here that the best-selling 

Public Relations book at  Amazon.com has been entitled “The New Rules of Marketing & PR” 

(according to  data  available  in  2012 February).  The book  starts  with various  appraisals  which 

univocally celebrate the author's revelative vision about the “new rules” of efficient communication. 

“Revolution  may be  an  overused  word  in  describing  what  the  Internet  has  wrought,  but 

revolution is exactly what David Meerman Scott embraces and propels forward in this book. 

He exposes  the  futility of  the  old  media  rules  and opens to  all  of  us  an  insiders'  game, 

previously played  by a  few well-connected  specialists.  With  this  rule  book to  the  online 

revolution, you can learn how to win minds and markets, playing by the new rules of new 

media.”58

„What  are  the  new rules  of  connecting/controlling  the  active  audience?”  -  this  obligate 

question has become the ultimate starting point of modernist speculations about popular media and 

political  markets,  and  the  main  concern  of  public  actors  and  their  strategists. 

„Connecting/controlling the active audience” – which, in the followings, will be referred to shortly 

as „active control” – has proved to be an extremely productive discursive trope that has generated 

an incredible amount of expertly theories and techniques  (eg. engagement marketing, impression 

management, event marketing, experiential marketing, etc...). It is vital to recognize that the above 

trope  could  become  so  forceful  because  it  has  innovatively  combined  two  notions  that  the 

conventional logic of modernist analysis has kept apart: the notion of  top-down „control” and that 

of  bottom-up  „audience  activity”.  However,  this  combination  has  not  opened  a  way  beyond 

modernist binarizing – in fact, the contrary has been the case. Arguably, the above combination of 

control and activity has been a most successful emanation of „flexible binarizing”, this mythical 

meaning  making  practice  that,  since  the  dawn  of  modern  media,  has  allowed  generations  of 

modernist media experts to bring the „same discourse [to] different object[s]” (Miller 2000:3).

The widely shared idea of “active control” may have been rhetorically powerful, but in more 

substantive terms it has been entirely weightless. Similarly to the other hybrid concepts mentioned 
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in the previous chapter, like infotainment or emotional intelligence, the idea of “active control” has 

never put an end to the binarizing, polarizing practices of expertly media analysis – on the contrary, 

it has served to fuel and expand these practices. The underlying idea of active control has allowed 

media experts to formulate seemingly innovative and forward-looking insights about “engagement” 

or “experience” or “attention”, to assert their openness to media complexity, and to stick to their 

sharp binary diagnoses at the very same time. For example, the idea of active control has allowed 

the authors of marketing and PR manuals to stress the contingency of any communicative attempt to 

reach today's elusive audiences, but also to enumerate the apparent communication techniques that 

should be followed if one aims to step on the “road to victory” (Faucheux). In this case, the idea of 

“active control” has allowed some modernist experts to reassert their rigid stimulus-response model 

while also claiming to be sensitive to postmodern contingencies.

Instead of opening new terrains for theorising, the hybrid notion of “active control” has done 

nothing more than giving a new impetus to the modernist game of “hide and seek”, the mythical 

production of sharp binarizing conclusions and seemingly complex and multi-faceted accounts at 

the very same time.59 By reconciling the old binary concepts of modernist myth-making (like the 

above idea of top-down persuasion, or the alternative concept of consumer sovereignty) with the 

complexity and contingency of late modern media and politics, the mythical idea of “active control” 

has allowed media experts  to  naturalize their  binarizing narratives and to  expand them into an 

unfalsifiable discursive universe – into what I call in this book a “reflexive bubble”.

As we shall see, “active control”, this typically modernist hybrid idea, has fertilized a bundle 

of  key  concepts,  like  engagement,  microtargeting  or  experience  marketing,  that  have  been 

wandering all around the fifth estate. “Active control” has been a highly productive discursive trope 

– but also an epistemic failure. It is only by fully acknowledging the failure of this core idea that we 

can rethink the role of expertly media interpreters in more realistic terms than their widely accepted 

professional image. Arguably, media experts have built mythical narratives about “active control” in 

order  to  veil  the  fact  that  they  do not  have  in  their  hands  either  the  adequate  instruments  of 

connecting/controlling  people  or  the  proofs  that  “activity”  (this  highly  modernist,  polarizing 

concept) is indeed the central attribute of today's audiences. The widely shared modernist idea of 

“active control” has veiled the fact that today's media usages can be grasped in other terms than that  

of activity – and such a different understanding may overwrite the modernist preoccupation with 

connection and control. 

In order to get to an alternative understanding (see Parts 3 and 4), we need first to examine 

the modernist usages of “active control” in media interpreting industries, like marketing and PR. 

Although fully mythical is the belief, in my view, that some “new rules of active connection and 

control”  would  dominate  today's  media  environment,  professional  media  interpreters  have  all 
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developed their own stories about such rules. Key to these stories has been the promise that the 

“new rules” can be cleverly exploited with the help of professional experts who are familiar with 

the systemic “logic” of popular (media) markets.60

4.1. Connecting the sovereign consumer – the myth of active control in consumer behaviour 

analysis

My first case study is a highly successful marketing handbook (Solomon et al 2002), which has 

claimed  to  provide  the  know-how  of  understanding  and  commercially  exploiting  “consumer 

behaviour” in the competitive, mediatized markets of late capitalist economy. Today, the handbook 

suggests,  no commercial  success is  possible  without  carefully understanding the active identity 

constructing practices which „people in the marketplace” (ibid:3) are enmeshed in. 

Solomon  at  al  have  narrated  their  story  of  “active  control”  from the  viewpoint  of  the 

consumer and the marketer equally. The most forceful instances where the consumer viewpoint is 

rhetorically constructed can be found in the short anecdotes by which the authors introduce each 

book chapter.61 In these stories, consumers appear as active meaning makers who are inevitably 

embedded in,  and exposed to the surrounding web of commodities,  signs, media platforms and 

advertisements.  Exposed as  they may be,  however,  the  anecdotes  suggest,  they are  not  simply 

driven and manipulated: the consumer hero of Solomon et al. does not fall prey of the commodities 

she buys and the media she uses, on the contrary, she carefully finds for them a meaningful place in  

the  personal  life  that  she  actively constructs  for  herself.  Accordingly,  today's  consumers,  these 

active meaning-makers, would react extremely sensitively to repugnant messages that they feel to 

hurt “their own” inner meanings and identifications. At the same time, they would also be highly 

responsive to texts that they feel to enrich or affirm their ongoing identity choices. By cleverly 

understanding  and  enabling  these  identity-building  practices,  the  anecdotes  of  Solomon  et  al 

suggest, commercial firms may incite people to control and to enrich their own lives with the help 

of branded commodities. 

For Margaret, the unthinkable was about to happen. Here she was with a big cigar in  her 

mouth. A few short months ago, Margaret had believed that cigars were smoked by large, 

foul-smelling, older men. Lately, though, her attitudes had started to change. First, her friend 

Mary-Ann, returning from business trips to Stockholm and New York, reported that cigar-

smoking among women was definitely more commonplace there than in Manchester. Then, 

she seemed to be reading more and more news stories about famous women lighting up. The 
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clincher was coming across her heroine, supermodel Linda Evangelista, on the cover of Cigar 

Aficionado. Somehow, knowing that an elegant woman like Linda was a cigar fan put to rest 

any anxieties Margaret had about sacrificing her femininity if she took a puff now and then. 

Now, the signs were everywhere - women were shedding their disdain for smoke-filed rooms 

and flocking to cigar bars. The Consolidated Cigar Corporation picked up early on this trend 

and introduced its Cleopatra Collection, featuring versions of its cigars tapered at both ends to 

make it easier for women to light ad hold in their mouths. 

Apparently,  many women have taken up cigar smoking as a way to navigate the 'old boy 

network', and as a form of rebellion. That didn't worry Margaret, but she did find  that she 

actually liked to relax after a good meal and savour the taste. Seemingly overnight, her beliefs 

about the unsavoury characteristics of cigar smokers had changed – and several of her friends 

admired her pluck for lighting up in public. She even went so far as to surf the net for more 

information about cigar products. She particularly liked the cigarwoman.com website, where 

she could access several cigar retailers, read about women's experiences, ideas and opinions 

regarding cigars,  and even participate  in  a  message board about  attitudes  of  women who 

smoke cigars. (Solomon 2nd ed 2002:p154)

The short morality play of Margaret enumerates all the mythical tropes of modernist media analysis 

and exemplifies well the “reflexive bubble” into which media experts have navigated themselves 

and their clients. 

First, Margaret's story deploys the myth of popularity and the corresponding trope of “active 

connection”. The fable constructs, at the first place, the popular power of the product – the cigar  

itself,  a  cultural  artifact  that  is  a  hybrid  compound  of  various  layers  of  consumer  experience: 

physical  enjoyment,  self-presentational  aspirations,  socializing,  affective  relations  to  celebrities, 

exposure to promotional content and so on. The popularity of the cigar – its prodigious potential to 

arouse new feelings, convictions, interests, identifications and practices in Margaret's life – could 

not work, of course, without that of those media texts which are enjoyable and powerful themselves, 

and help Margaret in fixing the meaning of cigar smoking in her life. The fable refers to five auratic 

media actors (outlets or people) which Margaret actively and self-consciously choses to “connect” 

with. First, we learn that Margaret plays attention to news stories covering people like her own 

projected  self,  that  is,  cigar  smoking  women.   Second,  we  also  learn  that  Margaret  reads  the 

magazine Cigar Aficionado. Third, Margaret is reported to be deeply moved by finding on the cover 

of this magazine her favourite celebrity, Linda Evangelista. (This encounter does really matter to 

Margaret,  we learn.)  Fourth,  the  story reports  about  Margaret's  pleasurable  experience  of  web 

surfing, her keenness to plunge into the website cigarwoman.com. Fifth, Margaret is reported to 
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willfully  express  her  opinion  in  response  to  an  online  questionnaire  or  interview.  These  five 

instances  vividly exemplify  the  modernist  imagination  about  the  ways  in  which  today's  active 

audiences and the actors or platforms of popular media may “connect” with each other. 

The second modernist myth, that of media normality, and the corresponding trope of “active 

control”, have also shaped Margaret's story. Indeed, the above presented, apparent, self-evident, all-

too-plausible  instances  of  “connection”  have  not  only  exemplified  the  sovereign  activity  of 

Margaret as a consumer and the complexity of her media environment and inner experiences. What 

Margaret's above “connections” have also suggested for the reader is that she is not only an active 

consumer, but also a commercially exploitable one. The advertisements, media stories, webpages 

and message boards that  Margaret  connects with,  the fable suggests without  saying, can all  be 

organized  together,  as  mutually  reinforcing  elements  of  a   multiplatform marketing  campaign, 

which  creates  a  “360 degrees”  brand experience.62 The  moral  of  the  story is  that  due  to  their 

multiplatform presence, their non-intrusive advertising strategies and respect for Margaret, cigar 

companies may count on Margaret as a long-term, engaged, and self-controlled consumer. Thus, the 

“new rules of active connection/control” do exist, they are apparent and intelligible, they can be 

used  to  the  benefit  of  both  producer  and  consumer.  Popular  media  markets,  in  this  mythical  

representation, constitute a “normal”, rule-governed landscape.

The story about Margaret equally represents the third modernist myth: that of “transparent 

complexity”. This myth suggests that the media field is composed of complex and contradictory 

elements, which,  in spite of their  divergence, can all  be meaningfully arranged from an overall 

analytical viewpoint. The above myth, as I have suggested earlier, is maintained by the discursive 

practice of “flexible binarizing”.63 The very essence of this practice lies in redefining the meaning of 

key modernist concepts like persuasion or consumer sovereignty in a way that takes the edge of  

their contradictions (with each other and with the world), so they can be meaningfully placed into a 

relatively coherent overall horizon. It is in the above spirit that Solomon et al. suggest, for example, 

that  the  Linda  Evangelista  cover  does  not  incite  in  Margaret  a  desire  for  smoking  (as  critical 

hardliners would put it), it merely “puts to rest” her anxieties about taking “a puff now and then”. In 

this latter formulation, the moment of persuasion does not contradict the image of Margaret as a  

self-controlled consumer, and the two notions can be placed into a coherent narrative. By redefining 

modernist concepts in such a way, the analyst can escape from the challenge of facing and resolving 

their very contradictions – instead, she can confine herself to appeasing these incongruities and 

domesticating them into a common storyline.  In the above spirit,  Margaret's  flirt  with cigars is 

presented to us as a complex story which is composed of various divergent elements, however, we 

may feel that it is also a meaningful one, something we are familiar with. In the end, following the  

author's steps, we can easily and self-evidently unravel the multiple threads that have led Margaret 
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to become the cigar smoker who she is now: devoted, and still,  keeping her distance (eg. from 

“rebellious” cigar smoking), self-controlled, and still, persuadable, casual, and still, profitable. 

Table 5 Modernist myths, tropes and practices in a consumer behaviour narrative
 

Modernist  background 

myths

Modernist 

discursive practices

How they work out in the story of Margaret

Popularity Chasing  apparent, 

successful,  powerful 

„connections” 

Margaret is a self-consious, affluent, selective user 

of various popular media products and of a popular 

commercial product that these media outlets report 

about or promote. 
Rule-governed 

normality

Setting the „new rules” 

of  connection  making 

and control

Due to their  multiplatform media presence,  their 

non-intrusive  advertising  strategies  and  their 

respect  for  Margaret,  cigar  companies  can  count 

on  Margaret  as  a  long-term,  engaged,  and  self-

controlled consumer.
Transparent complexity Flexible  binarizing  : 

appeasing  connection 

and control

Margaret's attachment to cigar smoking resembles 

more to a flirt than an addiction.   Margaret as a 

customer  is  devoted,  and  still,  keeping  her 

distance,  self-controlled,  and  still,  persuadable, 

casual, and still, profitable.   

The above consumer perspective, where the marketer's viewpoint is only implicitely present, has 

had an important, although secondary role in Solomon et al. work. Stories about consumers have 

been meant to support the book's main storyline, that has presented „active control” as the key 

organizing idea of today's marketing industry, and of late capitalist economy in general. Seen from 

this industrial perspective, consumers' active and complex cultural practices appear as possibilities 

to increase sales, but also potential hurdles in the way of successful selling. The very ambiguities of  

culturally  informed  social  action,  however,  can  be  turned  into  commercial  advantage  with  the 

contribution of competent marketers. As Solomon et al have put it: 

„understanding consumer behaviour is good business. A basic marketing concept states that 

firms exist to satisfy consumers' needs. These needs can only be satisfied to the extent that 
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marketers understand the people or organizations that will use the products and services they 

offer, and that they do so better then their competitors. Consumer response may often be the 

ultimate test  of whether or not a marketing strategy will  succeed. Thus, knowledge about 

consumers  is  incorporated into virtually every facet  of  a successful  marketing plan.  Data 

about consumers help marketers to define the market and to identify threats and opportunities 

in their own and other countries that will affect how consumers receive the product. In every 

chapter, we'll see how developments in consumer behaviour can be used as input to marketing 

strategies. Boxes headed 'Marketing opportunity' will highlight some of these possibilities.” 

This programmatic statement at the beginning of the book exemplifies with a particular eloquence 

how the modernist discursive tropes – popular connection, the rules of exploiting these connections, 

transparent  complexity ,  the  idea that  audiences  are  active  and exploited  at  the  same time,  no 

contradictions – work in practice. The above excerpt presents consumer behaviour as a complex but 

intelligible and modelable practice, in which consumers connect with commercial „products and 

services”  according  to  their  genuine  inner  needs,  however,  these  engagements  are  shaped  by 

observable rules and follow predictable trends. The above needs and rules, the authors suggest, can 

be detected and expressed in the form of well-crystallized data, that means, „objective” and non-

artificial evidence about consumer behaviour. Starting from this meaningful evidence, the marketer 

and the firm can achieve a genuine understanding and built a honest and respectful relationship with 

the consumer. This connection would equally comprise the honest service of a genuine need and the 

calculated exploitation of a sales opportunity, which, in the authors' narrative, are inextricable and 

mutually constitutive sides of the same coin. 

In the above narrative, there are no implacable contradictions between genuine needs and 

sales strategies,  between complexity and predictability – they all  find their  natural place in the 

transparent,  intelligible,  harmonious  universe  that  unfolds  itself  from  the  authors'  proposed 

perspective. Seen from this view, today's marketers do not really differ from their predecessors in 

their basic strategic aspiration to persuade people, to nurture their loyalty and to increase sales. The 

key point of difference would lie in the professionalism and respect that marketers approach their 

prospects with. In the view of Solomon et al., today's „marketers are carefully defining customer 

segments and listening to people as never before” - and this, above all, is what allows them to sell 

products. (p13) 

The above perspective,  in  which marketers'  sales  aspirations  seamlessly harmonize with 

their  prospects'  consumption  needs,  reveals  well  how  deeply  modernist  the  epistemology  of 

marketing as an applied science is. Indeed, from the beginnings, marketing has been integrated into 

the overall discourse of modernism, in which inner controversies have been appeased, rather than 
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faced  and  pursued  in  their  consequences.  The  above  mythical  appeasing  has  been  carried  out 

through  the  same  modernist  game  of  „hide  and  seek”,  or  „flexible  binarizing”,  that  I  have 

previously presented. It is through these mythical practices that Solomon et al. could neutralize the 

inner controversies of their story about the marketing industry. They achieved this by creatively 

redefining  both  consumer  sovereignty  and  promotional  arousal   in  a  way that  they  appear  as 

compatible with each other and their incongrunce is bracketed off. By carefully redefining what a 

promotional activity is and how a consumption practice looks like, Solomon et al. could build an 

all-encompassing  mythical  cocoon  around  their  celebration  of  consumer  power  and  marketing 

power. 

As an example of the above mythical game of „hide and seek”, it may be worth considering 

how Solomon et al. attempt to draw the line, as so many marketers have tried before them, between 

marketing  and  manipulation.  „Do  marketers  create  artificial  needs?”,  Solomon  et  al.  ask,  and 

propose that „...a better response would be that marketers do not create artificial needs, but they do 

contribute  heavily  to  the  socialization  of  people  in  contemporary  society  and  thus  to  the 

establishment  of  the  social system  of  needs.  Consequently,  marketers  must  take  a  share  of 

responsibility for the development of society.” (original italics – PC, p21-22) Although seemingly 

elegant, this solution can hardly be seen as a substantial answer to the original question – instead, it 

seems to be a purely rhetorical retailoring of the original into a softer and contourless format. It 

leaves  in  obscurity  why  „the  social  system  of  needs”  could  not  be  created  or  maintained 

„artificially”.  The concept  of  socialization  that  Solomon et  al.  introduce  can  hardly serve as  a 

theoretical alternative, or answer, to the concept of manipulation. However, it can serve very well as 

a good-enough rhetorical alternative which grasps the social effects of marketing in a much less 

harmful way than does the notion of manipulation. 

In another theoretical argument, Solomon et al. claim that in academic media studies, the 

old-style,  stimulus-response  model  of  media  effects  has  increasingly  been  replaced  by  an 

interactionist perspective, which is better suited to today's marketing communication. As they argue, 

„(t)he interactionist perspective tones down the importance of the external stimuli, and

views consumers as ‘interpreters’, wherein meaning does not arise from the objects

themselves, nor from the psyche, but from interaction patterns. This view argues that

meanings are not given ‘once and for all’ and are not readily retrievable from memory. Rather, 

they are recreated and interpreted anew in each communicative action. Hence, the central role 

of the ‘communicating self’ must be taken into consideration. The self is seen as an active 

participant in the creation of meaning from the various signs in the marketplace rather than as 
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a passive decoder of meanings which may be inherent in the message. p159(170)

I  would  not  argue  that  Solomon  et  al.  have  mistaken  the  trends  in  media  studies  –  their 

interpretation reflects well an existing scholarly view about recent developments. The very problem 

lies in this latter viewpoint itself, that means, in the half-scholarly, half-expertly position that has 

widely been referred to as „active audience theory”. In fact, this theory – its usage in scholarly 

mainstreams – could never really integrate the most productive ideas of interactionism. Thus, it is 

more reasonable to call it a „revisionist” approach (Curran 2002). In most cases, active audience 

theorists have reinstated the idea of selective perception64,  the well-known archenemy of strong 

media effects theories since the beginnings of media studies. By explicitely rejecting to debunk 

people  as  „passive  dupes”,  active  audience  theorists  have  taken  a  stand  in  a  long-lasting, 

conventional  debate  –  instead  of  stepping  beyond  this  debate  with  the  help  of  the  notion  of  

interactivity.  Although  a  proper  –  eg.  symbolic  interactionist  or  dramaturgical  –  concept  of 

interactivity could have opened new horizons, the mainstream usages of interactivity have linked 

this term to the active meaning making practice of a „communicating self” that would interact with 

its complex environment. 

It is in the above spirit that Solomon et al. have engaged with the „interactive” approach. For 

them, the term interactivity represents the cultural practices of the active, selective user – and as 

such,  serves  as  a  useful  discursive  tool  to  re-fashion  the  old  marketing  idea  of  the  sovereign 

consumer  who  decides  on  her  own,  after  considering  all  available  informations.  In  today's 

marketing, the most important asset of marketers lies in their perceived ability to „interact” with 

people. Interaction, this hybrid term, is able to justify three incongruent claims at the very same 

time: first, that consumers decide on their own whom to get in contact with, second, that there is a 

need for marketing experts who can make interaction run smoothly and efficiently, and third, that 

marketers, even if efficient and persuasive, do not harm the consumers whom they interact with. 

Serving  as  a  bridge  between  these  incongruent  claims,  the  concept  of  „interactivity”  could 

efficiently appease the deep contradiction between consumer sovereignity and marketing efficiency. 

In other words, the term interactivity offers a quick and easy shortcut to both consumer sovereignity 

and efficient persuasion – which explains why interactivity has become a key stake in the symbolic 

battle fought for the legitimation of marketing in late modern societies. 

My final example evokes an analysis of a concrete consumer group, a particularly „'hot' 

market segment”, as Solomon et al. have put it. The group is composed of educated, middle class 

„singe  females:  A worldwide  study  by  Young  and  Rubicam  has  discovered  a  new  and 

interesting  market  segment,  that  of  well-educated,  intelligent  women who choose  to  stay 

single and pursue their life and career goals without husband and children. Furthermore, they 
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represent heavy-spending consumers. They are reportedly brand-loyal and highly influenced 

by their friends in terms of consumption choices. The way to reach this attractive consumer 

group is to speak to their feelings of independence and self-respect.”  (12)

In this short segment, again, everything is present that we have addressed so far. On the one hand, 

the pole of „consumer power” is constructed in the detailed picture of a consumer segment that is 

competent, active, affluent, selective and enjoying a great spending power. On the other hand, the 

opposite pole of „marketing power” is constructed in the image of the brand-loyal customer who 

can efficiently be „reached” by the means of viral marketing and by the affective stimulation of her 

self-image as  independent  and powerful.  And the  two above poles,  of  course,  never  appear  as 

mutually incompatible.

In most of the „Marketing opportunity boxes” that  Solomon et  al.  present  to  the reader 

(especially  interesting  here  is  the  story  of  „Joanna  Public”65),  the  same  above  double-sided 

argument  has  been  deployed,  in  order  to  celebrate  the  sovereign  consumer  and  the  efficient 

marketer at the very same time. 

4.2. Four models of „active control” in commercial marketing

In the industrial subfields of the fifth estate, practitioners have commonly been mesmerized by the 

myth  of  “active  connection/control”:  the  idea  that  the  old-fashioned  techniques  of  control, 

presuming audience  conformity and  passivity,  have  become counter-productive,  and have  been 

dethroned by new, far more effective and far less conformist, technologies that allow to connect and 

control today's active audience. In the above case study, I have shown how the modernist myth of 

“active control” has been constructed from the viewpoint of consumer behaviour analysis.

In the following section, I will take a more distanced position. I will argue that the expertly 

apparatuses  of  media  interpretation  have  conceptualized  the  issues  of  popular  connection  and 

control by four basic models (two of which broadly corresponding to the two above case studies66). 

By talking about four models, I would not like to sideline the variety of expertly concepts and 

practices dealing with the “new rules of active control”. These have become, indeed, superabundant 

in the last two decades. Media experts have engaged in various practices of connection/control: 

database  marketing,  targeting,  microtargeting,  segmentation,  event  marketing,  experience 

marketing, engagement marketing, impression management, relationship marketing, branding, and 

so on. Experts have been relentlessly buzzing about how to build momentum, how to drive the news 

cycle,  how to build fan communities,  how to interact with people or involve “prosumers” into 
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media  industries.  In  spite  of  their  sheer  abundance,  the  above  approaches  and  practices  have 

clustered around four typical gravitational points,  four basic nodes,  so to  say,  in the modernist 

discourse about active control.

The four generative models of „active control” may well be represented by crossing the two 

key modernist binary pairs by which modernist observers have conceived the „activity” of today's 

media  audience.  Each  of  the  two  binares  separates  two  alternative  views  regarding  the  inner 

motivations of audience activity. The first modernist binary separates individualistic and communal 

aspirations  driving  audience  activity:  at  one  pole,  we  find  individual  consumption  habits  and 

behaviours, at the other pole, we find communally oriented engagements with lifestyle groups or 

imagined communities. The other binary distinguishes well-crystallized preferences that are simply 

discovered and served by media actors from emerging motivations that media actors actively invent 

and create out of people's diffuse dispositions: at one pole, we find audience practices in which 

people self-consciously vindicate their imprinted and clean-cut preferences, at the other pole, we 

find broad dispositions, latent wishes, contourless affinities that wait to be articulated. By crossing 

these two basic dimensions, we can get to the four generative models of „active control” that have  

guided the imagination of most professional media interpreters in the last decades. 
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Table 6. Four models of „active control”

Audience  activity 

is driven by

pre-existing motivations created motivations 

individual 

motivations

1. gratification model

the active audience to be 

connected/controlled: 

the selective consumer 

the technique of active control: 

modeling,  predicting  and  serving  consumerly 

preferences

2. attraction model

the active audience to be 

connected/controlled: 

the elusive impulse seeker 

the technique of active control: 

allowing  intense  impulses  to  circulate  and  incite 

buzz 

communal 

motivations

3. tribalization model

the active audience to be 

connected/controlled: 

the lifestyle tribe

the technique of active control: 

maintaining  self-enclosed  media  worlds  for 

self-celebrating, tribal publics

4. articulation model

the active audience to be 

connected/controlled: 

the identity seeking audience segment

the technique of active control: 

exploring  latent  group  profiles  and  articulating 

them into crystallized identities

Table 6 presents the four models that in my view played a key generative role in expertly media 

interpretation. It equally presents the imaginary audience figures that the four above models have 

sought to connect and control. Each model has promised that public actors can efficiently exploit 

the activity of audiences if they connect them in an appropriate way, in accordance with the new 

rules of popular connection. Importantly, the four above models of „active control” have equally 

been present in academic and industrial discourses. Thus, in the following presentation, I will refer 

to both type of sources. 

1. Gratification model.  In academia,  this approach has been elaborated,  among others, by some 

“cultural populists” and researchers of political marketing. These academic approaches, obviously, 

have corresponded to a great extent to the self-understanding of marketers and commercial media 

managers  themselves,  and their  belief  in  efficient  markets.  (Street  1997,  McGuigan 1992) The 

common starting point has been that in an environment of increasing audience choice and media 

literacy, in an age when the audience is more the haunter than the haunted (Scammell 1999), the 

conventional strategy of mass persuasion has to surrender to a new approach which does really 

respect people's preferences. In this context, controlling the active audience cannot mean else than 
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serving media users, respecting them, allowing their competences to flourish and expressing their 

emotions as faithfully as possible, or, in less poetic terms, “offering the product that they want” 

(Lilleker – Lees-Marshment 2005:7). In this model, the gratification of a consumer demand has 

been conceived of in individualistic terms, as a mutually beneficial interaction between a service 

provider and individual customers. The Gratification Model of active control has inspired various 

technologies  allowing  providers  to  identify,  predict  and  serve  the  clean-cut  and  consistent 

preferences of individual costumers. To name a few of the most typical techniques putting this 

model  into  practice,  we  may  refer  to  behavioral  targeting,  database  marketing,  relationship 

marketing, the modelling of consumers' life-long value, and “mass customization”. Most techniques 

of  collaborative  filtering  may also  be  ranged  here,  as  long  as  they  aim to  allow the  mass  of 

individual consumers to set the worth of the service. 

2. Attraction model. This model has detected, in accordance with the first one, the willingness of 

individual audience members to evade agendas imposed from the top, and to travel in the media 

space on their own. However, the individual “travel” that lies in the focus of this model, much 

unlike in the previous case, is not fuelled by clean-cut preferences but by random impulses that the 

media  user  finds  attractive  in  a  given moment.  Accordingly,  the  model  of  Attraction  has  been 

focused on free-floating individuals' short-lived connections to media signs. These connections have 

been  described  as  elusive  and  impulse-driven  choices,  as  quick  and  superficial  identifications, 

instances of genX-ers' continuous partial attention, the alienated enjoyment of titillating signs, or 

the joy of buzzing around the newest media hype. In academia, various theories have corresponded 

to the overall model of Attraction. Among them, I would point first to Jameson's thesis that the 

constant consumerly quest for “intensities” is the key driver of late capitalism (Jameson 1991). 

Similarly important  have  been  the  theories  of  simulacra  (Baudrillard  1994),  spectacle  (Kellner 

2003) and sensationalism (see Moog – Sluyter-Beltrao 2001:49). The above academic approaches 

have found their industrial alterego in public actors' somewhat banal conviction that “all the world 

is a stage”, and the corresponding strategies of media and image management. Controlling an active 

audience, in this view, means creating hardly resistible impulses: sensationalizing news discourse, 

endlessly circulating impulsive (branded) content in the media space, winning the news cycle by 

creating  “momentum”.  (see  Blumler-Kavanagh  1999)  The  most  typical  industrial  techniques 

corresponding  to  this  model  have  been:  event  marketing67,  buzz  marketing,  water  cooler 

programming, image management, media management, the building of “momentum” (we may think 

here of  Sabato's  “feeding frenzies” [1991],  the journalistic  strategy of  “running with the pack” 

[Liebes – Blum-Kulka 2004], or the “get hot or go home” strategy of record companies in the 

digital age [Anand-Peterson 2000:278]). 

3.  Tribalisation  model.  The  third  model  represents  a  scenario  when the  empowered  individual 
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consumers  of  the  Gratification  model  coalesce  into self-aware,  self-celebrating groups:  publics, 

lifestyle communities, fan movements or, in Joe Turow's words, “image tribes” (Turow 1997). In 

this scenario, sovereign audience agency combines with hyperpropaganda. The concept of tribalism 

refers to highly selective and highly manipulated publics that feel comfortable in their own self-

enclosed,  overmoralized  media  world  from  which  all  controversy  and  dilemmatic  thinking  is 

excluded. The possibility that the multiplication of media channels create highly polarized, tribal 

publics has been widely analysed in academic media research  – mainly as a reaction to the fact that 

political and media actors themselves have invested heavily into building up their own tribal public 

spheres, media enclaves for their unflinching political fans. The industrial strategies shaped by the 

model  of  Tribalization  have  sought  after  controlling  niche  media  channels,  establishing  self-

enclosed niche publics, and using them to build huge media empires. A media empire would operate 

as a loose network of „audience tribes” that are horizontally unconnected but vertically dependent 

from the main, corporate or political, node of the network (the Murdochs, Berlusconi, or the party 

Fidesz in Hungary). Techniques of segmentation and targeting may equally be ranged under the 

Tribalization model, in those cases when the target segments are supposed to be self-aware groups 

with a self-evident, shared interest (eg. pensioners, gays, stockholders).

4. Articulation model. The fourth model of active control is just as communally oriented as the 

previous one, but it is aimed less at feeding and exploiting a well crystallized group identity than at 

creating  one.  Articulation  is  based  on  techniques  of  consumer  profiling,  which  is  an  expertly 

practice of half-discovering and half-inventing latent social categories. To articulate these diffuse 

dispositions means to bring them from a latent to a more articulate state of existence. To be in 

control, according to the Articulation model, means to create an imagined point of identification that 

allows for people in similar a situation to actively articulate their diffuse wishes and desires. I have 

named the model of Articulation after poststructuralist academic theories. The idea that people may 

actively subject themselves to the community-building power of media and politics has first been 

expressed in the concept of “free consent”, that Stuart Hall has used to grasp popular loyalties to  

Thatcherism and to late modern politics. (Hall 1988) The notion of free consent and articulation 

refers to people's active and loyal self-investment into a given set of cultural texts that they feel to 

express their identity. It would be hard to find a more typically modernist concept than that of „free 

consent”: this freely chosen and still imposed experience that condenses in itself the potential of 

both oppression and liberation, both artifice and authenticity. In the marketing industry, the above 

modernist idea has presented itself in the widespread conviction, that a product or a service can 

express or bring to light a latently existing consumer identity. Marketers have been convinced that 

the hidden identity that they invent and attribute to latent groups does, in fact, genuinely belong to 

these groups. 
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To name a few examples of such groups at the field of political marketing, it is enough to refer to 

mythical and hyped social categories: security moms, soccer moms, Reagan democrats, NASCAR 

dads,  Worcester  women and the  like.  The political  engagement  of  these  mythical  groups  have 

widely been thought to guarantee victory for the political actor who can successfully articulate their  

latent identities. Audience segmentation and targeting have been key technologies of the profiling 

model, which model has played a key role in advertising, that is, the creation of imaginary bonds 

between commercial products and imaginary status groups. 

The above models can best be grasped as four different, but intimately related emanations of  the 

modernist myth-making enterprise that is the „fifth estate”. Each above model has been shaped by 

the three generative mythical tropes of modernist discourse. First, we may find the trope of popular 

connection/control and the corresponding myth of „media popularity” (media as a prodigious force) 

in the four models' common suggestion that a new, „active” audience has grown up that is willing to 

engage and mobilize itself, but resists the old-style forms of media address. The second modernist 

trope, that of „media logic”, and the corresponding myth that media form a rule-governed system, 

manifests itself in the four models' common promise to exploit the „new rules” of media-audience 

interaction. The third modernist trope, that of „flexible binarizing”, and the corresponding myth of 

„transparent complexity”, reveals itself in protagonists' widely shared effort to prove that however 

complex and contingent, unpredictable and uncontrollable today's media-audience interactions may 

seem to be, it is possible to construct an overall perspective from which all the entropic clutter make 

sense: in other words, PR, polling and marketing do have the means to propose efficient coping 

strategies to their clients. 

In the followings, I will present four tables, each containing excerpts taken from expertly 

analyses that typically embody the discourse of media interpreting apparatuses. Each of the four 

texts „promotes” one of the four above presented models. I have tried to collect texts from well-

respected, opinion leading sources. Accordingly, the Gratification model will be illustrated by a text 

taken from iMedia Connection, a leading trade publisher at the field of interactive media. For the 

advocate of the Attraction model,  I have chosen a widely cited text from Maurice Saatchi who 

needs no further presentation. The Tribalisation model will be represented by a report taken from 

the Technology section of New York Times. Finally, the Articulation model will be illustrated by an 

excerpt taken from „The New Rules of PR & Marketing”, the best-selling PR book at amazon.com 

(2012 February data). 

In the following tables, I will do more than simply presenting these texts: I will also show 

how they have been shaped by the three modernist mythical tropes that they commonly shared.
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Table 7 Four models of „active control” in the fifth estate

The Gratification Model :
John Federman: The Banners Aren't Dead (Federman 2004)

The  three  modernist  myth  making 
practices

According to Forrester Research, consumers feel assaulted by irrelevant ads 
they can't trust. Sending out a hard-sell message is going to be a turn off . The 
same is true for mass marketing that is not targeted to the individual's interest.

A consumer wants to be appreciated and to feel important
Due to the  sheer  volume of  messages  and intrusiveness  of  ads,  consumers 
avoid marketing messages. Privacy concerns prevent consumers from trusting 
online  advertising  communications,  and  although  permission-based  email 
marketing is viewed as safe and trusted, relevant marketer messages are not 
being read due to the sheer quantity of email. 
The consumer wants to rule over the types of messages he or she receives, and 
increasingly will sit in the driver's seat.

1 Constructing an „active audience” that 
„connects” to popular media and has to 
be connected/controlled in new ways 

Today's  consumers  are  empowered  and 
have  all  the  means  at  their  disposal  to 
evade messages that they feel intrusive or 
irrelevant.  Today's  sovereign  consumer, 
unlike yesterday's, dictates the rules and 
cannot be fooled. She is the „hunter and 
not  the  hunted”,  and  connects  only  to 
personally highly relevant ads and agents 
that treat them seriously and with respect

Today's consumer behavior, a direct response to a cluttered marketplace, has 
helped to transform traditional mass marketing to a micro marketing focus. 
Banner advertising must catch up: presenting relevant messages based on an 
individual's self-expressed interests....
Through the ad banner, marketers can send the same message to consumers 
unobtrusively while they are surfing the Web....
In your drive to achieve an increase in conversion rates, dig into your existing 
customer data. For most marketers, the investments in acquisition marketing, 
such  as  behavioral  targeting,  search,  email  marketing  or  other  forms  of 
interactive campaigns have resulted in great customer data. Put your data to 
good  use  by  creating  targeted  campaigns  based  on  segmented  individual 
preferences.

2.  Setting the „new rules  of connection 
making”,  the  laws  of  „active 
connection/control”.

How  to  connect  today's  self-conscious 
and competent consumers?

The answer lies in the digital surveillance 
of each individual consumer. This means 
to  track  the  online  behaviour  of  digital 
consumers,  to  model  and  predict  the 
clear and sustained preferences that drive 
their behaviour. 

A  key  means  of  this  would  be  the 
personalized  banner:  wherever  a 
consumer  may  surf,  he  or  she  finds 
personalized ad banners.

Consumers are overwhelmed with marketing messages either online, offline or 
in their always-full inboxes. As consumers feel they need to take charge over 
advertising messages wherever they can and believe it is their right to do so, 
more and more marketers are moving away from mass marketing. … 
Think  of  the  ad  banner  as  a  new  permission-based  online  channel  that 
represents  an  ongoing  dialogue  between  the  marketer  and  consumer  -- 
delivering timely and self-expressed messages -- while the consumer surfs the 
Web.....
 People underestimate the value of ad banners for building and promoting a 
strong online community. Beyond brand loyalty, I believe that ad banners will 
become the new medium for marketers to communicate with consumers. We 
need  to  change  our thinking and  the  message  will  change  itself  as  the  ad 
banner  real-estate  becomes  used  as  a  personal  message  channel  where 
marketers and consumers can build and retain life-long relationships.
Micro  marketing  --  the  concept  of  marketing  on  an  individual  basis  --  is 
already starting  to  happen  as  savvy marketers  invest  in  targeted  solutions 
because they know that the Internet experience has changed for consumers..
If handled appropriately (this means, personalized - PC), the banner can build 
brand,  retain consumers,  as  well  as  generate an aggregate CTR that  vastly 
outperforms the traditional banner.

3.  Flexible  binarizing:  dissolving 
contradictions between active control and 
active connection. 

Personalized  banners  are  efficient,  but 
have  not  much  to  do  with  panoptic, 
totalitarian power. 
For, they are also:
-  means  to  get  rid  of  unwanted, 
overwhelming  messages that have been 
hurting consumers' privacy for long
- personal  channels  hosting an  ongoing 
dialogue between marketer and consumer 
-  means  to  impose  a  service-oriented 
model on all producers 
At the same time,  personalized banners 
are  unparallelledly  efficient  means  of 
advertising.
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The Attraction Model
Maurice Saatchi: The strange death of modern advertising (Saatchi 2006)

The three modernist myths 

Today,  social  scientists divide the world between digital  natives and digital 
immigrants. Anyone over 25 is a digital immigrant. He or she has had to learn 
the digital language. The digital native learnt it  like you learnt your mother 
tongue,  effortlessly  as  you  grew  up.  The  digital  immigrant  struggles  and 
forever  has  a  thick,  debilitating  accent.  The  latest  affliction,  according  to 
neuroscience – and this was the death knell – is that the digital native’s brain is 
physically different as a result of the digital input it received growing up. It has 
rewired itself. It responds faster. It sifts out. It recalls less. This, apparently, is  
what makes it possible for a modern teenager, in the 30 seconds of a normal 
television  commercial,  to  take  a  telephone  call,  send  a  text,  receive  a 
photograph, play a game, download a music track, read a magazine and watch 
commercials at x6 speed. They call it “CPA”: continuous partial attention. The 
result:  day-after  recall  scores  for  television  advertisements  have  collapsed, 
from 35 per cent in the 1960s to 10 per cent today.

1 Constructing an „active audience” that 
„connects” to popular media and has to 
be connected/controlled in new ways 

New  generations  are  „digital  natives”, 
with  new  types  of  cultural  skills  and 
even  a  new  brain  structure  that 
definitively  separates  them  from  the 
digital  elderly.  Digital  natives  avoid 
depths  and  long-standing  attachments, 
instead  they  are  continuously  skipping 
and  surfing,  they  divide  their  attention 
across an unprecedentedly wide range of 
media activities.

You find  the  way out  in  the  gospel  of  St  John:  In  the  beginning  was  the  
Word . . . You read on: . . . and the Word was God. No copywriter could put it 
better. The word is the brand’s guide, protector, defender and saviour. (...)
Each brand can only own one word. Each word can only be owned by one 
brand. Take great care before you pick your word. It is going to be the god of 
your brand. Try this simple test on your own company’s products or services. 
Pick a brand. Any brand. Now, think of what you are trying to say. Can you 
precisely describe,  in  one word,  the particular  value,  the characteristic,  the 
emotion, you are trying to make your own? If it runs to a sentence, you have a 
problem.  A  paragraph?  Sell  your  shares.  Why?  Because  nowadays  only 
brutally simple ideas get through. They travel lighter, they travel faster. What I 
am describing here is a new business model for marketing, appropriate to the 
digital  age.  In  this model,  companies  compete for global ownership of one 
word  in  the  public  mind.  This  is  “one  word  equity”.  In  this  new business 
model,  companies  seek  to  build  one  word  equity  –  to  define  the  one 
characteristic they most want instantly associated with their brand around the 
world, and then own it. That is one-word equity. It is the modern equivalent of 
the best location in the high street, except the location is in the mind.

2. Setting the „new rules of connection 
making”,  the  laws  of  „active 
connection/control”.
How  to  grasp  the  attention  and 
imagination  of  these  elusive  digital 
nomads? 

„Digital natives” will simply evade old-
style  promotional  address.  To  attract 
them,  companies  need  to  invent 
extremely  dense  and  intense  brands. 
Magic words that can travel in the media 
space  with  the  intensity  that  digital 
natives  find  natural.  The  brand,  as  a 
„one-word  equity”,  should be the  basis 
of today's new business model.

… the word “search” is now owned by Google. For 20 years, “favourite” was 
owned by British Airways. Sony used to own “innovation”, but that word has 
probably  now  been  taken  by  Apple.  Royal  Bank  of  Scotland,  in  its  US 
marketing,  will  soon own “action”.  The same applies to political  parties or 
countries – Britain’s Labour party won three elections with the word “new”. 
America’s one-word equity is “freedom”. 
The challenge is to find the word, the word that guides everywhere. And once 
it is found, never to forsake it. How do you find that word? There are 750,000 
words in the English language. How do you know which is the right one? It is 
difficult.
To reduce the complex to the simple without being simplistic requires, in the 
words of Bertrand Russell, the painful necessity of thought.
The pain comes from the ruthless paring down of the paragraph to the sentence 
and the sentence down to the word. One-word equity is the most priceless asset 
in the new world of the new technologies. Discover it and you have the route 
to salvation and eternal life.

3.  Flexible  binarizing:  dissolving 
contradictions  between  active  control 
and active connection.

Brands  may  powerfully  inundate  our 
media and our minds. However, this has 
not much to do with hyperpropaganda.  

Successful brands can hardly lie.
They  represent  useful,  empowering, 
innovative enterpreneurship. 
They are simple, but only in the sense as 
Mozart is simple. Not simplistic mental 
baits,  but  destillations  of  a  painful 
creative   process.
Thus,  they  are  the  Gral  of  today's 
capitalism:  ascetic  subservience,  divine 
power, and salvation.
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The Profiling Model
David M Scott:  The New Rules of  Marketing & PR p118-122 (Scott, 
2007)

The three modernist myths 

„Sam  the  athlete  began  thinking  about  colleges  and  the  upcoming 
application process way back when he was a freshman in highschool. … 
Sam knows he's good, but not good enough to play in a Division I school. 
Sam first  started  poking around on college  Web sites  as  a  freshman and 
enjoyed checking out the athletic pages for the colleges in his home state and 
in some nearby ones. … Sam has good grades but he is not at the top of his 
class...  He has close friends... but he is not heavily into the party scene... 
Sam frequents MaSpace, has his own MySpace page... and also reads Sports 
Illustrated Magazine.  Now that  he is  a junior  he knows it  is  time to get 
serious about college applications, and he doesn't really know where to start. 
But to learn, he's paying more attention to the applications pages than the 
athletic pages on college Web sites.”

1  Constructing  an  „active  audience”  that 
„connects” to popular media and has to be 
connected/controlled in new ways 

The  new  audience  is  a  web  of  active, 
meaning-making  and  identity-seeking 
individuals who do not feel to have a safe 
and  self-evident  place  in  society.  They 
actively  look  for  communal  belonging, 
what  they  hope  to  achieve  by  buying 
services  from providers  that  they  feel  to 
represent the lifestyle group they look for. 

Marketing  people  should  build  a  buyer  persona  profile...  for  each  group 
they'll target... For each buyer persona profile, we want to know as much as 
we can about this group of people.  What are their goals and aspirations? 
What  are  their  problems?  What  media  they  do  rely  on  for  answers  to 
problems? How can we reach them? ...
The best way to learn about buyers and develop buyer persona profiles is to 
interview people. I have no doubt that representatives of the two presidential 
candidates interviewed many NASCAR Dads and Security Moms to buld 
profiles for these and many other buyer personas they identified. …
The buyer persona profile gives you a chance to truly empathize with target 
buyers, to step out of your role as someone who wants to promote a product, 
and to see through your buyers' eyes”...

2.  Setting  the  „new  rules  of  connection 
making”,  the  laws  of  „active 
connection/control”.

How  to  connect  the  individuals  who 
unknowingly seek „the same” community, 
„the same” sense of belonging and voice? 

By  the  means  of  consumer  research 
(profiling and segmentation) it is possible 
to  reveal  the  latent  groups  and  identities 
that do exist in people's minds, although in 
an  inarticulate  form.  Out  of  these  latent 
consumerly dispositions,  it  is  possible  to 
create  appropriate  messages  and  services 
that  can  be  efficiently  targeted  to  the 
latently existing „community”. 

You will use this buyer persona information to create specific marketing and 
PR programs to reach each buyer persona, and therefore you need to have 
the segmentation in fine enough detail that when they encounter your Web 
content, your buyers will say: „Yes, that's me. This organization understands 
me and my problems and will therefore have products that fit my needs”...
One of the simplest ways to build an effective Web site or to create great  
marketing programs is to target the specific buyer personas that you have 
created. ….
Without a focus on the buyer,  a typical  press release and media relations 
program is built on what the organization wants to say rather than what the 
buyer wants to hear. ...
An effective Web marketing plan requires an understanding of the ways your 
buyers speak and the real words and phrases they use. This is important not 
only for building a positive online relationship with your buyers, but also for 
planning effective search engine marketing strategies. After all, if you are 
not using the phrases your buyers search on, how can you possibly reach 
them?

3.  Flexible  binarizing:  dissolving 
contradictions between active control  and 
active connection.

Consumer  profiling  enables  marketers  to 
incite  communal  engagements  among 
people who share the same profile, and to 
anchor  this  sense  of  belonging  to  a 
„product”. 

Establishing  a  symbolic  link  between  a 
product  and  a  lifestyle  segment  is  not 
delusive. 

The  act  of  recognition  that  establishes  a 
link between an individual, a product and a 
community is organic - it is rooted in the 
„real  words”  and „wants”.  The „created” 
buyer persona is also a „real” one.
Good profiling is also highly efficient and 
profitable. 
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The Tribalization Model
Brian  Stelter:  MSNBC  moves  to  the  left.  Will  advertisers  go  along? 
(Stelter 2008)

The three modernist myths 

There  is  increasing  evidence  that  programming with  a  loud  point  of  view 
attracts  viewers.  The  ratings  for  MSNBC's  signature  show,  Olbermann's 
"Countdown,"  have  nearly  doubled  since  August  of  2006,  when  the  host 
started delivering "special comments" criticizing President George W. Bush. 
Olbermann  now  regularly  attracts  one  million  viewers  every  evening,  far 
below O'Reilly's  average  of  2.25 million but  far  above MSNBC's  previous 
ratings for the time slot.
CNN is positioning itself as the objective option for viewers. A graphic for its  
8  p.m.  program  promises  "no  bias,  no  bull,"  alluding  to  Olbermann  and 
O'Reilly on the other channels. 

1 Constructing an „active audience” that 
„connects” to popular media and has to 
be connected/controlled in new ways 

The  new  audience  is  a  web  of  self-
conscious  publics,  lifestyle  tribes,  the 
members of which have all the means to 
manage  their  communal  belongings  as 
they like. In the active audience, we find 
tribal  publics  that  celebrate  themselves 
and protect the discursive, financial and 
infrastructural frameworks of their tribe. 

With the promotion of Rachel Maddow, the Air America radio host, to a prime-
time  television  spot  this  week,  the  longtime  third-place  U.S.  cable  news 
network MSNBC cemented its identity as a channel for a liberal audience. ...
MSNBC hopes that more of Olbermann's viewers between the ages of 25 and 
54 - 334,000 on an average night in July - will stay tuned at 9 for "The Rachel 
Maddow  Show."  The  New  York  Times,  whose  global  edition  is  the 
International Herald Tribune, and NBC News, the parent of MSNBC, have a 
content-sharing arrangement for political coverage.
In July, more than half of Olbermann's viewers in that demographic tuned out 
during  the  Abrams  show.  By contrast,  the  9  p.m.  program on  Fox  News, 
"Hannity & Colmes," is able to hold onto four-fifths of the 444,000 25- to 54-
year-old viewers of the 8 p.m. "The O'Reilly Factor." Talking to Olbermann on 
"Countdown" Tuesday, Maddow acknowledged the importance of the lead-in.
"I will be talking politics, and trying to convince 'Countdown' viewers to hang 
out with me after they hang out with you," she said.

2. Setting the „new rules of connection 
making”,  the  laws  of  „active 
connection/control”.

How to connect the tribal public?

The answer lies in cementing the identity 
of  your  public,  further  tribalising  your 
public. This means, first of all, to create 
a permanently partisan media flow that 
recreates  the  god  old  „network  effect” 
with new means, in the multimedia age.

But is that what advertisers want it to be? MSNBC, which is owned by NBC 
Universal, a unit of General Electric, does not trumpet its shift. But in the 12 
years that MSNBC has competed head to head with CNN and the Fox News 
Channel, the partisan lines have never been drawn so neatly.
Advertisers are keeping a close eye on the 24-hour news networks, especially 
given  the  heightened  interest  in  the  presidential  election  and  the  resulting 
ratings  boost  for  cable  news.  So  far,  they  say  the  partisanship  of  the 
programming matters less than the ratings the shows can generate.
…  for  years,  some  liberals  have  bemoaned  what  they  perceive  to  be  an 
imbalance on cable news: an absence of prominent progressives on television. 
"Happy Now?" Olbermann asked in a blog post on Daily Kos, a liberal Web 
site, as he informally announced Maddow's promotion on Tuesday. He wrote 
that the fans who had been lobbying for Maddow to be host of a show "had 
something to do with it."
Asked whether MSNBC would acknowledge that its prime-time programming 
tilted to the left, the network spokesman, Jeremy Gaines, responded: "Don't 
make a judgment about the show until you see it. Our goal is to have programs 
with  the  smartest  takes  on the  day's  developments,  and  that's  what  Rachel 
brings to the table."

3.  Flexible  binarizing:  dissolving 
contradictions  between  active  control 
and active connection.

Further sharpening the channel's partisan 
bias by hiring self-declared partisans is a 
strategy that can boost ratings. 
Partisan programming,  however,  should 
not be conflated with propaganda. 
The newly hired host, Rachel Maddow:
-  serves  an  existing  audience  interest, 
active,  engaged and self-conscious fans 
have been lobbying for her
- fills  a hole in MSNBC programming, 
which  was  the  lack  of  prominent 
progressives
- is not biased but, above all, smart 

Commercially exploiting partisan bias is 
not necessarily unhealthy.   

The four above half-academic, half-industrial models of „active control” have all been relevant, 
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plausible, simplistic and misleading. They are to be seen as four different emanations of the same 

intellectual effort  to „save” the modernist idea of a rule-governed, and thus, controllable media 

environment in the context of this latter's increasing complexification.  To achieve this, the four 

above models have creatively recombined two basic modernist ideas: top-down control (which they 

suggested  to  need  renewal)  and  audience  activity  (what  they  defined  as  the  main  result  and 

embodiment of recent media change). Although the two above concepts had appeared antagonistic 

for long in the modernist paradigm, the four above models offered creative solutions to combine 

them. These recombinations, however, have not challenged the above binary tropes themselves, but, 

on the contrary, suggested that they are both sustainable. The four above models' underlying idea of 

„active control” has suggested that today's media audience is “active” and that this active audience 

can still be „controlled” if we creatively reinvent the means of control. Later, in Part Two, I will 

challenge this unsubstantiated promise, which, paradoxically but understandably, has been both the 

major shortcoming of modernist models, and their major draw for public actors who have all been 

longing for a „controllable” media environment

4.3. Controlling the active voter – modernist myths in the discourse of political PR

The book of Solomon et al. represents well the dominant storyline in today's commercial marketing 

narratives. The chief character in these narratives is the sovereign, self-controlling consumer. This 

truly modernist figure, since the very rise of marketing, has regularly been evoked by marketers 

who sought to legitimate themselves, their role as “persuaders”, in capitalist economy. It is only in 

the last decades, however, that the imaginary figure of the sovereign costumer has assumed its key 

role  in  the  professional  identity  of  marketing.  This  identity  has  been  constructed  in  various 

narratives about how today's marketers need to learn to understand and respect their prospects, and 

how  they  need  to  re-position  themselves  as  facilitators  of  interaction  and  cautious  market 

anthropologists, instead of being mere technicians of “selling soap”.

In the related enterprise of PR and political campaigning, a very similar “marketing mix” of 

self-promotion has been composed, out of the same above tropes of persuasion, audience activity, 

interaction and professionalism. However,  the elements of the complex have been weighed and 

balanced  differently,  following  the  specific  stakes  of  the  PR  industry.  As  it  is  well-known, 

commercial marketing and PR, at their origins at least, have differed in the technologies by which 

they hoped to reach – or  “connect” – their  target  audiences.  While  commercial  marketing  has 
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offered its market research technologies as the basis of strategic communication, PR and political 

campaign experts  layed  more  focus  on  their  media  management  techniques  and organizational 

skills. Thus, unlike marketers who have tried to escape from their original image as “soap sellers”,  

PR people – whose task has traditionally lied in “conquesting” as many media channels as possible 

and not directly modelling consumer behaviour – have sought to demonstrate that, with their new, 

interactive and creative technologies, they are still able to sell their “soap”.

It  would  be  a  mistake,  however,  to  overstress  the  differences  between  the  two  above 

subfields of “the fifth estate”. Commercial marketing and PR, arguably, represent two fractions of 

the same interpretive discourse. This is not only because their techniques – consumer research and 

media management – have started to merge with the rise of interactive media. More important is the 

fact that the apparatuses of marketing and PR, however different techniques and concepts they may 

use, have worked on the very same project: on demonstrating that even in today's flattered media 

environment, it is possible to run persuasive media campaigns. Indeed, it has been a vital interest of  

all  professional media interpreters to prove that customers'  newly born power to vindicate their 

preferences as they like does not undermine the efficiency of strategic communication, and today's 

chaotic tendencies render marketing and PR expertise indispensable, and not obsolete.

Marketers have nurtured the above myth of efficiency by presenting their profession as an 

in-depth, precise and ethical technology of factoring consumer “demand” into capitalist economy. 

By contrast,  PR experts  have  stressed  their  expertise  in  handling  the  media  field  and running 

(relatively) efficient media campaigns. The empirical cases by which the two expert groups have 

tried to justify their professionalism, their very ability to “connect and control the active audience”, 

have varied accordingly. Marketing experts, often in ways evoking the aesthetic genre of testimony, 

have  presented  believable  stories  about  how today's  self-controlled,  self-developing  consumers 

would cooperate with branded commodities and their producers, to the benefit of both parts. By 

contrast, experts of PR and political campaigning have played with the aesthetics of the Machine, of 

the well-lubricated engine, in order to illustrate their ability to put today's abundant media platforms 

to the purpose of their clients. Thus, the “active” audience that PR experts have promised to connect 

and  control  has  been  presented  as  a  multitude  of  highly  elusive,  attention  scarce,  distrustful, 

promotion  savvy and multitasking  media  users.  These  differences,  of  course,  have  never  been 

absolute. Marketing and PR experts have presented their role in highly similar terms: they have 

appeared as ethical facilitators of interaction and as efficient communication strategists at the same 

time.

The discourse of PR and political campaigning has been driven by success stories, presented 

on a language not entirely detached from that of propaganda. To illustrate how the rhetorics of 

success and efficiency have penetrated all the discourse of PR, I would evoke here the subtitles of  
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papers written by PR practitioners, collected in the book “Public Relations in Practice: a Casebook” 

(Moss 1990). As the book editor has pointed out in the Introduction, the book's primary goal has 

been to  change the negative image of PR as  manipulation,  and to unravel  its  “true nature and 

value”. (ibid p2) As Moss has argued: 

“While it is important not to belittle the very real importance of effective communication and 

presentation skills, the preoccupation with this single aspect of work should not be allowed to 

detract from the important strategic role that a well-executed public relations programme can 

play in supporting the activities of many organizations”. 

Although the possibility of this broader, enabling role of PR has been brought up by several authors, 

the majority of the papers, in the end, did not do more than presenting a case study in successful 

image and media management. This is why the metaphors of effective communication, strategizing 

and media war could be so dominant in the papers' subtitles : 

“A study of the impact and process of changing the corporate identity of a major national 

charity organization”,

“An  examination  of  an  effective  industrial  and  political  lobbying  campaign  against  the 

monopoly supplier of gas fuel in the UK”, 

“An examination of handling of a potential crisis arising out of the rapid escalation of an 

external environmental issue affecting a major chemical company”, 

“A study in handling a financial crisis and the role played by public relations in restoring 

confidence in a company following its fall from favour in the City”. 

The case  study of  this  section  comes  from the  cult  journal  Wired  –  as  an  illustration  of  how 

omnipresent the narratives of PR have become (2008).68 The article in question, entitled “Obama’s 

Secret  Weapons:  Internet,  Databases  and  Psychology”,  presents  the  sophisticated  machinery  of 

Barack Obama's presidential campaign. The article suggests that Obama's campaign staff developed 

groundbreakingly innovative techniques of campaign mobilization. These techniques, Wired author 

Sarah Lai  Stírland suggests,  consisted in  a  clever  combination  of  various  media and volunteer 

resources  into  a  professional,  multi-layered  machine.  The  above  interpretation  of  the  Obama 

campaign may not be unfamiliar for the informed reader: indeed, Stírland's account evokes what 

some professional  marketers  would  call  a  “multiplatform”  campaign or  what  academics  would 

denote with the term of “convergent” media culture (Jenkins). As the Wired article reports to us, the 

Obama campaign has successfully combined at least three interrelated layers: first, Obama could 

afford to buy himself a strong presence in mass media; second, his campaign staff has cleverly used 

the internet to organize volunteers, mobilize grassroot activist groups and integrate them into the 

campaign; third, the Obama stuff has used the Net to allocate (locally collected) knowledge about 
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individual voters and to disseminate this knowledge among local activists making phone calls and 

door-to-door bargainings. The above story, a perfect PR-variant of modernist myth-making, applies 

all the three basic discursive tropes of modernist media interpretation.

Table 8 Modernist myths, tropes and practices in a political marketing/PR narrative 

Modernist  background 

myths

Modernist 

discursive practices

How they work out in the Obama campaign story 

of Wired
Popularity Chasing  apparent, 

successful,  powerful 

„connections” 

The  „active  audience”  is  the  elusive  media  user 

who cannot be reached any longer through mass 

media channels, and the honest and helpless voter 

who awaits the voice that inspires her.
Rule-governed 

normality

Setting the „new rules” 

of  connection  making 

and control

„Connection  rules”  are  represented  in  the 

straightforward  image  of  the  campaign  machine 

which allocates the dispersed attention of potential 

voters  and  which  trains  campaign  activists  into 

orators  who  can  personally  bring  the  inspiring 

force of Obama speaches to the local ground. 
Transparent complexity Flexible  binarizing  : 

appeasing  connection 

and control

the  Wired  journalist  celebrates  the  power  of 

democracy and that of the persuasion industry at 

the very same time 

The “active audience” that connects and hasto be connected does not play a major role in the PR-

inspired narrative of Wired. This is because, seen from a PR point of view, the chances of “popular 

connection” are less to be read out from a thorough consumer anthropology than the buildup of an 

effecive campaign organization. However, we may find several implicite references to the alleged 

behaviour of the audience that campaigners need to connect with. To “connect”, from a PR point of 

view, means two things:  to appeal to voters' minds and hearts, of course, but also, and at the first 

place, simply to find them and to get their attention. As a PR agency has recently put it in a press  

release, “the first step in engagement is being found.” (PR Newswire 2012) It is in the very same 

spirit that the Wired article has constructed the trope of “active connection”, by combining two 

imaginary figures: that of the elusive media userwho cannot be reached any longer through mass 

media channels and that of the honest and helpless voter who awaits the voice that inspires her. 

The  mythical  trope  of  „connecting  rules”  in  embodied,  in  the  narrative  of  PR,  by  the 
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straightforward image of the campaign machine which allocates the dispersed attention of potential 

voters. The Wired article suggested in 2008 that if Obama beats McCain, this is less to do with the 

higher appeal of his message than with the more efficient techniques of carrying this message to 

voters. Seen from a PR perspective, it is by professionally organizing a soldierly mass of activists 

that the hunt for voters can persist in intensity and efficiency. Behind this diagnosis there lurks the 

implicite understanding that in today's media age, when the messages developed in the campaign 

center cannot be delivered through vertical media channels, the horizontal and direct interventions 

of a pertinent cohort of ground soldiers are quintessential. Accordingly, the most important rule of 

“connection”,  seen  from  the  PR  viewpoint,  means  to  operate,  as  smoothly  and  effectively  as 

possible, the campaign machine that identifies and finds persuadable voters in today's cluttered, 

multimedia environment. In order to achieve this, the article reports, the campaign's local activist 

teams 

“have both  phone-banked and  physically  knocked on doors  to  make sure  that  voters  are 

registered and know where to vote — an effort that will continue all the way through Election 

Day. … The last weekend before the election, they’re going to have constant phone-banking 

and canvassing, asking people whether they’ve voted yet, and if not, when they’re going to 

vote,"  says  Scanlon,  discussing plans  laid  out  by four  team leaders  at  a  local  Plant  City 

campaign office. But the calling won’t be a completely random affair. The Obama campaign 

will  give volunteers access to databases that have been constantly updated throughout the 

summer  through  its  field-office  computers,  and  through  myBo  —  Obama  supporters’ 

nickname  for  myBarackObama.com — with  information  about  potential  voters’ political 

leanings. The information in the database has accumulated over time from previous election 

campaigns,  and is  constantly updated  with information  gathered  at  people’s  doorsteps  by 

canvassers like Scanlon, and through phone calls. Now, someone identified as a supporter is 

likely to be called again by the Obama campaign, and reminded where to go vote; people 

identified  as  "undecided"  in  the  database  may  receive  a  call  or  a  personal  visit  from a 

volunteer to find out how they can still be persuaded, or they may be mailed some information 

about Obama’s positions on the issues.”

Of course, the „rules of active control” cannot be confined to campaign management even from a 

PR  perspective.  Connecting  the  active  audience  is  also  a  matter  of  engagement,  affect  and 

imagination. First of all, it is important to keep campaign activists themselves engaged and well-

informed. To connect voters, campaign headquarters need to connect activists first. Interestingly, the 

ways in which campaign headquarters should engage and enable local activists have been portrayed 
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very similarly to the ways in which popular media has been suggested to engage (“connect”) fans 

by marketing experts and media scholars.69 

Meanwhile, of course, even from such a PR-based viewpoint as the article's, it goes without 

saying that not only the local activists have to be “connected” and engaged by the headquarters: 

activists  themselves  need to “connect” – enchant,  attract  – potential  voters.  As  most modernist 

interpreters, Stírland presents the rules of engagement as apparent and easy to understand. These 

clean-cut rules of “connection” were taught, we learn from the article, to the masses of volunteers 

who  participated  at  the  so-called  “leadership  trainings”  of  the  Obama  Camp  (23000  activists 

receiving more than 8 hours long training). Marshall Ganz, Harvard professor and Obama campaign 

strategist, presented the training system and the connection rules in the following way:

“the training system works well for the Obama campaign, because it’s designed to channel the 

enthusiasm of voters who are emotionally inspired by orators such as Obama. This appeal to 

the right brain contrasts with most of the recent Democratic political campaigns, which have 

appealed to voters’ logic by selling concepts and policies. … In addition to leadership and 

motivation training, the camp features storytelling sessions, where the volunteers are broken 

up into small  teams organized by congressional  district.  Each member of these groups is 

asked to tell personal stories in two minutes, in the same format Obama used in his 2004 

speech at the Democratic National Convention. “Ultimately, your story should move people to 

specific action,  by painting a detailed picture of how things might be different if  we act, 

giving us hope that if we act now we can make real that different future”, explains the training 

manual. … “What we've been doing is trying to teach people to do what Obama does during 

his speeches – to tell their own stories to motivate others. ….You're building this sense of 

commitment to both the values and people, but you're structuring it purposefully to achieve 

goals like, 'In this district, we need 2000 votes'.”

My final point about the Wired article is that it constructs a coherent narrative out of the 

above  incongruent  information  bits,  and  thus,  performs  the  modernist  myth  of  “transparent 

complexity”. This myth suggests that however deep ambiguities and contradictions can be observed 

at the analyzed field, they can all be meaningfully arranged from a coherent overall perspective. The 

article's overall master-narrative has been meant to ensure that the reader, in the end, will see the 

Obama campaign machine as an important achievement that may reinvigorate a healthy democracy 

fuelled  by  civic  participation.  A  PR  campaign,  in  this  view,  is  not  a  machine  of  “total  

administration” that would build from Obama a living sculpture in the style of Lenin's “monumental 

propaganda”. The article's master narrative has been established by the flexible recombination and 
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redefinition of binaries. Accordingly, activists have been presented equally as docile soldiers in the 

campaign war and as self-determined, responsible individuals who try to build a better country. In 

the same spirit, the author blended the poles of propaganda and authenticity, by describing how well 

propagated the program of Obama was, and also allowing a local activist to express her view that 

Obama's tax plan was better than McCain's “for 100 percent of the voters I spoke to in Plant City”. 

The above, meaningful mixture of political mobilization and democratic engagement, artificial form 

and authentic  substance,  nicely finds  its  expression  in  the  following excerpt,  from the  closing 

section of the Wired article:

"I will just say that they've done a great job reaching out to young people," says 20-year-old Justin 

York, Central Florida chairman of Students for McCain. "I do have a lot of respect for whoever 

cooked up their operation, because it's an impressive machine that they have built among young 

people.... We don't have anything nearly as advanced as the Obama campaign."

Performing a typically modernist PR narrative, the Wired article has meant to render equally 

palpable  the  power,  the  sophistication  and  the  democratic  potential  of  the  Obama  campaign 

machine. Issues of propaganda and democratic emancipation have equally been made visible and 

the possible contradictions between the two have been neutralized. Placing both above antagonistic 

poles into a common, meaningful narrative, the journalist could celebrate the power of democracy 

and that of the persuasion industry at the very same time. 

4.4. The popular middle : the mythical object of active control in political 
marketing

Gluing the antagonistic tropes of genuine empowerment and effective propaganda into a coherent 

mythical  narrative,  political  marketing  has  been  a  most  typical  emanation  of  the  fifth  estate's 

modernist discourse. According to its self-understanding, the field of political marketing has taken 

over  a  key  representational  function  from  the  now  the  defunct  institutions  of  representative 

democracy. With the decline of parties with mass membership, political marketers like to argue, 

have gone the large nationwide political infrastructures that so far had effectively channelled the 

popular  will  into  the  state.  Seen from this  view,  political  marketing  creates  a  new,  alternative 

infrastructure of political representation, with a far higher potential to channel voters' expectations 

into  the  political  system.  According  to  its  self-understaning,  political  marketing  enables  the 

politician to „get in touch” again with the people, it urges the politician to listen to the people's 

voice and rewards the best listener with political power. Popular agency and political power never 
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conflict in the mythical image that political marketing experts draw about today's politics.

Political marketers promote themselves as mediating agents „connecting” the political realm 

with today's popular electorates that have freed themselves from the conventional loyalties bonding 

them to political parties. Today's popular electorate is depicted in marketing discourse as an „active” 

audience,  a conglomerate of free-floating,  illoyal  individuals who follow their  own compass in 

making their political choices. The above image of the voter corresponds greatly to the figure of the 

sovereign  consumer  we  know  from  commercial  marketing  handbooks.  Following  this 

correspondence to its logical end point, political marketers have established a structural analogy 

between  politically  representing  the  will  of  the  popular  electorate  and  gratifying  consumer 

„demand” at commercial markets. The metaphor of the „political market” has become a common 

reference point in the professional interpretation of mediatized politics, as well. Commercialized 

popular media being the self-evident realm for political competition to take place, it is inevitable 

that references to the mediatization, marketization and professionalization of politics have blended 

inextricably in the discourse of political marketing. (This applies to commercial marketing, as well. 

It is not by coincidence that a commercial marketing handbook like that of Salamon et al. looks like 

an overall introduction into popular media studies.)

The above image of political marketing – as an infrastructure of representation and will-

formation at mediatized political markets – has been closely tied to the mythical figure of „the 

people”: the alienated and illoyal middle-ground, waiting for a true representative, being no more 

anchored to old mass parties and to peer groups with unquestionable ideological commitments. 

People in the middle, according to the dominant view, are less conditioned by ideology than a new, 

„pick  and  choose”  political  culture  (Blumler  –  Kavanagh  1999:224)  which  urges  them  to 

continuously monitor the ever-changing supply of politics and to engage with the actual „product” 

they find the most appealing, reasonable or innovative. Political marketing, from the beginnings, 

has depicted itself  the art  of „connecting” and „controlling” the above elusive conglomerate of 

uncommitted, middle-ground voters.

The very idea seeing „the elusive middle” as the decisive terrain of political competition is 

certainly not new. Its prime antecedent is to be found in the much-referred Hotelling law, predicting 

that actors of oligopolistic markets will try to eliminate (rather than stress out) their differences and 

to conquest the centre-ground with the exact same, „lowest common denominator” products. The 

above law of oligopolistic competition has been famously actualized to politics by Anthony Downs 

(1957),  arguing  that  moving  to  the  „centre-ground”  is  the  only rational  strategy to  follow for 

mainstream parties in oligopolistic, (quasi-)two-party systems. Downs' argument has been only one 

among the many formulations of the key background idea that conquesting „the middle” is the very 
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key  of  political  power.  This  idea,  indeed,  has  become,  an  overall  maxim in  the  last  decades' 

marketized/mediatized politics.  Among the many rival  theories  of  political  marketing,  Dominic 

Wring argues in his state of the art review, „the 'centre-ground' thesis … is the most common one 

and continues to condition a great deal of contemporary electoral discourse. Consequently, when 

faced with defeat, Labour and Conservative leaders often are advised to court the center, squeeze 

the Liberal vote, or appeal to middle England/class/income voters.”

In the mainstream narratives about mediatized/marketized politics, political marketing has 

been presented as the art of „connecting/controlling” the active and elusive middle-ground. This 

mythical  image  has  been  constructed  by  political  marketers  themselves  who  have  sought  to 

establish the legitimacy of their  profession. The mythical idea of conquesting and holding „the 

center” has been established with the help of the same modernist discursive practices that I have 

presented  in  relation  to  the  other  subfields  of  the  fifth  estate.  First,  political  marketers  have 

envisioned that, in the middle-ground of politics and society, a new electorate is rising, an active 

audience that „connects” in new – more active, less loyal, less predictable – ways with the sphere of 

politics. Second, the discourse of marketing has promised that these new connections are profitable 

for  politicians,  who can  control  their  active electorate  if  they follow the new, marketing-based 

techniques of connection making (which, of course, marketers would have a privileged access to). 

Third,  political  marketers  have  used  the  means  of  „flexible  binarizing”  in  order  to  mythically 

appease the contradictions between the accounts they gave about the persuasive power of their 

industry and about the sovereignty of empowered popular electorates. This appeasing has meant to 

argue that today's marketized-mediatized politics urges people to develop new, „active” political 

loyalties, that would allow them to attach themselves to a party without giving up their sovereign 

ability to recognize and express their own genuine interests. 
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Table 9 Modernist myths, tropes and practices in the „center-ground” narrative of political 
marketing
Modernist  background 

myths

Modernist 

discursive practices

How  they  work  out  in  political  marketing  of 

mainstream political parties 
Popularity Chasing  apparent, 

successful,  powerful 

„connections” 

Marketers  aim to address  the  genuine  languages 

and  experiences  of  the  popular  media-using, 

middle-ground audience, and make campaigns that 

„resonate” with these repertoires 
Rule-governed 

normality

Setting the „new rules” 

of  connection  making 

and control

Marketers  promote  the  techniques  of  market 

research, segmentation and image building as the 

key  devices  to  get  to  the  heart  of  the  elusive 

popular middle-ground
Transparent complexity Flexible  binarizing  : 

appeasing  connection 

and control

Marketers  present  mediatized/marketized  politics 

as a highly efficient machine to persuade and to 

emancipate the popular middle at the same time.  

In the political marketing literature – from the practitioner to the academic wing – we may find the 

same  historical  narrative  to  circulate  incessantly.  With  this  typically  modernist  narrative  (that 

overlaps greatly with Giddens' „disembedding” theory [1995]), marketing experts have established 

a common ground on which to interpret the recent transformations of the political system in late 

modern democracies. In the last three decades, marketing professionals have commonly suggested, 

voters  have  become  more  individual,  more  reflexive  and  more  informed  in  their  political 

judgement. In consequence, the story goes, people have distanced themselves from political parties,  

they have developed a cynical attitude towards all public actors claiming to „genuinely” represent 

their will. Voters have increasingly refused to occupy the place in the political field that so far has 

been self-evidently assigned to them by their class membership or religious affiliations. Instead, 

voters  have  learnt  how to  use  to  their  own purposes  the  great  array of  available  informations 

available in the realm of popular media. 

The above disembedding of political identities, marketers have argued, has been conditioned 

by broader structural transformations in the socio-economic environment of democratic politics. 

Among these oft-referred transformations, it is worth evoking here (1) the societal transition from 

high to late modernity (people become more affluent, more educated, more mobile, more leisure-

oriented,  less  attached  to   patriarchal  family  structures  [Lees-Marshment  2001:17-8]);  (2)  the 

increasing commercialization of social life (the logic of capitalist competition takes over all kinds of 
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social fields, including politics [Wring 1999: 41]); (3) the emancipation of popular media (the press 

itself  becomes  more  „educated  and  experienced”  [Newman  1994:30-1],  popular  media  free 

themselves from their subordination to the state, the state-defined political agenda collapses with 

the weakening of public service media hegemony; and (4) the professionalization of campaigning 

(the logic of competition pushes actors to run more effective, better-organized, highly expensive 

campaigns [Newman 1994:26-7]). 

Looking at all the above layers, it would be hard, indeed, to miss the very extent to which 

the key binaries of modernist discourse have shaped the worldview of political marketers. As an 

integral part of the modernist discourse, marketing literature has contrasted today's late-modern, 

postindustrial society to its high modern, industrial predecessor with the exact same binaries that  

conventionally  had  been  used  to  distinguish  industrial  modernity  from  feudal  premodernity. 

Envisioning a  transition  from ascribed to  achieved identities,  from collective  to  individual  life 

trajectories, from loyalty to reflexivity (and so on), political marketing has been a prime emanation 

of  today's  „neo-modern”  (see  Alexander  2003)  intellectual  discourse.  As  other  „neo-modern” 

protagonists, marketers have poured huge energies into applying, in a somewhat refashioned form, 

the Century-old image of the modern individual to  the late modern voter who, according to this 

mythical narrative, would emancipate herself from the traditional loyalty structures inherited from 

high modernity.70

The imagined „people” of late modernity has been assigned by marketers with a similar 

teleological role as the one that had been attributed to the „working class” in the high modern era. 

In a similar way as the proletarian in socialist theory, the figure of the middle-ground, disembedded, 

volatile citizen has been used in marketing theory to impersonate the „popular class” that theorists 

have  claimed  to  represent.  Accordingly,  today's  popular  class  no  longer  consists  of  physical 

workers. The „old” working class, marketers have argued, has ceased to be the driving force of 

popular classes (in Britain, the proportion of people identifying themselves as working class has 

fallen from 74% to 28% between the years of 1964 and 1992 [Lees-Marshment 2001:17]). Today's 

popular class is a less well-organized, less self-conscious conglomerate of middle-ground voters-

consumers waiting for true political  representation.  Thus, the late modern „people” needs to be 

emancipated (again) – and political marketing defines itself as the major force of this emancipatory 

project.

The  popular  media  using,  middle-ground  citizen,  according  to  marketers,  has  relatively 

stable policy preferences but is not sure which political force could represent them the best. Thus,  

people belonging to the middle-ground majority are enmeshed in an ephemeral play of political 

identification that is moved by the multiple, ambivalent informations flowing from popular media. 

The selective, illoyal, elusive citizens of the unfaithful majority, marketers have suggested, develop 
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new strategies of „connecting” with politicians. They would monitor – similarly to consumers of 

commercial goods – the actual supply of the political market and engage with the actor they feel to 

convincingly connect their private needs and expectations with a broader, communal vision about 

the public good.

The literature of political marketing (and mediatized politics, for that matter) may well be 

seen as an immense repository of apparent success stories in which middle-ground, popular media-

consuming audiences would enthusiastically „connect” with political actors whose offer genuinely 

„resonates” with their affinities. The heroes of the political marketing literature are political figures 

whose  legacy lies  in  their  ability  to  connect  the  active,  selective,  elusive  middle-ground,  „the 

popular class” of late modern society. 

Bill Clinton is a typical example of the above, mainstream marketing narrative. Accordingly, 

Clinton's power as political leader has stemmed from his ability to establish resonant connections 

with people: „Clinton gave people what they wanted to hear, with just the right language, words and 

phrases that would resonate with the American public” (Johnson 1997, ref by: Denton 2002:xii) 

Clinton's „people” has always been the middle-class majority of American society.71 In marketing 

literature,  there is a wide consensus that it  is  due to his  appeal to middle-ground America that 

Clinton could become a decisive figure of late 20th Century American history. Clinton has famously 

established his leadership of the popular middle in his speech at the Democratic Convention in the 

1992  Presidential  campaign,  which  remains  one  of  the  most  referred  instances  of 

marketized/mediatized politics. Clinton's speach at the Convention boosted his popularity by 15-

20%, and secured his way to the final victory in 1992 November. Marketing expert Bruce Newman 

explains this huge success with Clinton's appeal to the middle ground: „Throughout the Convention, 

Clinton continued to talk about the middle class and the need to rescue ordinary people from the 

ravages of the economy. In effect, Clinton successfully positioned himself as a person who cam 

from a very ordinary background and could relate to the hardship that average, middle-class citizens 

were experiencing.” (Newman 1994:97)

Tony Blair and the creators of New Labour have been interpreted in marketing literature in 

the same terms as Clinton: actors embodying the genuine hopes and needs of the popular middle-

ground.  It  might  be  enough  here  to  follow  marketing  expert  Jennifer  Lees-Marchment  in  her 

reconstruction of the New Labour story. As Lees-Marshment argues, Blair was doomed to success 

from the beginnings in the popular middle: „he was a family-man, centre-left and media friendly. As 

such he appealed to those voters the party needed to attract to win the next election” (2001:184).  

These abilities have allowed him and his New Labour to gain „the support of voters in what Blair  

himself called 'middle income, middle Britain'” (2001:192) The fact that Blair and his group built 

their strategy on attracting the popular middle ground could hardly be questioned. This devotion 
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with the popular middle led New Labour's think tanks to commission detailed surveys, with the aim 

of deploying the wishes of „'swing' voters who had voted Tory despite being traditional supporters 

of Labour” (182). The above middle-ground orientation was not less apparent throughout the phase 

of „product development”, the positioning of Blair as a centrist, „third way” politician.  Following 

survey and focus  group hints  about  the  wishes  of  middle  Britain,  Blair  has  adopted  a  centrist  

position with regards to various policy issues. He has „abandoned the unpopular call for higher 

income tax, abandoned plans to re-nationalize privatised industries, took a much more pro-business 

attitude, began to talk about reforming the welfare state instead of expanding it, and became tougher 

on crime” (186). As a glorious celebration of a new alliance with „middle Britain”, Blair signed his 

famous „contract with the people” in the campaign of 1997. 

Just like Clinton or Blair, all the famous protagonists of marketized/mediatized politics have 

owed their fame to their alleged appeal to the „center-ground”. In Germany, Gerhard Schroeder has 

famously re-positioned SDP as the representative of the „Neue Mitte”, the „new center” of German 

society. In a similar vein, Silvio Berlusconi has approached Italians with his party Forza Italia that  

he has promoted as giving voice to  the majority of disappointed citizens who are "disoriented, 

political orphans and who risk(ed) being unrepresented" (wikipedia). 

To sum up, just like in the other subfields of the „fifth estate” that I have reviewed so far, the 

tropes of effective persuasion and democratic emancipation have been inextricably fused in the 

discourse of political marketing. This is especially true to the marketing ideas about the „popular 

middle” - the members of which are active, elusive, illoyal and open to the appeal of marketing-

based campaigns at the very same time. 
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Part 2.  The „fifth estate” in work : celebratory politics in Hungary 

Introduction to Part 2 

The argument developed so far allows me to re-theorize the recent transformations of the media 

system in Eastern Europe and Hungary. Most scholarly accounts about the region have interpreted 

the last two decades' media transition in a functionalist spirit, as a linear (although not necessarily 

fast or straightforward) „adaptation” of Western regulatory models and media institutions. Arguably, 

the  adaptation  narrative  of  Eastern  European  media  scholars  has  mirrored  back  their  Western 

colleagues' theories, which, as presented above, have equally revolved around the idea of media 

„adapting” themselves to the logic of the market, and of politics „adapting” itself to the logic of  

media.  This  conceptual  connection  between  Western  accounts  of  „mediatization”  and  Eastern 

accounts of „media transition” manifests itself apparently in the fact that these accounts have all 

used  the  concept  of  „Americanization”.  Indeed,  the  idea  of  media  and  politics  being 

„Americanized”  has  offered  a  common,  pan-European  perspective  to  understand  the  recent 

transformations of media and politics.  Seen from this perspective,  market-driven popular media 

may well be grasped as a globally imported system both in the Western centre and in the Eastern 

periphery of Europe. Western theories of mediatization and theories of Eastern media „transition” 

(see Paletz & Jakubowitz 2003) have tended to grasp the above global import in a functionalist 

spirit, that means, as the adaptation of new institutions of media production and distribution that 

would  set  the  new frames  in  which  politics  has  to  operate.  Stepping  beyond this  functionalist 

approach, I argue that Eastern European political elites could import the Western, market-driven 

popular media system by relying on a set of cultural representations that they also imported from 

the West and accepted as valid proxies to the adopted media system. 

This book reads media transition in Hungary as the import of a „reflexive media system”, in 

other words, a double transfer of media institutional settings and of an interpretive sphere which 

interprets  these  settings.  In  general,  it  may  well  be  argued  that  the  infrastructures  of  media 

production/distribution and those of  media interpretation have  been imported  simultaneously to 

Hungary. However, certain elements of the interpretive sphere explaining how popular media works 

appeared years earlier in Hungary than the commercial television channels themselves (1997). In 

the mid-nineties, Hungarian media experts  developed – together with political  actors,  European 

bureaucrats,  media  personalities  and  media  enterpreneurs  –  convincing  arguments  about  the 

expectable benefits of a competitive, deregulated media system.
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The above “double import” has made difficult for Hungarian observers to make sense of the 

freshly installed, market-driven media system in any “organic”, independent way, without heavily 

relying  on  the  interpretive  sphere  that  has  transferred,  from  West  to  East,  the  legitimate 

representations of popular media.  There are good reasons to suspect that the media interpreting 

discourse transferred from the West has heavily prestructured the expertly, political, and scholarly 

understandings of commercial media in Hungary. The dominant tropes of media interpretation have 

quickly become key orienting anchors, which directly drove the adaptive strategies of political and 

media  actors,  and also shaped the  ways  scholars  and intellectuals  have  reflected  on the  above 

„adaptation”. 

In Hungary just as in Eastern Europe, journalists and media experts have played a key role 

in importing from the West the established discursve tropes of media interpretation. It is worth to 

consider,  for  example, the  deep  correspondences  that  Hungarian  observers'  opinions  about 

commercial media in the nineties beared with the two normative narratives dominating Western 

scholarly research (and the “fifth estate” in general).  In the early and mid-nineties' Hungary, the 

market-driven media system was eagerly expected to liberate the audience from the cage of Soviet-

type,  government-driven  state  television.  Since  the  democratic  transition  in  1989,  the  state's 

television channels have not had much to do with the idea of public service. Democratically elected 

governments  inherited  the  state's  TV  company  from  socialism  and  used  it  with  the  same 

propagandistic intentions as their communist predecessors.72 In this context, the ideas of market 

liberalization and commercial media had been placed into a narrative of democratization (“giving 

the people what the people wants”, “let the people decide what they watch”). However, very shortly 

after the launch of commercial channels in 1997, the above hopes in people’s choice turned into 

resentment, a bitter  feeling that “this is not what we have been fighting for”. Suddenly,  a new, 

critical narrative took the place of the above positive reading. The presumed ability of commercial 

media to directly gratify people’s needs had been reinterpreted as a burden to democratic culture, as 

a  corrosive  force  gravitating  toward  the  lowest  standards,  as  a  mechanism  that  needs  to  be 

constrained in the name of higher democratic values. The above presence of elaborate utopian and 

distopian narratives in the nineties’ Hungary suggests that these narratives were borrowed from 

Western,  “ready-to-apply”  interpretations,  rather  than  emerging  organically  from  a  deep, 

retrospective, contextual analysis.

Arguably,  the two above narratives have been borrowings: imported narratives that have 

seamlessly re-emerged in various – journalistic, political, academic – contexts. Tellingly enough, a 

leading academic expert of Central European media systems has interpreted regional trends along 

the very same above dimensions. In his overview of the regional media landscape in 1999, Karol 

Jakubowitz has argued the following way: 
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“Where change in the region has been slow, it is business as usual in the sense that – as in the  

old days – politicians treat the media as their fiefdom. Elsewhere, it is business as usual in the 

sense that the media are shaped by the market, and it is increasingly the media that control the 

politicians rather the other way around. And everywhere in Central and Eastern Europe, it is 

business as usual, because so far the region has not really been able to develop any new, 

original  patterns  of  media  operation  that  go  beyond  what  we  know  from  elsewhere.” 

(Jakubowitz 1999:59) 

The above snapshot shows postcommunist countries as if they were planted at different stages of a 

linear, apparent (although unexpectedly slow) transitional process, which leads from a too-well-

known, soviet-like media model toward a not-less-obvious, market-driven Western system. This 

interpretation,  however,  raises the question: how do we know, if  not from ready-made Western 

narratives we trust, the “usual business” of Western media, toward which Eastern media systems 

would gravitate? Indeed, why should we invest that much of trust into Western narratives revealing 

for us “the way things are done elsewhere”? If we take Western narratives for granted, do not we 

risk to filter out important informations about our own media reality? 

The above dilemmas corroborate  a basic  finding of  cross-cultural  research,  that  cultural 

transfers from the developed center to the periphery include not only the economic, legal or cultural 

models to be followed, but also the narratives establishing the meaning and significance of freshly 

accepted “central” models. In Hungary, the import of the commercial media system self-evidently 

comprised the adaptation of interpretive narratives which gave immediate meaning to the imported 

system.73 The above import of ready-made interpretive narratives may rightly raise concerns that the 

cultural politics of commercial media in Hungary had been written well before the first programmes 

of private TV channels were aired from the newly built studios in 1997. 74

Unfortunately, the existing academic attempts to handle the above problem are hardly satisfactory. 

No doubt, researchers doing comparative media research have been well aware of the danger that 

Western interpretrive models may impose themselves on local observers and make it impossible for 

genuine local experience to grow into well-grounded accounts. Addressing the above challenge, 

many scholars have moved toward „contextualizing”,  even „de-Westernizing” ,  media research. 

Although producing a bundle of remarkable case studies  (Curran-Park 2000, Sparks 2007), “de-

Westernizing” attempts have  failed to  bring a serious challenge to dominant Western theories.75 

They may even be objected for further confirming central  theories,  instead of opening ways to 

alternative theorisations.

The above de-Westernizing program has been confined to emphasising the “couleur locale” 

in the globally paint media picture. Of course, it is always important to acknowledge the structural 
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inertia  of  local  environments,  the  contextual,  historic  factors  in  particular  countries  (like  the 

autonomy of journalists  in a given country,  the strength of public service media tradition,  print 

media readership,  and so on). However,  this kind of contextualism has not much to say in the 

matters  of  the  general  processes  (mediatization,  commercialization,  professionalization, 

tabloidization,  etc.)  that transform our media environment all  over the world.  Paradoxically,  by 

stressing local variations, contextual research only reinforces the Western theories that it seeks to 

refine in the name of local idiosynchrasies. The contextualist approach of “de-Westernizers” has 

never really challenged the global division of academic labour, which expects the local researcher to 

explore how global trends play out in peripherical contexts, and to measure central theories to local 

realities. The main problem with this idea of “contextual” research is that it risks to be the most  

exposed to centrally invented, self-imposing narrative constructions. Indeed, for central theories to 

be “contextualized”, they need first to be accepted as relevant and credible.

The above “contextualist” challenges to Western theories have overlooked the fact that local 

experience in itself cannot serve as an empirical ground on which to judge “Western” narratives. 

This  is  because  the  increasingly  reflexive  Western  media  system  is  permanently  producing 

discourses  about  its  own institutional  and  cultural  reality,  and  exports  itself  –  institutions  and 

interpretations equally – to peripherical regions. In consequence, as it has been the case in Hungary, 

local experiences are increasingly prestructured by global interpretive discourses. The “fifth estate” 

exports  its  discourses,  experts  and  institutions  to  the  peripheries,  which  annihilates  any direct 

understanding of “local” media markets. In consequence, peripherical actors' access to their own 

local lifeworld cannot be direct and deep and authentic enough to catapult them outside the globally 

dominant  discourses  about  market-driven  popular  media.  Since  scholarly  media  studies  make 

integral part  of a globally expansive interpretive sphere,  the “local experience” of scholars can 

hardly be taken as untouched by the same Western interpretive narratives that the scholar seeks to 

modify or criticize. In today's age of reflexive capitalism, dominant Western (“central” would be a 

better term) narratives travel rapidly across the globe, and shape peripherical understandings of how 

popular markets work. In this context, where local reflection is prestructured and “colonized” by 

central theories, the scholarly program of “de-Westernizing” risks to run a vicious circle.76 

Today, when the reflexive structures of media/market interpretation are transferred globally with the 

same force as the institutions of popular media markets themselves, the scholarly program of “de-

Westernizing” may end up in locally “fine-tuning” Western media theories, in merely spicing them 

up with local tastes. This programme is not too fruitful and is complicite with the theories produced  

in the global  center.  In order to  step further,  we need to see the dominant expertly theories of 

popular  media  with  much  deeper  mistrust,  with  a  special  suspicion  towards  their  ready made 
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character, their simultaneous “arrival” with the market-driven media system itself, their immediate 

plausibility, their power to shape our local experiences.

What such a distrustful gaze urges for is something very different from the (often facade) 

programme of de-Westernizing. Accordingly, our task is not to show how poorly Western theories 

fit to the riches of local cultural reality, but, on the very contrary, to understand why Western media 

theory (academic  or  expertly)  could  be  applied  so  self-evidently and immediately to  our  local 

realities – often years before the very arrival of the media institutions themselves that these theories 

promised to make sense of. (As I have mentioned above, Hungarian media experts in the 90es 

debunked the public service media system in the name of the supposed values of commercial media 

- values that they have distilled from expertly literature rather than direct experience.) What calls 

for explanation, then, is the violent symbolic power of “centrally” produced interpretive discourses. 

In order to distanciate ourselves from these discourses, we need a more stable ground than the 

alleged “complexity” of the peripheries.

What  we  need  to  address  at  the  first  place  from a  peripherical  viewpoint  is  the  very 

aggressivity by which the ready-made interpretive narratives have been imported to our countries. 

We need to unravel the institutional and symbolic force of the global “fifth estate” to impose itself  

as the sole source of legitimate knowledge about popular media. There is nothing “un-Western” in 

this enterprise. Indeed, Western media studies have nurtured a very successful critical tradition of 

unraveling the symbolic violence that media and journalists exert over people. The challenge we 

face with the rise of reflexive capitalism and the “fifth estate”, as I have argued in the first part of  

this book, is to turn back the same criticism to professional media interpretation itself. In the sphere 

of academia, this means to invigorate self-critique inside media studies and to urge media scholars 

to acknowledge their own field as a self-enclosed, self-justifying, self-imposing, mythical discourse, 

an “ideology” – an integral part of the “fifth estate” that globally transfers itself from the center to  

the peripheries. 

We need to dismantle the core assumptions of the fifth estate's discourse, with the help of 

alternative,  marginalized,  but still  “Western” theoretical models,  with the help of insights taken 

from other (non media-related) research fields, and with the help of innovative empirical analysis. 

This is the only way to attack  media scholars' long neglected involvement in today's growingly 

reflexive  media  system.77 No  need  to  tell,  this  applies  equally  to   marketing  science  and  the 

marketing  industry,  and  in  general,  all  the  interpretive  apparatuses  of  the  „fifth  estate”.  These 

apparatuses, instead of examining the popular media system from an outer prosition, have become 

part of the very problem they sought to objectively understand. 

The  following,  second  part  of  this  book  will  address  how,  and  with  what  consequences,  the 
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interrelated  narratives  of  political  marketing,  mediatization  and  professionalization  have  been 

applied to Hungarian politics.  In the end of nineties, all the Western knowledge about how politics 

works  in  a  marketized  popular  media  environment  was  quickly  imported  by  Hungarian  (or 

international) marketers, pollsters, consultants and intellectuals – and this know-how was put in 

practice first by the party Fidesz that was on government between 1998 and 2002.

The two following chapters will examine the electoral campaign of 2001-2002, the first, and 

so  far  perhaps  the  most  energetic,  emanation  of  mediatized/marketized  politics  in  Hungary.  In 

Chapter 4, I will argue that the dominant interpretive tropes of the fifth estate have been uncritically 

applied to Hungarian politics,  and resulted in an unprecedentedly intense political  performance. 

Much in line with the principles of political marketing, the government's performance has been 

designed to „connect” Hungarian middlemen, to reach the „middle Hungary” that is less interested 

in the fruitless debates between old-style left and right than in the peaceful development of the 

country.  As  I  will  argue  in  Chapter  4,  the  Fidesz  government  has  successfully  imposed  its 

performance of peaceful recovery on the media and on opposition parties (who never really stepped 

up against this campaign because they found it risky to do so). The government's „celebratory” 

performance has greatly shaped the perceived political agenda of people and successfully shaded 

other political issues in public opinion. However, in spite of this success, I will demonstrate in 

Chapter 5, the government has been unable to reach and hold the „centre-ground”. This failure, as I 

will argue, is less to be explained by external factors, than the inherent weakness of the marketing 

strategy that seeks to connect and control the elusive center. 

This argument will lead us to the main point of Part 2: that in today's politics, enmeshed in 

popular media markets, political actors „can't hold the center”, however refined marketing strategy 

they may follow in the hope of doing so. The center cannot be held, I will  argue,  because the 

strategies of reaching and holding it are inherently self-undermining. If we can unravel the above, 

self-destabilizing inner nature of marketized/mediatized politics, we may be able to step outside the 

confines of the „fifth estate” and its mythical discourse that has falsely urged political actors to 

„connect” with the active audience in order to achieve success on popular media markets. 
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Chapter 5. Reaching the centre-ground : celebratory politics in 2002,  
Hungary. 

The first ten years of the 21st century will most probably be remembered in Hungary as a lost 

decade. These years brought a disheartening come-down, the country’s slide back from the position 

of regional front-runner to that of the „sick man” of Eastern Europe.78 The above socio-economic 

crisis in Hungary originated to a great extent in the breakdown of the democratic political process in 

the  context  of  politics’ „mediatization”.  There  is  not  much  to  debate  about  the  fact  that  the 

catastrophic crisis of Hungarian politics has closely related to  the transformation of the media 

system, that is, the emergence of a new, commercialized media environment in the late 1990-es. 

From the very days of media deregulation, political actors and factual media journalists commonly 

felt that the popular loyalties they had enjoyed so far could only be maintained by adopting the 

highly „professional” communication techniques required by the commercial media system. 

To understand what happened to the country, we do not need any „un-Western” models. On 

the contrary, Hungarian politics has been indeed a textbook case: it has been mediatized, marketized 

and professionalized with a pace unknown in most Western countries. The procedures, techniques, 

institutions and actors of popularized, marketing-driven, mediatized politics  have all appeared in a 

developed form in  Hungarian  politics,  very soon after  media liberalization  in  1997.  Hungarian 

politicians deliberately and remorselessly „adapted” themselves to what they perceived to be the 

iron  rules  of  commercial  media.  Soon after  the  moment  when  commercial  television  channels 

settled in the country, Hungarian political actors lifted a wide cluster of communication experts – 

consultants,  journalists,  pollsters,  marketers  –  into  the  political  process.  Already  in  the  1998 

parliamental  elections  campaign,  observers  warned  that  politics’ center  of  gravity  was  shifting 

toward media appearance, spectacular address, style, personality and promotional propaganda. In 

the following years, the above process accelerated further and reached a level of „over-adaptation”, 

where politicians strived for maximally exploiting the supposed „logic” of commercial media, with 

no worries at all about the potential backlash this excessive adaptation may bring to the democratic 

political system.79 

In  the  light  of  how  quickly  the  above  „adaptation”  culminated  in  a  very  outburst  of 

populism, sensationalism and spin, the academic observer may reasonably feel inclined to accept 

the  critical  scholarly  view  that  market-driven  media  are  corroding,  rather  than  improving, 

democracy. From the above critical standpoint, the downturn of Hungarian politics might well be 

grasped  as  a  (Habermasian)  „colonialization”  process,  in  which  the  commercial  media  system 
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imported to Hungary has imposed itself to the country’s politics and public sphere, the actors of 

which,  lacking a  democratic  ethos,  embraced the  corrosive,  anti-democratic  „logic”  of  market-

driven media.  Seen from this view, Hungary’s  story would simply replicate  the global trend in 

which marketized and mediatized political systems converge with commercial media culture and 

get rid of their democratic „ballasts”. 

Without the least aim of entirely rejecting the above interpretation, I will offer an alternative 

explanation that in my view is hardly evitable if we want to get a comprehensive picture about the 

mediatization/marketization of Hungarian politics.80 My concerns with the above narrative – as I 

have explained earlier – apply less to its core idea of „adaptation” itself, than the implied idea that 

actors adapted themselves (efficiently and professionally) to the apparent, objective systemic logic 

of  the  market-driven  media  system.  No  doubt,  it  would  be  pointless  to  argue  that  Hungarian 

politicians  did  not  adapt  themselves  to  popular  media.  Indeed,  the  process  of  „adaptation” 

Hungarian politics had come through was as intense as imaginable. However, the mere existence of 

adaptation does not tell much about its object, the very „thing” that politics has been adapting to.  

Have politicians adapted themselves to media logic „as it  is”? Can the trajectory of Hungarian 

politics  be  claimed,  without  serious  oversimplification,  to  follow  that  apparent  ends?  Is  the 

mediatization  of  politics,  intense  as  it  may  be,  a  response  to  the  apparent,  external,  systemic 

conditions of market-driven popular media? 

The  definitive  factor  transforming  Hungarian  politics  in  my  view  was  not  the 

implementation of a market-driven media system, but the import of relatively autonomous reflexive 

apparatuses that gave meaning to the new media system immediately, well before local actors could 

have understood it on their own. Since media liberalization „in Central-Eastern Europe took place 

in relatively quickly and unexpectedly and not as a result of a slow organic process” (Bajomi 2009), 

Hungarian public actors – politicians, journalists, intellectuals – had no time to appropriate the new, 

mediatized environment of  politics. They had no time to accumulate experience, to experiment on 

what is and what is not doable, to lean on trial-and-error heuristics, to develop a „sense pratique” 

(Bourdieu 1992) that would instinctively orient them in the transformed political market. Instead, 

they took the freshy imported interpretive narratives about popular media markets for granted. They 

trusted the „fifth estate” to reliably uncover the „new rules” of political communication. Even the 

more, public actors themselves started to operate the key tropes of the fifth estate's discourse. In a 

word, what public actors appropriated was the reflexive discourse about the media system, and not 

the system itself. 

Hungarian professionals – in politics, media and the fifth estate – have quickly learned to 

operate the modernist tropes of media interpretation that I have unraveled in Part 1. The right-wing 

party Fidesz, during its years on government between 1998 and 2002, was certainly the front-runner 
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of the mediatization process,  engaged in quite  new communication strategies,  with the help of 

payed professionals. In reaction, left-leaning journalists and intellectuals launched a very crusade 

against government propaganda: their dismissal of spin, marketing and permanent campaign spread 

all over the media field. These controversies gave birth to narratives and myths  very similar to the 

ones populating public debates in Britain during the rise of Tony Blair and the New Labour in the 

mid-nineties. What else, if not this overlap, could prove the fact that globally dominant interpretive 

narratives have been imported into Hungary? Indeed, Hungarian observers simply – and most often 

unknowingly – reproduced the same exact imagery that had been invented in Britain a few years 

earlier. Hungarian intellectuals in the late nineties reinvented the image of spin as an irresistible 

machine. They equally drew the menacing figure of the „eminence grise” who pulls the strings from 

the background. 

To illustrate how the modernist interpretive tropes have shaped the narratives of Hungarian media 

and marketing professionals, I will compare texts taken from two important figures of the „fifth 

estate”  in  Hungary.  One  of  them is  marketing  strategist  András  Wermer,  the  Hungarian  grey 

cardinal,  the  alterego  of  Alastair  Campbell,  who  had  a  key  orchestrating  role  in  the  political 

performance in 2001-2 that will be analysed in the followings. The other expert is media scholar 

Péter Bajomi-Lázár, a leading figure of academic media studies in Hungary.  Both professionals 

have  developed  sophisticated  views  about  the  recent  transformations  of  mediatized/marketized 

politics. (To reconstruct these views, I have turned to a scholarly paper from Bajomi-Lázár [2009] 

and a set  of interviews Wermer gave in the mid-2000s.) Bajomi and Wermer are very different 

figures, holding different views and being placed at a maximally distant position inside the fifth 

estate.  However,  in  spite  of  their  differences,  they work with  the  same mythical  tropes  of  the 

common modernist discourse that unites most professionals in the media interpreting sphere.

The two experts start from a similar diagnosis. Bajomi argues that a „paradigm change” took 

place in Hungarian and Eastern European political communication. In a similar vein, Wermer thinks 

of  political  marketing  as  a  truly new way of  thinking about  politics.  Accoding to  Bajomi,  the 

paradigm change took place because the media systems have been liberalized and this pluralistic 

environment – with its multinationally owned media platforms – does not allow for politicians to 

directly control media channels. In this context, politicians cannot simply „occupy” media channels 

as they did in the past, instead, they develop clever techniques to „manipulate” media actors. At this 

ever-complexifíying media field, people's choice cannot be artificially restricted, however, people 

can still be controlled with the new, refined methods of image management and marketing. Wermer 

offers a similar narative. As he argues, the primitive promotional campaigns of the past need to be 

forgotten, since people resist promotions aggressively pushed into their face. Strategic marketing, as 
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Wermer  argues,  would  adequately  answer  this  challenge,  for  it  is  aimed  at  cleverly  orienting 

people's thought, by giving them attractive ideas which may help them articulate their own political 

values. For Bajomi, the transition from political propaganda to political marketing is a process that 

efficiently restitutes politicians' manipulative control over media and audiences in the new media 

age. By contrast, the transition process diagnosed by Wermer would lead from a promotion model 

to a marketing model, and it would bring with itself a highly efficient empowerment of the popular 

audience, a very rebirth of democratic agency, and the political success of those politicians who act 

as agents of popular democracy.

The two above narratives of Bajomi and Wermer have been constructed from very similar 

binary concepts and distinctions. The two accounts are heavily overlapping (both envisioning the 

rise of an „active audience”, the obliteration of old techniques of control, and the spread of new, 

more efficient methods that allow for cleverly orienting today's media-using citizens), and still, they 

fundamentally diverge from each other when it comes to judging the process they analyse (one 

envisioning  a  new manipulative  Panopticon,  the  other  a  new liberation  of  people).  The  above 

paradoxical, overlapping antagonism between the two narratives reveals the very symbolic force of 

modernist myth-creation, which operates by flexibly rearranging a common set of binary concepts, 

and maintains a commonly shared mythical ground even among the fiercest contenders.
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Table 10 Modernist myths, tropes and practices in the narratives of two leading Hungarian media 

experts

Popular connection : how people connect to politics and media 

Bajomi A  neodürkheimi  médiaszociológia  zsargonjában  fogalmazva:  a kommunikáció  transzmissziós  
modelljének szellemében fogant politikai kommunikációs módszerek mind jobban a háttérbe szorulnak, 
miközben  a kommunikáció  rituális  modelljéből  kiinduló  technikák  teret  nyernek  (vö.  Carey,  1989; 
Rothenbuhler, 1998).  A modern politikai kommunikációs aktusok zöme rítusjellegű...

Az emberek természetes igénye, hogy a káoszból rendet teremtsenek, hogy megértsék és kategorizálják 
az őket körülvevő sokszínű világot, és hogy megtalálják politikai identitásukat. 

Szemben a politikai propagandával, a politikai marketing a választók aktív részvételére támaszkodik 
úgy a politikai cselekvés, mint a politikai kommunikáció formálása során. A nagyközönség lehetőséget 
kap arra, hogy részt vegyen a politikai folyamatokban: a politikai napirend kijelölésében, a politikai  
értékek meghatározásában és a közös véleményplatformok kialakításában. 

Wermer A változás … akkor működik, ha egy irányba tudunk mozdulni, ha nagy vonalakban ugyanazokat a 
dolgokat  tartjuk  kívánatosnak,  jónak.  Amikor  egy országban  megteremtődik  a  pillanat,  hogy sokan 
együtt tudnak mozdulni, akkor ott megszületik valami. Az ír vagy a finn példa azt mutatja, hogy az egy 
dolog, hogy van egy gazdasági terv, de az egész úgy kezdődik, hogy végre elhiszik az emberek, hogy 
meg tudják csinálni.

Az emberek inkább azt akarják, hogy az irány világos legyen, és csak azok a konkrétumok történjenek 
meg, amelyek abba az irányba mutatnak, mások pedig ne történjenek meg. …  Amikor pedig szavazunk, 
akkor nem számokról szavazunk (hogy ki mennyit, miből épített, vagy épít), hanem inkább arról, hogy 
mi  a  dolog  ideája,  lelke.  Azért  szavazunk  arról,  mert  azzal  tudunk  azonosulni.  Abban  ugyanis  
megegyezhetünk, hogy milyen a világlátásunk, de abban aligha, hogy milyen konkrét lépéseket kell 
tenni azért. 

 

The new rules of connection and control  in the new media environment

Bajomi Az új politikai kommunikációs technikákat azért vetik be, hogy visszanyerjék az egyre függetlenebbé és  
sokszínűbbé váló média (ezen keresztül pedig a választópolgárok) feletti befolyásukat.  Azt a befolyást, 
amelyet  korábban burkolatlan és  primitív módszerekkel  gyakoroltak,  ma nehezebben megragadható, 
kifinomultabb eszközökkel kívánják elérni. 
* Rövid, gyakran vizualizált üzeneteket terjesztenek, hogy a bulvárlapokon és a kereskedelmi televíziók 
hírműsorain keresztül is elérjék reménybeli választóikat. 
*  Politikai  programjaik  és  kampánystratégiáik  kidolgozása  során  előszeretettel  támaszkodnak 
közvélemény-kutatásokra és a választókkal folytatott „konzultációk” különböző formáira. 
* A választóközönséggel való folyamatos kapcsolattartás érdekében gyakran folyamodnak a kapcsolati 
marketing és a microtargeting olyan eszközeihez, mint az sms- és az e-mail-kampány, az interaktív blog 
és a közösségi honlapok. 

Wermer Ha a kampányt a reklámra, azaz a nehéztüzérségre bízzuk, akkor helyes, ha bőven költünk a munícióra.  
1994-ben a Fidesz reklámra épített  kampánya 7 százalékos eredményt  hozott.  1998-ban a stratégiai 
marketingre épített országgyűlési kampány négyszeres eredményt, 28 százalékot produkált - körülbelül 
negyed akkora költségvetéssel.

A reklám a géppisztoly, a gépágyú vagy egy komoly bomba, de nem maga a hadsereg. A marketing egy 
gondolkodásmód. Sokszor egyetlen ötlettel, vagy néhány az emberek tudatába vitt mondattal, sokkal 
többet lehet elérni, mint egy sokmilliós reklámkampánnyal. Ha valakinek ki tudok találni egy megfelelő 
elnevezést, egy jó szót, az nagyon eredményes lehet. A Fidesz számára a polgár szó többet ért, mintha  
ezerszer kiplakátolják a falakra, hogy "Szavazz a Fideszre". Mint ahogy láthatták is: 1994-ben ezernyi  
lámpaoszlopon szerepelt a Fidesz neve, és az eredmény 7 százalék lett. A polgárok pártja 1998-ban jóval  
kevesebb reklámmal 28 százalékot kapott. A polgári kormány mögött álló Fidesz pedig 48 százalékot. A 
stratégia lényege,  hogy változást  érjünk el  az emberek gondolkozásában.  Ha tíz  emberében sikerül, 
akkor kis marketingstratéga vagyok, ha millióéban, akkor nagy. 

A coherent story about connection and control, constructed with flexibly manipulated binaries
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Bajomi A rendszerváltás  utáni  első  évtizedhez  képest  a  politikai  kommunikációban  a  második  évtizedre 
végbement változások legfontosabb trendjei az alábbiak:

Ahelyett,  hogy  megszállnák  a  független  médiumokat,  a  politikai  elitek  immár  manipulálni  
próbálják őket.  Különösen az  újságírók hírérték-fogalmát  igyekeznek befolyásolni:  politikai 
akcióikat,  nyilvános  szerepléseiket  úgy  szervezik,  hogy  azok  megfeleljenek  a 
hírkritériumoknak.  A  spin-doctorok  jól  ismerik  a  hírgyártás  rutinját,  és  kampányaik 
megtervezése során számításba veszik a média várható reakcióit. 

Ahelyett, hogy vezetnék, a politikai elitek immár követni igyekeznek a közvéleményt. Potenciális 
választóikat bevonják politikai retorikájuk és gyakorlatuk kialakításába. Politikai üzeneteiket 
előbb a helyi közönségek körében tesztelik, és csak ez után célozzák meg velük az országos 
médiumokon keresztül a nagyközönséget. 

Ahelyett, hogy a politikai kampányaikat teljes mértékben az ellenőrzésük alatt tartanák, a politikai  
elitek  immár  grass  root  kampánytechnikákat  alkalmaznak,  vagyis  igyekeznek  bevonni 
támogatóikat üzeneteik terjesztésébe és a további választók mozgósításába. 

Ahelyett, hogy elnyomnák a kritikus hangokat és a kritikus orgánumokat, a politikai elitek saját 
pozitív reprezentációjuk megteremtésén fáradoznak. A bíráló hangvételű tényfeltáró riportok 
főként  a  kis  példányszámú,  keveseket  elérő  napi-  és  hetilapokban  jelennek  meg,  ezért  a 
politikusok  az  esetek  java  részében  egyszerűen  nem  vesznek  róluk  tudomást.  Inkább  az 
országos  médiumokra  és  a  választókhoz  vezető  közvetlen  kommunikációs  csatornákra 
összpontosítanak. 

Ahelyett,  hogy  a  két  évtizede  folyamatosan  csökkenő  közönségrészesedésű  par  excellence 
hírmédiumokat vennék igénybe, a politikai elitek egyre nagyobb mértékben támaszkodnak a 
tömegközönséget  megszólító  bulvárlapokra,  szórakoztató  magazinokra  és  kereskedelmi 
médiumokra. b

Wermer Az úgynevezett "rejtőzködő" (választópolgár) ugyanis nem mondja meg, hogy jobboldali vagy baloldali  
szavazó. … de ha van egy marketingstratéga, akkor a helyzet holnap már más lesz. Nem csak jobb- és  
baloldal  van ugyanis  a  világon,  ezeket  a  címkéket  remekül  el  lehet  tolni,  más hadszíntereket  lehet 
létrehozni. Olyanokat például, ahol egy "múlt pártja" és egy "jövő pártja" áll szemben. Ezekhez azután 
mindjárt  másként állnak hozzá az emberek. Az új címkékkel egy régi  párt átkerül  egy teljesen más 
fakkba. 

(2002-ben) hittel teli, boldog, bizakodó hangulat volt az országban. Mert bizony a többség érezte, hogy 
a jövő elkezdődött. Ugyanakkor A jövő elkezdődött egy szlogen volt. Amire hat év után is jól emlékszik, 
tehát olyan nagyon rossz nem lehetett. … A 2006-os jelszavakra kevésbé emlékeznek az emberek.

Számomra az  volt  fontos,  hogy az  emberek  érezzék,  nekik  személy szerint  lehetnek  álmaik,  és  ők 
személy szerint  valóra tudják váltani  azokat.  Ezen az elgondoláson alapszik Amerika is.  Európában 
Írország már megérett erre, Magyarország a jelek szerint még nem. Nekem a politika csak eszköz volt,  
hogy ezt az üzenetet bevigyem a fejekbe. Aki ezzel szembe megy, az nem velem, hanem az emberekkel 
megy szembe, és azzal megy szembe, hogy ez az ország megcsinálhassa, megvalósíthassa végre saját 
magát.

Az emberek korábban lesütött szemmel mentek az utcán és kevesen néztek a szemembe. Kis népnek, 
kisembernek,  egy  kis  ország  lakójának  érezték  magukat.  Úgy  látom,  hogy  ezen  akkor  sikerült 
változtatnunk.  Érezni  lehetett,  hogy egyre  többen  néztek  úgy magukra,  ahogy emberre  nézni  illik.  
Szilárd önbizalomra van szükségünk. Az embereknek, a nemzetnek egyaránt. 

The „overlapping antagonism” of the two above narratives reveals well the very nature of modernist 

myth-creation, the main goal of which lies in neutralizing the unveilable inner contradictions of 

popular media,  in order to maintain a familiar  intepretive universe, with its  familiar  tropes and 

concepts.  Bajomi  and  Wermer  develop  similar  ideas  about  how  today's  „active  audiences” 

„connect” with popular  media,  and how they can be controlled by actors  who cleverly exploit 

today's  systemic  media  rules.  The two authors  have  neutralized the contradictions  between the 
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activity  and the  controllability  of  the  audience  in  two diffeent  ways,  that  suited  the  best  their 

specific narrative goals. In Bajomi's narrative, the media audience appears as actively participating 

in the new paradigm of politics, but also, in the end, being manipulated by it. In Wermer's narrative,  

the same audience appears as being influenced by marketing-driven politics, but also, in the end, 

being empowered by it. 

The above excerpts can hardly do more than illustrating the fact that the key tropes of the 

fifth estate's discourse have thoroughly shaped the professional understanding of popular media 

markets  in  Hungary.  The  reason  why  I  have  chosen  the  interviews  of  András  Wermer  as  an 

illustration is  that  he was the chief  strategist  of  the Fidesz electoral  campaign in  2001-2.  This 

campaign was the first emanation of marketing-driven politics in Hungary, and as such, it is the 

object  of  the  empirical  case  study to  be  presented  in  the  followings.  The above  interviews  of 

Wermer reveal well how the modernist tropes of political marketing shaped the Fidesz campaign 

that  he  run  in  2002.  In  the  followings,  I  will  interpret  the  politics  of  Fidesz  in  2001-2  as  a 

„celebratory  perrformance”.  As  I  will  argue,  the  celebratory  politics  of  Fidesz  was  performed 

according to the key „modernist” principles of political marketing. 

5.1. What is celebratory politics?

The term celebratory politics refers in this book to a newly emerging form of political performance 

which applies the promotional techniques of commercial culture at the broader field of political 

discourse and policy making, with the aim of creating a symbolic space from which all political 

controversy  is  excluded.  Celebratory  politics  is  enacted  when  political  actors,  relying  on  the 

symbolic and aesthetic power of popular media, successfully banish debate and controversy from a 

given terrain of political discourse and surround themselves with a positive, inclusive and harmonic 

aura. Most importantly, what allows political “celebrators” to blow their trumpets unperturbed is the 

complicite support of their political opponents and of media actors. The above opportunism results 

from actors’ awareness about the supposedly “extraordinary” cultural power of popular media to 

celebrate a case and to dismiss the sceptical and the non-engaged. Politicians and journalists may 

find too risky to contest what they perceive to be actually consensual, and try to avoid becoming 

hurt by the consensus-defending force of popular media.

American politicians’ almost unanimous support for the Iraq war in 2003 has been a typical 

emanation  of  celebratory  politics.  The  Republican  Government  led  a  celebratory  campaign 

exploiting all the symbolic resources that post-9/11 popular media could offer for a “patriotic” cause 

(Rojecki 2008, Kull – Ramsay – Lewis 2003). Most of Democrats provisionally rallied with the 
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GOP, instead of contesting what they perceived as the overall dominant mood.81 It goes without 

question that Democrats smelled correctly what was in (and “on”) the air at the time: subsequent 

research  has  shown  that  „pro-war  views  were  overwhelmingly  more  frequent”  among  the 

commentators  of  major  networks  (Kull,  Ramsay and  Lewis  2003:593).  However,  as  the  same 

authors  have  also  convincingly  shown,  the  GOP’s  propaganda  machine  and  the  TV networks’ 

complicity were not the only factors in play.  For they by far did not represent the majoritarian 

preferences of the electorate. There has been a huge amount of incertitude about the justness of the 

cause across the public – and it is only by overcoming these concerns that the public’s consent has 

been gained in the end. Kull,  Ramsay and Lewis have rightly stressed that political  and media 

propaganda won consent  by feeding „misperceptions” about  the  war.  What  needs  to  be added, 

however,  is  that  this  consent  might  not  have  been  achieved,  had  Democrats  not  given  up 

representing the public’s existing concerns about incumbent foreign policy. 

Celebratory politics does not need to bring that devastating consequences. The NATO and 

EU accession  of  many Eastern  European  countries  have  also  been  commonly  and uncritically 

celebrated by mainstream politicians (Szczerbiak 2004, Krasovec 2004). As suggested by Kapitány 

and Kapitány (2006:127), the public discourse about EU enlargement before Hungary’s accession 

smoothly  found  its  culmination  point  in  the  accession  celebration  events  in  2004,  where  „the 

European  Union  appear[ed]  as:  a  peaceful,  merry  world;  a  land  without  borders;  a  world  of 

tolerance; a world of cultural diversity; a land of modernity, technical and scientific development; a 

new historical period; an urban culture; a land of brotherhood, an alliance of peoples;  home of 

youth and future;  a land of Christian traditions; a synthesis between tradition and modernity; a 

world of creativity; the emergence of a new world (after the communist past of Eastern Europe).” 

The  above  list  entails  the  celebratory  symbols  that  have  been  interweaved  into  a  mobilizing 

promotional campaign, which was joined at the time even by the more sceptical mainstream parties. 

It is hard to reconstruct whether they joined the cause by inner conviction or by the fear that by 

talking about any objections or conditions regarding accession, they could be easily polluted by the 

charge of “fundamentalism”.82 

Celebratory politics should be grasped primarily in terms of political performance (that is, 

saying and doing, doing by saying), and not simply in those of communication or campaigning. 

This  implies  that  the  main  protagonists  and  beneficials  of  celebratory  politics  are  parties  on 

government, who are able to amalgamate campaigning, political discourse and policy making (in 

line with the permanent campaign logic that dominates today’s politics). Celebratory performances 

diverge from conventional positive campaigning in that they praise not merely the results, but the 

making itself of the government’s politics. Policy measures – the very process of their preparation 

and realization – make integral part of the performance. Unlike positive campaigns which praise the 
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results  of  good  governance,  celebratory  performances  glorify  the  action  of  ‘doing’ itself:  the 

moment of political decision, the act of investment into the future, the ethos of risk taking and 

entrepreneurship. What is being praised here is political action and leadership itself83, that is, the act 

of mobilizing the political community. Citizens’ engagement and participation is quintessential with 

regards to the performance’s success and legitimation. Without audiences participating in the above 

celebration  of  “making”,  the  performance  would  inevitably  fall  back  to  the  dubious  status  of 

“campaigning”  (and  would  imminently  be  challenged  by political  opponents).  With  the  above 

celebration of political action, celebratory politics combines the principles of charismatic leadership 

and democratic  politics.  This  conjuncture  alone would  not  represent  a  risk:  indeed,  democracy 

badly needs its charismatic leaders. The dangers of celebratrory politics lie elsewhere: in political 

actors’  willingness  and  success  to  enforce,  with  the  help  of  promotional  machineries,  the 

undebatedness of this leadership.

In the Appendix to Chapter 5, I present the systemic features of today's media and politics 

that have triggered the emergence of celebratory politics worldwide.

5.2. The orchestration of celebratory politics in 2001-2 

In the following chapters, I will present the orchestration and effects of a monumental celebratory 

performance in 2001-2, and its role in the final reconstitution of the political Right in Hungary. The 

creator and leading force of the Hungarian New Right has been the party Fidesz (Alliance of Young 

Democrats), the most stable and popular right-wing party in Central Europe since 1998. The history 

of the party dates back to the years of democratic transition.84 By 1998, the number of Fidesz voters 

rised up to a level of 30% of the total population, which was enough to counterweigh the similarly 

extended electorate behind the leading force of the political left,  the post-communist Hungarian 

Socialist Party (MSZP). After a successful electoral campaign, the Fidesz led right wing coalition 

triumphed over the incumbent government of socialists and liberals. In 1998, a quasi two-party 

system emerged in Hungary: the two leading political forces, Fidesz and MSZP accounted for 72% 

of parliamental mandates between 1998 and 2002.

Political analysts tend to overlook the ultimate importance of the new, highly promotional 

media environment in the successful reconstitution of the political Right in Hungary. In 1997, seven 

years after democratic transition, the media system was deregulated in Hungary, giving way to two 

broadcast  private TV channels  (TV2 and  RTL Klub),  owned by multinational  corporations.  The 

appearance of commercial TV channels in Hungary made a profound contribution to the formation 

of  the  New  Right.  Commercial  media  as  a  terrain  of  symbolic  warfare  was  much  easier  to 
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understand and handle for the young, ex-liberal, conservative Fidesz politicians than for their post-

communist opponents from an older generation. From 1997 on, and especially during their years in 

government  between  1998  and  2002,  Fidesz leaders  played  upon  the  potential  of  the  new, 

promotional media environment with a unique sense and spiritedness. Using various promotional 

means85, they took their political camp’s central identifying symbols (like “right-wing”, “national”, 

or “conservative”) out of their conventional discursive context designated by traditionalism, rurality 

or religiousness. Instead,  Fidesz actors created a new, multifocal, mediatized right-wing identity, 

expressed by strong and appealing symbols which were not, however, arranged around a singular, 

central ideological core.86 

Although,  generally  speaking,  Fidesz communicators  have  successfully  exploited  the 

promotional potential of commercial media, they had prevalent conflicts with some of its actors 

sympathizing with left-wing political forces.87 This ambivalence resulted in a rather schizophrenic 

situation.  On the  one  hand,  the  right-wing élite  was  constantly blaming  commercial  television 

stations  for  their  hostility,  supposedly  resulting  from  their  consumerist,  cosmopolitan,  secular 

character and fraternizing attitude with post-communist political forces. Meanwhile, actors of the 

left-wing élite nourished a never-ending moral panic over the Fidesz “propaganda machine” and the 

unscrupulous degradation of politics to spin, promotion, and tabloidized media spectacle (see some 

of the essays in [Sükösd – Vásárhelyi 2002]). The Fidesz vantage point in addressing people by the 

means of modern marketing was common-sensically presumed in the left-wing press, that projected 

a  common image of  PM  Viktor  Orbán as  a  talented,  crafted,  real  communicator  with  dubious 

intentions.

Although Fidesz, after 4 years on government, lost the elections in 2002, their last year in 

power played a salient role in the consolidation of a formerly ephemeral electoral basis into a loyal 

New Right electorate in Hungary.88 In 2001, after three years in government,  Fidesz politicians 

launched a harsh and expressive campaign, with the aim of expanding their stable and ideologically 

committed electoral core and, at the same time, keeping the sympathy of larger and less committed 

voter segments. Obviously, the two aims do not necessarily harmonize: the ideological closure and 

harshness needed by the former may easily hinder the latter. This duality manifested itself in the 

Right’s campaign, expressing on the one hand a bitter antagonism between (post)communist and 

national-democratic forces, while, on the other hand, presenting an image of economic recovery, 

social harmony, and a collective “take off”. Fidesz campaign strategists have creatively established 

a common discursive ground for both above narratives. 

The  ground  of  the  Fidesz vision  consisted  of  two  symbolic  messages.  The  first  one 

expressed the idea of Change, the crossing of the border between Old and New, as proclaimed in the 

election programme “The Future has Begun”. The Fidesz campaign itself was orchestrated as a rite 
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de  passage,  through  which  the  amorphous  aggregate  of  disintegrated  individuals  was  being 

transformed into a self-conscious political community. The second metaphor, the imaginary figure 

of the “polgár” (e.g. the German “Bürger”, citizen, entrepreneur and bourgeois at the same time), 

was  aimed  to  provide  this  transformation  with  meaning.  Being  –  becoming  –  a  “polgár” 

emblematized at the same time the entrepreneurial attitude of the bourgeois, the political duties of 

the citizen and the communal engagement of the civil society member, each aspect representing the 

republican  ethos  of  individual  and  communal  responsibility.  The  above  symbols  together 

constituted a field of association wide enough to be simultaneously connectable to various positions 

of  identification.  The  slogan  “Hajrá  Magyarország!” (“Forza  Hungary”)  and  the  new  world 

populated  by  polgárs was  equally  meaningful  for  the  committed  and  the  uncommitted,  the 

anticommunist,  the  nationalist,  the  faithful,  the  consumer  interested  in  economic  growth  and 

increasing living standards, the lower classes wanting a socially responsible state, and the upper 

classes celebrating individual entrepreneurship.

With the above, astutely flexible usage of a few unificatory symbols, Fidesz promoted a new 

“alliance” between the government and the people, and presented the two sides as together taking 

the nation’s common destiny in their hands. In their vision, politics was manifested as a service, a 

providing state, in which – as was made explicit several times (Fricz 2004:54) – the main “duty of 

the  government  is  governing”,  beyond  political  mud-throwing.  The  ethos  of  collective 

entrepreneurship symbolized by the term “alliance” excludes  political  controversy and supports 

celebratory communication. Throughout the performance, the Government positioned itself as the 

catalyst of the above collective momentum. 

Importantly, as we shall see, the celebratory performance of socio-economic recovery was 

enacted  through  several  important  policy  measures:  partly  long-term  economic  and  cultural 

investments,  partly  the  reallocation  of  state  funds  from  the  poor  to  the  middle-class  by 

implementing state subsidized credit for farmers, students and real estate buyers. All these measures 

were  promoted  as  part  of  the  government’s  ‘Széchenyi  project’,  named  after  a  19th century 

statesman. The programme itself was advertized on thousands of billboards, set up compulsorily by 

all organizations financed by it. Day by day, various actors – local politicians, civil organizers of 

opening  launches,  private  entrepreneurs,  economists  –  joined  with  their  own  testimonies  the 

celebratory performance initiated by the government.
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5.3. The media framing and effects of celebratory issues – empirical 
analysis

The celebratory performance of  Fidesz was enacted through a bundle of media-friendly, 

event-like issues, all meant to represent the country’s collective momentum and the Government’s 

catalysing role.  These heavily eventized issues of the 2001-2 electoral campaign will  be called 

“celebratory” issues in the followings. They will be distinguished from more conventional, conflict-

driven  political  debates  (which  will  be  referred  to,  to  keep  it  simple,  as  “debater”  issues). 

Celebratory  issues  stood  apart  clearly  from  debater  ones,  given  their  outstandingly  positive 

presentation  by TV news and newspapers.  Moreover,  given their  semantic  overlap,  celebratory 

issues formed an almost uncontested discursive space. Let us turn then to these issues and their  

media coverage.

The following analysis  will  be based  on data  gathered  in  2002,  in  the  framework of  a 

research  on  the  formation  and  reception  of  the  political  agenda  in  Hungary.  The  research  – 

triangulating content  analytical,  focus group and survey methods – was aimed at  assessing the 

success  of  the  agenda  setting  strategies  of  news  organs  and political  parties.  The  fifteen  most 

frequently covered issues of the 2002 campaign period were selected for analysis, regardless of 

whether they were explicitly political or not. The 15 issues ranged from traditional political debates 

about  ideology-driven policy measures to  the life  imprisonment  of a  paedophile  murderer.  The 

editorial strategies of five news organs were analysed89 by coding all the news they presented during 

two and a half months from January to 15th March 2002 (which was the early and middle period of 

the campaign preceding the elections on 8 April).

The editorial strategies of five news organs were analysed90 by coding all the news they 

presented during two and a half months from January to March 2002 (which was the early and 

middle period of the campaign preceding the elections on 8 April). The basic unit of analysis was 

not the news item, but the “utterance”. A typical news item was decomposed into 3 or 4 utterances, 

typically the reporter/journalist being the first utterer, starting the narrative, and then, politicians, 

experts  or  ordinary people  exposing their  interpretations  of  the  issue.  The  quantitative  content 

analysis addressed formal characteristics of utterances (like the frequency of issues or the positivity 

of the presentation), but also the discursive frames and statements presented.

The content analysis enables us to assess the general positivity or ambiguity of each of the 

fifteen issues examined.91 Two aspects of positivity have been explored:  the overall  positive or 

negative tone of utterances, and the overall support of utterers’ towards the government’s and the 
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opposition’s standpoint. These two variables are presented in the first two columns of Table 11, in 

relation to each of the 15 issues examined. The first column represents the average positivity of an 

issue’s coverage, while the second column reveals the average proportion of utterances supporting 

the government and the opposition92. The three next columns show the average weight of each issue 

on the overall agenda of the five news organs, on the agenda of Fidesz and on that of the leading 

party of the opposition, the post-communist Hungarian Socialist Party (MSZP).

The last  column of the table presents evidence gathered from a representative survey of 

citizens, taken between the 15th and 19th of March. Respondents have been asked about which issues 

of the campaign they found “personally relevant”. Each respondent had to choose 5 items from the 

menue of  the 15 content  analysed issues.  Thus,  while  an issue of  average relevance  would be 

selected by 33% of people, the selection rates of particular issues have ranged from 14 to 52%. The 

survey results will be analysed in chapter 5. 
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Table 11. Media coverage, political coverage and audience appreciation of the 15 issues analysed.

Content analysis: Survey analysis:

Positivity
(% of positive 
utterances)

Support for 
Gov (%) : 
Opp(%) 

Weight on
media
agenda (%)

Wght on 
Fidesz  
agenda
(%)

Wght on 
MSZP 
agenda
(%)

The proportion of 
voters feeling an 
issue personally 
important (%)

The government introduces 
subsidized real estate credit.

93 88 : 0 3 5,5 -- 51
The government launches a 
referendum campaign for 
Hungary to be nominated as
 host of the 2012 Olympic Games. 66 76 : 10 6 10 3 52
The opening of the new 
National Theatre. 53 28 : 9 4 0,5 -- 39
The government opens the
 House of Terror, dedicated
 to the victims of 
Communism and Fascism. 46 59 : 22 5 6,5 2,5 33
The PM flew to Boston at
 state expense to accept
 the prize of a university. 44 60 : 33 3 2,5 3 38
The right-wing government 
introduced a law giving
 special status to Hungarian
 minorities living abroad. 39 58 : 27 40 35 43 33
A debate on the date and
 place of the TV debate 
between the incumbent PM
 and the socialist PM nominee. 20 40 : 40 6 16 26 46
Conflict with Czech and Slovak
 Republic because Hungarian PM 
urges the abrogation of the Benes 
decrees degrading German and
 Hungarian minorities after WW II. 17 38 : 38 12 14 13 15
The extreme right, MIÉP, offers
 to enter a coalition with the right
-wing party leading government. 12 65 : 31 4 8,5 6 18
The socialist PM nominee's 
corruption affair. 6 50 : 38 2 1 2 14
An insurance company abrogates 
its contracts with people living
in  areas  endangered  by  river 
floods. 31 30 : 3 3 -- 1 27
Cheap import chicken meat 
contaminated by antibiotics 
appears in Hungary. 25 14 : 0 5 -- 0,5 42
Nurses go on a country-wide 
strike for higher living and 
work standards. 18 36 : 53 2 0,5 -- 23
A man suspected of killing a little
girl has been sentenced for life,
though the evidence is in question. 0 0 : 2 3 -- -- 25
Two  policemen  have  been 
sentenced
for beating a homeless person 
(the beating was recorded). 0 0 : 0 3 -- -- 39
Average means / the sum of values mean=

35%
mean=

50% :25% Σ=100% Σ=100% Σ=100%
mean=33%
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As  Table  11  reveals,  the  coverage  of  some  political  issues  was  spectacularly  conflict-free. 

Considering  the  outstanding  weight  of  positive  and  pro-Government  utterances  in  their  media 

coverage, I have allocated the first five issues in Table 1 to the genre of celebratory politics. 93 The 

government’s celebratory issues can be divided in two groups: that of media-friendly events and 

that  of  a  single  policy  issue  which,  although  the  most  positively  covered  of  all,  was  less 

“eventized”. This latter issue is to be found in the first row of Table 1. It is the introduction, only 

two months before the elections, of a state-subsidized real estate credit helping people in buying 

their first apartment. No political or other actors questioned these measures at all (which, later, were 

criticized  for  shifting  social  policy  in  a  wrong  and  unsustainable  direction).  The  three  other 

celebratory issues were typical pseudo-events, aimed to represent the vision of a strong and viable  

(national)  community.  One of  them was  a  referendum campaign the  Government  launched for 

Hungary’s  nomination  to  host  the  2012  Olympic  Games.  Several  hundreds  of  thousands  of 

signatures were collected in support of the government. The third celebratory issue of the 2002 

campaign was the opening of the new National Theatre building, with the premiere timed to three 

weeks  before  the  elections.  The  fourth  celebratory  issue,  the  opening  of  the  House  of  Terror 

museum  commemorating  the  victims  of  communism,  was  another  opening  ceremony,  another 

mobilizing act in the row of events praising the dawn of a new era.94 The last of celebratory issues is 

the state-financed flight of PM  Viktor Orbán, who traveled to Boston for receiving a prize from 

Tufts University. Orbán hired a private airplane at state expenses, inciting some public controversy. 

This made the issue  somewhat ambivalent, oscillating between the debater and the celebratory 

category.95 

Political  controversy  was  much  more  accentuated  in  other  political  issues,  assigned  as 

“debater” in Table 1. Two of these issues dominated political discourse in the period examined, both 

issues addressing the problems of national identity and ethnic minorities in Central Europe. The 

Fidesz government provided Hungarian minorities in surrounding countries with a special status, 

including  extended  rights  to  employment,  social  insurance  and  education  (but  not  to  political 

participation). The extreme appeal of these measures – in policy, political and ideological terms 

equally – provided this issue with an outstanding weight on the media agenda (around 50% in the 

press  and 30% in private  TV news).  Some other  issues  covered biopolitical  themes and social 

conflicts with no reference to party politics. No leading political actors appeared in these issues, 

which have been ranged to the off party politics category. In the following, only the reception of 

issues of political character will be explored.

Celebratory issues’ above positivity resulted from the reluctance of the opposition to debate 

them (as  presented  in  column 5  of  Table  1).  Politicians  of  MSZP,  the  leading left-wing party, 
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opportunistically avoided any critical comments about celebratory issues, which seemed so much 

appealing and incontestable at the time. While Fidesz actors devoted to celebratory issues 22% of 

their utterances, socialists devoted only 5,5% (which makes 11 utterances altogether). What is more, 

even in those rare moments when they spoke out on celebratory issues, socialists were not critical at 

all: the majority of their sporadic utterances, 7 out of 11, was positive!96 As Table 1 shows, left-wing 

parties were much more active in conventional, conflictive, “debater” issues than in “celebratory” 

ones. They aspired to construct a negative vision of Fidesz as an aggressive, unscrupulous political 

force – and hoped (somewhat rightly, as we will see) that their harsh attack politics will deter voters 

from their opponent’s seductive harmony. Thus, political controversy was heavily accentuated in 

more conventional political issues, assigned as “debater” in Table 11.97 

Table 12 The number and proportion of utterances made by parties about issue genres
debater
(symbolic)

debater
(campaign) celebratory

Fidesz 100 57 45 202
50 % 28 % 22% 100%

MSZP  (post-communist 
opposition)

112 74 11 197
57% 38% 6% 100%

SZDSZ (liberal opposition) 33 4 14 51
65% 8% 27% 100%

Government  and  ministry 
officers

181 29 37 247
73% 12% 15% 100%

*Debater issues have been split into two groups according to their weight and content, which correlated perfectly with  
audiences’ issue perceptions as revealed by Figure 1. The “symbolic national politics” group consists of the status law 
issue and the conflict with the Czech Republic, while the “campaign” group is made up of the four remaining debater 
issues, directly related to electoral competition.

The last aspect of celebratory issues that has to be dealt with is their weight on the media agenda.  

Our data show that the celebratory issues of Fidesz received limited media coverage. While the four 

celebratory issues together occupied only 18% of the overall media agenda, the weight of debater 

issues was much larger (68%). Perhaps, this limitation has been the price of keeping celebratory 

issues uncontested, uncontaminated by political controversy. Arguably, too aggressive an expansion 

of  celebratory  issues  might  have  left  political  opponents  with  too  little  alternative  space  for 

contesting the Government. Celebratory politics is too much dependent on opponents’ – always 

conditional – willingness to temporarily withdraw their criticism. 

To sum up, the Government successfully created a celebratory space from which political 

controversy was excluded. In the following chapter, we will examine whether and how Fidesz was 

able to turn the uncontested aura of celebratory issues to voter loyalty. 
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Chapter 6. You can't hold the centre: why the celebratory performance  
of Fidesz has failed

In  the  previous  chapter,  I  have  argued  that  the  Fidesz  government  in  2001-2  engaged  in  a 

„celebratory performance”, with the aim of imposing an artificially created harmony on the sphere 

of politics and silencing controversial voices. It is self-evident that the Government orchestrated the 

above celebratory campaign with the aim of enchanting the undecided, elusive middle-ground that 

keeps distance from left-wing and right-wing parties, being tired of the ideological mud-throwing of 

party politics. As opposed to selfish political controversy, Fidesz played upon the values of peaceful 

development  and common endeavour..  The celebratory performance of  Fidesz in 2001-2 was a 

consistent, clever and powerful application of a key idea of the fifth estate: that the key to political 

success at today's popular media markets lies in occupying the „centre-ground”, in connecting and 

controlling the elusive, politically illoyal, middle-ground audience. 

The content analytical evidence presented in Chapter 4 makes it clear that the governing 

party  Fidesz was able to perform its celebratory vision of national recovery by a set of closely 

controlled  and  uncontested  issues.  These  issues  were  relatively  marginal  at  the  media  agenda 

(considering all the utterances that leading media channels devoted to the 15 issues analysed, only 

21% of  the  coverage  was  devoted  to  the  five  celebratory issues).  However,  these  issues  were 

presented in an unusually positive tone, they successfully escaped the  controversy that in general 

characterizes political news discourse. Even the more, the leading party of the Opposition openly 

capitulated to the celebratory performance of Fidesz. As I have shown earlier, Fidesz actors devoted 

to celebratory issues 22% of their utterances, and Socialists only 5,5% (11 utterance about the five 

issues  alltogether).  Even  in  those  rare  moments  when  they  spoke  out  on  celebratory  issues, 

Socialists were not critical at all: the majority of their sporadic utterances, 7 out of 11, was positive. 

In the followings,  we will  examine whether and how the above uncontested celebratory 

campaign has  been mirrored in voters’ agenda perception and political  loyalty.  Did celebratory 

issues attract audience attention? And if so, were they able to successfully impose their promotional 

message on the audience? 
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6.1. Celebratory issues dominate the agenda

For assessing what  personal  importance people attributed to  the fifteen issues analysed,  survey 

respondents were asked to select the five issues they felt the most relevant personally.98 As revealed 

in  the  last  column of  Table  11,  the  importance  attributed  to  issues  varied considerably,  with a 

“selection rate” of issues ranging from 14% to 52%. Only two issues were found relevant by the 

majority, the two that enjoyed the most unequivocal and uncontested celebratory coverage (the real 

estate credit issue [51%] and the Olympics referendum issue [52%]). The relevance attributed to the 

four  celebratory issues  in  average  surpassed by far  the  average  salience  level  of  conventional, 

“debater” issues. Even the status law issue that occupied 40% of the media agenda was judged 

important only by one third of people – which is in sharp contrast to the issue’s pervasive presence 

on all media channels, and the political hysteria it provoked.99 From Table 11, we may intuitively 

conclude that the more celebratory was the tone of a political issue, the more relevance people 

attributed to it. Following this hint, I have combined content and survey evidence and calculated the 

correlation between the three key aspects of issues' media coverage (their overall positivity, their  

favourability either  to  the  Government  or  to  the  Opposition,  and their  overall  weight)  and the 

salience of issues in public opinion, as revealed by the survey analysis. 

Table 13. The correspondence of issues’ media coverage and perceived relevance. 

Issue coverage  

(content analysis):

Issue perception

(survey):
positivity Political bias weight personal relevance

positivity 0.89 (-.06) 0.8
Political bias (-.18) 0.67
weight (-.07)
Pearson  correlation  coefficients.  Values  in  parentheses  are  not  significant  at  a  0.05  level.  The 

analysis has been based on the data presented in Table 11.100 

Table  13  demonstrates  the  extraordinary  success  of  celebratory  politics  in  attracting 

audience attention. Correlation coefficients reveal an almost perfect correspondence between the 

celebratory tone of  an issue (its  positivity and pro-Government  bias)  and the relevance  people 

attributed to it. Although relatively marginal, celebratory issues crowded out other political issues 

(like the otherwise omnipresent status law issue) from people’s agenda perception. 

It  is  not  only  that  celebratory issues  grabbed  outstanding  attention.  Perhaps  even  more 
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importantly, voters were well aware that they embodied a whole new way of making politics. This 

popular awareness manifests itself in the fact that survey respondents tended to select celebratory 

issues together when they were asked to name the five issues that mattered to them. In people's  

minds, celebratory issues clearly stood apart from the more conventional, “debater” issues of party 

politics. The hidden structure of attractions and repulsions among issues may well be explored with 

cluster analytical methods.  The diagram below reveals how people have grouped (instinctively) 

individual issues into issue clusters. The closer the issues on the diagram, the more frequently they 

were  co-selected  among  the  five  personally  relevant  issues.  By  contrast,  issues  arranged  into 

different clusters were only rarely co-selected.

Figure 1 The 15 issues’ “kinship structure”, as perceived by the public 
Hierarchical cluster analysis.

    ISSUE         ISSUE TYPE              DENDROGRAM               

Status law          DEBATER -┬---------------------------------┐
Benes decrees       DEBATER -┘                                 ├---------┐
Debate on TV debate DEBATER ---------┬-------------------┐     │         │
Extremist coalition DEBATER ---------┘                   ├-----┘         ├---┐
PM nominee corrupt  DEBATER -----------------------------┘               │   │
House of Terror     CELEBR  -------------┬---------┐                     │   │
National Theatre    CELEBR  -------------┘         ├---------------------┘   │
Olympic campaign    CELEBR  -----------------------┘                         │
Nurse strike        OFF POL -------------------┬-------┐                     │
River flood         OFF POL -------------------┘       ├-------┐             │
Real estate credit  CELEBR  ---------------------------┘       │             │
Paedophile murder   OFF POL ---------------┬---------┐         ├-------------┘
Homeless beating    OFF POL ---------------┘         ├-----┐   │
Contaminated meat   OFF POL -------------------------┘     ├---┘
PM in Boston        CELEBR  -------------------------------┘

As  demonstrated  by  the  diagram  above,  people  have  proved  to  be  aware  of  the  basic  genre 

cleavages of news discourse. What is most important for us is the fact that celebratory issues clearly 

stood apart  from debater  party politics  in  the  eyes  of  the  public.  The  above  issue  structure 101 

demonstrates  that  people  selected  between  issues  neither  randomly,  nor  following their  private 

individual  interests.  People  were  well  aware  that  they  were  facing  a  new  type  of  political 

mobilization, an unusually strong and appealing vision made up of celebratory issues: the Olympic 

campaign,  the  opening  of  the  National  Theatre  and  the  House  of  Terror  museum.  The  fourth 
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celebratory issue, the new real estate credit, has been typically co-selected with “social issues”, that 

is, off political issues of larger social importance which people clearly distinguished from more 

tabloid issues. The fifth – and most ambiguous – celebratory issue has often been co-selected with 

biopolitical and non-party-political issues. 

On the whole, we may conclude that celebratory issues had a prominent power to attract 

audience interest, and on top of all that, they were perceived as interrelated, embodying the same 

symbolic message. They have been systematically co-selected by people (or commonly evaded by 

those who found them insignificant),  which proves that  in people’s  eyes  individual  celebratory 

issues  transcended  themselves,  and  stood  for  something  more  general:  they  represented  the 

mobilizing vision of national recovery promoted by the Government.

6.2. The ambiguous reception of celebratory issues 

So far, our analysis suggests that  Fidesz politicians were able to blow their own trumpet through 

celebratory issues, and enjoyed the prominent attention of the audience. Voters’ attention had been 

successfully  attracted  by  a  set  of  interrelated,  uncontested,  Government-controlled,  highly 

promotional  issues.  However,  the  above  attention  did  not  turn  itself  into  engagement,  and 

celebratory issues by far did not trigger a “celebratory” reception. On the contrary, as it turned out,  

lots of people marked them as “personally relevant” just because they felt frightened or upset about 

the political message that these issues celebrated. 

People’s attitudes about the two most popular celebratory issues proved highly ambivalent, 

even  among  right  wing  voters.  The  promise  of  celebratory  communication,  the  suspension  of 

political controversy, was not fulfilled. The Olympic campaign was backed by  the minority of the 

population, the majority explicitly opposed it. People were also split about the real estate credit, 

40% being pro and another 40% con, with 20% neutral or undecided.102 This widespread reluctance 

to engage is absolutely considerable, given the relative lack of issue-related criticism people would 

have been provided with by parties in opposition or by critical journalists. 

In  Table  14,  people’s  attitudes  about  the  two most  important  celebratory issues  will  be 

examined in three voter segments (self-reported voters of government, those of opposition and the 

undecided), each representing one third of the population. 
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Table  14.  Voters'  opinion  about  celebratory  issues,  in  the  function  of  issues'  perception  as 

“personally relevant” and voters’ political affiliation 

“The  idea  of  Olympics  in  Hungary  is  a  mere 
campaign trick of Fidesz.”

“The subsidized real estate credit helps those who 
need it.”

Attitude about statement 
above

Attitude about statement 
above

Political 
affiliation 

Selects  the 
issue  as 
personally 
relevant disagrees agrees

Political 
affiliation 

Selects  the 
issue  as 
personally 
relevant agrees

disagrees 
AND 
neutral

Right-wing 
(25%  of 
voters)

No
 (49%) 72 28 Right-wing 

(25%  of 
voters)

No
 (46%) 49 51

Yes 
(51%) 76 24

Yes
 (54%) 72 38

total 74 26 total 62 38

Middle
(40%  of 
voters)

No
 (48%) 34 66 Middle

(40%  of 
voters)

No
 (44%) 33 67

Yes 
(52%) 60 40

Yes
 (56%) 43 57

total 48 52 total 39 61

Left-wing
(35%  of 
voters)

No
 (50%) 18 82 Left-wing

(35%  of 
voters)

No
 (55%) 26 74

Yes 
(50%) 33 67

Yes
 (45%) 34 64

total 26 74 total 29 71

The first thing to be observed is that the “personal relevance” attributed to celebratory issues 

was only slightly influenced by people’s political  affiliations: 51 and 54% of right-wing voters 

treated the two issues as personally relevant, as opposed to the 50 and 45% among left-wing voters 

claiming the same. Celebratory issues’ appeal overhung well beyond the Governments’ electoral 

basis.103 Large segments of differently-minded or undecided people marked celebratory politics as 

personally relevant. Left-wing and middle-ground voters refused to accept the invitation of the left-

wing Opposition to focus on controversial, debater politics.

The overall  salience of celebratory issues, however, did not result  in a clear-cut rallying 

effect. In spite of the opposition’s absenteeist strategy on celebratory issues, people’s attitudes about 

them were heavily determined by their political stance. In the right-wing segment, a three-fourth of 

voters backed the idea of hosting the Olympics, and 62% welcomed the real estate credit subsidy. 

The corresponding numbers among the left-wing were, respectively, 26% and 29% (48% and 39% 

among the  politically undecided).104 Most  important  for  us  is  the fact  that  the  two outstanding 

celebratory issues did not incite an overwhelming excitement among middle-ground voters. Less 

than a half of middle-ground voters have sympathized with the two key celebratory issues, that have 
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clearly failed to conquest the “centre-ground” – in spite of their uncontested presence in media and 

their hegemony in voters' salience map during the campaign.105

The stakes of the battle 

The key point of this book's empirical analysis will be the following: the celebratory performance of 

Fidesz  was  doomed  to  miss  the  popular  middle  because  it  put  into  practice  (efficiently  and 

powerfully) the fifth estate's inherently biased, mythical discourse about today's mediatized political 

market.  The fall  of  the  Fidesz campaign proves,  as  I  will  try to  show, that  the middle-ground 

popular audience can hardly be “connected and controlled” in the way suggested by the fifth estate.

Importantly, it is not the very idea of the “'middle” that I have problems with. It is true that 

political actors could hardly win elections without mobilizing the popular middle. As the above 

presented data make it clear, the “middle” in Hungary in 2002 equally outnumbered the left-wing 

and the right-wing segments of the electorate. This elusive middle is decisive to the outcome of 

parliamental elections, and Fidesz politicians rightly recognized this – rather banal – fact. However, 

the point  where Fidesz politicians  deluded themselves  was to  believe that  the popular  “centre-

ground” can be efficiently connected and controlled with the techniques of political marketing and 

image management. Fidesz uncritically submitted itself to the freshly imported discourse of the fifth 

estate. This discourse, as I have shown in detail, has revolved around the mythical idea of “popular 

connection”  and the  new methods securing  that  this  connection  is  efficiently established.  Fifth 

estate experts have suggested that the logic of mediatized political markets rewards the one who 

best articulates and gratifies the expectations of the “popular” middle – by “connecting” people, 

talking on their language, by attracting them with ideas they would feel personally relevant and 

resonant, by getting close to their minds as much as possible. This argument seems persuasive, 

since it is ceaselessly reiterated by fifth estate experts who use it to legitimate their professional  

competence. However, the example of Fidesz in 2002 proves just the opposite: namely that the 

“modernist” strategies of “being popular”, that is, connecting and controlling the popular middle are 

severely flawed and even self-destructive. 

The celebratory performance of  Fidesz  in  2001-2 may well  be  seen  as  a  grandiose  attempt  to 

reshape the key antagonism of the political space in Hungary. Since 1989, Hungarian politics was 

divided along a century-old debate that spontaneously revived with the fall  of Communism. As 

everywhere in the Eastern European periphery, Hungarian intellectual-economic elites in the late 

19th and  early  20th Century  divided  themselves  into  two  sharply  defined  groups:  that  of 

progressivists (representing the culture of the capitalist market and of self-employed, free-floating 
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intelligentsia) and nationalists  (embodying the values of the state,  the church and the military). 

Importantly, before the Second World War, the above clash of forces was not directly transferred 

into the sphere of politics which in the era was mostly dominated by nationalist conservative forces.  

However, the historic antagonism of progressives and nationalists provided a self-evident frame of 

reference for Hungarian political and intellectual elites in the late 80es and early 90es. In 1990, the 

newly introduced political system institutionalized the above antagonistic tradition in the form of 

“national-conservative anticommunist” parties on the one hand, and parties identifying themselves 

as “left-liberal democrats and modernizers”, on the other. 

The above inherited antagonism was unfavourable for the parties at  the “national”  pole, 

because  it  hampered  them  in  using  the  positive  tropes  of  modernization  in  a  new  era  that 

Hungarians  collectively  expected  to  foster  their  country's  catching-up  with  Western  welfare 

democracies. The old antagonism of modern Left and conservative Right laid a heavy burden on 

Fidesz especially, that emerged in 1996 as a new, young right-wing force with the key promise of 

modernizing the country. Fidesz leaders were right to recognize that the old-style pole of national 

conservatism  will  not  allow  them  to  gain  majoritarian  support  for  their  programme  of 

modernization.  In  order  to  win  the  sympathy  of  the  middle-ground  electorate  between  the 

progressive Left and the conservative Right, Fidesz leaders decided to reshape the political field and 

to invent a new image that better articulates the widespread popular hope for modernization. In 

order to channel this hope into politics and connect with people with the promise of change, Fidesz 

dumped the outdated imagery of nationalist conservatism for a new identity, that of the polgár. The 

figure of  the  polgár, the  responsible  citizen-enterpreneur  of  a  modern political  community,  has 

infused  fresh  values  (republican,  capitalist,  European,  future-oriented,  modern)  into  the  tired 

identity of the political Right. 

To understand how Fidesz actors claimed to connect with the  polgárs  of the country and 

reshaped the  Right-Left cleveage with the aim of conquesting the middle-gound, it may be worth to 

evoke again the words of marketing strategist András Wermer. 

“The so-called 'hiding' voter is not willing to make it clear whether she would prefer the Right 

or the Left.... but if there is a marketing strategist, the situation may change for tomorrow. 

There are other things in the world  than the Right and the Left,  and there is a space for 

shifting these labels and creating new battlegrounds. For example, one in which a 'party of the 

past' is confronting a 'party of the future'. And to these labels, people will immediately relate 

in brand new ways. With new labels, an old party can be transferred to a new box.”

This short passage reveals us the very heart of the Fidesz strategy: “connecting” the middle by 

reconfiguring old polarities, in a way that would imbue the Right-wing pole with progressive values 

which are important for the uncommitted center-ground. It is with this aim that Fidesz introduced 
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the figure of the polgár, and created a new polarization between the polgárs and the rest: people of 

the past, of socialism, Kádár's people.106 This new polarity was meant to overwrite the old cleveages 

between nationalism and progress and to turn political controversy to more favourable directions, 

where the programme of modernization is linked to the Right. Accordingly, the newly invented 

contest between the polgár Right and the (post-)socialist Left was represented as a historical battle 

between  the  future  and  the  past,  movement  and  inertia,  strength  and  weakness,  unity  and 

fragmentation, self-responsible agency and docile passivity, a new modern republic and the anomic 

years of post-communism. There is no doubt that the above endeavour of Fidesz catalyzed huge 

energies in Hungarian society and created a modern, New Right identity107. But it could not connect 

and control the elusive middle. 

Why the Fidesz campain has failed – two modernist explanations 

Fidesz presented the programme of overcoming old cleveages in the name of a common national 

recovery through the overwhelmingly intense celebratory performance that I have presented in the 

previous chapter. The celebratory campaign about a modernizing, “polgár Hungary” was aimed to 

suspend political controversy and and create a peaceful virtual space where the hopes of the popular 

middle can be articulated. To understand why the above endeavour failed to bring the expected 

results, we need to unravel the basic inner instabilities that uncontrollably undermine any attempt of 

“connecting” the popular audience. These instabilities are systematically hidden from the eyes of 

political actors by the fifth estate experts who orchestrate actors' campaigns. The fall of the Fidesz 

campaigns exemplifies the fate of late modern political actors who systematically underestimate the 

very vulnerability of their performances, because they uncritically accept the fifth estate's modernist 

promise that the support of voters can be secured by cleverly applying the “new rules of popular 

connection”. 

Before developing my argument further, I would like to make it clear that, obviously, many 

political performances fail because they are inefficient, people resist them or engage with a more 

attractive alternative. People can mobilize various symbolic resources to judge a performance and to 

discount it if they find it repulsive. In the modernist mainstreams of media and political research,  

scholars have developed elaborate theories about what can make a political message or performance 

inefficient.  Research has distinguished two basic factors that can make a message or a campaign 

inefficient: on the one hand, it may simply be poorly enacted relative to contenders, on the other, it 

may prove to be too distant from people's everyday life experience to engage them. Both failures of 

“popular connection” have been discussed in great detail in scholarly literature. Both explanations 

can be applied to the Fidesz performance – however, they miss, in my view, the very essence of the 
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story. 

The first explanation argues with some reason that enacting a “celebratory” performance is 

very risky endeavour in today's media environment where all forces work towards aggrandizing and 

dramatizing political  controversy. Clear  is  the fact that  in Hungary,  the new commercial  media 

environment significantly increased the hostility of political antagonism. In this context, one could 

argue, the Government's self-heroizing narrative about leading the nation's common endeavour was 

doomed to fail. This explanation reveals an important part of the story. No doubt, the socialist and 

liberal opposition led an immensely negative campaign. They maximally aggrandized the alleged 

threat  of  the  Fidesz  regime,  depicting  it  as  unscrupulous,  corrupt,  arrogant,  antidemocratic, 

nationalist  and  insensitive  to  the  problems  of  the  poor.  In  their  often  hysterical  battles,  the 

Government  and  the  Opposition  commonly  orchestrated  the  2002  electoral  campaign  as  a 

cosmological fight between Good and Evil. However, this argument can hardly explain why left-

wing voters payed so much attention to celebratory issues, in spite of the fact that throughout the 

campaign, Socialist politicians put immense efforts into channelling their voters' attention to more 

controversial  affairs.  As I  have  presented  in  Chapter  4,  the Socialist  Party devoted  67% of  its  

utterances to two issues: the law that gave special status to Hungarian minorities living abroad, and 

to the controversy around the TV debate between the incumbent PM and the socialist PM nominee.  

The Socialist Party deliberately left celebratory issues uncontested, even the more, it affirmed these 

issues and joined the celebration. Why did celebratory issues, and not the more controversial ones, 

become the key determining factors of the campaign? How could it happen that left-wing voters did 

not believe their own party which affirmed these issues as worthy to celebrate?

The other conventional explanation would stress out that the Fidesz celebration (“The future  

has begun”) was simply alienating for people who did not see in their everyday life the signs of a 

new future  beginning.  It  is  arguable,  indeed,  that  the  Fidesz  vision  of  national  recovery,  their 

permanent campaign and their governance was judged by too many people as a monumental and 

manipulative political publicity that has not much to do with everyday reality. It is arguable that  

many Hungarians were aroused by the discrepancy between the polished celebratory message and 

their  everyday life where there were not as many things to celebrate. Similarly to the first one 

above, this second explanation is neither satisfactory in itself. 

The two above explanations are equally “modernist”:  they share the assumption that the 

Fidesz campaign fell because it failed to live up to the “new rules” of popular resonance-making. 

Both explanations assume that the celebratory campaign was inefficient, that it failed to “connect” 

the popular audience. It was repulsive, the two above viewpoints would suggest, either because it 

was efficiently destroyed by the negative campaign of the Opposition, or because it was too distant 

from everyday experience. I would not like to entirely reject any of the two above explanations.  
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Still, however persuasive they may seem, it is important to recognize their limits. 

There are good reasons to argue that the Fidesz campaign was not simply inefficient. In fact,  

the marketing-based idea of constructing a common position for the Right-wing and the elusive 

middle was very successful in a certain particle of the audience. As we will see, there was a casual 

middle in 2002 that enthusiastically embraced the  Fidesz vision about the country, without much 

aversions about either the negative tone of Socialists or how the vision of polgár Hungary fits to the 

real life in the country. In a word, a certain part of the “popular middle” did engage wholeheartedly 

with the Fidesz vision about national recovery. Thus, if the Fidesz celebratory performance failed, 

this is not because it entirely missed to engage the casual middle ground. The real limitations of the  

performance are to be found elsewhere: namely in the fact that Fidesz actors overestimated the size 

of this middle ground. As I will show, the casual middle made up only 15% of the population,  

instead of the 40% that Fidesz targeted. In the followings I will explore the above problem, which 

reveals  not  only the vulnerability of  a  particular  Fidesz  campaign,  but  also that  of  the  overall 

interpretive discourse of the fifth estate in the name of which this campaign had been orchestrated. 

6.3. Where is the middle-ground?

The discourse  of  the  fifth  estate  urges  political  actors  to  focus  on  the  elusive,  illoyal  popular 

middlemen  who  flexibly  reconsider  their  political  affiliations  in  the  light  of  the  issues  and 

informations actually available on media. These people would constantly monitor how the political 

supply matches their actual expectations (emanating either from long-term preferences or short-

term impulses). There is no doubt that such a middle-ground group did exist in Hungary in 2002, 

and Fidesz was highly successful in addressing them and winning their sympathies. The problem is 

that the casual middle-ground proved to form a much tinier group than the 40% located between the 

Left and the Right. As I will show in the followings, the „casual middle” in 2002 accounted for a 

mere 15% of Hungarian voters.  Fidesz politicians proved to be extremely successful in mobilizing 

this particular voter segment – however, they were unaware of the fact that their campaign was 

ineffective,  and even counter-productive,  in  the  other  25% of  voters  who also  belonged to  the 

political middle-ground. 

It is extremely difficult to locate the political middle-ground in a late modern, mediatized 

society. Political marketers and media or political scholars can be blamed with all reason for using a 

simplistic definition, that grasps the elusive middle as the group of all those who would not anchor 

their  political identity to the dominant parties and their  ideologies.  Fidesz actors and strategists 
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uncritically accepted this view and launched an intense campaign with the hope of reaching out to 

the  40% mass  of  swinging,  undecided voters.  However,  this  was a  simplistic  vision  about  the 

„middle”. In today's mediatized environment that is full of ambiguous and contradictory impulses, 

several potential „middles” may exist and matter. What does this mean? When I am arguing that 

several „middles” exist, I do not refer to political subcultures inside the political middle-ground.108 

My very point is that if there are several „middles”, this is because several polarities exist in 

the mainstream political space, and only one of these is the one separating the Left and the Right.  

People classify themselves in  the political  space by various latent  schemes,  and some of  these 

schemes may activate themselves in certain political contexts, and fundamentally affect the ways in 

which people engage with the dominant axis of political competition. In other words, late modern 

voters may polarize themselves along axes that do not coincide with the dominant antagonism of 

the political field. In such cases, many voters in the Left, in the Right or in the Middle develop well-

anchored attachments to certain – characteristic and coherent – worldviews that unfold from the 

poles of these hidden, secondary axes. These secondary identifications may influence how people 

make sense of their place on the Left-Right axis. These (self-)understangings may bear a decisive 

effect on the success of either Left-wing or Right-wing mobilizations. 

Fidesz failed in 2002 because its strategists payed too much attention to the „center-ground” 

between Left and Right, and neglected the fact that in the particular context of 2002, an alternative 

polarization emerged and started to matter. In the campaign of 2001-2, two relatively asymmetrical 

classificatory schemes  shaped people's political identifications. The first scheme represented the 

dominant ideological antagonism of the political field: it distinguished the left-leaning and the right-

leaning segments of the electorate. The other classification, by contrast, worked at a latent level, no 

one being aware of its existing and direct political significance. This second axis related to people's 

„agenda perception”: it distinguished people interested in conventional, ideological party politics 

and those interested in „biopolitical” (tabloid) issues. As we have seen in Figure 1, people did not 

select randomly which news issue to focus on. A closer look at the cluster analysis made it clear that 

37% of  the  population  gave  high  attention  to  the  conventional,  highly  controversial  issues  of 

„debater” party politics, 27% focused on biopolitical issues that addressed the matters of people's 

endangered physical integrity.

Debater, ideological party politics, and tabloid biopolitics represent two established genres 

of today's news discourse. These two issue genres comporised 8 of the 15 main issues of the news 

agenda in 2002. Among the 7 remaining issues we find the ones representing celebratory politics, 

and two issues covering non-party political social conflicts. Alltogether, the 15 issues can well be 

rangded  to  4  categories:  „debater  politics”,  „celebratory  politics”,  „biopolitics”  and  „social 

conflicts”.  The following table  presents  the  weight  of  these  four  issue  categories  on  the  issue 
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salience map of the three above presented „agenda perception” groups. 

Table 15. The average number of issues selected as „personally important” by the three agenda 

perception groups, by issue category 

Agenda perception groups

Interested  in  party 
political issues 
(37%)

No issue genre 
preference 
(36%)

Interested  in 
biopolitical 
issues (27%)

CONVENTIONAL DEBATER ISSUES (5)
* A debate on the date and place of the TV debate between the 
incumbent PM and the socialist PM nominee
* The right-wing government introduced a law giving special 
status to Hungarian minorities living abroad.
* Conflict with Czech and Slovak Republic because Hungarian 
PM  urges  the  abrogation  of  the  Benes  decrees  degrading 
German and Hungarian minorities after World War II.
* The extreme right, MIÉP, offers to enter a coalition with the 
governing party Fidesz.
*The socialist PM nominee's corruption affair.

2,4 0,7 0,7

CELEBRATORY ISSUES (5)
* The government launches a referendum campaign for Hungary 
to be nominated as host of the 2012 Olympic Games.
* The government introduces subsidized real estate credit.
* The PM flew to Boston at state expense to accept the prize of 
Tufts university.
*The opening of the new National Theatre.
* The government opens the House of Terror, dedicated to the 
victims of Communism and Fascism.

1,8 2,8 1,6

BIOPOLITICAL ISSUES (3)
*  Cheap  import  chicken  meat  contaminated  by  antibiotics 
appears in Hungary.
* A man suspected of killing a little girl has been sentenced for 
life, though the evidence is in question.
* Two policemen have been sentenced for beating a homeless 
person (the beating was recorded with a VCR).

0,5 0,8 2,2

SOCIAL CONFLICTS (2)
*  An  insurance  company abrogates  its  contracts  with  people 
living in areas endangered by river floods.
* Nurses go on a country-wide strike for higher living and work 
standards.

0,3 0,7 0,5

Total (15 issues) 5 5 5

As Table 15 reveals,  the two established news genres,  conventional  „party politics” and 

biopolitics, were not found evenly important in the electorate. The issues representing „debater” 

politics proved to be relevant only for group of 37%, while the biopolitical  issues grabbed the 

imagination of 27%. By contrast,  celebratory issues incited a significant interest in each agenda 

perception group. Understandably, the new and innovative rhetorics of celebration resonated the 
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most  among people  who did  not  engage with either  of  the  two established issue  genres,  party 

politics and biopolitics. 

In 2001-2, the Left-Right scheme and the party political-biopolitical scheme represented the 

two key classifications that together determined the political space in which the Fidesz celebratory 

campaign could exert its mobilizing power. None of two above classificatory schemes could entirly 

impose themselves  on the  whole population:  both left  a  wide space open for  „middle-ground” 

people who did not attach themselves to either poles. As we have seen, 40% of voters refused to 

engage with the poles of Left  and Right.  Meanwhile,  at  the „agenda perception” axis,  36% of 

people proved to be hanging between the poles of party politics and biopolitics.  This „middle-

ground”  audience  watched  the  news  without  any  coherent  issue  preference.  The  two  above 

classificatory schemes maintained two „middle-grounds” - which did not coincide at all. Far from 

running in parallel, the two axes polarized the public orthogonally. Thus, the two above „middles” 

proved to interfere with each other.  In consequence,  the middle between Left  and Right  could 

hardly be called „casual” or „elusive” in its agenda perception. The 40% group of middle-ground 

voters was composed of a large segment of people with a well-crystallized interest in conventional 

party political  issues and debates (13,5% of all  voters),  and another segment of voters with an 

equally well-anchored  interest  in  biopolitical,  tabloid  issues  (12% of  all  voters).  It  is  only the 

remaining third of middle ground voters (14,5% of all voters) that suits the label „casual middle” - 

for, it is only this segment that is lacking stable preferences both in terms of ideological engagement 

and agenda perception. This latter segment of middle-ground voters proved to be highly susceptible 

to the celebratory campaign of Fidesz. 

Table 16 The interrelations between people's political engagement and agenda perception 

(% of all voters)

Agenda perception 
Interested  in  party 

political issues

Middle Interested  in 

biopolitical issues

Total

Political 

engagement

left-wing 13 13 9 35
middle 13,5 14,5 12 40
right-wing 11 8 6 25
total 37,5 35,5 27 100
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6.4. Celebratory politics and the middle-grounds  of the Hungarian 
electorate

In order to get a glimpse on how Fidesz could mobilize people without articulate political and issue  

preferences – the 14,5% that can rightly be called the „elusive middle” – we need to examine first 

the reception of the Olympic campaign that occupied a central place in the celebratory performance. 

The Government's initiative to organize the Olympic Games in 2012 was the leading issue in te 

public  opinion:  as  we have  seen,  52% of  survey respondents  selected  it  among  the  five  most 

important issues. Although relatively marginal at the media agenda, the Olympic campaign was an 

unmissable  topic  that  everybody talked about  in  early 2002.  It  was  more than  a  simple media 

campaign: the Government collected citizens' signatures in order to launch a referendum backing 

the country's application to the International Olympic Committee. Several hundreds of thousands 

signed the plea for referendum, people were rowing in queues in undergrounds, on squares, and at 

Fidesz election  campaign rallies.  In  the  early and middle  period  of  the election campaign,  the 

initiative for organizing the Olympic Games appeared in media and politics as an unquestioned, 

common national cause. 

In the survey research, we have examined the public opinion about the Olympic campaign 

with five statements. Respondents were asked to tell how much they agree – on a 1 to 5 scale – with  

each statements. Some of these statements used a positive tone („Organizing Olympics is a big 

challenge, but we can achieve it if the country joins its forces”), others were formulated in a more 

confrontative way („We have much more urgent problems to resolve than the Olympic Games”). 

Out of the five statements, I have constructed a common index representing respondents' overall 

sympathy  with  the  Olympic  initiative.  The  index  has  been  constructed  with  factor  analytical 

method, and represents 58% of the five statement variables' total variance. The scores of the index 

range from -1 to +1, -1 representing a radical rejection, +1 representing a full affirmation of the 

Government's initiative. The value 0 represents the mean of all respondents' position (the index is a 

variable with standard normal distribution). 
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Table 17 The value of „Olympics affirmation index” in the key voter segments 

Agenda perception 
Interested  in  party 

political issues

Middle Interested  in 

biopolitical issues

Total

Political 

engagement

left-wing -0,54 -0,39 -0,44 -0,46
middle 0,02 0,33 -0,12 0,09
right-wing 0,58 0,57 0,53 0,57
total -0,02 0,14 0,07 0

Table 17 reveals that the political middle reacted in highly different ways in the three agenda 

perception  segments.  In  the  segment  interested  in  conventional  ideological  and  party  political 

issues, the political middle did not lean either to the Government or the Opposition. The opinion of 

the average middle-ground voter was situated in halfway between the left-wing and the right-wing 

segments. This is not the case, however, in the two other agenda perception segments. In the group 

of people with no clear issue preference, the political middle has proved to endorse the Olympic 

initiative:  they sympathized with the Government  almost as much as did the right-wingers.  By 

contrast,  in the segment of those interested in biopolitical issues, the political middle gravitated 

toward the Opposition. Their overall judgement of the Olympic initiative fell much closer to the 

opinion of left-wingers than that of the right-wing electorate.  

The table above suggests that the Government's „connecting” strategy played out very well 

in the middle of the agenda perception axis. Among people with neither clear political and nor clear  

issue  preference,  the  real  „casual  middle”,  so  to  say,  the  Government  successfully  gained  the 

sympathy of the political middle-ground, and powerfully created a large, majoritarian support for its 

celebratory politics. Fidesz actors could successfully „connect” the above segment which comprised 

15%  of  the  total  electorate.  People  in  this  particle  of  the  political  middle  did  not  reject  the 

Government's vision. Thus, for understanding the fall of Fidesz in 2002, we cannot simply refer to 

the resistance of the „elusive middle”. For a more complex explanation, we have to look elsewhere. 

The very question is why the Fidesz performance could mobilize only the above 15%, and what it 

did  to  the  remaining  25%  of  the  political  middle,  the  group  of  people  who  were  undecided 

politically, but had clean-cut ideas about what news and issues to pay attention to. 

The key point of my argument is that the celebratory performance of  Fidesz did not fall 

because it was outshouted by the negative campaign of Socialists, and neither because it was too 
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distant from middle-ground people's life experience. If either of these was the case, how to explain 

the  fact  that  15%  of  voters,  the  real  „elusive  middle”,  did  affirm  the  celebration  and  the 

Government's messages? If the most elusive segment of the electorate – which is the most prone to 

put any political message to the probe of either competitive messages or direct life experiences – 

affirmed the Olympic campaign almost as enthusiastically as right-wing voters, how could it be 

argued  that  the  Fidesz campaign  was  inefficient,  outshouted  or  evaded?  In  2001-2,  Fidesz 

performed a strong celebratory vision that forcefully reached middle-ground voters.  Neither the 

negative  campaign  of  Socialists,  nor  the  disillusioning  life  experiences  of  voters  was  able  to 

neutralize this power.

The Fidesz celebration did not fall because it was inefficient, evaded or outshouted, but, on 

the contrary, because its strong mobilizing power fuelled different polarizations in the three agenda 

perception segments. Celebratory issues, and particularly the Olympic campaign, played a decisive, 

crucial  role  in  the  political  engagement  of  each  above  group.  However,  the  three  segments 

interpreted  the  very meaning of  celebratory issues  in  highly different  ways.  The Government's 

forceful  celebratory campaign induced very different  understandings  in  the  three  above groups 

about the very identity of Fidesz's politics and how this politics differs from Socialists'. With its 

celebratory performance, Fidesz inadvertently produced three distinct images about itself.  These 

images, of course, were constructed by the people in the three agenda perception segments, who 

mobilized different bits and parts of the Fidesz communication in their efforts to understand what 

this party was and what it stood for. 

The  idea  of  „polgár Hungary”  that  celebratory  issues  were  meant  to  promote  was  an 

unprecedentedly powerful political vision that successfully „connected” the electorate. It polarized 

the electorate to fans and haters, and it offered a complex imagery that – at least, in principle – was 

rich enough to suit the divergent aspirations of various people in the uncommitted middle-ground. 

No doubt, the very power of the vision of „polgár Hungary” emanated from its richness – as the 

main marketing strategist of Fidesz said it himself, the idea of the „polgár” was attractive enough to 

mobilize the imagination of many, and it was empty enough to leave a wide space for each to 

imagine herself as a  polgár in her own way. Accordingly,  Fidesz actors deliberately emptied the 

core  of  their  vision,  refrained  from  giving  an  explicite  definition  of  polgár-ness  –  that  they 

promoted as a political sentiment which goes for itself without much explanation, for it will reveal 

its very meaning to those who experience it by themselves. 

The idea of promoting with so much force a political vision that is so much powerful and so 

much  flexible  at  the  same  time  may  sound  to  be  a  reasonable  strategy  to  „connect”  the 

uncommitted, volatile middle-ground. This strategy seems plausible, however, only as long as we 
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imagine this center-ground as a heterogeneous group of floating voters who try to find their own 

place in the political no man's land. This is a misleading understanding. Members of the political 

middle may fall, without being aware of it, into distinct audience particles which (in a particular 

context, for particular reasons, for a temporary period) may develop highly divergent interpretations 

about  the  same  performance.  These  audience  groups  are  neither  self-aware,  nor  are  they 

homogeneous  enough  to  be  trackable.  They  are  not  social  segments,  subcultures  or  fan 

communities:  they  are  audience  „particles”  which  (as  I  will  argue  in  Part  3)  randomly  „fall 

together” for the time of a given performance. The  Fidesz celebratory performance in 2002 took 

place in front of three separate audience particles, the individual members of which distilled three 

hardly compatible images from the rich reservoir of Fidesz performances about  polgár  Hungary. 

These audience particles have been referred to above as the three agenda perception groups. It was a 

unique historical incident that people's agenda perception started to matter in 2002 and obtained a 

direct  political  significance.  Incidentally,  the  audience  particles  interested  in  party  politics, 

biopolitics, and the casual group in the middle were „connected” and polarized in highly different 

ways by the Fidesz performance. 

What  Fidesz strategists  could  not  factor  into  the  equation  in  advance  is  that  audience 

„particles”  may  incidentally  emerge,  out  of  the  blue,  and  the  members  of  these  groups  may 

commonly  pick  very  specific  elements  of  the  complex  package  by  which  politicians  try  to 

„connect” them. This is what happened in 2002. Due to the distinct interpretive works of the three 

audience particles above, the multiple layers of the celebratory vision of a  polgár Hungary were 

dissociated from each other and could not work together as a relatively coherent cement of a new 

majority  around  the  New  Right.  The  celebratory  performance  of  Fidesz induced  different 

polarizations in the three above audience groups. Thus, the same political performance induced, so 

to say, the rise of three distinct symbolic forcefields in which people judged in very different terms 

the basic antagonism that the performance was meant to represent.

In the audience particle interested in party politics, the celebratory campaign was perceived 

as giving a fresh impetus to the nationalist-conservative identity typical to the conventional Right. 

In the middle-ground group of people with no particular issue preference, the celebratory campaign 

fostered a general identification with the Government's politics and the actual issues representing 

these efforts in front of the public.  In the audience particle interested in biopolitical issues, the  

celebratory campaign was seen as a manifesto for a new, right-wing and liberal, republican politics 

that puts an end to economic and social depression and puts the country in motion. The three above 

meanings  of  polgár Hungary  arised  by far  not  coincidentally:  each  of  them were  deliberately 

offered to the public by  Fidesz actors themselves. However, these meanings could not mutually 

reinforce each other and could not foster a new alliance between different people engaging with 
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different layers of  polgár-ness. The three above understandings of  Fidesz politics („new national-

conservatism”,  „strong  and  attractive  Gvernment”,  „real  socio-economic  recovery”)  were 

appropriated by three audience particles with distinct worldviews. 

In the distinct symbolic arenas inhabited by the three audience particles, the chances of the 

celebratory campaign to gain the sympathies of the political middle-ground proved to be highly 

uneven.  In each of  the three symbolic  arenas,  the celebration of  polgár Hungary polarized the 

audience forcefully, but it is only in the casual group that it could win the sympathy of the middle. 

In the audience interested in party politics, where the celebratory performance represented a „new 

national-conservative”  revival,  middle-ground voters  did not  join the  celebration.  They did  not 

share the enthusiasm of right-wing voters, and they did not share left-wingers' aversions, either. 

Meanwhile,  the audience interested in biopolitical  issues developed an even more unfavourable 

interpretation  about  the  political  antagonism  represented  by  celebratory  politics.  For  them, 

celebratory issues embodied the Government's message about socio-economic recovery,  about a 

common endeavour that opens new persectives for individual members of the community.  This 

image of  polgár Hungary proved to  be highly repulsive  for  the political  middle-ground of  the 

biopolitically  interested  audience.  In  the  antagonism of  polgárs and  the  rest,  the  uncommitted 

openly refused to join the side of  polgárs.  It  is  only in the audience without clear news genre 

preference  that  the  Government's  vision  could  engage  the  middle-ground.  On  the  whole,  by 

propelling the three above polarizations in the three above audiences, it may well be argued that the 

strong symbolic power of the performance turned against itself, incidentally and unexpectedly, and 

nothing could have been done to prevent this. 

The  above  findings  come from statistical  analysis  in  which  I  have  tried  to  assess  the  role  of  

celebratory issues in the political identity formation of the three agenda perception groups. My aim 

has been to unravel the hidden symbolic forces propelling the antagonism of left-wing and right-

wing voters. In each audience particle, I have explored the latent factors that urge people to range 

themselves to the left, to the right or to the middle. To unravel these factors, I have used the method 

of discriminance analysis. This statistical method explores how a certain classification (left, middle, 

right self-classification, in our case) corresponds with a few key variables that prove to be decisive 

from a large set of potential explanatory variables (attitudes, values, status and media perception 

variables). The method constructs „discriminant functions” (linear combinations of a few „key” 

variables that  are correlated with the discriminant  function variable) that  explain the maximum 

possible variance of the independent, categorical variable. Discriminant functions can be interpreted 

as latent factors,  combinations of a set  of interrelated variables,  which together  determine how 

respondents fall into distinct classes (in our case, classify themselves as left-leaning, right-leaning 
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or middle-ground). 

My  aim  has  been  to  unravel  the  hidden  factors  that  influence  people's  political  self-

identification.  In other words, my question has been what values, opinions, attitudes and social 

status features lie at the very heart of the antagonism of left and right in the three audience particles 

examined. I have been particularly interested in the role of celebratory issues among the forces 

propelling the polarization of left and right. I have also laid particular attention to the place of the 

political middle-ground on the latent factor that lies behind the left-right polarity. The very value of  

discriminance analysis in our case lies in its ability to unravel whether the undecided middle-ground 

leans towards the left-wing or the right-wing electorate, considering the basic variables that lie at 

the heart of political polarization. 

In  the  three  agenda  perception  groups,  I  have  found  different  attitudes  and  opinions 

propelling  the  antagonism of  left  and  right.  Table  18  unravels  the  variables  that  compose  the 

discriminant functions in each of the three audience groups, and the correlations between variables 

and discriminant functions. 

Table 18 Discriminant functions explaining voters' ideological affiliation (left-middle-right) in the 

three news agenda perception groups

Audience
interested in party politics

Celebratory politics represents:
„new national-conservatism”

Audience 
with no news genre preference

Celebratory politics represents:
„strong and attractive Government”

Interested in biopolitical issues

Celebratory politics represents:
„real socio-economic recovery”

Function 1 : 82% of var. Function 1 : 66% of var. Function 1 : 67% of var.

Nationalist  –  conservative 
values

.52 Approves  PM's  flight  to  Boston 
for medal

.54 Approves Olympic campaign .47

Approves Olympic campaign .51 Approves Olympic campaign .46 Self-defined liberal .45

Approves  PM's  flight  to 
Boston for medal

.46 Approves giving special status to 
ethnic Hungarians 

.39 Approves  the  state  of 
economy

.44

Trust in institutions .40 PSB  TV  is  biased  to  the 
Government

-.31 Trust in institutions .37

Alienation -.35 Approves  the  Governmen's  state 
subsidized real estate credit

.30 Interested in politics .36

Approves  giving  special 
status to ethnic Hungarians 

.31

Function 2 : 18% of var Function 2 : 34% of var. Function 2 : 33% of var.

Watches hard information on 
PSB TV

.30 Watches hard information on PSB 
TV

.50 Age -.48

Apathy -.36 Lives with children under 18 .40

Religious -.30 Watches  commercial  TV 
news comedy

.33

Educated .31
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Appendix to Table 18

The explanatory variables appearing in Table 18, in the order of their appearance

Approves the Government's campaign for organizing the Olympic games
Index constructed with Principal Component Analysis.
First principal component, explains 58% of the total variance of the five following variables.  (Respondents were asked 
to express their agreement with the following statements on a 1 to 5 scale. The scores of negative statements have been  
reverted.)
„Organizing Olympics is a big challenge, but we can achieve it if the country joins its forces.”
„We have much more urgent problems to resolve than the Olympic Games.”
„The idea of organizing Olympic Games is a mere campaign trick of Fidesz.” 
„Only the capital Budapest would profit from the Olympic Games, at the expense of the countryside.”
„Building the Olympic infrastructure would create many jobs and give an impetus to the country's development.” 

Approves the conventional values of conservative nationalism.
Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express their agreement with 
the following statements on a 1 to 5 scale. The scores of negative statements have been reverted.)
Attitude variables:
„Politicians who do not believe in God are not suitable to hold public office.”
„Nationalism threatens the development of the country.” 
„It is more important for a politician to be a good patriot than to understand particular policies.” 
„Church has too much influence in Hungary”
„We should strive for peacefully re-uniting  Hungary and the territories populated by ethnic Hungarians in neighbouring 
countries.”

Approves PM's flight to Boston at state expense to accept the prize of  Tufts university. 
Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements below they 
argee with. 
„The prize of Boston is a honour for the country”
versus
„In the present state of the country, it is not affordable to travel at state expense for this decoration”.

Trust in institutions. 
Index expressing respondents' overall trust in the institutional system. 
Constructed with Principal Component Analysis. 
First principal component, explains 37% of the total variance of the following variables: 
„How much do you trust (on a 1 to 5 scale) the institutions below”:
government,  parties,  parliament,  president,  municipalities,  courts,  constitutional  court,  churches,  army, police,  trade 
unions, public service tv and radio, the press, banks, institution companies. 

Alienation. 
Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express their agreement with 
the following statements on a 1 to 5 scale.)
People like myself do not have a say in what the government does. 
Everyday people cannot break the law, while the high-level affairs are not brought to justice. 

Approves the law giving a special citizen status to to Hungarian minorities living in surrounding countries. 
Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements below they 
argee with. 
„It is necessary to give a special status to ethnic Hungarians abroad”
versus
„First we need to help of Hungarian citizens”

Opines that PSB TV is biased to the Government. 
People were asked that out of the three news programmes available which one is biased in
favour of the government. They could freely name any of the three evening news programmes.
A total of 41% of respondents have claimed m1 is biased. (By contrast, far fewer
respondents judged the two commercial TV news programmes to be either pro-government or pro-opposition (around 
10% only).)
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Approves the state subsidized real estate credit introduced by the Government.,
Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements below they 
argee with. 
„By introducing this credit, the Government helps to many”
versus 
„The credit is not a real hlp for many people”

Self-defined liberal.
Respondents were asked to place themselves  on a 1 to  7 scale,  in function of  whether  they define themselves  as  
conservative or as liberal. 

Approves the state of economy and her own economic perspectives. 
Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express  to answer the 
following questions on a 1 to 5 scale, 1 meaning a strong deterioration, 5 meaning a strong javulás) 
„How do you think the state of economy has changed in the last 12 months?”
„How do you think the financial state of your household has changed in the last 12 months?” 
„How do you think the state of economy will change in the next 12 months?”
„How do you think the financial state of your household will change in the next 12 months?” 

Political involvement
The political involvement index has been constructed with Principal Component Analysis.
The first principal component has accounted for 43 per cent of the total variance of the following variables.

variable correlation between variable and the involvement index
willing to vote 0.56
general level of knowledge 0.76
talks about news 0.53
knowledge of party leaders 0.72
interest in politics 0.69
variance explained 43%
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In the audience interested in party political debates, we find two celebratory issues that played a 

decisive role in the polarization of left-wing and right-wing voters. The political identity of these 

voter segments related closely to their judgement of the Olympic campaign and the decoration of 

the Prime Minister at Tufts University. The very meaning of these celebratory issues for left-wing 

and  right-wing  voters  may  be  read  out  from  the  other  key  features  propelling  the  left-right 

polarization. The most important of these features has been voters' identification with nationalist-

conservative values. In the audience interested in conventional party political controversy, right-

wing people fostered irredentist attitudes, placed the value of patriotism above those of proficiency, 

named  belief  in  God  as  a  key  condition  of  holding  public  office,  and  rejected  the  ideas  that 

nationalism and the Church endanger democracy in Hungary.  By contrast,  left-wing people felt 

these threats to exist, and disapproved the political values of irredentism, patriotism and religious 

belief.  Consistently  to  this  basic  polarity  between  left  and  right,  the  issue  of  the  status  law 

( revolving around the question of national community) also played its role in the identity formation 

of left-wing and right-wing voter segments. The status law was by far the most important object of  

the  ideological  debate  between  political  parties,  for  it  represented  well  the  hundred  years  old, 

conventional  clash  between  the  nationally  devoted  Right  and  its  left-liberal,  cosmopolitan 

opposition. 

It is in the space of this traditionally defined antagonism that the Fidesz vision of  polgár 

Hungary and national recovery gained its meaning for the audience interested in conventional party 

politics. Right-wing people could celebrate Fidesz as a force that brings to victory the century-old 

program of national conservatism, by mobilizing the country with initiatives that arise widespread 

feelings of national pride. This approval of celebratory politics coupled in the minds of right-wing 

voters with a high trust in public institutions and a sense of personal empowerment. The identity of 

left-wing people was based on the negation of  nationalism,  a  disapproval  of  celebration.  Left-

leaning voters fostered feelings of distrust and a sense of alienation. On the whole, in the audience 

interested in conventional party political debates, the celebratory performance of Fidesz was read as 

a new, reborn emanation of the old Right-wing program of national conservatism. However, this 

specific understanding of the Fidesz celebratory performance was not able to mobilize the political 

middle-ground in the audience interested in conventional ideological debates. The undecided voters 

of this audience group were too familiar with the conventional ideological war between Left and 

Right, they knew too well  the stakes and meanings of this battle to rally with the Government's 

politics that – in their eyes – did not do more than clothing an old antagonism into a new costume.

In the audience segment of people without clean-cut issue genre preference, the polarization 

of  left-wingers  and  right-wingers  was  driven  by  very  different  motives.  The  key  values  of 
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conservative nationalism are entirely missing from the features by which the two voter  groups 

distinguish themselves. Neither did right-wingers feel more trustful or more empowered than the 

left-wing electorate. The only feature opposing the two voter segments was their relation to the 

high-profile issues of the electoral campaign. Left-wing and right-wing people formed their political 

identities by following the actual impulses that they received from the media spectacle. The two key 

celebratory issues, the Olympic initiative and Prime Minister's trip to Boston played a key role in 

this  audience segment,  too,  just  like  in  the  previous  one.  In  addition,  a  third celebratory issue 

emerged as a key polarizing factor: right-wingers approved the freshly introduced real estate credit 

system, while left-wingers opined that it does not bring a real solution to the problems of the young 

who aspire  for property.  Beyond these three celebratory issues,  status law was the fourth issue 

significantly contibuting to the identity formation of politically engaged citizens in this audience 

segment. Tellingly enough, the only feature that played a role in the left-right polarization and was 

not a concrete news issue is the trust in Public Service Television, which in 2001-2 worked as a  

propagandist for the Government. In the era, 41% of people (38% of the casual middle) were aware 

of the bias of PS television (in answer to an open-ended question, they named PSB TV as a biased 

channel).  In  the  audience  without  clear  issue  prefence,  right-wingers  not  only  approved  the 

Government's position in the leading campaign issues, but also appreciated the reliability of the PS 

television that openly promoted the celebratory performance of Fidesz.

In the „elusive middle” with no issue genre preference, the difference between left-  and 

right-wing voters was reduced to one single dimension: the two segments differed whether or not a 

figure of a „strong and attractive Government” emerged in their mind in reaction to the celebratory 

performance of Fidesz. Celebratory issues proved to be strong and attractive enough to engage the 

political middle-ground. Winning the sympathy of this group has been a huge gain for Fidesz: the 

„casual middle”, as we have seen earlier, accounted for 14,5% of the total electorate.  

The third agenda perception group, that  of people interested in the genre of biopolitical 

news,  developed  a  very  different  understanding  about  the  political  identity  of  Fidesz  and  the 

meaning of its celebratory performance. In this audience particle, just as in the previous two, the 

issue  of  Olympics  was  a  key  feature  of  identity  formation.  However,  the  Olympic  campaign 

embodied a sharply different vision about Fidesz and its „polgár Hungary” than in the two other 

audience groups. Among people interested in biopolitical issues, people's judgement of the Olympic 

initiative was linked neither to nationalism and nor to their  approval of other high-level issues. 

Instead,  right-wing  people  approving  Olympics  were  characterized  with  a  liberal  identity  and 

positive  expectations  about  the  perspectives  of  the  economy  and  also  their  own  financial 

perspectives.  In  a  highly  unexpected  way,  a  right-wing  liberal  identification  emerged  in  the 

particular context of the 2002 campaign, in opposition to the left-wing-conservative engagement of 
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the voters dissatisfied with the Government.  In this  particular articulation of the left-right axis, 

right-wingers  were  characterized  with  high  levels  of  institutional  trust  and  intense  political 

involvement, while left-leaning voters were distrustful and alienated from politics. In this case, the 

Fidesz' celebration of „polgár Hungary” was associated with the idea of the country putting itself in 

motion,  with a republican engagement in the country's  affairs,  with the promise of „real socio-

economic recovery”. 

However,  the  above  vision  of  right-liberal  entrepreneur  „polgárs”  proved  to  be  totally 

repulsive for the political middle-ground. Strangely enough, politically undecided voters rejected 

this  celebratory  vision  with  higher  antipathies  than  left-wing  voters  themselves.  The  audience 

concerned with biopolitical issues understood the antagonism of the government and its opposition 

in a way that mounted impenetrable walls between Fidesz and the political middle-ground. There 

are good reasons to suppose that people who watch news through biopolitical lenses are particularly 

susceptible to the personal, often physical, experience of endangerment in which people live their 

lives in postcommunist Hungary. It is plausible that the majority of those interested in biopolitics 

redarded with antipathy the articulation of a right-liberal „polgár” class that they did not feel to be 

part of. The political middle in this audience segment felt that the right-liberal ethos of republican 

enterpreneurship is at odds with the actual opportunities of those who do not have fortunes to seek.

Figure 2. The place of right-wing, left-wing and middle-ground voters on the discriminant functions. 
The value of discriminant functions in group centroids.

  Interested in party politics Middle Interested  in  biopolitical 
issues

Function 1 Function 2 Function 1 Function 2 Function 1 Function 2
Left-wing 1,23 0,3 1,03 0,2 -0,35 0,9
Middle -0,07 -0,6 -0,4 -0,67 -0,63 -0,6
Right-wing 1,19 0,36 -0,96 0,8 1,6 -0,15
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6.5. Conclusion

In Part 2, I have presented the efforts of Fidesz to „connect the elusive middle”, that is, to perform a 

celebratory, harmonious vision of national recovery which mobilizes enough people to create a new 

majority around the politics of the New Right in Hungary. In order to establish this connection, 

Fidesz actors enacted innovative and unfamiliar performances, and brought a truly new voice into 

Hungarian politics that successfully put to silence the old tropes of political antagonism that so far  

had paralized the traditional Right. The celebratory performance of Fidesz could hardly be criticized 

with the conventional,  progressivist  narrative of the Hungarian Left.  By drawing an enchanting 

vision  about  a  polgár Hungary  and  a  progressive  „polgár-ization”  (civilization,  capitalization, 

modernization) in the country,  Fidesz created a new antagonism between the polgárs of a modern 

Republic and the rest. 

Fidesz actors constructed the the vision of  polgár Hungary in accordance to the recipee 

offered by political marketing and the fifth estate. They powerfully enacted an attractive, engaging 

vision about polgár-ness and national recovery, they surrounded this vision with a celebratory aura, 

they positioned themselves as the engineers of a common endeavour that ends the paralysis of old-

style political mud-throwing. At the same time, they deliberately kept  polgár-ness an opaque and 

polysemic concept that can be celebrated in various ways, one that flexibly offers itself for multiple  

interpretations and identifications. Indeed, the celebration of polgár Hungary may rightly be seen as 

a textbook case of creating a powerful vision that is aimed, on the on hand, to grab the imagination 

of a maximum number of individual voters in the elusive, uncommitted middle-ground, and on the 

other hand, to cement these divergent identifications into a mobilizable political community. 

„Polgár Hungary” was an innovative vision with a high aesthetic power, and an existing 

potential to unite the middle-ground with the right-wing electorate. However, as we have seen, the 

multiple  meanings  of  the  celebratory  vision  were  dissociated  by  audiences  themselves  who 

developed quite divergent understandings of this vision. The divergent layers of  polgár Hungary 

could not work together, they could not develop into a coherent articulation of a new majority.  

Instead  of  mutually  reinforcing  each  other,  the  different  layers  of  the  celebratory performance 

inspired three distinct images to emerge that exclusively dominated the understanding of  Fidesz 

politics in the three agenda perception groups. In the party political group, celebratory politics was 

commonly  seen  to  offer  a  traditionally  inspired  vision  about  a  „new  right-wing  national 

conservatism”. In the biopolitical group, it was commonly meant to represent a right-wing-liberal, 

entrepreneurial  vision of „socio-economic recovery”.  The group with no news genre preference 

understood  the  celebratory  performance  as  a  spectacular  vision  of  a  „strong  and  attractive 
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Government”. 

The celebratory performance of Fidesz forcefully and successfully polarized the polgárs and 

the rest – however, this polarization did not take place in a common symbolic space. Three distinct 

polarizations have emerged, due to the fact that the mainstream media audience has fallen apart to 

three separate audience particles which fostered highly divergent understandings of the performed 

antagonism. These energetic polarizations have been directly incited by the forceful,  inevadable 

campaign of Fidesz,  which, instead of polarizing the electorate into a new „polgár” majority and 

the rest,  „mispolarized” voters in certain audience particles and erected walls between the right-

wing and the undecided middle.109 The celebration of polgár Hungary collapsed under the weight of 

its own mobilizing power. 

The inherent instability of political performances is rooted in the fact that in the sphere of politics,  

any attempt to “connect” the popular middle in an innovative way means inevitably to reshape old 

antagonisms into new ones, to find a delicate form that is innovative and opens new perspectives 

without losing contact to the old cleveage that it is aimed to retailor. This means that most political  

performances that aim to “connect” the popular audience will sound familiar and unfamiliar at the 

same  time,  and  thus,  leave  the  audience  to  its  own  resources  in  making  sense  of  the  very 

antagonism that they represent. Public actors' attempts to “connect” the popular audience can hardly 

work without re-polarizing the political space.110 However, the new polarities they create may end 

up in harming the actor, without this latter even being aware of the harm. In such cases, the problem 

is not that the connecting – repolarizing efforts of the actor would be evaded or resisted by people: 

on the contrary, the very harm comes from the fact that the performance polarizes the audience 

powerfully but in hardly controllable ways.

The inherently unstable power of the Fidesz celebratory performance manifests itself in the 

fact that although it  succeeded in mobilizing all  segments of the electorate, it  failed to involve 

audiences into a common symbolic space where the riches of the  polgár vision could have been 

experienced, and citizens with different histories and lifestyles could have mutually recognized each 

other as polgárs. Fidesz strategists, as I have demonstrated, were wrong to assume that the centrally 

staged  performance  of  polgár Hungary  will  flexibly  connect  various  voter  segments  into  a 

mobilizable political community, the members of which would hold overlapping ideas about what 

makes  a  polgár and  how  this  new  right-wing  identity  differs  from the  non-polgárs and  their 

political  representatives.  Mainstream audiences  did not  experience the  polgár performance in a 

common symbolic space. Instead,  three separate symbolic arenas emerged, in which  polgárness 

meant very different things for the audience „particles” attending these arenas.

These  findings  challenge  the  common  academic  and  expertly  understanding  of  the 
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„mainstream”  media  space.  According  to  the  common  expertly  presumption,  the  mediatized 

spectacle of mainstream politics takes place in a common unified arena, a virtual stadium in which 

the  gaze  of  the  audience  is  centered  to  the  same  stage.  Of  course,  media  analysts  have  fully 

acknowledged that today's fragmented lifestyle communities and voter segments tend to maintain 

self-enclosed „public sphericules” for themselves. Experts have been equally right to recognize that 

audience segments  have access  to  the  mainstream media  performances  representing  the  central 

antagonisms of politics. Where the dominant expertly understanding needs revision is the idea that 

the mainstream media arena forms a relatively homogeneous, coherent space. 

The assumption of a unified mainstream media arena has been widely shared throughout the 

fifth estate.  Indeed, this  presumption lurks behind today's  heavily orchestrated,  complex, multi-

faceted campaigns that aim to glue divergent audience segments to a common political vision. Of 

course, political actors and their strategists are well aware of the fact that this common vision needs  

to be diversified in order to resonate with all the sub-segments of the electorate. However, this 

diversification (or „targeting”) has always been meant to build bridges between particular segments 

and  a  centrally  invented,  relatively  coherent  political  vision.  Marketers  and  other  fifth  estate 

professionals have tended to presume that these sub-segments are all connected somehow to this 

central mobilising vision. The exact above assumption was lurking behind the Fidesz performance 

in  2002.  Fidesz actors  presented  multi-faceted  but  overlapping messages  that  they expected  to 

„resonate” with as many sub-segments as possible and to unite them under the umbrella vision of 

polgár Hungary.

In  contrast  to  the  above,  established  understanding  of  a  relatively  coherent  mainstream 

media space existing „above” the fragmented landscape of marginal media channels111, my analysis 

offers  a  different  model.  Accordingly,  the  space  of  mediatized  political  spectacle  is  less  to  be 

understood by analogy of a virtual stadium where the mass gathers around a centrally placed stage 

than that of a theater where the „same” performance is attended by random audience „particles” on 

different theater nights, so the total audience is partitioned into casual crowds. It is with this analogy 

in head that I have referred above to mainstream audience „particles” who would attend the same 

mainstream performance in distinct arenas in which the dramatized antagonism may be framed very 

differently. The mainstream „sub-arenas” that I am referring to are ephemeral, emerge incidentally 

and temporarily,  and, most importantly,  they are virtual.  They do not relate to particular media 

channels, and neither are they attended by specific interpretive communities or lifestyle groups. In 

fact, these virtual arenas are no more than casual interpretive frameworks that are commonly shared 

by a casual audience „particle”, and offer a particular viewpoint from which members of a given 

particle see the whole performance.

The above hint that the same mainstream performance may be attended in separate virtual 
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arenas  attributes  a  „theatrical”  character  to  popular  media.  Similarly  to  theater  audiences,  the 

spectators of mediatized politics may watch the „same” performance in separate „theater halls” – 

and just as the audiences of two consecutive theater nights, two separate media audience „particles” 

may be  touched  differently by the  „same”  performance.  In  the  followings,  I  will  theoretically 

examine  the  above  theatricality  of  late  modern  media  and  politics.  I  will  examine  the  media 

systemic conditions that allow for such virtual arenas to emerge and to make invisible frictions in 

the way of information. The rise of such virtual arenas, I will argue, is due to a great extent to the  

„eventizaton” of media, the fact that today's media space is flodded by events that try to „connect” 

their audience with rule-breaking, never-seen, unfamiliar contents. In such a space, it is inevitable 

that these unfamiliar impulses will resonate in unexpected ways with certain spectatorial affinities. 

The audiences who share these affinities may commonly reduce the complexity of the mainstream 

performance, they may interpret it in highly simplistic terms, and they may enthusiastically engage 

with (or against) the heavily simplified message that they read out of the performance. In such 

cases, when a casual particle of the mass audience attends a mainstream performance in a virtual 

arena, a „latent event” is taking place – which manifests the theatrical nature of late modern media. 

The fact that the celebratory performance of  polgár Hungary triggered three enthusiastic 

polarizations in three casual audience particles may well be grasped as a „latent event” which took 

place under the radars of actors and audiences, and which, still, forcefully determined the actual 

constellations of media power, political power and audience power. The existence of such „latent 

events” reveals the very limits of the dominant fifth estate discourse which promises political actors 

to control their media consuming constituencies by „connecting” them with popular messages. Part 

3  will  theoretically  address  the  inevitable  rise  of  „latent  events”  in  today's  „theatrical”  media 

system. 
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Part 3. From media events to event media 

Introduction 

In Part  1,  I  have  presented  the  rise  of  a  „reflexive  media  system” which  I  have  grasped as  a 

conglomeration of two relatively independent spheres: that of media production and distribution on 

the one hand, and that of reflexive apparatuses, on the other. The reflexive sphere, the „fifth estate”, 

has accumulated a sovereign symbolic power to orient public actors' adaptation to the marketized 

systems of media production and distribution. As I have shown in Chapter 3 (and already in Chapter 

2),  media  interpreting  apparatuses  have  been  preoccupied  with  the  common  idea  of  „active 

connection  and  control”:  that  today's  „active”  audiences  are  able  to  effectively  vindicate  their 

preferences and need to be connected and controlled by new techniques that are flexibly suited to 

their demands. This expert narrative has set the frames in which public actors have tried to adapt 

themselves to popular media markets.

In  Part  2,  I  have  explored  the  case  of  a  marketing-driven  campaign  in  Hungary  and 

presented  the  limits  of  the  above  strategy  of  „popular  connection”.  These  limits,  as  I  have 

demonstrated,  are  not  external  ones.  If  marketing-based,  „modernist”  connection  strategies  are 

vulnerable, this is not because their mobilizing power would be neutralized or faded by contending 

external impulses that would extinguish their appeal. Strategies of „active connection and control” 

are inefficient for inner reasons. If they fail, this is because they are not able to control the powerful 

symbolic  effects  that  they  bring  on  their  audience.  As  I  have  shown  in  detail,  the  typically 

„modernist”  marketing  strategy of  connecting  the  elusive  middle-ground (by offering  people  a 

complex, polysemic vision that is flexible enough to suit voters' divergent expectations, and still,  

firm enough to anchor voters' fragmented affinities to a focal ideological message) has powerfully 

mobilized the audience, and still, it has failed to cement voter particles into a mobilizable political  

community. Instead of involving the middle-ground voters into the central celebratory performance 

of  polgár Hungary,  the  connecting  strategy  of  Fidesz triggered  an  unexpected  event:  the 

dissociation  of  three  casual  audience  „particles”  which  were  all  heavily  affected  by  the 

performance, but interpreted the performed antagonism between the polgárs and the rest in highly 

different terms and engaged themselves along this antagonism in different ways. 

Polgár Hungary has been so far the most forceful performance of mediatized politics in 

Hungary.  The  fall  of  this  performance represents  the  very hardship  of  modernist  „connecting” 

strategies that aim to build a political majority from the „people” that they seek to „connect”. There 

are good reasons to argue,  however,  that populist  strategies are  less efficient in connecting the 

minds of „common people” than in triggering hardly controllable events in which the top-down 
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power of propagandists and the bottom-up power of audiences mingle into explosive mixtures.

Too  many  of  today's  well-designed  connecting  strategies  end  up  in  triggering  such 

juggernaut  events.  In  order  to  understand why this  is  so,  we first  need to  unravel  the  delicate 

relationship between „popular connection” and „event-making” in the late media environment. As I 

will  argue  in  Part  3,  today's  media  and  public  actors  can  hardly  „connect”  their  fragmented 

audiences in any other way than by inciting exceptional impulses that are apparent enough to fill the 

disparate  media  horizons  of  their  targeted  audiences.112 Media  and  political  actors'  race  for 

connecting their audiences has triggered an extreme overproduction of “exceptional” impulses in 

the late modern media space. The key players of this space have invested immense resources into 

connecting people through creating „events”, that is, through triggering and exploiting „exceptional 

moments” in the cultural experience of media audiences. 

The „exceptional”  has  played a  central  role  in  media and public  actors'  competition for 

„connecting and controlling the active audience” – which race has resulted in a highly unstable, 

heavily „eventized” media environment. This environment – to be called „event-driven media” or 

simply „event media” in the followings – is to be explored in the two following chapters. Chapter 7 

reveals the historic process of media eventization in the last two decades. Reviewing some common 

trends  in  commercial  media  industries  and  politics,  I  will  argue  that  actors'  populist  race  for 

„connecting” people has inevitably led to the overproduction of events promoted as extraordinary. 

Chapter 8 seeks to theorise the event-filled sphere emerging from the above historic process of 

media eventization. I will review three theoretical approaches that bring relevant knowledge about 

the eventized system of late modern media. First I will present theories of spectacle which, in my 

view, embody the fifth estate's modernist vision about media eventization. Seen from this view, 

today's media events do not interrupt the routines of media production, but, on the contrary, embody 

these „spectacular” routines. With this modernist vision, I will contrast two theoretical approaches 

which commonly suggest that media events still have an interruptive force, even today, when every 

media impulse is eventized by industrial  means.  The first  approach that stands against spectale 

theories is the established „dramaturgical” theory of „mundane events”. The second approach is my 

own „situational” theory of „latent events”. The dramaturgical and the situational approaches are 

commonly endebted to  the anthropological  idea of liminality,  and suggest that  the late  modern 

media  space  is  still  plenty  of  relatively  autonomous,  liminal  events  in  which  the  established 

structures of production and consumption collide. These events unfold by their own sovereign logic, 

and due to them, late modern media form a „theatrical” space, and not a „spectacular” one. The 

main goal of Part 3 will be to demonstrate the inherently „theatrical” nature of late modern media. 
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Chapter 7 : The events industry of popular media and politics 

The strategic goal of „connecting” people seems self-evident only to the point when it turns out that 

everybody else is doing the same thing. How to „connect” audiences that are „connected” by so 

many contending voices and that seek to select for themselves which of these voices they wish to 

connect with? This problem seemed much less urgent in the uncompetitive system of broadcast 

media. In the broadcast age, the „connection” between media and audience was thought to emerge 

from people's habitual immersion in the ordinary media flow. In today's competitive media system, 

by contrast, popular connection seems to grow out of people's enthusiastic immersion in 

extraordinary media events. 

In sections 7.1 and 7.2, I will address the intermingled logics of „popular connection” and 

„event making” in popular entertainment media. Today's eventized model of media entertainment, 

as I will argue, seeks to maximally exploit the enthusiasm of audiences who willingly engage with 

highly valued contents that they find special and outstanding. The above commodification of 

“exceptional moments” has been enacted by three typical industrial strategies (“inciting buzz”, 

“selling engagement” and “running with the pack”) that will shortly be addressed. In the third 

section, I will present how the same above strategies have been transported into the field of politics 

and restructured the whole political field. I will address the deeply paradoxical structures that have 

emerged due to the excessive „eventization” of media and politics. Although the excessive 

eventization of media discourse has reshaped the media landscape, I will argue, media events have 

won a pyrrhean victory: their ubiquitous presence has undermined their mobilizing energies. As an 

illustration, I will explore in more detail the Clinton-Lewinsky-saga, that has been the first political 

event (drama? spectacle?) in late modern America to bear in itself all the paradoxical processes 

arising from the populist eventization of media and political discourse. 

7.1. Exploiting the exceptional: the eventization of entertainment media 

In a forgotten passage of their book, Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz have forecasted the eventization 

process that occupies me in this chapter. „Media events preview the future of television”, they have 

claimed, „as the new media technology multiplies the number of channels, (and) television will 

become a medium of segmentation and television-as-we-know-it will disappear.” (1992:23) The 
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reader faces a double anticipation here:  that  the genre of media event will not fall together with 

broadcast  television  and,  even  more  importantly,  that  the  pertinence  of  media  events  will 

counterweigh the dissolution of broadcasting and the fragmentation of media. Twenty years later, it 

is clear that most media producers, public actors and media experts have themselves got to the same 

conclusion than Dayan and Katz in the very early years of late modern media. 

As a growing number of researchers has pointed out, media actors in the last two decades 

have increasingly relied on media events  in their  strategies to get  along in the highly complex 

ecology  of  late  modern  media  (Caldwell  1996,  2004;  Hesmondhalgh  2002,   Kim-Park  2008, 

Couldry-Hepp-Krotz 2010, Auslander 2008). Media and public actors, in their attempts to establish 

temporary control over an increasingly fragmented and competitive media market, have invested 

much  effort  into  generating  „multi-platform  media  events”  (Roscoe  2004)  which  can  achieve 

widespread visibility by sweeping across the whole media field. Indeed, media and public actors 

today would qualify as exploitable event any occurrence with a potential of „connecting” (engaging, 

attracting, etc) the audience: the season opener of a TV serial, the final and semi-finals of a reality 

programme (Couldry 2002), the actually erupting scandal that flods over all media gates at the same 

time (Liebes-Blondheim 2005, Delli-Carpini-Williams 2001), the actual upward „momentum” of a 

party (Blumler-Kavanagh 1999) that can incessantly be commented upon, political studio debates 

that  are  regularly promoted as „political  events” on their  own (Cayrol,  1986: 138),  the sudden 

popularity loss of a political candidate struggling for re-election, and so on. 

The  intense  „eventization”  of  popular  media  and  the  resulting  emergence  of  „event 

television” (Caldwell 1996, Hesmondhalgh 2002, Roscoe 2004) have dissolved the media event as a 

distinct  televisual  genre  (Dayan-Katz  1992:9)  and  reinstated  it  as  an  ubiquitous  organizing 

principle. By the above conversion of the event (from a genre to an overall organizing principle) I  

mean that late modern media actors today are regularly conferring the status of event to all kinds of 

occurrences that seem to have a „connecting” potential. Actors hope to enchant their audiences with 

extraordinary experiences produced on a routine basis.  The industrial production of extraordinary 

events has manifested itself in multiple forms: in the production of intensely dramatized, innovative 

dramas, „water cooler” programs and cult shows; in the tournament-like structure of reality shows 

and talent shows (semi-finals and finals); in the cross-platform syndication of „generative” branded 

contents and the exploitation of the audience activities that they generate (Murray 2003); and also in 

new forms of cooperation between TV channels and advertisers, in which the latter are provided 

with „engagement guarantees” and only pay after viewers who are „engaged” with the season's 

water-cooler hit. 

Importantly, the above strategies of „eventization” have all been worked out in the spirit of 

Dayan  and  Katz's  above  insightful  hint.  Producers  have  seen  audience  engagement  with 
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extraordinary content as a capitalizable asset which may counter-balance the fading of a business 

model  that,  for  decades,  had  been  based  on  a  highly  repetitive  „flow”  of  very  ordinary  TV 

programs.  In  the  era  of  broadcast  television,  it  was  a  common truism that  viewers  tune  on  to 

channels and not particular programs. The gross number of the (prime-time) audience had been 

regarded as a good enough proxy to judge the worth of a TV channel – both in commercialized and 

in public service based media systems. However, this industrial status quo has been undermined by 

new contenders – cable, satellite, online channels – appearing on the media market from the 1980es 

on. (Turow 1997, 2006) In the last two decades, broadcast televisions have been living under a 

constant threat that their shrinking prime time ratings will destroy their core business model that 

had been based on „selling” audience attention (either directly to advertisers or indirectly to public 

service media regulators who, just as advertisers, expected good rating points).113 

The continous erosion of the prime-time audience114 has faced broadcast TV companies with 

the  threatening possibility  that  the  emerging,  multi-choice  media  environment  will  give  life  to 

highly selective audiences that consume media only and solely in their own terms – and evade the 

time-bound programming of broadcast television. On demand, cable and narrowcasting seemed to 

be the highway to future television. In the late 1990es and early 2000es, mainstream actors had to  

redefine  their  place  in  the  highly  fragmented  media  system that  had  been  emerging  with  the 

proliferation of thematic, targeted, niche, on-demand TV services. Today it seems to be clear that 

the „eventization” of TV programming has proved to be the most successful industrial answer to 

media  fragmentation.  Mainstream  media  companies  have  rightly  recognized  that  audiences, 

although they have taken control over the wheres and whens of their media usage, have not lost  

their  hunger  for  engaging,  outstanding  content  produced  by  mainstream  actors.  Accordingly, 

popular  media  industries  have  grasped  their  audience  as  a  compound  of  „content  loyal  [and] 

platform promiscuous” users (Murray 2003), whose engagements and „content loyalties” may be 

turned into profits, as a compensation for the dissolving „channel loyalties” that were typical to the 

broadcast audience in the past. 

For understanding why extraordinary, outstanding contents have been seen so vital industry-

wise, it may be worth to compare their ratings points with those of the average TV program flow. 

While broadcast networks in the USA have lost 60-70% of their audience in 30 years (Turow 2006), 

Nielsen data make it clear that the ratings of the most popular shows shrank much less drastically,  

only by around 40% - without counting cable TV, DVD or internet releases!115 If we factor online 

distribution into the equation, it  turns out that the viewership of today's cult shows lags behind 

yesterday's hits by much less than 40%. In 2007, the online audience increased the TV ratings of 

the cult show 'The Office' by 25%.116 Meanwhile, the ratings of the most prominent live media 

events have not fallen at  all: Super Bowl reaches today the same amount of around 90 million 
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people that it reached thirty years ago117, the viewership of the Olympic Games hits a new record 

every four year. Neither has the average Oscar gala audience shrank significantly in the last decades 

(although ratings were notoriously fluctuating from year to year, depending on the appeal of actual 

nominees).118 The  above  examples  clearly  indicate  that  the  gravitational  force  of  industrially 

orchestrated media events may temporarily counter-balance the fragmentation of media.  However 

fragmented the British media landscape may have been in 2000, the event-like, live reality program 

Big Brother was the „only thing that anyone (was) talking about” for a while (Scannell 2002:277).

The above picture suggests that in today's media entertainment industries, all actors seek to 

capitalize on audiences' exceptional experiences. This strategy, certainly, harmonizes with the oft-

referred  hint  of  leading  marketing  experts  Pine  and  Gilmore,  authors  of  the  cult  book  „The 

Experience  Economy”,  that  „[t]he  best  way  to  market  any  product  is  with  an  experience  so 

engaging that potential customers can't help but pay attention - an pay up as a result.” (Pine – 

Gilmore 2004)

7.1.1. A shift from TV flow to buzz

In the everyday industrial discourses about event-making, particular attention has been laid to those 

cult cultural products that are able to trigger a mass level audience engagement that  runs across 

fragmented media platforms. This kind of cross-platform engagements have been coined by the 

term  “audience  buzz”  –  that,  in  marketing  discourse,  stands  for  the  more  elevated  notion  of 

“collective effervescence”, by which academic scholars have coined the mobilizing effects of media 

events and social dramas. Be it named buzz or effervescence, it is certain that this type of audience 

reaction  has  widely  been  seen  as  the  Grail  of  late  modern  media.  Audience  buzz,  and  the 

exceptional cultural products that may maximize it, have assumed a key role in the programming 

strategy of today's “multi-platform event television”.119 

The above, self-generating mass engagement with cult TV programmes has found its most 

eloquent expression in the popular concept of „water cooler buzz”. (McIntosh 2008:73) The notion 

was born in the late nineties, and today, no one would question that it represents the key stake of 

mainstream media competition. „Water cooler programs” are highly attractive breakout shows that 

would make people gather around the water cooler in the office next day and discuss the newest 

episode. I think, it is the above concept of „water cooler buzz” that reveals the best the very extent 

to which late modern “event television” aims to channel the expressive energies of outstanding 

Media Events into the realms of “ordinary” media production and usage.  Indeed, the notion of 

“water cooler buzz” represents the day-to-day reproduction of what Dayan and Katz defined as 

practices of „festive viewing” (1992:142). Water cooler shows are meant to serve as the symbolic 
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trigger of „diasporic” media events (1992:145), where audiences join the production of the event-

performance, by performing to each other their tastes, pleasures and opinions. 

In  the  late  modern  media  environment,  mainstream media  and public  actors  can  hardly 

maintain  their  position  without  regularly  generating  cross-platform  “buzz”  among  fragmented 

audiences. But how the above “buzz-ful” engagements are to be conceived of? Are they spectatorial 

pleasures? Do they embody the intense information-seeking efforts of empowered consumers? Are 

they entry points to emerging or existing group identities? Buzz, arguably, is all of these at the same 

time. 

In the last decade, a lot has been said about what audience buzz (or engagement) is and how 

it can be incited. In a typically modernist text, McKinsey strategist Renée Dye (2000) has defined 

consumer buzz, in a highly eloquent way, as "explosive self-generating demand". Dye's insightful 

paper about buzz, published in a prestigious business management magazine, perfectly embodies 

the modernist discourse of the “fifth estate”. Starting from a very similar argument than mine, the 

author  suggests  that  buzz  can  only be  generated  by highly visible  and unique  contents.  Buzz-

generating impulses need to be seen by many and need to be seen as exceptional. Having stated this, 

Dye turns to the key question that any marketer would raise at the first place, namely how the buzz-

making  potential  of  such  outstanding  contents  can  be  enhanced  by  pre-calculated  industrial 

strategies.  Being  a  good  modernist  media  interpreter,  Dye  claims  that  consumer  buzz  has  a 

prodigious power,  with an enigmatic element that can never be entirely explained or predicted, 

however, it does not emerge in an entirely spontaneous way. Buzz-making has certain rules that can 

be cleverly exploited.120 The rules of buzz-making, according to Dye, can be deduced from the 

dispositions and motivations that drive the buzzing audience. As a member of the fifth estate, Dye 

self-evidently uses the key binaries by which audience activity has commonly been grasped in 

modernist discourse, and self-evidently arrives to the four models of „active control” that I have 

presented in Chapter 3 (see Table X).  

In explaining how to generate buzz, Dye has used each major modernist model of „active 

control”. It may be worth to examine here how closely Dye's buzz generating strategies correspond 

to the four above overall models, and also how strongly her descriptions radiate the mythical aura of 

success and control (marketing power and commercial profits). The following Table presents four 

excerpts  that  manifest  the  four  most  important  buzz  generating  strategies  that  Dye  has 

distinguished. 
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Table 19 Four modernist models of buzz making

Audience 
motivation

Pre-existing Created

Individual Gratification model: 
“Tap the power of lists!”

rule:
Lists are potent  tools for creating buzz because 
they're  effective  road  signs  for  information-
besieged  consumers  who  don't  know  where  to 
focus their attention. 

Example:
In 1998, Modern Library, an imprint of Random 
House, surveyed its editorial board to compile a 
list of the top 100 novels of the twentieth century. 
The selections, which the company publicized on 
its Web site, became the focus of much animated 
discussion... Within five months, more than 1000 
articles  and  editorials  had  appeared  about  the 
controversial  list...  Modern  Library  received  a 
tremendous amount of free publicity, and traffic 
at its Web site surged by a jaw-dropping 7,000%.

Attraction model: 
“Exploit icons to beget buzz!”

rule:
Another tactic  that companies use to trigger buzz is 
celebrity endorsement

example: 
Tickle Me Elmo became the best-selling  toy of the 
1996  Christmas  season  in  the  United  States  after 
Rosie O'Donneil played with the doll on her daytime 
talk sbow.

Communal Tribalization model:
„Nurture the grass roots!”

the rule: 
[This]  buzz  tactic  focuses  on  establishing  and 
extending  product  loyalty  throughout  a 
community.

example:
executives  …  believed  they  could  save  the 
company by tapping into the fervent loyalty of its 
customers;  for  them,  Harley-Davidson  was  not 
just  a  motorcycle  but  an  identity.  In  1983,  the 
company  established  and  sponsored  the  Harley 
Owners Group … (and) relied on extensive word 
of  mouth  generated  within  these  communities. 
HOG  quickly  grew  in  strength,  sponsoring 
hundreds of rallies that drew Harley owners from 
across  the  country.  Today,  more  than  350,000 
owners belong to nearly 1000 chapters around the 
world.

Articulation model:
“Seed the vanguard!”

the rule: 
managers are recognizing that getting their products 
into  the  hands  of  the  vanguard  can  pay  off 
exponentially  in  how  the  mass  market  ultimately 
responds

example:
The  best  vanguard  for  a  product  may  not  be 
immediately  obvious.  It  may  even  come  from  a 
counterculture. Take Tommy Hilfiger. The designer 
focused  on  young,  urban  African-Americans  to 
imprint  his brand with a  street  hipness.  It  worked. 
Tbe  popularity  of  Hilfiger  clothes  quickly  spread 
from the inner city to the suburbs, reaching a broad 
audience of all ethnicities.

The table presents four (out of the five) buzz making strategies that Dye has proposed, and connects 

each to one of the four basic modernist models of „active control”. One of Dye's strategies (“Tap the 

power  of  lists!”)  grasps  buzz  making  as  the  gratification  of  the  information  hunger  of 

knowledgeable consumers who actively seek after exceptional contents, and in their judgements 

they cautiously weigh the wisdom of the masses and the wisdom of experts. The second strategy 

(“Exploit icons to beget buzz!”) proposes to attract the impulse-seeking spectators who keenly let 
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themselves be seduced by celebrities they adore.  The third strategy („Nurture the grass roots!”) 

defines audience buzz as the communal activity of a fan group – or “image tribe” (Turow) – the  

members of which share with each other an important part of their personal identity, and develop 

group-specific  aesthetic  value  hiearchies.  The  fourth  strategy  (“Seed  the  vanguard!”)  derives 

consumer buzz from the trend-setting activities of „vanguard” opinion leaders, people who have a 

good nose to feel the latent affinities of the mass consumership, and have an authority to articulate 

these affinities into new identifications („street hipness”, in the case of Tommy Hilfiger). 

As the above excerpts make it perfectly clear, consumer buzz may well be interpreted either 

in terms of individual motivations or in those of communal aspirations, it may equally be derived 

from pre-existing audience motivations that the expert merely discovers and from newly emerging 

motivations that the expert actively creates from people's latent affinites. Due to its compatibility 

with each predominant model of „active connection”, the idea of audience buzz – self-generating 

demand,  ferment,  effervescence,  hype – has become a key organizing idea in  today's  reflexive 

discourses about  popular  media.  No matter  how industry actors  have sought to „connect” their 

audience (whether  by informing the highly interested fact-seeker,  by giving identity to  a  latent 

consumer  profile,  by  praising  the  self-adoring  tribe  or  by  enchanting  the  attraction-seeking 

spectator), the idea of enthusiastic, exceptional experience has been inevitably lurking behind their 

connecting attempts. 

7.1.2. A shift from tacit loyalty to active engagement

The above presented developments in late modern media programming and commercial marketing 

translate well into the realm of TV and online advertising. To reveal these connections, it may be 

worth rephrasing our above definitions of audience buzz in terms of audience engagement, that has 

been the darling concept of the advertising industry since 2006. It  is  arguable that „buzz” and 

„engagement” are closely interconnected notions. Buzz, accordingly, could well be defined as large-

scale  audience  engagement  with  highly  visible  impulses  that  are  widely  seen  as  exceptional. 

Engagement, by contrast, may well be grasped as  interconnected consumers' willingness to buzz 

around – to commonly discuss, share, enjoy – a unique cultural product. 

The advertising industry today is undergoing a shift from exposure- to engagement-based ad 

pricing models. This shift has been triggered to a great extent by the newly emerging programming 

strategies  of  mainstream television  companies.  “Event-status  programming”  interferes  with  the 

classical  business  model  of  commercial  television,  that  has  been  built  on  the  distribution  of 

advertisements to the gross average audience of a channel. For decades, the mainstream audience 

has been supposed to watch ad spots with a similar loyalty than TV programs themselves. Today, 
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when more and more viewers turn on a channel for the sake of singular cult programmes and are not 

interested in the channel's programme flow, the time slots where advertisements can effectively be 

distributed to a mass audience are menacingly narrowing down.121 Importantly, the old advertising 

model has not been dethroned yet, however, expertly attention has forcefully shifted from potential 

audience exposure to ad spots  (the “opportunity to see”-based advertising model) to tangible and 

measurable audience engagements.122 The large number of marketing conferences about consumer 

engagement indicates  well  the  direction  that  media  experts  have  taken  in  order  to  suit  their 

advertising  model  to  today's  nomadic  media  surfers  who  would  re-aggregate  themselves  into 

masses only for the sake of exceptional, cult programmes.

Most importantly, the idea of  consumer engagement has widely been associated with the 

interconnectedness of the audience: with word-of-mouth “customer advocacy” (Sedley 2007), with 

online dialogue (Myers 2007)123,  with audience buzz around hyped products or media contents. In 

measuring these activities, Nielsen has gone the farest with its „buzzmetrics methodology”, tracking 

internet discussions for signs of audience engagement. The company has claimed, for example, to 

be able to predict movie sales by exploring the buzz that a soon-to-be-released film provokes in the 

blogosphere.  In  the  discourse  of  engagement  marketing  (or  at  the  related  fields  of  experience 

marketing  and  event  marketing),  the  measurement  and  modelling  of  engagement  has  been 

commonly been seen as the hallmark of effective advertising. 

Want to know which upcoming TV show will become the water-cooler hit with your demo? 

Starcom  MediaVest  Group  has  developed  a  tool,  dubbed  EnQ,  to  determine  consumer 

engagement with new TV programs. …  The EnQ study not only helped SMG book their 

clients into shows that delivered the GRPs they were looking for, the audiences of the shows 

judged to be engaging were likely to be more attentive to the advertising. ‘When we talk 

about engagement, the idea is it will have a positive impact on a consumer’s ad recall and 

with it, interest in the product and also potential purchase intent,’ says von Felkerzam (SMG 

Insights Director, PC)” (Summerfield 2006)

What signals a potential breakthrough, however,  is the occurrence of engagement guarantees in 

business deals between media companies and advertisers. The first cable channels stepping beyond 

the simple ratings points were Court TV and The Weather Channel in the USA.124 They offered 

engagement guarantees to advertisers, including that the content surrounding an ad spot is watched 

attentively, in length, and in a focused way. The ferment quickly spread beyond cable channels. In 

July 2006, MediaWeek reported: „Toyota said today it has reached an agreement with NBC under 

which the broadcast network will guarantee a specific level of viewer engagement for its television 

programs.  NBC becomes  the  first  broadcast  network  to  offer  advertisers  guarantees  based  on 
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engagement.” As a Toyota corporate manager made it clear, the firm was interested in inserting its 

ads into the environment of the season’s water cooler hits: "beyond audience size, we want the 

networks to focus on attention-grabbing, highly engrossing shows that keep audiences tuned in” 

(Consoli 2006).125 

Since 2006, (social) engagement avertising has grown into an established subfield in the 

advertising industry, and, at least in online media, it has efficiently challenged the traditional model 

of impression-based advertising. „Cost-Per-Engagement” has become a widely used pricing method 

in online advertising. (Barbeau 2011)126 In 2012, online video provider Hulu announced to give 

engagement guarantees to its advertisers. In this case, again, the capacity of the company to provide 

audience  engagement  has  been  linked  to  its  highly  popular,  cult  status  programs.  As  Michael 

Greene, Forrester Research analyst has explained it, “What Hulu is doing is reinforcing its status as 

a premium video publisher by calling attention to its strong user engagement and ad completion 

rates – metrics that differentiate it from other publishers, especially those in the mid- to long tail”. 

(O'Malley 2012)

7.1.3 A shift from gradual loyalty building to „get hot or go home”

So far, I have presented two important shifts in media industry discourse that reflect the intense 

process  of  “eventization”  of  TV programming  and  advertising.  Actors'  attention  has  parallelly 

shifted, as I have shown, from the familiar TV flow to buzz-provoking breakout events and from 

impression-based advertising to an engagement-based ad pricing model. Behind these turns, there 

lies a commonly held idea that at today's media markets, as at late capitalist markets in general,  

consumers do not foster long-term loyalties to (media) brands, but the two can intensely “dance 

together for brief moments of shared identity”. (Valentine – Gordon 2000:205-6) According to the 

common expertly conviction, the above intense moments of passionate “connection” are the best 

capitalizable assets of cultural industries.

According to the dominant media interpretive discourses, mainstream media actors need to 

capitalize on effervescent moments of mass excitement because today's audience engagements are 

temporary and elusive. This means not only that media users are illoyal to media channels and surf 

across them until they find the contents that suit them the best. Content may be king, but media 

users are illoyal to branded contents as well: no one can predict whether audience fever around 

today's cult TV series will last during the second or third season. Water cooler shows may work as 

events, they may temporarily reaggregate a fragmented audience, however, they can neither turn 

them loyal to media channels, nor keep them engaged in the long turn. This means that the ferment 
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generated by media events can hardly be channeled into longer-term affiliations. This uncertainty 

pushes actors toward short-term profit maximization, which means to exploit today's buzz as much 

as possible and to seed the grains of tomorrow's ferment.

In  late  modernity,  a  new logic  of  mainstream media  production  emerges,  which  lies  in 

spreading the ferment across all possible platforms, in exploiting maximally the draw of a cult show 

before  it  gets  extinguished  by  new  impulses.  Indeed,  late  capitalist  cultural  industries  have 

developed a full-fledged infrastructure exploiting and commodifying the „exceptional moments” of 

cultural experience. This newly emerging infrastructure is not without antecedent. On the contrary, 

late capitalist cultural industries have not invented anything new, only “radicalized”, so to say, a 

long-existing industrial  model,  that  Bertrand Miege has called the “editorial” model  of cultural 

commodity production. This model has been prevalent in various cultural industries (mainly the 

publishing of recorded music, film, and books) where consumer choice has been traditionally great 

and the returns on investment uncertain. In the spirit of the editorial model, the main players of 

recording and publishing industries have built infrastructures guaranteeing that the profits realized 

from one successful product can amply repay the losses produced by many failures. It is arguable 

that these infrastructures, aimed at maximally amplifying the momentum of (unpredictable) success, 

have been expanded in the era of late capitalism. 

The field to which the editorial model has been the most apparently extended is television, 

where it has been combined with the traditional “flow” model of broadcasting. (Miège 1987) Late 

modern television has widely applied the typical “editorial” strategy of cataloguing, that is, ranging 

successful and mediocre products into catalogues and selling them together. Nowhere the above 

“dialectic of the best-seller and the back catalogue” (Miège 1987) is more apparent than in today's 

TV. John Caldwell calls it the “loss leader” model of late modern event television (Caldwell 1996). 

As Caldwell has shown, event-status TV programs work as “loss leaders”: they are supposed to pull 

in a broad viewership that is expected to stay tuned after the show and watch the channel's less 

profitable,  mediocre  programs  as  well.  The  same  strategy  has  been  dominating  the  (global) 

syndication of TV shows, where outstanding TV dramas have been sold in pack, together with a 

large set of back-catalogue programs. This cataloguing strategy uses the momentum of exceptional, 

event status programs to bring some extra audience to ordinary ones.

In other cases, the editorial model has been expanded in a different way, which actually 

meant moving away from the strategy of cataloguing. In this case, the distributors would not only 

use the  hits to “help out” the less appealing products, but would get rid of these latter as quickly as  

possible. This strategy has been implemented, for example, in the American music industry in the 

1990es, after a new digital sales tracking system, called Soundscan, was introduced into the field in 

1991 (Anand and Peterson 2000). The new measurement system revealed an unexpected volatility 
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of audience interest, a nomadic attitude rapidly pushing some records to the top of the charts, and 

quickly  letting  down  yesterday's  hits.  This  evidence  forced  record  companies  to  rethink  their 

conventional methods of amplifying success. Before the 1990es, companies tried to gradually build 

up the reputation of records that they believed to have a chance to climb on the top of charts. 

However, when Soundscan revealed the very volatility of audiences, record companies rejected the 

idea that an album’s popularity may be built up in months-long marketing campaigns. Instead, in 

order  to  catch  their  nomadic  audiences,  companies  re-channeled  their  marketing  budgets  to 

heightening the first impetus of freshly released records as much as possible. Since the 1990es, 

record companies have poured all their marketing resources into amplifying the first days' audience 

buzz,  what  they  have  found  absolutely  decisive  to  the  chance  of  the  album's  future  success. 

Companies cut the promotion of all albums failing to incite immediate buzz in the audience, and 

deliberately overhyped the albums that they found buzz-generating. The rule of this new game has 

been called, rather tellingly, „get hot or go home”. (Anand-Peterson 2000:279) 

The above,  radicalized  version of  „editorial”  commodity production  has  spread into TV 

programming, as well. The following report illustrates well how ruthlessly TV channels may drop 

their unsuccessful shows, and how their program flow transforms, in consequence, into an endless, 

confuse torrent of new and newer premieres.

It’s beginning to feel like the TV season that won’t stop premiering. Once upon a time, the 

rhythm of network TV was simple: a flood of new shows in the fall, followed by a smattering 

of reality series and reruns to replace canceled shows until a new batch of programs arrived in 

January for  the  midseason.  No more.  After  stretching the  fall  premiere  season from late 

August to mid October, TV networks now are plugging holes in their prime time schedule 

with new shows. They’re replacing series  you’ve never  seen with fresh programs you’ve 

never heard of. “I told somebody I knew that Kidnapped was canceled, and they said, 'What’s 

Kidnapped?’ ” said Steve Sternberg, an analyst for media buyer Magna Global. Kidnapped is 

NBC’s heavily promoted hostage drama that was yanked from the schedule last week after a 

handful of low-rated airings. “It takes people so long to become aware of a new show, they’re 

gone before people even know they’re on.” (Deggans 2006)

The  two  above  presented  cases,  Soundscan  and  Kidnapped,  exemplify  that  today's  cultural 

industries have given up the idea that they can slowly build up brands and lead market trends. 

Aiming to exploit exceptional, extraordinary consumer experiences rather than building up long-

term loyalties, market actors have amplified as much as could the actual wave of audience fever.
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7.2. Banalizing the exceptional

So far I have argued that the industrial production of „media events” has been a key industrial 

reaction to processes of competition and fragmentation at the media field. I have presented how 

mainstream media industries have tried to transform themselves in order to maximally exploiting 

the outstanding, exceptional moments of cultural experience. I have not specified, however, how the 

exceptional aura of media products can be created. Let me start from my earlier suggestion that 

exceptional  experience may be triggered by particularly intense and by particularly interruptive 

impulses. These interrelated, but not identical, aesthetic techniques of event-making will be dealt 

with in the followings. 

In popular media entertainment, it has been common knowledge that any program aimed to 

reach  a  cult  status  needs,  first  and  foremost,  an  interruptive  aesthetics.  Such  innovative, 

groundbreaking shows, as John Caldwell has demonstrated in his ground-breaking book, are at the 

very core of the „event-status programming” typical to late modern television. (Caldwell 1996:160) 

This is all in sharp contrast with the age of broadcasting, when media producers and media experts 

were convinced that the hallmark of popular television lies in formulaic repetition.127 Today, when 

TV producers and advertisers hope to engage their active audiences with extraordinary programs, 

the  rule  of  avoiding  the  repetitive,  simplistic  formulas  of  broadcast  television  has  become  a 

mainstream mantra. Accordingly, late modern television offers an increasing variety of „formula-

breaking” programmes (Jancovich - Lyons 2003). The success of these programmes depends to a 

great  extent  on  their  innovative,  rule-breaking  credentials,  their  capacity  of  achieving  a  „high 

cultural” status among fastidious opinion leaders (McMurria 2003, Mishne – Glance 2006). Being 

well-received among critics is a quintessential symbolic capital, since it is on that ground that a 

program can be credibly promoted as innovative, rule-breaking and exceptional. These credentials 

may allow media actors to raise the interest of large-enough crowds to maintain their mainstream 

status.  Due to  their  above potential  to trigger  a  cross-platform effervescence,  an overwhelming 

“buzz”,  interruptive,  formula-breaking  shows  have  grown into  key industrial  assets  in  the  late 

modern media ecology.

The „cult shows” of the 2000es – whether scripted dramas like Lost or The Wire, or reality 

contests like  Big Brother  or  Survival – have owed their fame to their crossing of boundaries that 

previously no one had dared to cross. It is for this reason that they could be regularly advertised as  

the season’s „media events”. It is not only that a leading programme like Lost could be promoted as 

a „groundbreaking television event”128, the creation itself of branded content could become an event 

on its own (like the mediatized conferences where Harry Potter fans met J. K. Rowling who was 
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„just up to kill” a leading character in the seventh, final book). Today's cult shows – the most typical 

instances of late modern „must see TV” (Jancovich – Lyons 2003), and “high pop” media culture 

(Collins  2002)  –  have  all  offered  unprecedentedly complex  narratives:  wittily  innovative,  self-

reflexive, enigmatic, unfamiliar and dramatic. (Caldwell 1996) Certainly, the aesthetic richness of 

Sopranos or Desperate Housewives cannot be compared to that of Dallas, or Starksy and Hutch (see 

Johnson 2006).129

The above golden rule of rule-breaking seems to pay off. The cultural „event” status of cult 

TV programmes has  guaranteed  ubiquitous  visibility and large  profits:  the programme  Seinfeld 

alone  has  been reported  to  account  for  around the  half  of  NBC’s  yearly revenues  in  1997-98 

(Gunster 2005). Following the steps of Seinfeld,  today's  cult  shows keep playing a key role in  

mainstream television, representing the conviction of industry executives that, as NBC's John Zaller 

has  put  it,  „event  programming ’will  continue  to  be  the  backbone  of  broadcast  network  TV'” 

(Steinberg 2008) 

The second aesthetic technique of event-making has worked by intensifying the style  of 

media narration, by speeding it up, dramatizing it, filling it with emotion, personal testimony and 

humour to make it attractive. This “intensification” of media discourse has been aimed to fulfil a 

double function: first, it has been hoped to maintain a permanent audience attention, and second, it  

has amplified ordinary stories up to a potential event status, and thus, so to say, seeded the weeds of 

future breakout events. To give only one example, let me evoke here that today, one could hardly 

find an  online or televised weather report without some implicite reference about how the actual 

weather deviates from the normal. These references regularly open place for immediate speculations 

on climate change. In the permanent dramatization of the climate issue, even the smallest deviations 

of actual weather from the norm can be pulled out of „normality” and discussed in the context of  

climate change. Simple snowfalls can be transformed into heralds of ecological armageddon. In 

2007, the private weather forecast service, wetteronline.de, had to warn against aggrandizing the 

everyday instances of a normally fluctuating weather into never-seen „abnormalities”.130 But this 

overall irritation extends beyond the realm of weather reports and reaches that of news. Today's 

ordinary  TV news about  ecological  crisis  document  on  a  daily  basis  that  we are  living  in  an 

abnormal era. Instead of establishing a meaningful normality and offering reassurance in it, as we 

may expect from TV news in the light of decades-long news research (eg. Molotch - Lester 1974, 

Silverstone  1994),  today's  news  program  presents  so  many  disquieting  details  about  the 

environment  that  it  „ultimately  exceeds  even  the  fantasies  of  counter  cultural  dissent”  (Beck 

1992:116 cited by Cottle 1998). 

The above strategies of interruption and intensification open a door to the „exceptional”. However, 
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outstanding media events may well be immediately banalized by the same industry that created their 

exceptional  status.  „Event  programming”,  indeed,  is  not  without  contradictions.  Event-like, 

breakout programmes are often spread with such a force that it becomes impossible to distinguish 

between truly outstanding, event-status programs from the others. As the above cited journalist Eric 

Deggans  has  wittily  observed,  today's  entertainment  television  tends  to  produce  „season(s)  of 

endless premiere”, when „series you've never seen” are dropped and replaced „with fresh programs 

you've never heard of”. (Deggans 2006).

At  the  field  of  factual  media,  exceptional  news  events  may  obliterate  other  news  and 

programmes with their ubiquitous, banal presence. The most manifest examples of this paradoxical 

process have been the last two decades' intense news „epidemics”. As it has been widely recognized 

by observers, some unexpectedly schocking news stories – usually reports on wars, scandals or 

catastrophes – may spread out like epidemics across various media platforms. The producers of 

such  news  epidemics,  or  self-inflating  „news  waves”  (Vasterman  2005), try  to  exploit  the 

momentary  attention  and  „buzz”  of  a  casually  coalescing  mass  audience.  Enrico  Sabato  has 

famously coined these news epidemics as „media frenzies” (1991). In a similar argument, 15 years 

later, Tamar Liebes and Shosha Blum-Kulka have addressed the journalistic strategy of „running 

with the pack”, that means, covering the buzz-generating, breakout story that „everybody else is 

covering” (Liebes – Blum-Kulka 2004:1168). As if only the above presented, „get hot or go home” 

rule of the music industry was reincarnating at the field of factual media.

The above „frenzy” logic is a consequence of media multiplication which, paradoxically, has 

not only fragmented the media landscape, but also increased the potential costs of omitting the most 

attractive stories. Competing media services have felt that they cannot afford not to cover what the 

whole country is talking about. All this has led to the paradoxical consequence that the same actors 

who have sought to cover an exceptional story have spread the same story everywhere and turned it 

banal and ever-present. A connected realm where exceptional, breakout stories have been banalized 

in a similar way is the newly emerging TV genre of „disasther marathons”, regular live broadcasts 

covering terrorist attacks in Israel. (Liebes and Kampf 2007) The „disaster marathons” that were 

supposed to present the tragedy and turmoil caused by suicide attacks got banalized into scripted 

„reality shows” (p. 109), „polished, well-established routine” programs (Liebes-Kampf 2007), that 

are  hardly able  to  stop  the  time and make the  community „gather”.  In  this  case,  as  well,  TV 

producers have tried to draw all eyes on the newest catastrophe, and their attempts have resulted in 

heavily routinized, moderately mobilizing outcomes.  

In  a  recent  study  on  the  media  coverage  of  terror,  Daniel  Dayan  (2006)  points  to  a 

„paradoxical  continuity”  between the  logic  of  information  and that  of  media  ceremony.131 The 

paradox is  due to the fact that although all  the critera defining ceremonial performance can be 
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detected  in  today’s  information  programmes,  this  intermingleing  has  not  erased,  according  to 

Dayan,  the  normative  distinction  between  claims  for  reality  on  the  one  hand,  and  claims  for 

ceremonial gathering on the other. This distinction is still meaningful – even if the media clues 

nourising  it  may  be  less  numerous  and  less  explicite  than  before.  „Ordinary”  discourse  and 

spectacular  ceremony  are,  thus,  intermingled  and  still  un-fused:  today’s  popular  television 

relentlessly squeezes these two incompatible logics, and keeps them apart. As a way out of this trap, 

Dayan proposes that the journalistic norm of factual media making today are not to be derived any 

more from the old routines of „objective” news making. The key norm of factual journalism today 

should be redefined as a honest, continuous and self-reflexive „performance” that is aimed to keep 

seperate, often against all odds, claims for reality and claims for ceremony. 

For another paradoxical example, we may turn to the inflation of a famous genre of live 

broadcast television: „breaking news”. Originally, the term breaking news referred to a temporal 

suspension of the programme flow that efficiently focused the attention of the mass audience to an 

ongoing, outstanding event. However, since the 1990es, the attention grabbing power of the genre 

has  been routinely exploited by news editors.  The notion of  „breaking news” has  been utterly 

inflated in this process: the term today expresses hardly more than the headlines of the day. The 

above banalization has caused, arguably, a breaking news fatigue, that has been nicely expressed by 

a TV viewer: “I am so sick of breaking news … I have almost quit watching TV. It has been so 

overused that no one pays attention anymore”. This typical viewerly attitude embodies, for media 

expert Paul Greeley (2006), the ever-spreading recognition „that breaking news very often is not 

news in the first place”. „Breaking news”, if overdosed, risk to be dismissed as non-news, as mere 

spectacle  by the audience.  Such a  hostile  attitude towards  a  TV genre that  has  originally been 

intended to maximize attention and enchantment is a much typical side-effect of media eventization. 
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7.3. The eventization of late modern politics

The  popular  media  system,  as  we  know,  fades  the  differences  between  the  journalist  and  the 

entertainer.  Indeed,  as  we have  seen,  both  types  of  actors  have  tried  to  trigger  cross-platform 

epidemics of exceptional content, to amplify it and exploit it. This has meant two things at the same 

time: seeding the grains of future buzz by over-dramatizing (intensifying) the extraordinary element 

in every content, and creating interruptive, rule-breaking contents that can be infinitely syndicated 

and  recycled.  Both  strategies  have  led  to  similar  consequences,  which  are  the  proliferation  of 

eventized stories that are half-exceptional and half-banal in the media, and a growing uncertainty 

regarding  what  counts  to  be  extraordinary,  a  permanent  state  of  irritation  and  fatigue  in  the 

audience. On the whole,  the widespread journalistic strategies of eventization created a twilight 

zone between ordinary, normal news and exceptional, abnormal events. (Dayan 2010) This twilight 

zone of „routine events” represents the very space in which today's politicians have to communicate 

with their voters.

How have political actors reacted to the above transformations of their media environment? 

Arguably, late modern politics has developed the very same above apparatuses of event creation 

than popular media,  and has transformed itself  into an event-making machine.  In their  populist 

struggle  for  connecting  their  constituencies,  political  actors  have routinely  experimented  with 

creating exceptional “voter experience”. Political actors have felt that their mainstream position can 

only be maintained by generating waves of engagement that can reaggregate the fragmented and 

elusive  audience  in  a  collective  fervour.  Political  actors  have  equally  learned  from the  media 

entertainment industry that to ripple such waves, it is not enough to simply “connect” voters, for 

they need to be re- and re-connected, day by day, with intense and interruptive performances. At the 

same time,  political  actors and their  consultants  have equally been well  aware that  the intense 

eventization of public discourse creates a hardly controllable media environment, that is full of half-

events with a highly uncertain status.  Politicians have seen well  that in this  uncertain „twilight 

zone”, watersheds can arrive from the least expected direction. In consequence, they have learnt to 

act much more cautiosly than their predecessors. Today's politicians are right to feel that they are at  

the mercy of blood thirsty journalistic herds who would aggrandize their smallest mistakes to the 

scandal of the century. Political actors are quite aware of the menace that the above herd behaviour,  

and the uncontrollable realm of eventized media, may bring to them. 

However, politicians seem to have learnt an even more important lesson: that the above 

eventized media environment represents a menace to journalists themselves, who may easily lose 
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control over the events that they create. The rise of an eventized media system, where audience 

engagement  rises  in  hardly  controllable  waves,  may  finally  undermine  the  conventional 

„gatekeeping role of the mainstream press” ( Williams-Delli Carpini 2004:1208)132 – and politicians 

have  been well  aware  of  this.  In  a  media  space  where  events'  exceptional  aura  is  relentlessly 

expanded and immediately banalized, where all occurences levitate in the undeterminate status of 

half-events, the task of correctly identifying what audiences would see as an exceptional event, let 

alone exploiting this event, is extremely hard and resource-demanding. Political actors and their 

media experts have recognized that they may be better equipped to fulfil this task – of creating and 

controlling events – than journalists themselves. (see Gaber 2000)

The above recognition stands behind most strategies of „media management” and „image 

management”. These practices represent the hope of politicians that however volatile events may 

be, they can profit them better than others because they have the resources to feed the „pack” of 

journalists, to provide media with leaked informations. Political actors have hoped that in today's 

menacingly fuzzy media environment, they may be the best-equipped actors to trigger ubiquitous 

media  buzz  and cross-media  audience  engagement,  and to  exploit  the  waves  of  fervour.  Thus, 

political actors have poured immense resources into directly orienting the herd behaviour of media 

actors,  into „driving the news cycle”,  to use a common expression. A chief political  marketing 

expert of Labour has explained the above strategy in the following way: 

You must  always  seek  to  gain  and keep momentum,  or  it  will  pass  immediately to  your 

opponent. Gaining momentum means dominating the news agenda, entering the news cycle at 

the earliest possible time, and repeatedly re-entering it,  with stories and initiatives so that 

subsequent news coverage is set on your terms. (Gould 1998:294, ref by Blumler-Kavanagh 

1999:214) 

But how else to dominate the news agenda in such a competitive context, if not by exceptional 

impulses that can help journalists to see the performer's story worthy to spread across the media 

field? Political actors, who restart their battles for the news cycle every day, need routinely to create 

exceptional  impulses  –  which  is  clearly  a  self-undermining  and  impossible  task.  The  routine 

creation of breakout events in late modern politics has been an extremely ambiguous process, that 

has  pushed  politics  into  a  „twilight  zone”  between  routine  and  interruption,  normality  and 

abnormality. 

In  the  followings,  I  will  illustrate  this  deeply paradoxical  process  with  a  particular  episode  of 

American politics, Monicagate, that has arguably represented the first apparent emanation of today's 

heavily „eventized” political reality. The paradoxes of Monicagate manifest themselves in the fact 

that although all political actors worked on transforming the case into a never-seen event, voters 
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apparently lacked the clues to judge it in such terms, and reacted to it in highly ambiguous ways, as 

if they didn't know what exactly they were facing and how they should judge it. 

The  Clinton-Lewinsky-case,  arguably,  has  been  the  paradigm-setting  archetype  of  late 

modern political scandals. First, the episodes of the unfolding drama spread epidemically, all around 

the  media  sphere.  Monica  and Bill  were  covered  „all  the  time,  everywhere”  (Williams  -  Delli 

Carpini 2004). Second, political actors on all sides invested immense energies into controlling the 

event  and  mobilizing  their  sympathizers.  Republicans  made  everything  they  could  in  order  to 

construct a heightened „morality drama”, while Democrats tried with all their force to transform the 

event into a „victim drama”. Third,  in spite of all this seemingly irresistible fervour,  Monicagate 

remained a highly ambiguous scandal which led neither to collective indignation nor to reassuring 

resolution, which triggered anger and engagement but also abstention and irony, which represented 

a breach in the political body but also represented political business as usual for almost two years. 

The above ambiguities manifest  themselves in the fact  that the outrage that  Monicagate 

triggered was partial and relative. Scholars have unequivocally reported that in spite of its „all the 

time, everywhere” coverage, the scandal did not affect at all Clinton’s overall job approval (Larson 

and  Wagner-Pacifici  2001:754;  Zaller  1998;  Lawrence  –  Bennett  2001:425).  The  fact  that  the 

Lewinsky scandal,  unlike Watergate,  did not  reach a  point  of  majoritarian dismissal  and moral 

reconciliation  has  also  been  a  common  point  in  most  academic  accounts.  Clearly,  Republican 

accusers of Clinton were not able to make their moralizing allegations universal, and neither the 

accused was able to victimize himself  in the eyes of the majority (Mast 2006:138, Larson and 

Wagner-Pacifici  2002:765,  Lawrence-Bennett  2001).  These  failures,  completed  by  fluctuating 

audience attention and the flow of relativistic and ironizing commentaries in infotainment shows, 

have led some researchers to conclude that Monicagate developed into an „unserious” scandal, a 

„symbolic non-event” (Larson and Wagner-Pacifici 2002:751, 766; for similar opinion, see Zaller 

1998:186). This insignificance may be related to the fact that the majority of voters did not find  

Clinton’s  sexual  behaviour  deviating  from  that  of  average  Americans.  Although  dismissing 

Clinton’s false denial in court,  voters understood the reasons behind it and did not let this case 

corrode their overall judgement about Clinton’s performance as president. The above relativistic 

judgements signal that the Lewinsky scandal did by far not feed a nationwide moral indignation. On 

the contrary, the prime message was that apart from the sexual misbehaviour of an over-stressed 

man, everything is fine in America. It is arguable, then, that the above „splitting the man from the 

President allowed American apathy to continue, undisturbed and healthy, immersed in its private 

and local affairs” (Larson and Wagner-Pacifici 2002:763).133 

In a diametrically opposed argument, drawing on the neo-Durkheimian tradition, Jason Mast 

has suggested to preserve moral indignation as the central factor of the Lewinsky saga. Accordingly, 
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in „contemporary social dramas”, emerging in late modern individualist societies, outrage is never 

collective and the fragmentation of audiences along competing narratives is natural. Social dramas 

are defined less by some common feeling than by the intensification of the symbolic battle between 

other-minded actors (audiences and politicians included). In Mast’s view, the intense performances 

in which „Monicagate’s clusters of agents expressed disbelief, anger, resentment, and even hatred 

for  one  another”  enabled  a  social  drama  to  arise  in  which  „America’s  imagined  community 

dramatically  reaffirmed  itself  as  real”  (Mast  2006:139;  for  a  similar  argument,  see  Lawrence-

Bennett 2001:429134).

Whether „Monicagate” represented a liminoid break in routine political enterprise or, on the 

contrary, expressed the new status quo of spectacular „ordinary” politics remains highly uncertain. 

However, it is exactly this essential ambiguity that makes it such a typical scandal of late modern 

politics. Did Monicagate feed alienated apathy or dramatic engagement? The sophistic answer that 

both may be the case would certainly not satisfy either party in dispute, still, it may serve well to 

introduce my following argument that Monicagate represented neither an „out-of-time” drama, nor 

a banal episode of „everything’s fine” politics. Instead, it projected a new status quo of ordinary 

politics that is enmeshed in a state of permanent crisis and scandal.  Amalgamating routine and 

liminality, today's everyday politics resides in the twilight zone between attention and inattention, 

ordinariness and extraordinariness, engagement and apathy.

The Clinton-Lewinsky scandal has been a first major emanation of a transformed political 

world,  which,  in  its  „ordinary”  course,  is  constantly  permeated  by  long-standing,  extremely 

tensionful  performances  that,  in  spite  of  their  highly  eventized  episodes,  solidify  into  static, 

repetitive rituals. The above solid,  long-standing performances have been theorised in scholarly 

literature as „spectacles” (Kellner 2003), „sensational news sagas” (Lawrence-Bennett  2000), or 

eventized „news serials” (Cook 1996). Since Monicagate, many similar „spectacles” have trembled 

political life in American. The row of spectacles has comprised the War on Terror, the Iraq war, the 

extremely contested presidency of Bush or Obama, or, recently, global economic crisis. Saturating 

media all the time, the above performances have transformed the ordinary mindset by which people 

follow media and politics. 

As  an  illustration  of  this  transformed  ordinariness,  we  may refer  here  to  the  „normal” 

Summer of 2005, when 57% of American voters claimed that the Bush administration "intentionally 

exaggerated its  evidence that  pre-war Iraq possessed nuclear,  chemical  or biological  weapons”. 

Almost  50% of  voters  claimed the Congress  should consider  impeaching Bush for  deliberately 

misinforming the public about the Iraqi weapon arsenal in 2003.135 Interestingly, pro-impeachment 

opinions were less prevalent throughout  Monicagate (36% in average in 1998136), and, in spite of 

the fact that a process of impeachment was actually taking place, only incidentally peaked at around 
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50%.137 Today, the indignation of people in any ordinary moment may be just as high as in the peak 

period of what is conventionally called an „outstanding” event. As another example, let me refer 

here to 2005, when 36% of Americans suspected that „federal officials assisted in the 9/11 terrorist  

attacks  or  took no action  to  stop  them”.138 The  above numbers  signal  a  spectacular  change  in 

opinion climate between 2001 and 2005. Such a high number of conspiracy theorists in American 

society signals an immense moral breach which has never been healed by any redemptory drama 

and remains a permanent source of irritation and anger.139 

It is not only that some ordinary moments, as we have just seen, can show extraordinary 

patterns. The other way around, it often happens that a case considered as a breakout event triggers 

much less indignation in the audience than what could be reasonably expected. As we have seen, 

even a mega-scandal like the Clinton-Lewinsky affair can be qualified as „ordinary” politics by 

large voter segments.140 Many of today's scandals bring minimal effects on public opinion compared 

to the waves they ripple in media and in politics. One of the most typical cases was certainly the 

Abu  Ghraib  scandal.  In  the  Spring  of  2008,  infamous  pictures  were  released  about  American 

soldiers torturing detainees in Iraq. However, this did not affect in any significant way the American 

public opinion about the Iraq war. The fact that the main cleveages of public opinion were stabilized 

to such an extent that even a scandal of this proportion could not reshape them reveals a lot about 

the transformed realities of politics in the age of its industrialized eventization.

In today's politics, the most ordinary moment may be pregnant with extraordinary patterns, 

and the most extraordinary event may be read as a banal sign of how things work as usual. It is as if 

truly interruptive instances arised even less probably at  the field of mediatized politics than in 

media entertainment. This is arguably because political actors cannot allow themselves to make as 

radically interruptive gestures as do scriptwriters and media producers. Of course, politicians know 

well that they have to perform yet unheard stories, unexpected moves, unfamiliar slogans that stand 

out of the banal clutter of routine political spectacle. The most media-savvy political actors, no 

doubt, have been fully convinced that in their performances, „breach must be daily” – that „rupture 

doit etre quotidienne”, as the French journal Libération has so concisely put it in commenting the 

behaviour  of  the  newly elected  „media  president”  Nicolas  Sarkozy.   (Libération  2007  July 9) 

Reference to extraordinary measures and abnormal situations has become an ordinary practice in 

political campaigning. Indeed, the famous broadcast TV ad of Barack Obama in 2008 could well be 

read as the common slogan of all politicians fighting for office in today's world: “We need change, 

real  change.  This  is  no  ordinary  time,  and  it  shouldn’t  be  an  ordinary  election.”  (Alexander 

2010:241)

Similarly to late modern television, mediatized politics can also be said to „socialize us … to 

a norm of interruption rather than schedule” (Katz & Liebes, 2007, p. 158), and it is due to a great 
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extent to the above “abnormal” qualities of the political world reported in news that late modern 

television emerges in audiences' mind „as an increasingly disruptive intruder upon the stability of 

everyday life” (Coleman 2007:49) The disruptive experience of late modern politics is widely felt 

today,  even  if  the  interruptive  impulses  that  politicians  create  are less  edgy than  those  in  TV 

entertainment. The kind of innovative rule-breaking typical to many of today's cult TV shows141 is 

not allowed in politics: political actors wholehearteldy intensify their performances, but they make 

them only half-heartedly interruptive. The scope of rule-breaking experiments is limited in politics, 

where the perceived integrity of a politician depends greatly on the stability and continuity of her 

career and the inner coherence of her core message. Given the paradoxical symbiosis of continuity 

and interruption, mediatized politics is wholly enmeshed in the „twighlight zone” of ever-present, 

half-interruptive half-events.  
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Chapter 8: From media events to event media : theorising the theatrical  
space of media today

In the previous chapter, I have presented today's event-saturated media environment and argued that 

this new media landscape has emerged from public actors' intense efforts to „connect” the popular 

audience with exceptional performances. Due to the relentless race for „connecting” the audience,  I 

have argued, strategies of „eventization” proliferate in late modern media, but the very number of 

„events” (in the old sense of the word) decreases. The intense strategies of „eventization” have 

freed media events from the quarantine of „extraordinary moments” into which the former logic of 

broadcast television had enclosed them (Dayan-Katz 1992), however, the same strategies have also 

banalized  the event. Media events today, widely dissipated in the „ordinary” media landscape, can 

hardly create the collective sense of exceptionality that once characterized them. Arguably, late 

modern media events have lost their outstanding status and have been pushed into a paradoxical, in-

between position, neither routine, nor extraordinary, open to various, conflicting interpretations 

regarding their collective relevance.

In Chapter 8, I will inspect on the theoretical possibilities to understand today's „eventized” 

media  system.  The  chapter  starts  by  reviewing  theories  of  media  spectacle  that  represent  the 

dominant, „modernist” strand of theorising. Spectacle theorists (8.1) have persuasively argued that 

today's  abundantly  flowing  media  events,  far  from representing  a  „breach”  in  ordinary  media 

reality, have become the central building bricks of this reality. In this view, singular events are peak 

points  and embodiments  of  an  overwhelming spectacular  logic  that  permeats  the  whole  media 

system,  from  the  machinations  of  propagandists  (Kellner  2001)  to  those  of  self-performing 

spectators. (Abercrombie – Longhurst 1998) 

My main ambition in Chapter 8 will be to challenge spectacle theories and demonstrate that 

even today, in spite of the eventization of everything, there exist interruptive events that suspend the 

spectacular routines of event-making. These events have a sovereign power to break the circles of 

spectacular power and spectatorial engagement. However, in identifying these events, we may need 

new  conceptual  compasses.  Dramaturgical  theories  of  social  performance,  to  be  dealt  with  in 

section  8.3,  represent  an  elaborate  theoretical  alternative  to  spectacle  theories.  Dramaturgical 

analysts  have argued that  even the ever-present,  „mundane” events  and dramas of late  modern 

media may be able to cross the treashold of routine spectacle and liberate autonomous energies. In 

section 8.4, I will take a wholly different direction and develop a „situational” model of „latent 

events”. A latent event will be defined as the temporary emergence of a „virtual theatre hall” which 

entraps  a  certain  part  of  the  mass  audience  and  „derails”  its  understanding  of  a  spectacular 
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performance.  The formation of latent events has grown to a prime structural factor in the obscure 

space of late modern media.

Starting from these insights, the closing section (8.5) will argue that the space of late modern 

media is not spectacular but theatrical, due to the fact that it is saturated by relatively autonomous 

events, either „mundane” or „latent”. The newly emerging „theatrical” media environment will be 

grasped with the concept of „event media” – a new formation that installs itself on the ruins of the 

broadcast media economy that once had been based on an ordinary media flow, only occasionally 

interrupted by some apparently extraordinary events. In the system of event media, where events 

felt to be extraordinary emerge routinely, the contours of truly interruptive instances cannot be self-

evidently drawn. Interruptive media events can hardly be recognized immediately,  instead,  they 

need to be reconstructed retrospectively. It is as if many of today's media events hided from the eyes 

of observers, and only waited for the cultural sociologist to unravel their self-propelled cultural 

energies, their very power to form relatively autonomous „enclaves” in the mediatized, marketized 

space of late modern politics. 

8.1. Spectacle theories 

Experts in- and outside academia have invested immense energies into understanding the eventized 

landscape of late modern media and politics, the highly ambiguous „twilight zone” where the status 

of  any particular  event  is  extremely uncertain.  Modernist  media  interpreters  have  mostly been 

interested in the intense, heavily dramatized, “spectacular” routines that they believed to dominate 

this  landscape.  At  the  academic  subfield  of  the  fifth  estate,  the  above  expertly  interest  has 

crystallized  itself  in  spectacle  theories.  These  have  suggested  that  media  spectacle  is  a  rule-

governed realm, with its own systemic rules that are different from those of the broadcast media era, 

but are not less coherent and transparent than the “old rules” had been.142 

In a truly modernist spirit, spectacle theorists have focused on the overall rules of media 

eventization rather than the ruptures that this process produces. Scholars have agreed that today's 

abundant media events are not interruptive, but constitutive to the spectacular machinery of media 

industries. They do not suspend the spectacular routine of media production – on the contrary, they 

are the most typical emanations of this routine, they intensify it and maximally condense it into 

themselves. (Couldry 2003, Kellner 2003, Scannell 1995) In this view, if an event is particular, it is  

only because it is a particularly intense emanation of the spectacular logic that produces it. In this 

view, today's industrially amplified events, the apparent media occurrences that outrage or inspire 

most of us, can hardly act in the classical, neo-Durkheimian or Turnerian, sense of the word, as 
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liminal dramas that would “stop the clocks” in the community. 

In the age of spectacle, theorists have argued, events are intense, but never exceptional. The 

singularity of the event is dissolved in the everyday – industrial or spectatorial – production of 

spectacle.  Dominant  spectacle  theories  have  placed  today's  developments  into  a  well-known, 

century-old modernist narrative about the mechanical, industrial production of culture. “What has 

been lost”, accordingly, “is the glory of the event, what Benjamin would term its aura.” (Baudrillard 

1994:21)  As  in  many  other  cases,  the  lines  of  Baudrillard  condense  in  themselves  the  whole 

atmosphere  of  a  modernist  intellectual  current.  The  popular  current  of  spectacle  theories  has 

asserted – by simply recycling a catchy modernist narrative from the past – the downturn of media  

events in the age of their „mechanical reproduction”. 

Spectacle as heightened flow, or „torrent”

One branch of theory has grasped spectacle as flow. Conventionally, „TV flow” has been defined in 

scholarly  research  as  a  temporally  structured  package  of  mutually  reinforcing,  interweaved 

programmatic  elements,  the  potential  discreteness,  competitivity  or  incompatibility  of  which  is 

deliberately downplayed by producers. (See Thornham-Purvis, 2005: 1-16) Accordingly, audiences' 

“TV  flow  experience”  might  well  be  defined  as  their  absorption  into  the  familiar,  repetitive 

temporal rhythm of seamlessly combined programmatic elements. 

Many scholars have argued that the production of exceptional events in late modern media 

has not  undermined the conventional, repetitive flow of television, but intensified it.  In this view, 

popular media today create a flow experience just as much as they did yesterday, the very difference 

is that today's flow is not modest and tranquil any more, but is a heavily intensified „torrent”. The 

heightening of tv flow into tv „torrent”, according to Todd Gitlin, is a fully coherent and logical  

process that expands and fulfills the dramatic potentials of the medium. If John Caldwell (1996) has 

contrasted (as presented in Chapter 7) today's „event-status television” to the idea of the TV flow, 

the spectacle theorist Todd Gitlin explicitely connects the two, and draws back his notion of torrent 

to the flow concept of Raymond Williams, whom he celebrates as

„the first analyst to pay attention to the fact that television is not just pictures but flow, and not 

just flow but drama upon drama... [Williams] pointed out more than a quarter century ago, 

long before hundred-channel cable TV and VCRs, that 'we have never as a society acted so 

much or wanted so much others acting... [W]hat is really new … is that drama … is build into 

the rhythms of everyday life. In earlier periods, drama was important at a festival, in a season, 

or in a conscious journey to theater; from honoring Dyonusos or Christ to taking in a show. 

What we have now is drama as habitual experience: more in a week, in many cases, than most 

human beings would previously have seen in a lifetime'.” (Gitlin 2001:15)
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Today's  spectacular  media  torrent,  in  the  view of  Gitlin  and many others,  amplifies  the  above 

dramatic  flow further  and further,  until  viewers  are  washed over by a  “tsunami  of  images  and 

informations”. (ibid p. 71)

Seen from the above viewpoint, in today's age of spectacle, the prominent media impulse 

that acts on audiences is the heightened, spectacular torrent which devours every singular event, and 

deprives them from their interruptive potential. In this view, TV flow and media spectacle differ 

only in intensity. Gitlin has not been the only one explicating the above, common understanding of 

spectacle as intense flow. Elizabeth Klaver, analyzing the programming strategies of TV channels, 

has proposed the notion of “accelerated TV flow”. As she has demonstrated,  TV channels aim to 

maximize  their  attractivity by removing all  predictable  commercial  breaks  from their  program. 

Placing ad spots into their programs rather than between them, they „accelerate” their program flow 

to a „24-hour non-stop barrage of dramatic energy” (Klaver 1994).  In a similar  spirit,  William 

Urricchio has argued that TV companies remove any potential rupture from the way of users by 

allowing  them to  personalize  their  TV agenda.  Digital  TV services  may heighten  the  flow by 

enclosing the consumer into a maximally customized symbolic universe where any „ruptures” that 

might break the immersive viewer experience are cleared away well in advance. Urricchio calls this 

„viewer-side  flow” (2004)  While,  for  Klaver  and  Urrichio,  companies  intensify  TV  flow  by 

manipulating the time frames of viewer experience (that is, eliminating all ruptures between the 

present and the next impulse), Will Brooker applies a spatial perspective. Analyzing TV shows’ 

online  extensions,  Brooker  argues  that  they  have  been  created  with  the  aim  of  widening  the 

„immersive  experience”  of  watching.  In  his  view,  TV flow is  being  transformed into  a  cross-

platform „overflow” which builds a seamless, coherent narrative universe across different media 

services.  (Brooker 2001)

The same above vision  of  spectacle  as  a  heightened,  overdramatized  flow lurks  behind 

theories that see spectacle as long chains of events that ritually re-perform the same, commonly felt 

anomaly or controversy. (Kellner 2003) In this view, again, the individual episodes of a spectacle 

are interesting only inasmuch as they are particularly intense embodiments of the key controversy 

that the spectacle represents. Seen from this view, no singular impulse can interrupt the spectacular 

machine: as Susan Sontag has once put it, even the coming Apocalypse takes the form of a „long-

running serial: not ’Apocalypse Now’ but ’Apocalypse from Now On.’” (Sontag 1989:88)

Spectacle as manipulation

The second approach I am dealing with has often been combined with the first one, and highlighted 

that the above overdramatized torrent may be exploited by the dominant powers of society.  The 
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following excerpt, taken from Manuel Castells, exemplifies well the above fears that the spectacular 

media flow may work as highly efficient propaganda. As Castells has noted about today's torrent of 

political scandals, 

„the strategy in scandal politics does not necessaily aim at an instant blow on the basis of the 

scandal. It is the relentless flow of various scandals of different kinds and with different levels 

of likelihood… What counts is the final impact on public opinion by the accumulation of 

many touches” (Castells 1997:338). 

Castells' above arguments connect the previous idea of spectacle as flow and the currently examined 

definition of spectacle as propaganda. 

In  most  cases,  however,  critiques  of  spectacular  propaganda  have  addressed  particular 

campaigns  and  events  and  not  the  „torrent”  in  general.  If  they  have  defined  these  events  as 

„spectacular”, this is because they wanted to stress their intense, irresistible dramatic power. These 

highly  fabricated,  spectacular  campaigns,  as  critics  have  often  reminded,  have  no  interruptive 

potential, they are mere pseudo-events (Boorstin 1964), propagandistic weapons at the service of 

the powerful, entirely controlled by their orchestrators. A typical study representing this approach 

has deployed the “spectacle theatrics” of the oil company Enron, that has put audiences into the role 

of the passive and resourceless spectator. 

Like McDonaldization and Disneyfication, ‘Enronization’ is at the center of  the new global 

economy. Enronization weds high-risk gambling to the theatrics of capitalism; it is a script of 

greed  with  a  Machiavellian  plot,  and  an  ideological  frame  for  free-market  capitalism. 

Thoroughly engaging, the spectacle story lines encourage us to suspend our own experience 

and be swept up in the themes and rhythms of executive script-making. A 1000 actors, not just 

a  few players,  constituted  Enron’s  global  spectacle.  In  short,  it  takes  a  global  village  to 

concoct a fraud on the scale of Enron. The question that remains is how those without the 

power and resources of global corporations counteract and resist Enronization. (Boje et al. 

2004:766) 

Spectacle, seen from this view, is a seductive simulacra, a web of  „hyperreal non-events”, to cite 

Baudrillard's famous definition about the Gulf war. (McGuigan  2006:69)

Spectacle as alienating “intensities”  

The third, “alienation” model of spectacle finds its antecedent in another, long-standing modernist 

idea: that people can hardly resist to impulsive stimuli,  and they give strong affective reactions 

regardless how meaningful these impulses seem to them. The idea of the modern individual being 

ripped apart by her meaningless affects was  present, Marshal Bearman shows us, already in the 

foundational texts of modernism. Rousseau’s early modern Nouvelle Heloise, for example, resents 
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the loss of meaning and belongingness in a way that  prefigures the complaints of late modern 

theorists of media spectacle: „all of the things that strike me, there’s none that holds my heart, yet 

all of them together disturb my feelings, so that I forget what I am and who I belong to” (Berman 

1982:18) In the footsteps of Rousseau, many researchers have interpreted the events of late modern 

media as titillating impulses that will affect people but also makes impossible for them to develop a 

strong, well-anchored agency. 

One way to grasp the above alienating effects has been that of rationalist media critiques. 

Critical  media  theories  have  widely  blamed  today's  spectacular  and  scandal-ridden  political 

discourse, its maverick frenzies, its „’permanent campaign’ (that) wears everybody out” (Blumler 

1999:244)  by „foster(ing)  cynicism,  disillusionment  and  alienation”  (McQuail  1992:307  ref  by 

Blumler  1998),  feeding  an  „outright  cynicism”  (Cappella-Jamieson  1997:33)  and  spirals  of 

„disaffection”  (Pinkleton-Austin  2001).  This  critical  approach  echoes  the  warnings  of  Robert 

Merton et al., who claimed in the mid-20th Century that a „ceaseless … flow of effective half-truths 

and the exploitation of mass anxieties” may make society „lose that mutuality of confidence and 

reciprocal trust so essential to a stable social structure” (Merton-Lowenthal-Curtis 1946:189 cited 

by Couldry 2003:59).  Importantly, the narratives of “media malaise” (Noris) have traced back the 

above pathologies to the over-production of frenzies, scandals and campaigns that erode „ordinary” 

political  time. The resulting culture of „soundbite politics” evokes the fragmented,  meaningless 

chaos of postmodern culture that has been criticised by postmodern cultural theorists.

Another way to criticize media spectacle has been paved by postmodern cultural theorists, 

who have envisioned, similarly to Merton, “a growing distance, an expanding series of ruptures or 

gaps between … the available meanings, values and objects of desire that socially organize our 

existence and identity” (Grossberg 1997: 223). This loss of meaning, postmodernists have argued, 

results from the spectacular nature of postmodern culture, which is „a culture of stylistic diversity 

and heterogeneity, of an overload of imagery or simulations”, an abundance of „vivid, immediate, 

isolated, affect-charged experiences of the presentness of the world – of intensities” (Featherstone 

1991:124) Mike Featherstone’s review of postmodernism exhaustively collects postmodern cultural 

theorists’ suspicions  against media spectacle, that means, the overload of „information, signs and 

images” (126). This cultural over-production has famously inspired Frederic Jameson to diagnose 

an interrelation between "the fragmentation of time into a series of perpetual presents" (Jameson 

1988) and the  parallel  falling  apart  of  the  modern  Self  into  a  schisophrenic  set  of  unbounded 

attachments to random points of a timeless, mediatized affective space. 

Seen from this approach, the spectacular torrent of informations flowing abundantly and 

simultaneously from many media channels annihilates people’s adherence to a sequential temporal 

experience  that  would  allow meaningful  narratives  to  unfold.  Accordingly,  the  „tell  me  more” 
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viewer gives place to the „browser” (Ellis  2000:173),  depth surrenders to  the sensuality of the 

surface, sense of agency diffuses into that of rootlessness. Audiences subjected to „the relentless 

torrent of mutations of experience supply”  (Schulze 1992:541)  fall into apathy and boredom. The 

„torrents” of late capitalist spectacle produce emptiness, immobility, and a general popular hunger 

for quick affective gratifications that can work as substitutes for a sense of agency that has been  

lost. 

Spectacles as intense cultural texts – the poststructuralist model

Inside the dominant stream of spectacle theory, poststructuralist cultural researchers have addressed 

the most openly the instability of media spectacle.  Poststructuralist scholars have highlighted that 

the  industrial  production  of  spectacle  creates  a  complex and multifold  cultural  space  in  which 

people's reactions can hardly be determined in advance. Accordingly, people would resourcefully 

treat the spectacular torrent as a reservoir from which to distill meaningful and empowering frames 

for self-understanding and action. The above understanding of spectacle resembles to the way in 

which cultural theorists have grasped resistance as emerging inside – and not from the outside of – 

the realm of cultural hegemony. (Hall 2006) Seen from a poststructuralist view, media events can be 

meaningfully  (re)appropriated  by  various  interpretive  communities,  while  at  the  same  time 

reproducing audience loyalty to the hegemonic media system from which they emanate. Spectacular 

media events embody the contingent work of cultural hegemony in culturally fragmented, plural 

societies. 

The poststructuralist  approach treats  media events  as particularly intense and productive 

cultural texts which, due to their intensity, are able to activate various segments of „readers” who 

would interpret them in multiple ways. (Kellner 2001, 2003, Grossberg 1996, Fiske 1996) A media 

event in this view is one of the various media texts that successfully attract audience attention, 

trigger meaning making and intensify userly experience. There is no difference in this view between 

„attending” a media event and „reading” a media text that matters: both imply that audiences will 

engagedly follow the hints of the attractive text and invest energy into appropriating it, into making 

it  „their  own”.  Accordingly,  within  the  limits  of  spectacle,  media  events-texts  would  serve  as 

triggers of meaning making, as sites of „maximum turbulence” (Fiske 1996), „particularly intense” 

„space[s]  for  discursive  production”  (Couldry 2003:67,71).  As  symbolic  triggers,  events  would 

invite  audience  segments  to  articulate  their  differences  along the socio-cultural  and ideological 

cleveages of society, at the same time, events would also present themselves as unquestioned, self-

evident symbolic resources for the meaning making work of all socio-cultural segments.
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Seen  from  the  above  approach,  media  events  attract  audience  attention  and  release  a 

productive,  but  hardly controllable  turbulence across  various  audience segments,  which all  feel 

compelled to take a specific position toward the event.  The above poststructuralist idea palpably 

manifests itself in the way in which two important theorists, Douglas Kellner and John Fiske, have 

analysed the same „event”, the infamous O.J. Simpson affair.  Although Kellner and Fiske have 

often  been  ranged  to  opposite  poles  of  normative  theorising,  it  is  illuminating  to  see  that  in 

exploring an intense media event, the two authors have got to almost identical conclusions. What 

fascinated both theorists in the Simpson case was how the event, with its irresistible attractivity and 

ubiquitous presence, has become a major agent of media hegemony and triggered, at the very same 

time, divergent interpretations across different social segments (blacks and whites, Democrats and 

Republicans, educated and non-educated, and so on). For Kellner, the 

„Simpsons  spectacle  …  revealed  a  postmodernization  of  culture  in  which  daily  life  is 

colonized by a total media environment... Disparate audiences, however, lived the event very 

differently, and the sharply divergent reactions revealed the extent to which social reality is 

constructed and lived according to one's race, class and gender constituents, mediated by one's 

life experience and media interaction.” (Kellner 2003:103) 

The diagnosis that  John Fiske has offered about  the same affair  differs only in emphasis  from 

Kellner's. The media, Fiske has argued, 

„obviously  play  a  central  role  in  turning  events  into  media  events,  for  their  saturation 

coverage is necessary. Central though their role is, however, the media are not the sole, or 

even the main, determinants. The prime determinants of which events become media events 

must be spought in the social order of which the media are only one component. The more 

America becomes divided along its multiple axes of social difference, of which race, ethnicity, 

gender, class and age are only some of the most salient, the more frequently media events and 

figures that dramatize these fault lines will occur...” (Fiske 1996:263) 

As we have seen, poststructuralist approaches have defined media events as particularly intense 

cultural texts that can be meaningfully (re)appropriated by various interpretive communities. The 

interchangeability  of  events  and  texts  is  particularly  apparent  in  Kellner's  theory,  who  in  one 

passage links his core concept of spectacle to events (calling the OJ Simpson affair „a major event, 

a prime spectacle” [p. 95]), while in another passage writes about „the spectacle of some of the 

popular texts of media culture” that, as he argues,

„provide insights into current and emergent social realities and trends. Popular texts seize the 

attention and imagination of  massive audiences  and are thus barometers  of contemporary 

taste, hopes, fears and fantasies.” (p. 17)

On  the  whole,  the  above  presented  strand  of  poststructuralist  analysis,  by  setting  a  chain  of 
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equations between events, texts and spectacles, join the postmodern diagnosis about the „death of 

events”.  In  this  view,  events are  episodes  of the incessant  production of  the cultural  texts  that 

popular media offer to a society that relentlessly seeks to understand itself and has no choice but 

using media stories in making its life meaningful.

Each above understanding of media spectacle (as heightened “torrent”, “propaganda”, “intensities” 

or “cultural texts”) recycles decades-old ideas about how media audiences can be connected and 

controlled by resonant impulses. Each above approach defines spectacle as a heightened, intensified 

spiral of production and consumption and combines this basic idea of intensification with long-

existing modernist concepts about popular connection. In each approach, these is a long-standing 

idea about the popular “resonance” that is created or exploited by media spectacle. 

In the “torrent” model, popular resonance comes from people's affinity with immersing into 

a  familiar  media  flow  that  carries  them  safely,  without  demanding  the  least  effort.  In  the 

“propaganda” model, actors of spectacle would exploit people's affinity to arouse emotionally in 

reaction to moving, attractive, strong, unambiguous rhetorics. The “alienation” model of spectacle 

evokes  the  old  notion  of  the  modern  individual  as  a  rootless  being  who  is  dragged  by  the 

pleasurable, attractive, unexpected impulses of modern life. The „cultural text” model of spectacle 

highlights that modern men, in the intense cultural work that they invest into making sense of their 

complex, ambiguous lives, rely inevitably on industrially produced cultural resources. 

Mainstream accounts  on  media  spectacle  are  typically  modernist  theories:  they reiterate 

long-standing,  established concepts  about  popular  connection  and control,  they envision  media 

spectacle as a rule-governed universe which imposes general rules of connection, and they speculate 

on  the  subordinating  and  empowering  potentials  inscribed  in  the  above  rules  and  instances  of 

connection. In  truly modernist spirit, dominant approaches have grasped the individual instances of 

„popular connection” as cases representing the overall imperatives of spectacle making. They have 

thought  of  singular  media  events  as  peak  points  and  embodiments  of  the  rules  of  spectacle. 

Spectacle theorists – and other experts of the fifth estate – have not been entirely wrong. They have 

had strong reasons to argue (we shall  return to this  in  8.4.)  that  late  modern media events are 

episodes of, rather than exceptions to, the long-standing, crystallized, tensionful spectacles – chains 

of events – that dominate the media field and are permanently reproduced by industrial means.

In the light of spectacle theories, the question emerges: do we need the notion of event at all  

in making sense of today's media system? Should not we follow Baudrillard's famous dictum that in 

postmodernity, the Event is dead, that no individual event can suspend the routine machineries of 

spectacle? In the followings, my key goal will be to show that even today, there exist media events 

which are extraordinary in the old sense of the word, namely that they indeed suspend the ordinary 
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production of spectacle. The death of events, I will argue, is not an objective fact but results from 

the interpretive bias of dominant modernist theories which lack the means to grasp the interruptive 

potential of the singular events which constitute media spectacle. Interruptive media events are far 

from disappearing: on the contrary, they form a key structural component of today's media system. 

Interruptive events saturate the media field to such an extent that it seems more reasonable to talk 

about an event-driven, theatrical media system instead of a market-driven, spectacular one. 

8.2. Theorising out-of-time events: the liminal model 

In the following sections, I will present theories of media events which have been fertilized by the 

key  anthropological  concept  of  „liminality”.  This  concept  represents,  in  my  view,  the  most 

important  theoretical  alternative  to  the  dominant,  modernist  vision  of  media  spectacle  (and 

modernist research, in general). Anthropological theory suggests „liminal” processes to take place 

in out-of-time, out-of-ordinary contexts in which habits of conduct and established structures and 

regular everyday practices are bracketed off. In the above kind of fuzzy contexts, as I will argue, the 

classical  „modernist”  question  of  „who  controls  whom” is  not  relevant.  Academic  research  of 

liminality may open us an access to an „amodern” space, beyond modernist thinking.

The classical, liminal theories of media events and social dramas have been preoccupied 

with  the  same  key  dilemmas  of  „connection”  than  modernist  theories.  However,  they  have 

elaborated a powerful „amodern” answer to the question of how modern individuals connect to 

social institutions, and how these latter connect them to society. As I have presented in Chapter 1, 

modernist media theories have translated the above dilemma as a question of „who controls whom”, 

generating a never-ending oscillation of media power and audience power in media research. This 

„modernist” oscillation has been hardly evitable: it has shaped not only media but also social and 

cultural theories, and expressed the existing tensions of individual and communal life within the 

binding rules and structures of modern society. If liminal theories could offer a potent alternative to 

modernist research, this has been due to their intriguing idea that the above tensions and oscillations 

work  out  differently  in  extra-ordinary  contexts,  in  which  the  binding  institutional  structure  of 

society melts. In such, out-of-time contexts, the key modernist question of „who controls whom” 

loses its relevance. In the moments of an out-of-time Event or Drama, interactions between actors 

multiply,  ordinary roles  and rules  temporarily  mould,  and actors  coalesce  in  a  heightened,  co-

productive process that propels itself by its own force, independently from preexisting structural or 

individual determinations. 
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The Event, as an observable phenomenon and a concept, has for long carried an „amodern” 

potential, that has been played out by various scholarly attempts to refine and improve mainstream, 

modernist notions of media power and audience power.143 Turning to „extra-ordinary” events has 

promised to gain insight into a „sacred time” of turbulence, when the crystallized power circuits 

typical  to  modern  media  are  suspended.  The  energies  released  by events  have  been  found  to 

dissolve the burdens that had been erected – in the practice of making and studying popular media 

equally – by the „binary-producing machine” of modernism (Grossberg 1996:94). Unquestionably, 

the opposition of „producers” and „consumers”, of „subordinate” and „resistant” registers of use, of 

top-down  „power”  and  bottom-up  „agency”  seems  rigid  and  artificial  in  times  of  emotional 

turbulence,  when  audiences  and  performers  „fuse”  (Alexander  2006a)  and  jointly  engage  in 

„concerts of performances” (Dayan-Katz 1992). Such an understanding of events as non-ordinary, 

heightened dramas or ceremonies (see also Jacobs 1996, Cottle 2006, Alexander-Giesen-Mast 2006) 

has an incomparable potential to grasp power flows from an „amodern” perspective. 

Researchers have addressed outstanding media events and dramas that temporarily suspend 

ordinary media reality,  and invite  media users to  leave behind their  ordinary cultural  habits,  to 

assume a participatory role in a heightened communal performance. The above idea has strongly 

relied on the anthropologically inspired concept of „liminality”, referring to periods of turmoil when 

ordinary social life is temporarily suspended, people secede from their lifeworlds and assemble in 

great numbers, to collectively question the established cultural order and reestablish it in a renewed 

form. (Turner 1977)144 Although the original idea referred to physical assemblings, researchers of 

modern popular culture – Turner himself  among them – have broadened its  scope to mediated 

performances. These „liminoid” media performances, that would find their physical antecedents in 

theater  attendance,  political  demonstrations  or  religious  rituals,  have  been  thought  to  forge  a 

temporary „breach” in the normal course of media production and usage, and invite audiences to 

participate in a heightened drama or ritual. 

The above idea of „breach”, that opens the doors for an ongoing, live process, has greatly 

informed  „liminal”  theories,  that  have  been  interested  in  the  disruptive  power  of  collective 

participation in ongoing live performances. „Liminal” theories have grasped media attendance as 

the voluntary rallying of an audience around a particularly enthralling staged performance (with 

actors,  dramatic plot,  and mise en scene).  The force of the above rallying has been thought  to 

solicite spirals of mutual influence between media actors and audiences. Accordingly, throughout 

their interaction, the attending audience would voluntarily let itself be influenced by the aesthetic 

power of performers (by willingly „suspending disbelief”), and in turn, would actively influence the 

course of the media performance itself (by actively serving as a live mirror, the reflections of which 

feed actors with constant feedback about their performance). 
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The above mutual influence explains why the aspect of liveness has been so much important 

for liminal theories. The course of a live performance, scholars have suggested, is not determined 

either  by pre-planned media  strategies  or  pre-existing  audience  dispositions.  Life  performances 

have a cultural power on their own. They are not pre-structured, on the contrary, they activate a 

particular plot structure that emerges only in unique, outstanding cases. This plot structure defines 

the course of outstanding events,  which are typically marked as a  period of separation (Turner 

1969:94-5): they start with a moment of „break” in the routine (Lull – Hinerman 1997:3) and a 

heightened ritual „invitation” to gather (Dayan – Katz 1992:119), and if they are successful, they 

may result in the „fusion” of performer and audience (Alexander 2006a:34,54), the „restitution” of 

normality  and  the  „reaggregation”  of  community  (see  Alexander  –  Jacobs  1998:37).  Most 

importantly,  in  the above live,  ongoing flow of media performance,  actors  and spectators  must 

mutually attune themselves to each others' heartbeats – and it is only due to this fusion or „mutual 

accommodation” (Dayan-Katz 1992:227) that they can get to new heights, produce new qualities 

and  destabilize  the  existing  order  of  things.  Accordingly,  the  above  „mutual  attunement”  has 

facilitated the successful resolution of the Watergate drama and the opening of a new political era 

(Alexander 1988). Meanwhile, the lack of such attunement led to the failure of the Aldo Moro 

kidnapping drama, and the further sharpening of the toxic conflicts of Italian political life (Wagner-

Pacifici 1986). 

The above self-propelled, relatively autonomous, co-productive cultural processes have been 

grasped as exceptional instances that  are equally independent from the flows of top-down media 

power  and bottom-up audience power.  This  twofold autonomy has  been seen  to  emanate  from 

events' ability to create an exceptional time of heightened communal experience and, consequently, 

to suspend the „ordinary” determinations binding people from the top (the everyday power of media 

industries over consumers) and from the bottom (the force of established local or individual cultural 

practices  and dispositions).  The above double  independence  has  been thought  to  enable  media 

events  to  affect  their  audience  in  their  own unique  way.  According to  this  classical  approach, 

exceptional events would constitute a third power pole,  in opposition to the poles of top-down 

media  power  and bottom-up audience  power  that  have  lied  in  the  focus  of  mainstream media 

theories (preoccupied with more ordinary conditions of media production and usage).

„Liminal”  media  theories  have  deduced  media  events'  twofold  autonomy  from  two 

interrelated conditions of exceptionality.  The first condition has required that outstanding media 

performances are interruptive: they „suspend” the normal course of media production and usage. 

The  second  one  has  expected  that  events  are  intense:  they  invite  media  users  to  engage  in  a 

heightened communal performance. Liminal theories have suggested that the two above conditions, 
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intensity and interruptivity, make a mediatized performance truly „exceptional”, that is, relatively 

autonomous and co-productive.  Accordingly, only outstandingly intense and interruptive events are 

able to submit their actual audience to their aesthetic power and destabilize the industrial machine 

of event production (by setting new standards for the future, or failing to bring the expected effects). 

The above liminal framework, arguably, can hardly deal with the fact that in today's media 

space, the above exceptional status of events is hard to be secured. „Liminal” theories were born in 

the broadcast media era, which offered more room – in technological, cultural, institutional terms – 

for  exceptional,  large-scale  collective  mobilizations  to  emerge.  Today,  event-like  media 

performances are far from representing an exceptional „breach” in ordinary media reality: on the 

contrary, as I have presented in chapter 7, they have become the central organizing factors of this 

reality.  Researchers  of  media  events  and  social  dramas  in  the  last  two  decades  have  rightly 

recognized that the two above, „liminal” conditions of events' exceptionality are overly demanding. 

Today, when popular media are oversaturated with intense, eventized contents, a particular event 

can hardly be intense and interruptive at the same time. 

However, the question arises, if we abandon one of the above conditions (that are, in fact, 

inextricably connected in liminal theory) do not we have to abandon the very idea of autonomous, 

co-productive events, as well? If we admit that late modern media events are „less extraordinary” 

than their predecessors, do not we subscribe to the modernist argument that they are episodes, and 

not  frictions,  in  the  spectacle-making  machine?  Can  today's  media  events  still  be  regarded  as 

relatively autonomous power centers, that are distinctly separated both from top-down media power 

and from bottom-up audience power?

8.3. Mundane events as intense performances – the dramaturgical model

Reacting to the excessive abundance of event-status instances in late modern media, researchers 

have  given  up  searching  for  liminal  events  that  would  harshly  and  apparently  distinguish 

themselves  from  the  routine.  Scholars  have  rightly  recognized  that  liminal  theories' twofold 

condition of  exceptionality – requiring that  events  would „suspend” ordinary time and incite  a 

heightened  „coming  together”  –  are  unplausibly  demanding  and  can  hardly  be  fulfilled  today. 

Events of today cannot be intense and interruptive at the same time. Researchers have commonly 

reacted to this dilemma by dropping the condition of interruptivity and sticking to that of intensity,  

which has seemed much more realistic regarding today's  spectacular torrent of events. Scholars 

have increasingly turned toward „mundane events”, instances that stand out of the clutter due to 
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their intensity, their dramatic force, their aesthetic productivity (but do not necessarily interrupt the 

circuits of event making).

At a conceptual level, the above shift toward the mundane has been expressed as a passage 

from „liminal” rituals towards „liminoid” performances. The concept „liminoid” has been proposed 

by  Turner  himself  as  a  means  to  represent  smaller-scale,  contingent,  contested,  „liminal-like 

moments  and  communitas-like  sentiments  that  post-industrial  actors  experience  in  (ritual-like) 

social dramas in more individualized ways” (Alexander-Mast 2006:11). Moving to this „liminoid” 

direction and embracing today's „mundane” media events, researchers have argued that these event-

like media performances can still invite people to communal engagements. Accordingly, researchers 

have increasingly turned toward unraveling how communal identities are constructed and affirmed 

through the ritualized performances that saturate the late modern media environment (eg. the Abu 

Ghraib  scandal  [Dayan  2010],  dramatic  social  movements  [Eyerman  2008],  new  forms  of 

communal empathy emerging right after „disaster marathons” lost their mobilizing power [Liebes-

Kampf 2005]; the European Song Contest [Raykoff – Tobin 2007], and so on). Leaving behind the 

idea of „atypical” events suspending ongoing normality, scholars have inspected on more mundane, 

particular  and  contested  forms  of  „coming  together”:  events-performances  that  may  produce 

„particularized solidarities or ‘publics’ through the creation of sacred symbols and mobilization of 

collective sentiments” (Cottle 2006, Alexander 2010, Dayan 2001). 

Dramaturgical  theories  of  social  performance  have grasped  mundane  events  as  social 

performances which, with their intense call for engagement, can urge people to commonly pursue a 

shared cause or identity.  Similarly to the poststructuralist string of spectacle theory, dramaturgical 

theorists have thought of mundane events as intense and productive cultural impulses. However, 

dramaturgical theorists have argued that mundane events do more than offering people symbolic 

resources to understand and express their sociocultural, racial or ideological status in the terms of 

hegemony.  The key function of  mundane events lies  in  inciting people to  overcome the above 

hegemonic  cleveages  and  to  reconceive  the  identity  of  the  whole  community  to  which  they 

collectively belong. (Alexander-Giesen-Mast 2006). Of course, dramaturgical theorists have warned 

against conflating the above communal engagement with a ritual reconciliation that would eliminate 

all conflicts. Instead, they have proposed that events-performances accommodate controversy and 

integration at the same time. 

The above tension between integration and fragmentation has played out differently in the 

poststructuralist and the dramaturgical tradition. For postmodern, poststructuralist authors, events 

are intense impulses which may or may not rearrange the hegemonic forms of antagonism betwen 

competing  social  groups.  In  this  view,  events  are  both threatening and maintaining  hegemonic 

institutional structures and their sanctified maps of social antagonism. By contrast, dramaturgical 
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theorists  have  envisioned  a  different  kind  of  tension.  They  have  contrasted  the  antagonistic 

aspirations of fragmented groups with the latent, integrating „cultural structures” that events may 

accommodate (Alexander-Mast 2006:7,16). In this view, events' energy may put in motion unifying 

cultural structures – subjunctive codes of „civil society” (Alexander 2006c), universalistic values, 

popular narratives of heroism, suffering and redemption – which, if mobilized in a credible way,  

may counterweigh the disintegrating forces of the social controversy that manifests itself in the 

event.  The  key  dramaturgical  point  is  that  productive  events  can  progress  toward  an  (often 

unexpected) state of consolidation, a narrative closure that allows people to elaborate, below the 

cleveages that separate them, a sense of togetherness and common attachment to a shared political 

community.

The above common attachment has often been thought to emerge in analogy to theatrical 

catharsis: an unforceable, conditional, temporary achievement of a so far unknown state of flow, in 

which  spectators  and  actors  commonly  immerse  (Alexander  2006a,  for  another  illuminating 

overview of theatrical theories backing up the above approach, see Auslander). Accordingly, today's 

mundane media events, in their necessarily contested and contingent way, may retain a power to 

incite a significant amount of genuine „emotional and intellectual/cognitive investment from [the 

part of] producers, performers and participating audiences”. (Cottle 2006:429, italics in original) Of 

course,  since  media  performances  cannot  create  the  same intensity  of  live  enactment  and  live 

interaction that characterizes theatre, media audiences can also hardly mold into the „living flesh” 

that  may be characteristic  to  people experiencing extasis  in  physical  gatherings  (see Duffrenne 

1973:49). In dramaturgical approach, theatrical catharsis has been taken as an analogy, and not an 

exact model, for mediatized communal engagements. 

The Rodney King beating has certainly been such a cathartic drama. In the course of its 

unfolding, as Ron Jacobs has argued, new possibilities for communal engagement have emerged, 

allowing  different  interpretive  communities  (basically,  blacks  and  whites)  to  develop  at  least 

partially overlapping narratives about the case. As Jacobs has demonstrated, the establishment of a 

board of civilan experts examining the event and working out policy recommendations (called the 

Christopher Commission) represented a „turning point for all the narrative understandings of the 

Rodney King crisis” (Jacobs 1996:1260). Acting in a commonly respected way, the Commission 

has  formed  a  bridge  between  both  competing  elite  fractions  and  diverse  racial  communities. 

However,  as Jacobs has stressed out,  this „reaggregation” – as Turner would call it  – has been 

interpreted in divergent  terms in press organs serving the white  and the black community.  The 

Commission reform, what predominantly white readerships have celebrated as glorious victory of 

America's civic traditions, has been represented in the African-American press as a promising but 

uncertain  alliance  between  blacks  and  whites.  This  kind  of  argument  resonates  well  with  the 
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conclusion  that  Jason  Mast  has  drawn in  his  dramaturgical  analysis  of  Monicagate.  Mast  has 

concluded that  even in  such a fully controversial  affair,  where any sign of common agreement 

across political publics was entirely lacking, debating parties have mobilized a „common code of 

civil discourse, and shared popular cultural tropes”, due to which, „America's imagined community 

dramatically reaffirmed itself as real” (Mast 2006:139).

The Performance of politics

Jeffrey Alexander's „The performance of politics” is a prominent book that brings in itself all the 

blessings and tensions of the dramaturgical analysis of mundane events. The key goal of the book 

has  been  to  present  the  cultural  process  through  which  Barack  Obama,  this  once  unlikely 

presidential candidate, has emerged as a major force of American politics: an agent and symbol of 

renewal, a true leader finding the way to a new era which has been waiting for the country but  

which, however, could not have come without the intervention of the leader. For Alexander, Obama 

did  more  than  winning  a  Presidential  election  in  2008:  he  also  put  an  end  to  the  decades  of 

neoconservative domination and brought back to the scene the long-forgotten political agenda of 

leftist progression. This agenda, Alexander suggests, will survive Obama, since his achievment of 

winning the Presidency as the most liberal candidate in the last half Century has been a genuinely 

transformative political act: „it was an intervention that shifted the arc of history, and it depended 

on creativity, perseverance, and fortune.” (2010: 1) This transformative encounter between Obama 

and America, Alexander warns many times, was not determined in advance. In the case of a genuine 

political act such as Obama's, Alexander cites Hannah Arendt, “something new is started which 

cannot be expected from whatever may have happened before,” since “the new always happens 

against the overwhelming odds of statistical laws and their probability.” (Arendt 1958 : 176-8, ref 

by Alexander 2010: 280-1) Beating the odds, Obama grew into a sovereign political actor and the 

political community of the USA rejuvenated itself. In the Prologue of his book, Alexander promises 

to reconstruct the unfolding of this extraordinary moment in American politics. 

However extraordinary in their outcome, the Presidential elections of 2008 have formed, in 

my above terminology, a „mundane event”.  Regarding its orchestration and genre and course, 2008 

was an ordinary campaign.145 If this mundane event could grow into an extraordinary turning point, 

this is because it allowed a social drama to unfold, at the end of which Obama could emerge as a 

political hero embodying the most sacred, common values of American democracy. A presidential 

campaign,  Alexander  suggests,  is  a  modern  ritual  which  cements  citizens  into  a  political 

community, with its symbolic force to present itself as a fair, regulated contest which rewards, in the 

end, the worthiest representative of the community's core democratic values. Presidential campaigns 
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are not  mere spectacles,  but also symbolic institutions  which,  on the one hand, call  citizens to 

mobilize themselves and express their expectations towards leaders and their parties, and which, on 

the other hand, urge these latter to fully respect the hopes that have been projected into them. It is  

the contingent interplay of citizens' engagements and candidates' undertakings that will define the 

transformative force of a particular electoral campaign. Whether or not a given campaign grows 

into a transformative event depends on the winning candidate's ability to secure a clear majority, but 

also  to  make  herself  accepted  as  a  capable  leader  among  a  sufficient  number  of  citizens, 

intellectuals, political, economic and media actors voting for her rival. Establishing such a symbolic 

authority is a painful struggle and a huge achievment in the electoral contest,  where candidates 

invest immense resources into invalidating each others' authority claims. 

Demonstrating sacred democratic values in a contest where hundreds of voices debunk you 

as undemocratic is the most ultimate, but also the most improbable goal of candidates, Alexander 

argues. Candidates' future depends on whether, and how, in the cacophony of contending voices, 

they can establish the symbolic authority of a democratic leader.146 The Performance of politics 

reconstructs in great hermeneutic detail the symbolic fight that Barack Obama, Joe Biden, John 

McCain  and Sarah  Palin  fought  for  representing  democracy and civil  solidarity.  This  fight,  as 

Alexander palpably illustrates, has brought ups and downs for each candidate, whose chances to 

win were up for grabs throughout the year of 2008. It is highly illuminating to follow Alexander's  

analysis of how every new attempt to establish democratic authority was followed by a wave of  

distanced  and  profanizing  and  antipathetic  commentaries  which  fundamentally  threatened  the 

performance  they  referred  to.  A persuasive  example  is  Sarah  Palin:  for  the  vice  presidential 

candidate, it took only two weeks to turn from a political wunderkind to a gimmick figure in the 

public's imagination. The nomination of Sarah Palin for vice president in August 2008 caused a 

„performative tsunami” (2010:204), inciting “a huge postconvention bounce” (Alexander 2010:205) 

through which “independents broke for McCain by a 15-point margin and he surged in swing state 

polls” (WSJ cited in Alexander 2010:205). However, Palin proved very soon not to measure up to 

the civil values that people projected into her. If voters earlier had seen the new nominee as clean,  

committed, moral and caring, they felt their hopes betrayed only a few weeks after her nomination 

(see 2010: ch.8.). 

The struggle of the two presidential nominees, we learn from Alexander's book, has not been 

less hectic. Several times in 2008, John McCain had real opportunities to credibly present himself 

as  a  true  democratic  leader.  However,  he  could  never  really live  with  these  opportunities.  His 

successes proved partial, his mistakes corrosive. In the end, his inability to lead Republicans in the 

first days of the financial crisis fatally wounded his unstable image as democratic leader. (2010: 
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ch.9.) Meanwhile, Barack Obama had to face surprising difficulties in positioning himself as an 

agent of change, a credible alternative to the Bush regime. Since he presented himself as an agent of 

change  without  reliable  credentials  to  make  that  change  happen,  he  had  to  face  very  similar 

criticisms as Sarah Palin. In the Summer of 2008, he was widely and derogately portrayed as an 

unexperienced  and  dangereous  newcomer,  an  empty  celebrity  mounted  by a  hysterical  fashion 

wave. (2010: ch. 7.) 

The above instabilities  suggest that the victory of Obama was not written in  the books. 

Historic  times may have favoured  Obama to  a  certain degree,  however,  nothing determined in 

advance that Obama could win a stable majority with the most progressive Presidential program in 

the last decades. Even less it could be said in advance that Obama as a democratic leader would so 

widely  be  acknowledged  among  independents  and  moderate  Republicans.  Examining  how this 

could  happen,  Alexander  repeatedly rejects  determinist  explanations  asserting  that  in  the  given 

situation, Obama could not lose this election (see 2010:163-6, 246, 280-1). Such explanations have 

been flourishing in media discourse. In a typical quote, a WSJ author argued: 

„The economy is weak. The president is unpopular. It’s a change, not a status quo, election. 

The surge has worked, but the war in Iraq is hardly a campaign plus. The political cycle points 

to  a  Democratic  takeover.  Democratic  voter  registration  is  up.  Republican  registration  is 

down. Republicans trail Democrats in party identification.” (2010:166) 

In contrast to this type of argument, which assumes the political process merely to mirror back 

underlying structural forces, Alexander contends: 

„the democratic struggle for power is not determined by structures. Only after its outcome is 

known do social scientists and pundits claim the contest was predetermined to come out in 

this or that way. While certainly oriented to economic situations and cultural traditions, the 

struggle for power is not directed by them. It is a flow, a stream of meaning making.” (2010: 

166, 163)

Alexander has good reasons to step up against easy in hindsight explanations. Indeed, if the above 

cited WSJ author was right in arguing that 2008 was a „change election” that Obama had been 

bound to win, Obama should have shined from the beginnings as a „civil hero”, as a democratic 

leader in the eyes of the public. However, this has not been the case. The upper civility of Obama 

was symbolically established in media discourse only in October 2008 – and this was the very first 

time when Obama could establish a statistically significant lead over McCain according to the polls. 

There is, indeed, something fundamentally typical to our age in the fact that in 2008, the year when 

the  most  unpopular  President  in  a  lifetime  departs,  the  year  when  an  economic  breakdown 

unprecedented in a lifetime begins (and the coming storm is clearly reflected in Americans' mood 

well before the collapse of Lehmann Brothers), the contender Barack Obama could overcome the 
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Republican heir  of George Bush only in the very last  moment of the campaign.  Obama's final 

victory,  Alexander argues persuasively,  has been worked out in a substantial  and effective civil 

discourse about democracy. 

Alexander interprets the electoral campaign as an open-ended, underdetermined  symbolic 

fight in which each candidate presents herself as the one who has found the right way to the future 

and who will follow this way in the most sincere compliance with the sacred traditions of American 

civil  society.  In  an  electoral  campaign,  all  actors  and  all  citizens  wait  hungrily  to  measure 

presidential  candidates, again and again,  to the saint values of democracy and civility that they 

claim to impersonate.  Voters and public  actors do not  stop blaming the rivals  of  their  favorite 

candidate for polluting the country's democratic heritage. However bitter this apparent controversy 

may seem to be,  Alexander  argues,  debating parts  all  step up in  the name of the community's  

consensual values, which they commonly reaffirm in their disputes about politics. 

But  there  is  even  more  than  that.  In  the  above  collective  game,  the  followers  of  rival 

candidates are not always as divided as they seem. They may get to near-collective judgements – 

which may not be directly reflected in the ballot results, still, bear very important consequences to  

the  legitimacy of  the  future  President.  Alexander  persuasively stresses  the  importance  of  these 

collective  verdicts,  which,  in  2008,  favoured  Obama  over  McCain  and  allowed  the  former  to 

establish himself as a widely acknowledged public figure.

A most telling example is the public's judgment of Republicans' infamous Sarah Palin pick. 

After Palin's nomination for vice-presidential candidate, Alexander argues (2010:32), it took only a 

few weeks for her approval rating to fall to its half, from 54% in late August to less than 30% in  

mid-October. This freefall fired back to McCain. In October, 

„a vast majority of the citizen audience tells pollsters they believe  McCain chose Palin for 

calculating and selfish reasons, not because of her actual qualifications. In fact, “75 percent 

said they thought Mr. McCain had picked Ms. Palin more to help him win the election than 

because he thought she was well qualified to be president”; only 31 percent feel that Obama 

chose Biden in this way.” (2010:241) 

A similarly negative image of McCain emerged after the presidential TV debates held in October. 

„Among all registered voters, twice as many now believe that McCain has spent more time 

attacking  than  explaining,  a  percentage  that  holds  when  only  independents  are  asked. 

Significantly more than twice as many registered voters believe that Obama has conducted 

himself  differently,  that  he  has  been  explaining  rather  than  attacking,  and  the  difference 

actually increases among independents. Sixty-two percent of independents believe McCain 

has spent too much time attacking, and only 24 percent of independents believe this about 

Obama.” (2010:264) 
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The widespread acceptance of Obama as a civil actor who sticks to his democratic values even in 

the strongest campaign storm reveals the symbolic process though which a new political hero was 

rising in the collective imagination of Americans. By November 4, even Republican voters accepted 

in  great  numbers  that  a  worthy  and  honorable  candidate  would  put  an  end  to  their  party's  

domination. In this process of recognition, which consoled the turmoil of the electoral drama, „the 

civil-uncivil antinomy” was employed with increasing frequency „to map the difference between 

the Democratic and Republican candidates for president”. (2010: 256) Obama could emerge as a 

truly democratic leader even in the eyes of many Republican voters.  

The Performance of politics is an important achievment because it offers a sophisticate and 

comfortable framework explaining how democracy can still maintain a free space for citizens' self-

government.  Persuasively  and  enthusiastically,  the  book  argues  that  democratic  politics,  the 

common search for the public good, has not been colonized by the forces threatening it. Democracy 

survives, in spite of the immense campaign machines that try to mobilize voters, in spite of the fact 

that the big business finances these machines, in spite of the media spectacle which turns people 

towards private affective pleasures, and in spite of the consumerly rent-seeking attitude of citizens 

themselves who often tend to selfishly vote for the best material offer targeted to their status group.  

For Alexander, none of these „structural” forces have been able to eliminate the moral being in the 

citizens  of  democracies.  This  is  due  to  the  fact,  Alexander  argues,  that  developed  democratic 

societies  work  as  well-integrated  political  communities  which  regulate  themselves  through 

commonly  respected  moral  values.  Community  members  can  emotionally  and  cognitively 

appropriate the universal values of democracy and civility by participating in the regulated rituals of 

democratic politics. It is through these ritualized displays of universal values that modern political 

communities nourish their members' human capability to think and act as sovereign and responsible 

moral beings.147 

As great books in general,  The Performance of politics raises more dilemmas that it  is able to 

resolve.  Certainly,  the  erudite  argument  of  the  book is  persuasive,  however,  at  many points  it 

reminds  to  the  all-encompassing,  mythical  explanations  typical  (as  I  have  shown in  Part  1)  to 

„modernist”  analysis.  Alexander  in  this  book has  navigated  back to  the  outskirts  of  modernist 

discourse and chose, similarly to many modernist researchers, to mythically sideline the problems 

raised by his analysis instead of openly facing them. The most ultimate of the sidelined problems 

has been, of course, the alleged „autonomy” of the discourse of civil solidarity and of the moral 

values fostered by this discourse. 

Citizens' talk about civility and democracy, Alexander suggests, makes part of an ongoing, 

self-sustaining „civil discourse” that allows to measure political contenders to basic moral values 
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independently from the  influence  of  campaign  propaganda,  of  private  consumerly interests,  of 

economic trends or class voting, in a word, the particularistic determinations of political preference 

formation.  „Such  preexisting  factors  do  affect  the  outcome  of  a  political  race,  but  contingent 

performances  are  what  determine  victory  and  defeat.”  (2010:166)  This  is  because,  Alexander 

argues, the institutions of the civil sphere establish an autonomous stage where the above contingent 

performances can take place and their battles can follow their self-propelled trajectory. „The public 

space of civil society provides an arena for the democratic struggle for power. Making democracy 

real  depends  on  this  public  space  having  some  autonomy  from  others.”  (2010:9)  Mediatized 

political campaigns take place in this autonomous arena, this public „enclave”, where actors fight 

for  representing  universal  values  and  audiences  can  experience  these  values  and  test  their 

impersonators. In a word, Alexander assumes that the democratic qualities of Arendt's Athenian 

agora or Habermas' bourgeois coffeehouse are present in the ritualized, spectacular campaigns of 

our age. 

Alexander  fails  to  demonstrate,  however,  how  electoral  campaigns  could  constitute  a 

protected harbour for the free search of public good. Campaigns are „mundane events” which do 

not suspend the established circuits of campaign organization, financing, spectacle making and class 

or interest-based voting. Electoral campaigns are regular, routinized, rehearsed spectacles, in which 

candidates play their expectable, well-established roles, and people also rely on well-established 

clues in interpreting these role performances. Electoral campaigns are not liminal rituals: people are 

not called to bracket off what they have known so far and to seek after new clues for understanding 

what is happening.148 In lack of an institutionalized, authoritative voice declaring, so to say, a state 

of emergency when the established anchors of sensemaking are suspended and the community is 

relegated to its holy spirits for inspiration to find new ways, there is only one force that can make  

people judge presidential candidates in purely moral terms: the (Kantian, Arendtian) force of moral 

judgement, namely, people's innate ability to act as sovereign moral beings in their ordinary lives. 

Alexander's argument does not work without this implicite modernist anthropology. 

The idealist vision of the sovereign human agent lurks behind most of Alexander's accounts 

on  how  voters  use  their  democratic  compasses  in  judging  candidates,  and  how  these  latters' 

performance needs to „resonate” with their audiences' democratic values. To resonate, Alexander 

argues, 

is  to  find  a  pathway that  leads  from the  words  that  come  from the  mouths  of  political  

performers and from the pictures drawn by their hands to the eyes and ears of the citizen 

audience  and,  via  these  receptors,  into  the  center  of  their  throbbing  democratic  hearts. 

(2010:13)

It is by creating the above popular resonance, Alexander argues, that Obama could win the hearts of  
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his democratic jury by the end of October of 2008, when „the American voter — the sensible citizen 

whose mythical common sense sustains the democratic civil  sphere — has reached a decision” 

(2010:258). 

In such instances, when he evokes the moral wisdom of the American citizen, Alexander 

returns  to  the  modernist  discourse.  Joining  great  modernist  theorists  as  Arendt  and  Habermas, 

Alexander binarizes the citizen, by implicitely dividing her to a private being who is driven by the 

interests, fears and impulses of everyday life, and a public being who is driven by universal values 

and the search of  the  public  good.  Alexander  celebrates  this  moral  being,  her  sovereignty and 

freedom from everyday,  particularistic determinations  (campaign  propaganda,  media  spectacle, 

market forces, economic trends, social status). For Alexander,  people are not mere 'prospects' or 

'consumers'  or simple puppets driven by habit  or material  interest,  but citizens who make their 

political choices through reflexive and sovereign judgements, who are able to elaborate the trust 

they vest into politicians, whose political sympathies are formed with reference to universal values 

of solidarity and morality. In a similar way, political actors themselves are depicted as sovereign 

moral beings who have a relatively unconstrained space to dramatically present their democratic 

virtues in front of the political community. 

Alexander's book lacks effective defenses against the plausible charges that it is more an 

enthusiastic  engagement  with  the  above  modernist  anthropology  than  a  demonstration  of  how 

electoral campaigns can work as fair and free „democracy contests” in the safe harbour of the civil 

sphere. Indeed, the boundaries of this harbour are far too porous to safely mark off an autonomous, 

safe heaven that would be (not entirely secluded, what would be impossible, but at least) distant 

enough  from  the  profane  forces  of  propaganda  and  spectacle  and  status  interests.  Alexander 

acknowledges  this  problem,  however,  is  unable  to  handle  it.  In  fact,  he  handles  this  problem 

effectively, but mythically. In a similar way to modernist myth-makers defending their binarizing 

modernist  concepts (as I have shown in the Conclusion of Chapter 2),  Alexander delegates his 

theoretical vision of cultural autonomy and his empirical analysis to different planes. His empirical 

examples are rich and meaningful, however, they do not prove his theory but give it a mythical 

support,  with  their  plausibility  and  richness,  and  with  the  help  of  the  overlapping  conceptual 

apparatus used in theory building and empirical analysis. The key goel of this mythical support is to 

hide the fact that theory and empiria do not fit. 

At a theoretical level,  Alexander grasps the electoral campaign as an autonomous realm 

allowing both for politicians and citizens to act as moral beings. At this  level,  the campaign is  

depicted as a „liminoid” ritual, a symbolic institution which – similarly to the agora and the coffee 

house – opens a door for the voter to leave behind the determinations of private life and act as  

citizen. By contrast, Alexander's empirical examples do not demonstrate such a relationship, they 
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even  suggest  a  reverse  one.  What  his  examples  show is  that  citizens  can  activate  their  moral 

resources by themselves, that they can resist particularistic influences and base their decisions on 

universalistic moral values. It is citizens' Kantian „force of judgment” that allows them to recognize 

what is solid and universal in the impure mess of manipulative campaign noise. Thus, it is citizens' 

moral grandeur that prevents the campaign from degrading to spectacular propaganda – and not the 

other way around, where the autonomy of the campaign as a liminoid ritual would hinder the citizen 

in degrading to a mere spectator. 

In most of Alexander's examples, as in the following one, it is the democratic enthusiasm of 

the community that lifts the political performance from the level of impure spectacle to that of a  

sacred celebration. Alexander interprets the 2008 Democratic convention in the following way: 

The staged events  and audience  reactions  that  fill  up  the  afternoon and  early evening at 

Invesco field project sincere feelings and deeply patriotic principles, not artifice and celebrity. 

They create  an  expressive  festival  of  community,  belying  the  impression  of  a  top-down, 

rehearsed, directed-from-the-top event. (2010:187) 

Of course, it would be unfair to expect solid proof for this interpretation – the authenticity of a  

sentiment can hardly be „proven”. Still, the genuinness of citizens' democratic emotions occupies 

far  too  central  a  role  in  Alexander's  analysis  to  be  simply  assumed  or  asserted.  Indeed,  the 

authenticity of  collective  emotions  is  Alexander's  ultimate argument  that  cements  his  empirical 

analysis and theory together. It is the genuine surge of civil enthusiasm which proves that the voter  

is a sovereign moral being and that the election campaign is a liminoid ritual fostering a culturally 

autonomous discourse about universal civil values. In the light of the very centrality of genuine 

civic  enthusiasm in Alexander's  argument,  he can rightly be  criticized  for  too easily sidelining 

plausible  alternative  explanations  which  would  trace  back  collective  effervescence  to  more 

particularistic factors.149 This is a typical shortcoming of Alexander's book, which often tends to 

assert without proving that universalistic civil values have an autonomous life, that people make 

civil judgements independently from particularistic influences. Alexander, in his seminal The Civil 

Sphere  (2006c),  has  devoted  whole  chapters  to  show that  civil  autonomy cannot  be  taken for 

granted and has to be constantly re-and reestablished in a painful process, given the fact that the 

discourse about universal values tends to degrade into a mere justification of status differences (here 

is where the old trope of the deserving, moral rich and the undeserving, immoral poor comes from).
150 This basic insight, unfortunately, has faded from the analysis of the 2008 election campaign. 

In  constructing  the  electoral  campaign  as  an  open  and  fair  competition  in  which  the 

democratic community selects the worthiest candidate embodying its core values, Alexander applies 

the mythical terminology of the civil discourse that he analyzes. In the same way as Nick Couldry's 

media mythology (see Introduction to Part 1), and in the same way as mainstream media research in 
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general  (see  Chapter  2  and  3),  Alexander's  analysis  makes  part  of  the  common  modernist 

mythicization  of  mediatized,  popular  politics.  Indeed,  Alexander's  narrative  can  hardly  be 

distinguished from the interpretations that politicians, commentators and journalists gave about the 

campaign. His account about how the worthiest candidate can win the „democratic heart” of the 

civil voter fuses with the idealized image of that the civil discourse constructs about the voter.  

Alexander is as unable to maintain a critical distance from the civil discourse – in the very same 

way as media scholars have been fused with the discourse of fifth estate experts. 

The civil discourse that Alexander is „flirting with” and the discourse of expertly media 

interpretation make part of the same modernist tradition: they use he same modernist binaries, they 

construct homologuous narratives. The long-established civil sphere and the freshly differentiated 

field of the fifth estate maintain discourses which are mutually permeable. This kinship manifests 

itself in three important overlaps between Alexander's analysis and the modernist discourse of the 

fifth estate. 

The  first  overlap  to  note  is  that  Alexander  consistently  applies  the  modernist  trope  of 

popular connection or resonance. He retheorises this ultimate concept of modernist thinking as the 

„fusion” of the performer and the audience. He interprets performative „fusion” as a sovereign act  

from the part  of  the  citizen-spectator  who would willingly let  a  free  course  to  her  democratic 

feelings, in reaction to a voice she finds to embody her genuine moral values. As I have argued 

above, it is a key presumption of Alexander that people fuse with performers with authentic civil 

enthusiasm. It is this authenticity that shifts the political drama from the impure level of media 

spectacle.151 With  the  concept  of  authentic  civil  enthusiasm,  Alexander  constructs  a  typically 

modernist  hybrid  narrative  about  audience  belief.  Combining  two  modernist  concepts  of 

authenticity, Alexander argues that „genuine” audience enthusiasm is, on the one hand, visceral, 

emotional, surging from the unreflectable depths of cultural tradition, and, on the other hand, freely 

established, reasoned, reflected and elaborate. Thus, the concept of performative „fusion”, embodies 

a „recombined” narrative which, in spite of its hybridity, tends to conclude, in the end, that audience 

belief in the better candidate is a genuine, reflected, sovereign choice. Alexander's argument that 

civil  fusion is  a „willing suspension of disbelief” reestablishes the binary modernist  concept of 

sovereign human agency. This is much similar to the way in which other hybrid concepts (like 

Stuart Hall's ”free consent”) have ended up in reestablishing the modernist binary concepts that they 

sought to transcend. 

The second, deeply modernist aspect of Alexander's argument lies in its heavy overlap with 

non-academic fifth estate narratives. Throughout the book, scholarly analysis unfolds inextricably 

from the cited accounts of journalists, commentators and politicians. In harmony with the spirit of 

modernist  analysis  (see  my argument  in  the  Introduction),  Alexander  enthusiastically  immerses 
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himself into the intense expertly production of knowledge about „popular connection”: he analyzes 

how Presidential  candidates  try  to  win  the  hearts  of  citizens,  and  how successful  they  are  in 

affecting people's moral judgment. The above intermingling of scholarly analysis with the discourse 

analyzed may be palpably observed in Alexander's analysis of Sarah Palin's rise and fall. On the one 

hand, Alexander offers a detached analysis of how voters are idealized in civil discourse in general 

as competent and rational citizens, how Palin stood up in the name of this idealized democratic 

voter, how Obama rejected her claims in the name of the very same voter figure, how journalists 

measured both candidates to the imagined virtues of this mythicized voter, and how public opinion 

polls have been interpreted as manifesting citizens' reasoned moral judgment about candidates.152 

On the other hand, however, Alexander suggests also that these civic virtues, the feelings of civil  

solidarity,  are  not  invented  but  actually  do  exist,  and they directly  manifest  themselves  in  the 

opinion polls.153 It is remarkable how seamlessly Alexander joined many fifth estate commentators 

in claiming that the sovereign moral wisdom of the community weighed Palin in the balance and 

found her wanting. Equally remarkable is how Alexander appropriated another modernist notion, 

namely that  of  the  „center-ground”  which,  with  its  uncommitted  judgments,  would  decide  the 

outcome of elections and maintain the civil discourse of democracy. (see Chapter 3.4. above) 

The third modernist  feature of Alexander's  book lies  in its  affinity with the mainstream 

concept of mainstream media. To illustrate this, I will turn to visual, and not textual, references and 

evoke a much telling coincidence that lies between the book covers of The Performance of politics 

and Douglas Kellner's Media Spectacle. The cover of the latter book presents a giant stadium where 

a patriotic event is taking place, all eyes are fixed to the central ceremony, actors and audiences are 

decorated in national symbols. The photo suggests that the lights, songs, sounds and symbols are all  

united in a giant, overwhelming celebration. The photo on Alexander's book covers another stadium 

filled  with  an  enthusiastic  crowd gathered  to  a  political  rally.  The stadium is  shown from the 

viewpoint of the central stage and its only actor, Barack Obama, who steps on the podium while the 

eyes of all cheering fans rest on him. 

The  above  corresponding  photos  embody  the  dominant  modernist  concept  of  the 

mainstreams. Accordingly, mainstream media forms a common arena that features dramatized plays 

and makes them accessible for the fragmented groups and individuals of modern society. On the all-

apparent stage of mainstream media, central antagonists fight their battles, and the crowds rally 

behind these actors. Each antagonist stepping on the central media stage has a well-recognizable 

core  identity  which  forcefully  polarizes  the  crowds  to  fans  and  haters.  Fans  and  haters  form 

heterogeneous groups, composed of different people who connect their divergent aspirations to a 

common cause, to common symbols and messages.154 The above modernist idea of an apparent and 

dominant media center which would hold together the fragmented groups and localities of society 
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appears  all  around  the  fifth  estate,  well  beyond  the  walls  of  academia.  The  above  notion  of 

mainstream media has driven (as I have argued above in Chapter 3.4. and Part 2) most of today's  

political marketing strategies, which have been aimed at creating a media-friendly, centrally placed, 

semiotically rich political vision that is able to „connect” secluded voter segments, to target each on 

its own language and to assemble them into a mobilizable political community. 

As we will see in the next section, the modernist assumptions of Alexander's book deserve 

criticism: in many cases, the mainstream media space does not form a common virtual stadium, and 

audiences' belief that they „connect” a centrally performed vision that everybody else connects with 

is an illusion. Performers and audiences do not always „fuse” or „connect” even in those moments 

when  they  and  all  the  commentators  would  believe  that  they  do.  These  instances,  when  a 

performance mobilizes the audience forcefully but in an unexpectedly „deflected” or  „derailed” 

way, need attention and will be theorised in the followings as „latent events”. 

8.4. Latent events as „virtual theatre halls” – a situational model 

Mundane events have a potential to unexpectedly rearrange the media and political spectacle of 

which they are the peak points. However, as I have argued, it is hard to assess whether or not a 

mundane event does indeed make a change, for this judgment depends too much on the analyst's 

subjective  opinion  about  how „genuine”  is  the  citizen  enthusiasm that  the  event  triggers.  The 

research of mundane events risks then to lead back to the mainstreams of modernist speculation 

about media power and audience power at media markets. As we have seen above, dramaturgical 

research tends to depict mundane events through modernist lenses, as authentic encounters where a 

performer „connects” the audience in the way in which the audience itself wishes to be connected. 

Preoccupied with „popular connection”,  the dramaturgical analysis  of mundane events does not 

offer, in itself, a safe exit from the modernist discourse of the fifth estate. 

In  spite  of  the  above  overlaps,  I  think  that  the  fifth  estate's  discourse  could  hardly be 

efficiently challenged without considering the potential  of renewal and commonality and moral 

regulation  that  mundane  events  carry  in  themselves.  However,  it  is  also  important  to  see  that 

mundane events are not the only event-like instances in today's media environment. In order to 

grasp  the  role  of  mundane  events  today,  we  need  first  to  understand  the  broader  symbolic  

economies of event production and circulation in late modern media. The symbolic economies of 

media „eventization” have incited a new genre of media events to emerge. This new type of events 

will be theorised as „latent events”. In the followings, I will address what a latent event is and how 

it emerges. This line of argument will be developed further in the concluding section of this chapter 
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(8.5.),  where  I  theorise  late  modern  media  as  a  „theatrical”  system  which  is  populated,  and 

chronically destabilized, by mundane events and latent events at the same time.

The celebration of polgár Hungary: a latent event

In developing my model of latent events, let me evoke the empirical analysis I have presented in the 

2nd part of this book. The heavily mediatized, celebratory performance of polgár Hungary in 2002 

will be interpreted in the following as a „latent event”. As I have argued earlier, the polgár Hungary 

performance was a grandiose attempt to incite a widespread communal engagement with the New 

Right's vision of national recovery and modernization. The celebratory performance of Fidesz was 

half-success: it could create an engaged political community with its outstanding mobilizing force, 

however, it failed to engage enough the „center-ground” voters whom it had targeted at the first 

place. 

Explaining the electoral failure of  Fidesz,  experts  in  Hungary have tended to depict  the 

polgár campaign in  modernist  terms,  as a  failed attempt to  „connect” people.  Accordingly,  the 

polgár Hungary  campaign  has  been  criticized  either  for  losing  to  the  campaign  machine  and 

rhetorics of the Socialist  Party,  or for belying the everyday life experience of many Hungarian 

voters who did not believe their country has hit the road to recovery. The two above explanations 

are opposed in the sense that the first sees the roots of Fidesz's failure in people's vulnerability to 

Socialist  propaganda,  while the second stresses the genuine competence of people to reject  the 

Fidesz propaganda on the grounds of their life experience. In the years after 2002, the two opposed 

accounts have widely circulated in the intellectual hinterlands of the two competing parties. Right-

wing experts and intellectuals asserted the dumbness of people in explaining the fall of Fidesz, 

while left-wingers celebrated the genuine judgment of majesty the People. In constructing these 

narratives,  both  intellectual  subfields  used  existing,  well-established  discursive  tropes  from 

Hungarian political discourse – but in an interestingly deflected form. Right-wingers borrowed an 

old elitist  trope of  Hungarian  leftist-progressivist  discourse,  namely that  the forces  of  „polgár-

ization” and modernization are too weak in this country, and too many people lack the moral and 

economic  autonomy  necessary  for  a  well-functioning  democracy.  Meanwhile,  the  left-liberal 

intelligentsia  used  the  very  same  critique  that  Fidesz deployed  against  the  socialist-liberal 

government four years earlier. In 1997-1998, Fidesz stepped up against the alienated, technocratic 

ideology of the left-liberal government which posits itself as a successful „modernizer” without the 

least interest in whether or not the acclaimed progress can be felt in people's everyday life. Left-

liberal observers made the very same populist reference to popular sovereignty when envisioning a 

popular revolt against the unrealistic propaganda of polgár-ization. The two above explanations are 
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seemingly opposed, however, it is important to recognize their common modernist roots. What the 

two accounts commonly suggested is that the polgár Hungary performance was too weak and too 

distant to „connect” people, that it missed the rhetorical strength and authenticity that would have 

been needed for energizing the majority of citizens. However persuasive the above argument seems 

to be, it is based on one-sided modernist heuristics. 

There are good reasons to argue that the celebration of  polgár Hungary was not simply a 

failed populist attempt to „connect people”. The  polgár Hungary celebration, as I have argued in 

Part 2, did not fail because it lacked performative force. On the contrary, it failed because it was too 

successful, too inevitable, in a certain way too popular. It is important to recognize the positive 

symbolic energy of the celebratory performance of polgár Hungary, which has forcefully redrawn 

the Hungarian political  space along the antagonism of a dynamic,  modern,  polgár future and a 

paralyzed, failed, postcommunist past. The performers of polgár Hungary enacted this antagonism 

in many ways,  playing on multiple  strings,  with the aim of  creating a  rich semantic  pool  that 

allowed voters of different backgrounds to interpret the political antagonism of the polgárs and the 

rest in various ways that suit them the best. Fidesz politicians successfully created a large political 

community of voters who  recognized each other as fellow polgárs of a new Hungary. Indeed, the 

question of whether one can imagine herself as a prosperous member of  polgár Hungary became 

the ultimate stake of people's vote in 2002. Maximizing the rhetorical strength and the semantic 

riches  of  the  campaign,  the  performers  of  polgár Hungary acted  in  perfect  harmony with  the 

populist laws that modernist media interpreters have attributed to the popular media and political 

market. It is hard to imagine, indeed, how this populist political performance could have been made 

even more appealing and rich and sophisticated in order to get to the heart of even more people. 

 The  performers  of  polgár Hungary enacted  a  perfect  populist  campaign.  Fidesz actors 

created  a  new,  exceptional,  innovative,  rule-breaking  political  narrative  that  had  a  potential  to 

efficiently rejuvenate the conventional anticommunist and nationalist political agenda of the Right. 

In presenting the essence of renewal – the creation of polgár Hungary – Fidesz actors gave multiple 

explanations,  used  various  media  formats,  tried  out  different  slogans  and  orchestrated  various 

events, all this with the aim of gathering as many people as possible around their political vision.  

The key aim of Fidesz actors was to enact their polgár politics in many different, overlapping but 

not identical forms in popular media. They wanted to make themselves seen as good stewarts of  

many important values at the same time. They portrayed themselves as genuine heirs of traditional, 

national-conservative values, as courageous and persistent drivers of national recovery, as strong 

leaders with a strong sense of community, as true representatives of a new generation of active and 

mobile citizens who can act as self-responsible enterpreneurs like Fidesz politicians themselves. All 

these symbolic layers have been enacted parallelly by  Fidesz actors, who believed that all these 
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colors will unite in a coherent picture in voters' eyes. 

Many voters, however, found the above multifold vision of  polgár Hungary perplexingly 

complex and ambiguous, and built more simple stories about what makes a „polgár”. The Fidesz 

performance inadvertently incited distinct simplistic images of  polgár Hungary to emerge in the 

public opinion – instead of establishing a common vision that would have been able to represent 

polgárness in all its complexity and thus, allow for various interconnected polgár identities to arise 

in the audience. The very problem was that the  polgár performance, with all its hardly resistible 

symbolic  force,  created  three  parallel  representations  of  polgárness,  three  distinct  antagonisms 

along which the substance of polgárness could be experienced. With its irresistibly strong, moving, 

unfamiliar and polysemic impulses, the performance successfully mobilized people and urged them 

to engage with or against the vision of polgár Hungary – however, it could not guarantee that it is 

the same vision of  polgárness that people will react to. It is highly plausible then to explain the 

failure of the  polgár performance with the inherent ambiguity of populist mobilization, which is 

forceful and energizing, but is also destabilized by its inner tensions.

The  polgár performance,  as  I  have  argued,  unintendedly  partitioned  the  mainstream 

audience to three secluded mainstream crowds who developed distinct images about the substance 

of polgár politics and its postcommunist opposition. In these three secluded audience particles, the 

polarization  of  voters  to  polgárs and  non-polgárs was  driven  by  three  distinct  popular 

representations of  polgár politics.  In the audience group interested in party political  issues,  the 

vision of polgár Hungary was believed to express the old antagonism between right-wing national 

conservatives  and left-wing liberal  progressivists.  Accordingly,  polgárness  was simply taken to 

denote old-style Right-wing dispositions without really modifying them. In this audience group, 

right-wing  and  left-wing  voters  followed  their  old  instincts  in  engaging  with  or  against  the 

government. In the audience group interested in biopolitical issues, the antagonism or  polgár and 

postcommunist  politics  represented  something radically different.  Citizens  polarized  themselves 

along the opposition of an entrepreneurial, right-wing liberal attitude that believes taking action is 

possible  and  praises  economic  progress,  and  a  paralysed,  distrustful,  left-conservative  attitude 

which rejects that economic recovery would be on its way. Finally, in the group of people without 

clear  news  agenda  preferences,  polgár politics  was  commonly associated  with  a  new form of 

politics built around the general values of strong leadership and collective recovery. People's right-

wing  and  left-wing  affiliations  in  this  latter  audience  particle  were  ultimately  driven  by  the 

impressions they got from the most spectacular news issues of the campaign period. In this latter, 

media-driven and casual audience particle, the populist communication strategy of Fidesz worked 

perfectly well – however, it was not the case in the two other audience groups.

The  fact  that  three  distinct  representations  of  polgár politics  emerged  and  drove  the 
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polarization of right-wing and left-wing voters in three secluded crowds has been very unfortunate 

for Fidesz. The ultimate interest of right-wing performers would have been to make visible all the 

three above layers of polgár Hungary at the same time for all the mainstream audience. The above 

partitioning of the mainstream audience to three crowds contradicted the very essence of populist 

mobilization that lies in performing a centrally placed communal effort that gathers many different 

people with divergent individual reasons in their minds to join the common cause. However, if the 

mainstream audience is partitioned to secluded crowds which develop less complex, more simplistic 

understandings of political antagonism, the populist performance loses much of its overall appeal. It 

ceases to be a common cause which is rich and sophisticated enough to unite diverse forces. In such 

a case, only its orchestrators and their intellectual background see the performance as complex – 

since only these people are motivated enough to acknowledge all its subtle variations and riches at 

the same time. By contrast, if the mainstream audience member is enclosed into a secluded crowd 

and has no access but to a simplistic representation, the populist performance loses its riches which 

is the very key of its symbolic force. 

Mainstream audience members have found three ways to simplify the polgár performance 

and to bracket off its unfamiliar, unexpected elements. To do so, mainstream audience members 

unwaved  the  symbolic  layers  of  polgárness  that  populist  actors  wanted  to  interlace  into  a  big 

common vision. Voters have separated themselves to three secluded groups nurturing three secluded 

images about political antagonism. There is no doubt that each of the three particular visions of 

polgár Hungary has  been  incited by existing and strong symbolic  impulses  arriving from the 

performers of polgár Hungary. The very same performative force that allowed Fidesz to engage the 

ideologically  uncommitted  voters  among  casual  news  viewers  had  a  strong  and  unexpected 

symbolic  effect:  it  activated  audience  members  interested  in  party  politics  and  biopolitics  and 

incited  them  to  develop  –  in  a  totally  unnoticed  and  highly  transient  way  –  quite  specific 

understandings of polgárness. It is in this sense that I am arguing that the populist performance of 

polgár Hungary  has  „partitioned”  the  mainstream  audience  to  three  secluded  crowds  which 

perceived  very  differently  the  stakes  of  the  political  battle  and  polarized  themselves  along 

differently perceived antagonisms.

The above partitioning of the mainstream audience to three crowds was an unexpected mass 

incident. Mass incidents of this kind will be theorised as latent events in the followings. 

Why an „event” and not „polysemy”? 

My case study reported on a political performance that has been differently interpreted by three 

audience groups. At the first sight, this might be seen as another illustration of selective perception 
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theory or poststructuralist media reception theory. However, this would be a misjudgment.  Latent 

events  are  not  to  be  seen  as  failed  attempts  to  mobilize  people.  Latent  events  “partition”  the 

mainstream audience to secluded crowds, but this could hardly be grasped with the well-known 

modernist scenario when the mobilizing energy of a centrally placed performance is dissolved in the 

contexts of its local decodings and reinterpretations.

The  polgár performance  did  not  fail  because,  as  the  often  heard  dictum  of  audience 

researchers would suggest, the three audience groups relied on different cultural reservoires and life 

experiences and each „distilled” its own meaning from a polysemic media text.155 If the three news 

perception groups – party political, biopolitical and casual – polarized themselves in different ways, 

this is not to be explained by their group-specific cultural or experiential background. This is why I 

have deliberately avoided to use the conventional language of media reception analysis or consumer 

behaviour  analysis  so  far.  The  three  news  perception  groups  can  hardly  be  likened  either  to 

subcultures or interpretive communities or consumer segments. People in these three groups could 

hardly  be  attributed  with  a  shared  experiential  background  that  would  explain  the  observed 

variation of their sense making in a similar way as the life experience of, say, unemployed blacks or 

blue collar workers explains how they react to politics or media. It would be a mistake, then, to  

explain the three groups' different visions of political antagonism with the inner qualities of the 

groups themselves. 

The three news perception groups resembled more to random crowds of individuals than to 

audience  segments  standing  on  a  shared  cultural  or  experiential  ground.156 Unlike  audience 

segments, subcultures or tribes, the members of the news percepction groups were connected by a 

single  common  factor:  their  personal  interest  in  certain  news  issues.  The  three  groups  hardly 

differed in their social profile. The group interested in biopolitical issues did not differ at all from 

the casual news perception group, and neither of them differed from the social  average in age,  

income,  education  or  habitat.  The  group  interested  in  party  political  issues  was  slightly  more 

educated than the two others, but this was the only status difference with any significance. The only 

considerable difference between the three groups lied in the somewhat tautological finding that the 

group interested  in  party  political  battles  was  also  more  interested  and  involved  in  politics  in 

general  than  the  two  other  news  perception  groups.  Meanwhile,  people  interested  in  tabloid, 

biopolitical issues were not less interested in politics as were the people belonging to the casual 

news agenda perception group. People with a casual or biopolitical news interest formed a huge, 

heterogeneous,  majoritarian  mainstream  audience  –  and  it  is  the  ambiguous  reaction  of  this 

audience that explains the failure of the New Right in Hungary in 2002. 

Our finding that the polgár performance did not rearrange the political identities of people 

interested in party political battles suits well the modernist viewpoint of selective perception/media 
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reception/political marketing theories. It is arguable, indeed, that the politically involved had well-

established  compasses  suggesting  that  the  political  spectrum  lies  between  right-wing  national 

conservative and left-liberal poles. It is with these compasses in their head that they made sense of 

the polgár performance of Fidesz. However, the key target of Fidesz populism was the remaining 

2/3 of voters, people who are moderately involved into party politics. It is in this huge mainstream 

audience that Fidesz actors hoped to establish the grounds of the New Right. However, at a certain 

moment  in  2001-2,  people's  interest  in  biopolitics  started  to  matter  in  this  crowd.  The  media 

performance  of  biopolitical  issues  started  to  interact  with  the  political  performance  of  polgár 

Hungary in the heads of those voters who cared for both. The undeniable symbolic strength, the 

complex and refined character, in a word, the populist appeal of the polgár performance incited a 

mass reaction among those who cared for biopolitical challenges, that is, for the threats to citizens'  

physical and mental integrity. People interested in biopolitical threats found themselves challenged 

by the vision of polgár Hungary and especially its implied appraisal of movement, action, recovery 

and enterpreneurship. Following the magnetic waves triggered by the media portrayal of integrity 

threats and by the political portrayal of communal recovery at the same time, the biopolitically 

interested found themselves in a fixed magnetic field and arranged themselves around the poles that 

this field offered to them. This field, obviously, was very different from the one that Fidesz actors 

imagined. In this field, the New Right was commonly and self-evidently identified with the pole of 

right-liberal  enterpreneurship,  which  proved  to  be  too  exclusive  to  appeal  to  the  ideologically 

uncomitted  voters.  By contrast,  Fidesz actors  were  very successful  in  imposing their  preferred 

vision of political antagonism on people with a casual news interest. In this group, polgár politics 

was generally identified with strong leadership, popular appeal and communal engagement, and this 

vision could very powerfully mobilize the politically uncomitted middle-ground. 

The fact  that  the  three  above mainstream audience  particles  polarized  themselves  along 

simplified antagonisms that each group commonly misperceived as the „real” antagonism of politics 

demonstrates  the  „rhetorical  limits  of  polysemy”  (Condit  1989).  It  is  not  people's  fragmented 

cultural reservoires, but the strong impulses of the media and political spectacle that „partitioned” 

the mainstream audience to three mainstream crowds. This „partitioning” was a powerful, mass-

scale  event  that  emerged  as  an  unexpected  interaction  between  two  media-triggered  popular 

engagements:  on  the  one  hand,  the  political  engagements  incited  by the  symbolically rich  and 

forceful performance of polgár Hungary and on the other hand, the viewerly engagements with the 

impulses arriving from the general news discourse about party politics and the commercially driven 

news discourse about biopolitics. 

If the mainstream audience can be „partitioned” to secluded mainstream crowds, we need to 

rethink  our  conventional  concepts  about  mainstream media  power.  In  the  modernist  discourse, 
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mainstream media  power  has  been  conceived  of  as  a  force  of  suction  which  gathers  various 

audiences into a unified virtual stadium where the central conflicts and challenges of the society are 

displayed. By contrast, what our case suggests is that in 2002, the symbolic battle of polgárs and 

postcommunists was not experienced in a unified mainstream media arena, in a singular „stadium” 

that would fix all eyes to the very same central performance. Instead, three secluded mainstream 

arenas emerged in which the same performance rang very differently in the ears of the audience.

The case of  polgár Hungary illustrates that in late modernity,  the old modernist  idea of 

mainstream media as a unifying common space needs rethinking. Mainstream media and political 

spectacles may involve people – although not necessarily into a common virtual arena, but secluded 

mainstream arenas. However, in such exceptional cases, when there is no common stadium in which 

all  audiences are present,  then there is  no central  performance either that  everybody perceives. 

Secluded audience particles perceive different performances, although they believe to see the same 

thing that everyone else is seeing.  This misrecognition is  similar to the fallacy of the secluded 

audiences of consecutive theater nights who believe to see the „same” rehearsed performance and 

do not recognize that the aesthetic power of the performance may vary greatly from night to night. 

Importantly, if the mainstream audience is „partitioned” to several sub-crowds in a similar 

way  to  theater,  we  need  to  abandon  another  modernist  idea  as  well,  namely  that  audiences 

„connect”  with  media  or  political  actors/performances.  Since  people  „partitioned”  to  secluded 

crowds do not see the „same” actors/performances, they do not connect with them, either. Instead, 

an  audience  particle  connects  with  the  simplistic,  distorted  image  that  it  maintains  about  the 

performance. These distorsions of „popular connection” can hardly be recognized on the fly. They 

remain under the radars of experts and observers who incessantly comment on the „connecting” 

power of politicians. Thus, audience „partitioning” can only be reconstructed retrospectively: the 

analysis of such „latent events” can hardly proceed in concert with the fifth estate's ongoing, instant 

interpretations. 

By distancing ourselves from the view of mainstream media as a common „stadium”, by 

taking  a  distance  from  the  concept  of  popular  connection  and  from  the  relentless  expertly 

spectulations  about  connection,  we  are  abandoning  the  three  basic  features  that  link  the 

dramaturgical analysis of „mundane events”– as I have shown in my analysis of Alexander's book – 

to  the  modernist  discourse  of  the  fifth  estate.  The  analysis  of  „latent  events”  is  more  openly 

amodern in its methods and inspirations.
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A situational theory of latent events 

Latent  events  take  place  when  the  impulses  of  media  and  political  spectacle  „partition”  the 

mainstream audience to separate crowds of individuals, who find themselves captivated in secluded 

aesthetic  forcefields  where  they  develop  particular  understandings  about  the  totality  of  the 

spectacle. To theoretically grasp latent events, I will draw back on an important line of thought that 

has been present in the dramaturgical tradition of social  analysis,  but has been underplayed by 

recent media and cultural scholarship.

The  dramaturgical  tradition  is  of  key  importance  for  any  attemt  to  make  „cultural 

sociology”, since it addresses the very same key problem that interests cultural sociologists: namely 

that collective representations, widely circulating cultural forms, constitute autonomous „structures” 

in modern society. Dramaturgical sociology focuses on how social actors enact these representations 

and how these enactments influence social life. Dramaturgical sociology offers two ways to grasp 

the autonomous working of collective representations in modern society. The first, well-established, 

way is to address mundane events, that is, outstanding times of „coming together”, apparent, intense 

moments  when individuals  get  rid  of  their  ordinary preoccupations  and „gather”  to  commonly 

reaffirm or rework their genuine collective values. There exist, however, an underplayed heritage in 

dramaturgical sociology which envisions the work of collective representations in a different way. 

This  second approach opens a  way to address  „latent  events”,  those unnoticed  moments  when 

strangers inadvertently „fall together” into a secluded experiential space and develop a common 

understanding of the world. 

The proposed analysis of latent events draws on a key insight of Goffman's dramaturgical 

sociology,  namely  that  modern  life  is  partitioned  to  secluded,  self-maintaining  experiential 

„situations”.  Most  of  these situations  of  modern  life  –  the  office,  the  restaurant,  the  train,  the 

hospital or the asylium – host random crowds of individuals whose collective presence is more a 

matter of coincidence than that of a self-conscious and engaged „gathering”. However, members of 

these relatively random crowds maintain shared understandings about the general rules of conduct 

and  their  own  roles  prescribed  by  the  situation.  The  above  situation-bound  collective 

representations  („frames”  for  the  late  Goffman  [1974])  strongly  influence  participants'  role 

performances,  and  through  these,  their  personal  identities.  Goffman's  oeuvre  is  a  magnificent 

demonstration of the simple idea that modern life experience is compartmentalized (Burns 1992: 

239) into  particular  experiential  spaces where strangers  „fall  together”,  and commonly develop 

shared perception schemes that may define their personal identity and agency, often well beyond the 

limits of the situation. 
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The proposed analysis of latent media events broadens Goffman's situational approach in a 

similar  spirit  to  Joshua  Meyrowitz  who  has  suggested  to  explore  „situations”  in  the  realm of 

mediated communication. Meyrowitz has defined media-maintained situations as perceptual fields, 

given  patterns  of  access  to  social  information,  general  patterns  of  experiencing  social  life 

(Meyrowitz 1990:88). My attempt to grasp latent media events as experiential situations fosters the 

idea that mainstream media experience may also be „compartmentalized”: the mainstream media 

space may be decomposed to secluded mainstream arenas, the mainstream media audience may be 

partitioned  to  secluded  mainstream crowds.  The  above  secluded  situations  (virtual  arenas  and 

crowds) emerge as an effect of the strong and tensionful impulses of mainstream media spectacle. 

The sudden emergence of such an experiential „situation” will be defined as a latent event in this 

book. Accordingly,  latent  events take place when the impulses of media and political  spectacle 

dissociate  a  certain crowd from the mainstream audience,  and the crowd members,  each being 

entrapped in the same aesthetic forcefield, develop a closed and simplistic framework by which 

they make sense of the whole spectacle in its totality. 

The phenomenon of mainstream audiences „falling together” into secluded situations can 

hardly be grasped either with a poststructuralist theory of active audiences (like John Fiske's), or 

with a „liminoid” theory of audience aggregation (like Jeffrey Alexander's). The core organizing 

notion of active audience theories is that polysemic media texts may be decoded in multiple ways, 

in line with the different cultural repertoires of different interpretive communities. However, the 

mainstream audience  particle  entrapped  in  a  „virtual  arena”  is  much more  ephemeral  than  the 

audience segments and interpretive communities (subcultures, political publics, nations,  lifestyle 

tribes etc.) we are familiar with from audience research. Neither can the entrapment of mainstream 

audience members in secluded „virtual arenas” be grasped with the core ideas of „liminoid” theory, 

like celebration, social drama or ritual. The “attendance” of a latent event can hardly be grasped in 

analogy to “liminoid” mundane events, as a self-conscious rallying around a ritual voice. For, it is  

less an engaged „coming together” than a casual „falling together” of individual spectators who are 

connected by the single thing that they (mis)interpret a central performance in similar terms, due to 

their „shared dramaturgical sensibilities”. (see Condit 1989) A latent event happens when individual 

spectators  with  common  “sensibilities”  follow  common  media  hints  and  develop  a  common 

framework  to  grasp  the  mainstream  antagonisms  (stakes  and  battles)  of  political  and  media 

spectacle.  In  addressing  this  process,  a situational  approach  naturally  relies  on  the 

phenomenological idea that social life requires the permanent maintainance of general perception 

schemes  that  people  can  commonly  accept  as  valid  definitions  of  social  reality.  The  above 

phenomenological idea (combined with the apporoach of Gestalt psychology) is heavily present in 

the work of Goffman himself, who in his Frame Analysis explores the minutious details of how 
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people develop a common perception about the totality of the experienced situation. 

The proposed situational model of latent events suggests that common perception schemes, 

collective  representations,  may  emerge  suddenly  and  temporarily,  in  an  event-like  manner,  in 

secluded mainstream audience particles,  and in a spontaneous,  silent  way,  without  actors being 

aware of  it.  These „situational”  insights may supplement  previous media and cultural  research, 

which has taught us that common representations emerge either in the banal, everyday flows of 

culture (e.g. TV news), or in the engaged identity work of interpretive communities (e.g. fandom) or 

in  the  mass  enthusiasm  of  collective  social  dramas  or  media  rituals  (e.g.  Media  Events  with 

capitals).  TV news,  fan  groups  or  mass  media  events  are  obvious  examples  symbolizing  how 

collective representations are born and nurtured. A situational model may add to these a fourth 

example:  that  of  theatre  nights,  when a random crowd of  individuals  assemble and commonly 

develop a particular experience of a rehearsed theatre performance. 

To understand the latency of some interruptive events in late modern media, it may be worth 

to  turn  to  theater  for  analogy.  Theater  industry regularly produces  instances  which  are  events, 

however, are not recognized as such and work in latency. These instances are known as theater 

nights – singular occasions where a rehearsed performance is enacted. At the field of theatre, it is a 

truism that the same play may bring catharsis at one night and boredom at another, the same joke 

may incite laughter one evening and go unnoticed another. The aesthetic power of a theatre play 

depends basicly on its proper actualization and enactment in the context of its live performance. 

However, spectators are not aware of the fact that the same play may foster different reactions in 

another crowd at another night. The spectators of a given theater night „fall together” in the theater 

hall and form a heterogeneous crowd which, in spite of being composed of strangers, is able to 

collectively react to the performance and to develop a common experience of the play. Spectators 

and actors in a given night co-produce a singular event, however, this event remains in latency for  

spectators who (unlike actors157) are not aware of the singularity of the given night that they have 

attended.

Theatre nights are latent events which are not recognized as sovereign events to be attended: 

what spectators, reasonably, expect to attend in theatre is the theatre play, a theatrical commodity 

embodying  a  creative  artistic  project  that  is  reproduced  night-by-night.158 This  spectatorial 

expectation is not ungrounded. Indeed, it is more reasonable to say that the audience attends the 

rehearsed performance-commodity itself  rather  than  one of  its  particular  enactments  at  a  given 

night.  By a theatre performance,  we usually refer to a reproduceable commodity,  a crystallized 

combination of a play, a theater house or company, a director and a cast (eg. „the Ring by Chéreau 

and Boulez  in  Bayreuth in  1976”).  It  is  in  this  sense that  theatre  goers  talk  about  attending a 

theatrical event, or ask each other: have you seen this or that performance? However, it is not less 
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obvious, singular theatre nights are events on their own as well, in the sense that they constitute 

temporarily  secluded  experiential  spaces,  relatively  autonomous  situations  in  which  separated 

audience  particles  can  experience  the  „same”  performance  in  particular  ways.  Singular  theatre 

nights form secluded experiential situations which, on the one hand, allow separate crowds to attend 

the „same” performance, but on the other, inevitably reconfigure – in contingent ways – the original 

performance canonized by the director and the actors.

Theatre industry partitions the audience, it cannot work otherwise, its very essence lies in 

the above dialectic of the reproduction and the reconfiguration of the same performance in front of 

secluded crowds. The secluded audience particles, paradoxically, make part of the overall audience 

of a rehearsed performance-commodity, and still, do not have access to the performance itself, but 

only to a particular experience of the play which inevitably reconfigures the rehearsed original. My 

point in this book is that it may be worth reconceiving the late modern media system as „theatrical” 

in  the  above sense  of  the  word:  as  a  system that  constantly invites  people  to  follow its  main 

spectacles but inadvertently partitions the mainstream audience and makes them gather in secluded 

„virtual theatre halls” where the „rehearsed” spectacle may ring in a distorted tone.  Similarly to 

theatre, media spectators entrapped in a „virtual theatre hall” do not reflect on their seclusion from 

the  general  audience.  They  believe  to  attend  the  same  performance  as  anybody  else,  without 

knowing that they have access to a slightly or significantly modified version of the performance. 

Seen from a situational approach, the theatricality of late modern media lies in the regular 

but latent emergence of virtual theater halls where a mainstream crowd is entrapped and where a 

mainstream spectacle rings falsely and drives mass enthusiasm to unexpected directions. What force 

moves the above “mass reinterpretations”? I would argue that latent events emerge as unintended 

consequences  of  public  actors'  excessive  populist  race  for  “connecting”  the  popular  audiences. 

Latent events emerge when a crowd of people try to follow what they perceive to be the dominant 

cues of an attractive performance, however, they do not see these cues in the way expected by the 

performer. Such misunderstandings may emerge due to the structural paradoxes built into public 

actors' competition for popularity. Today's public performers struggle for connecting people, for 

establishing  a  resonant  harmony with  their  audiences,  and in  this  process  they are  relentlessly 

bombarding  people  with  unfamiliar  impulses  that  they  hope  to  outshine  competitors'  more 

conventional connecting attempts. However, these unusual impulses invite people to suspend their 

interpretive routines and find out for themselves the meaning of the unfamiliar performance. Latent 

events are co-productive instances in which a disoriented crowd tries to form its relation to the 

unfamiliar cues of a highly intense and unavoidable performance. 

The  more  attractive  –  innovative,  unexpected  –  a  public  performance,  the  higher  is  its 

“interruptive”  potential,  and  consequently,  the  less  it  can  be  trusted  to  faithfully  represent  the 
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foundational socio-political antagonism that it has been supposed to express. The above distortion 

does not diminish the mobilizing power of the individual performance, but “derails” this power. 

Accordingly, the “derailed” performance will still be able to  powerfully represent an antagonism, it 

may connect with the audience and engage or polarize it – although not necessarily along the lines 

that its performer would have expected. A latent media event may thus be defined as a transient 

space of derailed polarization in which a spectacular, orchestrated media performance reconfigures 

the foundational conflict it has been supposed to represent.

On the whole,  the  key idea  of  a  „situational”  model  is  that  spectacular,  populist  media 

performances, however powerfully they may mobilize and polarize their audience, are not able to 

integrate this audience into  a common arena, a centrally framed experiential space in which their 

mobilizing and polarizing power can seamlessly flow. With the same energetic impulses by which 

they enchant and polarize people, populist performances are also contributing to the rise of latent 

virtual arenas in which their mobilizing power plays out in a different way from what is typical in  

the central, highly visible space of mediated antagonism. These secluded experiential situations may 

„suspend” and „retune” the ordinary discursive flow of the performance. The idea that long-running 

media performances may invite people into secluded, self-enclosed experiential situations in which 

their  mobilizing  power  plays  out  in  unexpected  ways  lies  in  the  heart  of  the  situational 

understanding of latent media events. 

Conclusion to Part 3: the theatrical space of „event media”

My main  aim in  Part  3  has  been  to  theorize  the  process  of  media  eventization  that  has  been 

triggered by media and political actors' populist race for “connecting” the popular audience. In the 

late modern media system, I have argued, strategies of connection are inextricably linked with those 

of  eventization,  due  to  the  fact  that  any  populist  connecting  attempt  needs  to  outshine  other 

connecting attempts in  order  to  get  audience attention,  and thus,  is  inevitably positioned as  an 

outstanding event. Through the dense interplay of  connecting and eventization, as I have argued in 

Chapter 7, a twilight zone of half-events has emerged. The eventized sphere of popular media is 

doubly ambiguous. On the one hand, it is populated by events which, due to their sheer multitude, 

tend to slip into banality. On the other hand, it is populated by connecting attempts which are aimed 

at  establishing  populist  harmony,  but  inevitably undermine  this  harmony with  the  exceptional, 

event-like moves by which they try to create it. 
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What  are  the  consequences  of  the  fact  that  media  and  mediatized  politics  today  are 

oversaturated with “half-events” of highly uncertain status? If the above transformations are not 

random but point to a certain direction, what is the substance of the new media system that they 

push forward? Does the new system set coherent rules that define how today's  attraction-hungry 

and  self-performing  audience  has  to  be  connected  with  event-like  media  performances?  The 

dominant, “modernist” scholarly and expertly answer to media eventization have been provided by 

theories of media spectacle, depicting late modern media as a coherent system governed by  general  

rules  of  spectacle  making.  My main  goal  of  Part  3  has  been to  set  the  grounds on which the 

eventized system of late modern media can be reconceived as a theatrical,  and not spectacular,  

environment. 

Spectacle theories have claimed, with reason, that today's abundant media events seamlessly 

fit into the industrial logic of spectacle making. Today's  media events can hardly be likened to 

erupting  vulcanos  smelting  a  once  solid  landscape.  Instead,  they  tend  to  solidify  into  static 

conglomerates, like the Lewinsky spectacle or the Iraq spectacle, which are endlessly replayed and 

commented upon, and tend to go circles rather than progressing toward an apparent conclusion that 

could open a new period in social life. These polarizing „spectacles” of race and social status and 

cultural foundations and politics are themselves long chains of eventized instances, and have not 

much in common with the plot structure conventionally attributed to singular „sacred” events and 

dramas. Instead of emblematizing a so far neglected problem and progressing towards its resolution, 

today's chains of events permanently recycle problems that are widely known as irresolvable, they 

dramatically confirm antagonisms that are commonly felt unbridgeable, they polarize social groups 

and maintain a state of permanent turbulence. 

Against  the  grain  of  spectacle  theories,  I  have  argued  that  late  modern  media  form  a 

theatrical environment. The theatrical nature of  popular media and politics stems from the fact that, 

by systematically eventizing all instances worthy of attention, they  have transformed themselves 

into „events industries” which, similarly to theater and performance industries, are based on the 

organized  creation,  multiplication,  expansion  and  exploitation  of  events.  Throughout  this 

transformation, the field of popular media and politics has incorporated the basic instability that 

characterizes  all  symbolic  environments  where  performers  aim to  catch  their  audience  through 

regularly produced events.159 The basic  instability of theatrical  “event making industries” stems 

from the fact  that  producers  of  events  (actors,  writers  or  companies)  can hardly stabilize their 

symbolic power, for it is recurrently probed in the context of the particular events-performances by 

which they connect their audience. Late modern media is theatrical, in the sense that in it, singular 

events play a fundamental mediating role and inevitably destabilize the industrial production of 

eventized media. 
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In  Chapter  8,  I  have  presented  two theories  that  address  the  above theatricality  of  late 

modern  media,  by  focusing  on  the  important  role  that  singular,  self-propelled,  “culturally 

autonomous” events play in this media environment. The “dramaturgical” theory has depicted late 

modern media as a theatrical environment populated with “mundane events”. Mundane events have 

been claimed to stand out of the torrent of industrially produced events-performances, due to their  

unexpected  dramatic  power  to  incite  collective  energies  which  are  critical  to  the  moral  self-

government of the community. Mundane events have been depicted as transformative instances the 

actors  of  which  dramatically  reframe socio-political  antagonisms  in  the  name of  a  heightened 

communal solidarity. The second, “situational” model has pointed to events which emerge latently, 

but can powerfully create secluded experiential spaces inside the realm of the mainstreams. The 

situational approach finds the theatricality of media performances in their power to „partition” the 

general  audience  and  to  temporarily  delegate  its  particles  to  virtual  „theater  halls”,  where  the 

secluded crowd engages with the media performance in a situated, framed way. 

The above theatricality of late modern media and politics has been fostered to a great extent 

by actors' “modernist” connecting strategies which create the possibility, practically at any point 

when a connecting attempt is being made, the rise of self-propelled, culturally autonomous events 

(mundane or latent) in which people mobilize their shared sensibilities in unpredictable ways that 

threaten to undermine the connecting strategies of the actor. As argued in Part 1 in detail, populist 

“connecting strategies” have been fuelled by the expertly discourse of the fifth estate, which has 

urged public actors, in the name of a supposed “media logic”, to get as close to people as possible. 

The above modernist  interpretive  discourse,  however,  has  chronically  disregarded  the  fact  that 

connection strategies may trigger self-propelled, culturally autonomous media events that proceed 

by their own inner logic. The sovereign role of singular events has  been systematically rendered 

invisible by the modernist discourse which has fostered the myth of media „normality”, depicting 

an  intelligible,  predictable  media  environment  that  is  ruled  by  general  laws.  The  above, 

„uneventful”  understanding  of  commercial  media  made  the  modernist  discourse  blind  to  the 

inevitable presence of destabilizing events and to the self-undermining potential of populist event 

creation.

The very problem, however, is that – and this is a most frightening aspect of late modern 

media  instability  –  it  is  hard  to  tell  when exactly  self-propelled  media  events  take  place.  The 

conventional, ritual or liminal clues – which have defined events as the heightening of emotions, 

collective mobilizations – are not too helpful: today, when the media audience lives in a state of 

permanent indignation and irritability that public actors routinely try to exploit, we have all reasons 

to question whether the rise of passions in any instance would indeed represent a self-propelled 

event-formation.  In  a  media  market  where  intense  and  interruptive  event-claims  have  become 
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routine carriers of public actors' connecting messages, it is impossible to use any apparent measure 

to tell when a truly interruptive media event takes place. 

The above problem applies both to mundane and to latent events. As we have seen, Jeffrey 

Alexander has presented the 2008 campaign as a self-propelled mundane event which triggered a 

genuine enthusiasm of citizen audiences recognizing Obama as a democratic leader. The sovereign 

power  of  the  event,  Alexander  argued,  overwrote  the  established power  circuits  of  mediatized, 

populist politics: whether it be the propagandistic power of campaign machineries, or the power of 

voters' economic interests or demographic and social status that many commentators thought to 

move their political preferences. However, as I have argued, it is uncertain whether Alexander did 

indeed unravel a mundane event that followed its own autonomous trajectory, or he just affirmed, 

applying an idealist anthropology, the general ability of citizens (and of Obama as a leader) to judge 

and act autonomously. Latent events are not less problematic to detect and analyse. Latent events 

happen behind the backs of public actors and observers. They can be retrospectively reconstructed, 

however, these reconstructions will probably contradict the interpretations that actors and observers 

themselves cultivate about the performances that latent events have quietly „derailed”. Moreover, 

latent  events  are  historically  unique,  too  particular  to  be  easily  generalized  and  typologized. 

However uncertain the status of mundane and latent events, there are good reasons to argue that 

today's voters-audiences are subject of their outstanding, exceptional, self-propelled, unpredictable 

power.  Audience sentiment  today is  rippled by mass-scale mobilizations that remain unnoticed, 

boomerang effects, derailed mass engagements and mis-polarizations, forceful mis-performances 

(Alexander  2006b),  unexpectedly  genuine  collective  enthusiasm,  seemingly  genuine  collective 

emotions which are in fact fabricated, and so on.

The  aggressive  eventization  of  media  and  politics  has  obscured  the  contours  of  truly 

exceptional events and confused actors and observers. Today's politics and media are shaken by 

powerful mass mobilizations that our conventional conceptual radars would not detect as events. At 

the same time, we are surrounded by instances which lack symbolic power, and still, are generally 

misjudged as exceptional events, due to hype that surrounds them. In today's theatrical, eventized 

media environment, ordinary media flow permanently fuses with the events that interrupt it.  We 

may talk here about the collapse of what Victor Turner has called the “dialectic” of structure and 

anti-structure, of long periods of normality and short moments of upheaval. 

In the last decades, the space of popular media has been saturated with eventized connecting 

attempts so radically and overwhelmingly that the very identity of both media and events has been 

redefined throughout  this  transformation.  What  we are possibly dealing with is  not  simply the 

industrially driven multiplication of heightened events, but the metamorphosis of the event, and the 

emergence of a new, late modern „événementalité” (the concept of high modern événementalité has 
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been developed by Nora [1974]), a new, unstable mode of existence for exceptional, powerful, self-

propelled, „autonomous” events. This new, opaque, événementalité signals the rise of an inherently 

unstable media system, in which the ubiquitous presence of spectacular pseudo-events (Boorstin 

1964), dramatic mundane events and parasitic latent events obliterates the conventional dialectics of 

normal and exceptional media time. 

The excessive production of „media events” results in a system of “event media”, an opaque 

and menacing landscape which is saturated by destabilizing and hardly recognizable events that 

evade and undermine the populist connecting strategies of public actors.  In the realm of „event-

driven media”, rule-governed „normality” and rule-breaking „abnormality” mix and mingle. “Event 

media” forms a “post-normal” landscape because its actors have no apparent clues to recognize 

those extraordinary events which overwrite the general rules of conduct that are valid in ordinary 

circumstances.  The  above  collapse  of  rule-governed  media  “normality”  and  rule-breaking, 

interruptive “abnormality” into an uncertain state of “post-normality” has been a key structural 

consequence of the populist race for “connection” in the realms of media and politics. 

In the last decades, the modernist discourse of the fifth estate has driven public actors into 

excessive  strategies  of  „connection”  and  „eventization”  which  have  gradually  dissolved  the 

transparent,  rule-governed  realm  of  “normal”  media  operation  envisioned  by  the  same  above 

interpretive discourse. The above collapse of media “normality”, ironically, has been fostered by 

fifth estate professionals who have gained their symbolic authority by successfully maintaining the 

myth of a “normal” media environment that, in spite of all its apparent turbulences, is controllable  

for those who recognize its basic rules of operation (the logic of market-driven media, or the laws of 

the market in general). The fifth estate, it seems, has grown influential enough to devour its own 

foundations. But this story has not been unique. As I will argue in Part 4, popular media and politics 

are not the only fields in society where the sanctified expertly discourse of market interpretation has 

accumulated a destructively large symbolic power. 

In late modernity, the modernist discourse of media interpretation has grown into a structural 

force in society that is not able to control its own deficiencies and unintended side-effects, and 

operates  increasingly as  a  loose  cannon.  In  this  situation,  academic  media  researchers  need  to 

escape from the illusion that  their modernist discursive taxonomies are flexible and recombinable 

enough to cope with the complexity of media and politics. In fact, the threats of this complexity 

have  only been increased  by the  modernist  discourse,  which  has  grown into  an  uncontrollable 

juggernaut due exactly to its very flexibility that enabled its practitioners to flee from reality into a 

mythical universe of unfalsifiable interpretive narratives. The post-normal condition of late modern 

media and politics calls for a multiple “amodern” shift in media analysis: a critical awareness of 

media opacity, that is, of the very hardship to separate the ordinary fluctuations of media spectacle 
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and the large-scale events  which have a  cultural  power independent of media spectacle;  a  new 

awareness that that the general logic of the media system may be overwritten by the singular logic 

of events which saturate it; an analytical shift from the concept of “market-driven” media to that of 

“event-driven” media; a new awareness of our “post-normal” condition in which it is impossible to 

separate  rule-governed ordinary media time from ruleless exceptional  time,  objectively existing 

market  pressures  from mythically invented ones,  and the  realities  of  media  markets  from their 

representations.  
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Part 4. Media and politics in the age of „reflexive capitalism” 

Part 4 will start by recapitulating the book's main points about the mediatization of politics.   The 

argument,  in a nutshell,  is  that:  (1) with the autonomization of the „fifth estate”,  the sphere of 

professional  media interpretation,  a  „reflexive  media  system” has  emerged in  which  media are 

incessantly and inescapably mythicized, (2) „modernist” mythicizing has fostered public actors to 

relentlessly  „connect”  their  constituencies  and  to  connect  them  with  the  help  of  apparent, 

interruptive media events, (3) the above arms race of populist connection and event creation has 

brought to life an opaque and unmanageable, „postnormal” environment, that I define as „event 

media”. The greatest mythical achievement of the media interpretive sphere lies in (4) representing 

the above media environment as highly contingent and „normal” (transparent, rule-governed and 

manageable) at the very same time. Promising to handle the uncertainty of late modern media, the 

sphere of media interpretation (5) has urged public actors to rely on the same strategies of „popular  

connection” that have caused media uncertainty at the first place. 

In Chapter 9, I will argue that the above systemic problems are typical symptoms of the 

“reflexive condition” of late capitalism, which I will define as the totality of the effects that the 

increasing  differentiation  and  cultural  autonomy  of  market  interpretation  has  exerted  on  late 

modern,  “marketized”  societies. In  politics  like  in  other  commercialized  social  fields,  market 

interpreting apparatuses have not been enabling public actors to seamlessly adapt themselves to new 

conditions. Instead, market interpreting apparatuses have tended to trigger a chronic misadaptation.

In Part 4 I will argue that the pitfalls of populist democracy presented in Part 2 and the 

highly ambiguous processes of eventization presented in Part 3 embody fundamental tensions that 

lie at the heart of today's „reflexive capitalism”. These tensions will be grasped by the term of  

„postnormality”, which refers to the very impossibility of separating the ordinary times of rule-

governed  normality  from  the  extraorinary  periods  when  rules  collide.  Market  interpreting 

apparatuses  (as  demonstrated  in  Part  1)  tend  to  depict  markets  as  rule-governed,  „normal” 

environments.  However,  the  same apparatuses  tend to  neglect  the  fact  that  market  actors  pour 

immense resources into exploiting the „laws of the market” envisioned by professional experts, and 

this  collective  fervour  may,  unexpectedly,  suspend the  same above laws.  In  consequence,  it  is 

impossible to tell „on the fly” whether market actors act in a normal time when the rules of market  

behaviour apply or in an exceptional time when the same rules are self-defeating and dangereous to 

follow. 

In Chapter 9, I will address the “reflexive condition” of late capitalism, which I will define 
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as the totality of the effects that the increasing differentiation and cultural autonomy of market 

interpretation has exerted on late modern, “marketized” societies. The “reflexive condition” of late 

capitalism, I will argue, has emerged along the following processes: (1) the marketization of society 

and  the  subsequent  confusion  of  various  social  actors  about  how  to  handle  their  freshly 

“marketized”  social  fields;  (2)  market  actors'  heavy  reliance  on  “outsider”  professionals,  a 

widespread  “outsourcing”  of  market  reflexivity,  and  the  subsequent  “disembedding”  of  market 

interpretation  from actual  markets;  (3)  the  increasing  differentiation  and  cultural  autonomy of 

market interpretation as a distinct field, (4) the  primacy of self-propelled interpretive myths about  

the market  over  the  “objective”  forces  of  the  market,  (5)  the rise  of  “reflexive  bubbles”,  self-

sustained  interpretive  universes  in  which  only  mythical  information  is  available,  (6)  the  utter 

unfalsifiability of market interpreting myths, the increasing power of myths to accommodate all 

sorts of heterodox evidence without letting this evidence challenge their basic assumptions about 

the “new rules” of late capitalist markets, (7) a transition from rule-governed normality to a “post-

normal”  condition  where rules  and rulelessness  cannot  be  separated from each other,  and it  is  

impossible to sort out the contexts in which the so-called “market pressures” do really exist from 

those in which they do not. Reflexive capitalism produces “postnormal” markets. 

To understand „postnormal” markets, Chapter 9 will build a theoretical model from existing 

market theories which have addressed very similar tendencies as the present book and, due to their 

incompatibility with the mainstreams, have had a peripherical position in scholarly discourse. The 

approaches to be used are the following: the theory of “restricted markets” where actors are both 

producers  and consumers  and tend to  enclose  themselves  into  self-referential  games  (Bourdieu 

1993),  the  theory  of  “counter-performativity”  that  refers  to  self-defeating  instruments  at  stock 

markets (MacKenzie 2006), the theory of “virtualism” as an emerging ideology of market economy 

that turns against the capitalist system that it interprets (Miller 1998), the “cybernetic” theory of 

reflexivity that grasps the stock market  as a fatally myopic,  self-enclosed institution,  unable to 

distinguish the “normal” volatility of its instruments from the times of abnormal events when the 

system runs toward a collapse (Soros 2009). 

The above arguments will be applied to mediatized politics. The „reflexive condition” of late 

modern  politics  means  that  political  elites  of  late  modern  democracies  lean  upon  privileged 

interpretive  apparatuses  in  order  to  understand  their  societies  from  which  they  have  become 

irrevocably alienated. In late modern societies, where elites base their political, business and policy 

decisions  on reflexive  apparatuses,  the  cultural  artifacts  (interpretive  schemes,  data,  gossip and 

concepts) produced by these latter have become prime structural factors shaping social life.160 Most 

importantly, the self-propelled interpretive myths that orient today's „reflexive” actors can hardly be 

traced  back  to  some „deeper”  structural  factors  (dominant  ideologies,  corporate  interests,  „the 
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market”, systemic conditions): what they embody is the autonomous meaning making and self-

justifying efforts of reflexive apparatuses. The very potential of a cultural sociological approach lie 

in its potential to unravel how the above „culturally autonomous” interpretive myths have grown 

into binding „culture structures”, structural forces on their own. 

The political elites of late modern democracies, in the last two decades, have  generally 

believed in the historical superiority of capitalism, that they have thought of as a rule-governed, 

well-ordered system allowing for a relatively efficient allocation of resources,  informations and 

profits.  The  above  idea  of  efficiency  has  been  radically  questioned  by  recent  anti-capitalist 

intellectual currents. However, most critiques have shared the above understanding of capitalism as 

an inherently coherent system that is faithful to its own basic principles and interests. In contrast to 

these  approaches,  my  key  goal  in  Chapter  9  will  be  to  present  late  capitalism  as  a  chaotic, 

disorderly, „postnormal” system, that is not able to efficiently impose its own market-driven „logic” 

on social fields, since it cannot control the reflexive apparatuses producing intelligence about the 

market. In Chapter 9, I will look beyond the fields of mediatized politics, and will argue that at 

financial markets and various other marketized fields we find market-interpreting apparatuses that 

may  impose  their  distorted  visions  on  market  actors,  and  may  blow  self-inflating  reflexive 

„bubbles”, pushing the field into a state of „intersubjective disorder”. My argument will end by 

presenting today's „reflexive” capitalism as a deeply unstable, schizophrenic system, the alleged 

historic superiority of which is a mere euphemism for a set of self-undermining, pyrrhean victories, 

over various social fields, over the state, over earlier capitalist articulations – and over itself. 

Chapter 10 will inquire on the normative dilemmas of mediatized democracy that the book's 

findings inevitably raise. How political actors should seek their own and the public's good in today's 

opaque, ruleless, “postnormal” media system?  How the desirable norms of democratic political 

behaviour are to be set in a media environment in which political performances are sanctioned and 

rewarded in  hardly understandable  ways,  and in  which  any deeper  understanding of  “popular” 

success or failure is permanently jeopardized by a dominant interpretive sphere that tends to impose 

its own discursive logic to past events and rationalize everything in retrospect? 

First of all, as I will argue, public actors need to refrain from the modernist illusion that an 

objective “media logic” exists and requires them to “connect” with the audience as seamlessly and 

irresistibly as possible. In order to abandon the key modernist myth of „popular connection”, it 

needs to be recognized that public actors may harm themselves in those very moments when they 

successfully „connect” people, when audiences seem (and even think) to react loyally,  but their 

„loyal” engagements latently and unexpectedly undermine the actor's position. Actors' connecting 

efforts are self-undermining, I will argue in line with the two earlier Parts of the book, because they  

„eventize” the media environment and induce contourless events that can silently reshape the actual 
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political landscape. 

In this environment, the strategies of populist connection and event-creation are not merely 

endangering democratic politics, but bring the populist actor herself in jeopardy. In the space of 

event media, the populist attempts at „connecting” the popular audience are potentially rewarding 

and self-undermining at the very same time. In an eventized media environment, the more attractive 

and mobilizing a populist performance is, the more it risks to undermine its own power and bring 

harm back to the performer. Thus, populist „connection” is a double-edged, inherently broken, self-

undermining strategy, that public actors need both to follow and evade. 

Neglecting the inner  controversies  of populist  connection/event  making,  members  of the 

fifth estate have tended to depict media populism as a necessary and rational profit maximizing 

strategy. However, late modern media do not reward the „best populist” as seamlessly as it has been 

believed to. Today's media system poses to the political actor another kind of challenge, which is to 

properly  deal  with  the  above  inner  brokenness  of  „popular  connection”  -  and  this  means  to 

recognize that the two-faced logic of media equally rewards and sanctions populist strategies. The 

future of democratic politics depends heavily on public actors' ability to recognize that modernist 

connecting strategies need to be embraced only to an extent that allows moderating their unintended 

side-effects:  those uncertain,  opaque events  (mundane or latent)  that  can undermine any public 

performance. 

Modernist media interpretation has focused on the “structural logic of popular media” and 

defined  it  as  the  imperative  of  „connecting”  the  active  audience.  By  contrast,  the  cultural 

sociological revision proposed in this book focuses on the “structural opacity of event media”, and 

suggests that this emerging environment calls for an adjustment of connection and distanciation, a 

cautious harmonizing strategy that could best be grasped by the aestheticist – and definitely non-

modernist – idea of establishing „balance” (Ankersmit 2002). Balancing out closeness and distance 

is indeed a vital requirement in the opaque environment of “event media”. What the inherently 

broken “logic” of event media requires is not to connect people at any price, but on the contrary, to 

find an aesthetic balance, a „narrow optimum” (Ankersmit 2002) between populist connection and a 

deliberately anti-populist  self-distanciation from the audience. Balancing out popular connection 

and distanciation is  a  main aesthetic  imperative in  a  fundamentally opaque media system,  that 

rewards  and  sanctions  actors'  “eventized”  performances  in  hardly  understandable,  let  alone 

predictable,  ways.  In  Chapter  10,  drawing  on  aesthetic  and  theatrical  theories  (Austin  1975, 

Goffman 1959, Ankersmit 1996, Erickson 2003, Dufrenne 1973, Bullough 1912), I will  draw a 

normative view of  „balancing”, a key virtue of modern aesthetic and political performance that has 

almost entirely been lost in public actors' well-organized but basicly misguided populist rush for 

„connecting” the popular audience. 
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Appendix to Chapter 1: The four „grammars” of popular connection

1. The grammar of „meaningful mundaneity” represents perhaps the most frequent frame in which 

popular connection has been thought of in modernist research. A nice formulation of this grammar 

may  be  found  in  James  S.  Ettema's  eloquent  article  about  the  manipulative  pitfalls  and 

emancipatory  potentials  of  popular  „resonance”,  what  he  has  defined  as  „a  matter  of 

commensurability to our lived experience – that is to say, goodness of fit to our past. It is also a  

matter of empirical credibility – goodness of fit to what we know of the current moment. Surely too 

it must be a matter of goodness of fit to our future – that is to say, the future as we desire it, or as we  

might  learn to desire it  from stories that  are discerningly chosen and resonantly told.”  (Ettema 

2005:147) „This requires”, Ettema continues with a typically modernist dilemmatic argument, „not 

merely fidelity to familiar narratives but the re-imagining and renewal of those narratives in a way 

that might transform desire into thoughtful deliberation, sound judgement, and wise action.”

Indeed,  the  above  idea  of  „commensurability”  between  mediated  stories  and  lived 

experience has been much typical to most modernist speculations about people's relation to  popular 

media. It is not too risky to argue that most scholars in the „modernist” tradition would agree with 

the claim that people tend to „approach all kinds of news with the unstated questions, How does this  

story apply to my life, and why should I pay attention?”, and „What would I do if this happened to 

me?” (Bird 2000: 215, 219, italics in the original - PC) Tellingly enough, a very similar formulation 

may be found in a state-of-the-art review about an important positivist approach to media/politics. 

Accordingly, „[i]nformation processing theory suggests that whether people ignore or pay attention 

to new information depends ore on its salience, on whether it meshes with their interests” (Entman 

1989b:350).

If people are indeed responsive to the close-to-life formula of popular media, one cannot 

help but cautiously admitting that these latter, in a certain way, are also mirroring back the popular  

common sense. Be they critical or affirmative to popular media, modernist researchers of mediated 

politics  have  implicitely  shared  the  assumption  that  popular  media  act  „as  a  mirror  … as  an 

instrument through which the viewer is encouraged to recognize him/herself in meaningful ways” 

(Knight 1989, ref by Grabe 1996:927). The above idea – that in order to „resonate”, a symbol needs 

to be meaningful to people's everyday lifes and everyday cultural repertoires – represents well the 

common „modernist” discursive ground that has often been concealed by the loud and normatively 

overloaded debates typical to the research of mediated politics.

Although, at the first sight, the above idea of  popular intelligibility may seem to fall closer 
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to the cultural populist reification of „ordinary” political culture, it is important to see that even the 

sharpest critics of popular media have shared the above assumption of „meaningful mundaneity”. A 

telling  example  is  Nimmo  and  Combs'  famous  book  about  „mediated  political  realities”,  this  

grandiose  attack on the corrosive „melodramatic imperative” of commercial television. As I have 

already argued above, even such a critical book has allowed that the „imperative” of television 

mirrors the ways in which people make meaning in their everyday lives. Building on an argument 

of G.H. Mead, Nimmo and Combs have suggested that popular journalism – televisual or not – has 

never  been an „information  journalism,  which deals  with facts  and truth,  but  story journalism, 

which  gives  us  accounts  of  events  we  find  emotionally  exciting,  aesthetically  pleasing,  and 

personally meaningful in our daily lives.” (1983:27)  Importantly, it is exactly the above claim for 

„immediate  meaningfulness”  that  critics  of  popular  media  and  politics  have  the  most  fiercely 

attacked. As critics have convincingly argued, popularized political stories which are immediately 

readable with the everyday codes that we use to judge others' action (honesty, personality, morality) 

are in fact restricting people's access to more abstract structural constellations, and maintain an 

illusory sense of competence which only further deepens people's deprivation from the means of 

challenging „structures” (Sparks 1992, Dahlgren 1995). Colin Sparks has objected that “the popular 

conception of the personal becomes the explanatory framework within which the social order is 

presented as transparent” (Sparks 1992:39, see Bird 2000: 216). In a similar way, Peter Dahlgren 

has argued that “certain aspects of the world are made more accessible to … audiences, while the 

rather systematic avoidance of abstraction sets limits on what can be explained and understood 

about the world” (Dahlgren 1995:60, ref. by Sparks 2000:28) 

Among scholars who have treated popular media – and popularized politics – as an enabling 

meaning  system,  the  idea  that  media  languages  can  meaningfully  “resonate”  with  everyday 

experience has found even more explicite expression. According to the media-affirmative approach, 

texts of popular media culture, if successfully resonating with the lived experience of an audience, 

may  powerfully  transform  latent  social  tensions  into  more  articulate  political  engagements. 

Originally,  proponents of this approach have focused on the liberating usages of popular media 

fiction (see Fiske 1989 about Cosby Show watching Korean women or Australian aboriginal Rambo 

movie  fans),  but,  starting  from  the  late  nineties,  a  second  wave  of  „populist”  theorising  has 

transferred the above argument to the field of fictionalized, mediated politics (that is, „packaged”, 

„popularized”,  „marketed”  politics).  An emerging  group  of  populist  scholars  (Pels  2003,  van 

Zoonen  2005,  Jones  2005,  Street  1997)  has  argued  that  the  imagined,  fictional  „resonances” 

between popular politics and audiences should not be debunked as mere make-believe, since they 

articulate  popular  life  experiences  and  thus  serve  as  resources  energizing  political  action  and 

engagement.
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The above idea that in today's media age, popular media represent a fundamental terrain of 

people's  lived  experience  and  as  such  are  also  the  topsoil  of  citizenship  has  been  parallelly 

elaborated by political marketing researchers, as well. Proponents of the marketing approach have 

defended the promotional, commodified logic of today's politics by drawing on classical arguments 

about the very meaningfulness of consumption and publicity and their mundane resonance with 

people's  lived  experience.  One typical  locus  where  the  above idea  has  been borrowed from is 

classical marketing theory, interpreting consumption as an „experience of finding self-expression, a 

recognition of purpose and identity”  (Firat 1999, ref by Scammell 2003:123). Similar arguments 

have been borrowed from the study of advertising, that has often been interpreted sympathetically, 

„as the act of telling stories that enable a certain interaction with and management of ’reality’”  

(Slater 1997:236), as a sort of an answer to the self-empowering question of  „what kind of person 

am  I”  (Fowles  1996:198).  At  another  plane,  we  may  find  a  striking  similarity  between  the 

„empowering”  concept  of  commodified  politics  and  Douglas  and  Isherwood's  classical 

consumption anthrolpology, that has famously renounced to grasp cultural commodities as means of 

manipulation  or  escapism,  and  argued  that  their  everyday  usage  enables  the  individual  to 

meaningfully recognize and reinvent her own place in modern society. (Douglas-Isherwood 1996)

2.  The  second  „grammar  of  popular  resonance”,  as  envisioned  by  modernist  research,  has 

represented the values of public actors' „worthiness”, that is, a general image that an actor is the 

adequate  person  in  the  adequate  position.  The  above  image  of  personal  adequacy  has  been 

composed of the interrelated values of personal integrity (that a public actor acts honestly, with only 

people's interests in her mind, that she really takes care about „our” problems) and of personal  

competence (that she is the best possible candidate for the job). In modernist research, it has been a 

common thought that public actors need to cultivate this image of  personal worthiness – honesty 

and competence – in order to connect with their audience.

Some scholars have laid more accent on the projected value of honesty. As they have argued, 

the  personalization  of  late  modern  politics  signals  that  citizen  attention  to  politics  has  been 

transformed into a permanent practice of „trust check”,  foregrounding „the politician as an actor, 

whose performance on the public stage is continuously judged in terms of authenticity, honesty and 

character”  (Pels-Corner  2003:10)  Responding  to  and  themselves  triggering  the  above  process, 

today's politicians would increasingly „engage their audiences in a kind of identification, an organic 

connection: “I feel your pain”, “I understand your situation,” “I really care about you.” Thus JFK, 

Ronald  Reagan,  Bill  Clinton,  Barack  Obama and  Princess  Diana,  –  all  got  their  audiences  to 

identify with them, and to believe they were “of the people.” They, or their handlers, presented them 

as representing  us, as well as representing hope for the future  —  something new, different, and 
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honest.” (Cronin 2008:461)

Another line of scholarly research has highighted public actors' „competence” as the prime 

popular  measure  of  their  worthiness.  As an analyst  of  the  New Labour campaign in  1997 has 

asserted,  „political  professionals  have  always  realized  that  perceived  governing capacity  is  the 

crucial  variable,  [and]  it  is  time  political  science  caught  up”  (Harrop  1990,  ref  by  Scammell 

1999:729) In the last decade, political scientists have responded to Harrop's call in great numbers 

and theorised perceived competence as the prime legitimating factor in contemporary politics.161

3. The third „grammar of popular resonance” that regulates the encounters of public actors and 

audiences – according to modernist research – has been that of „emotional arousal”.  Modernist 

research has incessantly strived to unravel the media codes that successfully appeal to the affective 

side of people. The modernist interest in media-triggered affective „resonance” has manifested itself 

in multiple ways. It has apparently been present in the experimental research of viewers' emotional  

„arousal” by news packaged in tabloid, conflictual or sensational styles (Grabe et al. 2003, Iyengar-

Kinder 1987). The same interest in affect has revealed itself in the widely popular suggestion that 

politicians acting out as celebrities would establish a „common bond with the people” with the help 

of their personal appeal – what has become according to the common view „the focal point for the 

organization of political sentiment” (Marshall 1997:219) Personal lifestyle has also been thought to 

represent a focal point of affective connection: critically or affirmatively, it has often been noted 

that  today's  citizens  „make  sense  of  social  experience  through  celebrating  and  selectively 

identifying with the lifestyles of public personalities” (Pels-Corner 2003, Bennett 2003). Finally, the 

same interest in affective grammars can be seen in the typically modernist argument, that old-style 

political advertisements would fail to connect with people because they leg behind late modern 

commercial promotions in aesthetic playfulness and pleasurability (Scammell 2006:764)

Most scholars sympathizing with the affective resonances of mediated politics have found it 

self-evident „where the relevance of popular culture for politics lies: in the emotional constitution of 

electorates  that  involves  the  development  and  maintenance  of  affective  bonds  between  voters, 

candidates and parties.” The above passage comes from Liesbet van Zoonen's book about (a more) 

entertaining citizenship. Van Zoonen has relied heavily on political scientist George Marcus' theory 

of affective intelligence,  which has famously been aimed to „counter the common case against 

emotion in politics by showing how it is – on the contrary – the key to good citizenship because 

emotional  processes  enable  the  use  of  reason”  (van  Zoonen  2005:66,65).  As  Marcus  and  his 

colleagues have themselves summarized their position, „emotion and reason interact to produce a 

thoughtful  and  attentive  citizenry”  (Marcus,  Neuman  &  McKuen  2000:1,  ref  by  van  Zoonen 

2005:66) 
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Media  critics  have  not  proved  less  interested  in  the  grammar  of  affective  resonance, 

although they have told a very different story about the „affective bonds” between citizens and 

popular media/political actors. Many of these critics have certainly sheltered rationalist suspicions 

against  emotions  – however,  it  is  highly important  to  avoid  simplifying their  position  to  these 

suspicions only, as some popular media sympathizers recently did (e.g. Van Zoonen 2005). We need 

to avoid the false impression that media critics would be some narrow-minded priests of rationalist 

dogma  who  would  rigidly  expel  any  impure  form of  irrationalism  from the  field  of  politics. 

Although this sort of dogmatism has certainly been present in some rationalist narratives, it has 

perhaps  been  more  of  an  excess  than  properly  representing  the  substantive  core  of  rationalist 

objections against affective „resonance”. For, as we will see it later (1.3.), most media critics did not 

have a problem with emotions themselves (what they have found important in substantive political 

arguments, see Postman 1986), but the symbolic economy into which emotions are placed by the 

media industries. What many critics have thought to be deadly to democracy was not the mere 

presence of emotions at the field of mediated politics, but the fact that these emotions have become, 

to  paraphrase  van  Zoonen,  „disabling  for  reason”:  used  decreasingly  to  persuade  people  in 

rhetorical,  argumentative  debates  about  substantial  points,  and  used  increasingly  to 

opportunistically gratify people's actual emotional moods (this criticism of emotional „resonance” 

has been convincingly formulated by Postman [1986] and Hart [1994]).162

4. Finally, turning to the fourth “grammar of popular resonance”, I will shortly address the language 

of simplicity, as it has been envisioned by modernist research. Modernist scholars, independently of 

their theoretical background, have sheltered the idea that people would tend to avoid complicated 

analysis and respond to simply formulated messages. What researchers did disagree upon was, of 

course, to what extent politicians and journalists should rely on the above „grammar of simplicity” 

in order to connect with the popular audience. Some critics have objected that popular media editors 

relentlessly avoid to challenge their audience with thought-provoking in-depth reports, and instead 

feed people  with „a babyfood diet  of superficial  information which the most narcoleptic couch 

potato can absorb without difficulty” (Stevens 1998:32, ref by Sparks 2000:8) The same criticism 

has been formulated against political marketing which, according to critics, „works because of the 

apoliticality of most voters, who are cognitive misers and who are thereby inadvertent consumers of 

political information. … [I]t is the potential ability of political marketing to present on uncluttered 

image of party, candidate and issue … that explains its potential effectiveness.” (O'Shaughessny-

Henneberg 2002:xvii)163

By contrast, popular media sympathizers, while allowing that „resonant” simplistic formula 

can be malignly exploited, have referred to rational choice theory in their defense of simplistic, 
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„packaged” media frames. For, in their view, „there are strong incentives for packaging. These have 

less to do with the politicians and more to do with citizens...  Detailed political information is costly 

to research... It is necessary, therefore, for parties and politicians to present information in a 'cheap' 

form and for citizens to limit their 'expenditure'.” (Street 1997: 55-6, see also Scammell 1999) In 

this  view,  citizens  would  not  be  cognitive  misers,  but  rationally  underinformed  information 

processers in a cluttered media environment. 

More positivistic theories of information processing have abstained from condemning or 

reifying the fact itself that people orient themselves with „heuristics”. However, they did express 

concerns about the political consequences of such „rational” uninformedness, that people's reliance 

on  „heuristic  cues”  may  be  exploited  by  malign  propagandists  (Jamieson  1993).  The  above 

explanations, behind their  difference in normative judgement, have shared the idea that it  is by 

easy-to-swallow, uncontroversial, simple informations that public actors can the most easily forge 

„resonant connections” with their audience.
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Appendix to Chapter 5: The rise of celebratory politics

Celebratory Politics: the promotional enforcement of issue ownership, harmony and momentum

In  this  chapter,  I  have  examined  the  broader  cultural  context  which  allows  the  logic  of 

promotionalism  to  suspend  the  competition  of  ideas  and  with  it  a  foundational  principle  of 

democracy. As a start, a recourse is necessary here to an old thesis of political economy, namely that 

eliminating  competition  pays  off  for  the  individual  market  player,  and  that  such  monopolistic 

aspirations are widespread on various markets. At the commercialized market of today’s politics and 

factual media, actors are following similar strategies, reacting to the fact that they have lost much of 

the control over their messages in today’s hypercompetitive media environment (as suggested by 

reports on the breakdown of gatekeeping [Williams – Delli Carpini, 2004] or the loss of journalistic 

control over political scandals [Liebes – Blondheim 2005]). Seeking by all means to regain lost 

control,  actors  mobilize various  promotional  machineries  to  “suspend” competition and impose 

uncontested experiences on consumers. These aspirations are feeding the now-dominant idea that 

voter loyalty can be best  secured through establishing,  by promotional means,  an unchallenged 

control over voter experience – obviously not over its totality, but some of its significant parts and 

moments.

In the followings, I will pick up from the broader field of popular culture and politics three 

typical cultural forms which represent the above efforts toward enforced monopolistic control. The 

first form is “issue ownership”, the second is “harmony”, the third is “momentum”. As I will argue, 

these cultural forms are all about creating uncontested, uncompetitive spaces – and this is why they 

serve as rich resources for the kind of political performance analysed in this paper. Celebratory 

politics is all about the promotional enforcement of issue ownership, harmony and momentum at 

the field of politics. 

1. The changing politics of “issue ownership” in a postmodern political landscape is the first 

factor behind celebratory politics. The phenomenon theorised as “issue ownership” (Petrocik 1996) 

is  an  important  antecedent  of  celebratory  politics.  According  to  Petrocik’s  well-known model, 

voters  tend  to  connect  specific  issues  to  particular  parties  (eg.  social  welfare  to  Democrats  or 

national defense to Republicans in the USA), assuming that these latters have a prominent and well-

proven ability to handle them. Parties themselves try to profit as much as possible from their long-

term  issue  handling  reputations  (Petrocik  1996:826).  Most  importantly,  the  “issue  ownership” 

model assumes that parties’ control over issues is a function of their long-term embeddedness into 
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the electorate. Logically, “the more stable the party system, i.e., the more predictable the group 

character  and  size  of  the  party’s  base,  the  easier  to  select  the  issues  upon  which  to  focus  a 

campaign.” (Petrocik 1996:829) However, it is exactly the above stability of the political landscape 

that seems to be obscured  with „the dissolution of previously more firm anchorages of political 

attitudes” (Blumler – Gurevitch, 1995: 207) in late modernity. To a certain extent, parties have lost 

their conventional electoral roots and are in a constant need of reinventing their “disembedded” 

identities in today’s ephemeral, fluctuating political culture.164 Thus, it is reasonable to argue that 

today’s  political  parties  need  to  invest  increasing  energy if  they  want  to  keep  the  benefits  of 

“owning” issues.165 Seen through this lense, celebratory performances can be seen as attempts to 

promotionally “enforce” issue ownership in a highly uncertain political landscape.

2. The second factor allowing the celebratory script to emerge is political actors’ growing 

need to  create  “harmony” in a  cynical  cultural  and political  environment.  Creating harmonious 

symbolic spaces has always been fundamental to popular cultural industries, aiming to control the 

desire and satisfaction of consumers. From its beginnings, media advertising has been aimed to 

avoid controversy and to create a harmonious space in which the appeal of the promoted cultural 

product can work at its height, and people’s intense emotional attachment to the centrally installed 

performer – a star, a film, a band – can be enacted and relived. Although the above promotional 

techniques had been widely used in political advertisements in the broadcast era, political actors in 

the last two decades had an unprecedented opportunity to expand and intensify the promotional 

production  of  political  harmony.  With  the  rise  of  a  commercially  driven  media  environment, 

popular cultural scripts of creating harmony have gained prominent importance, given their above 

potential to arouse consumer satisfaction. Political actors heavily appropriated some of these scripts. 

The first of them is media “witnessing”. Utterances enacted by this script present themselves 

as self-evidently incontestable, given the ultimate inaccessibility of the personal experience that lies 

behind  them  (Peters  2001).  This  potential  of  incontestability  has  been  exploited  through 

“testimonial”  campaign  spots,  which  pretend  to  create  an  “unmediated”  place  where  ordinary 

people can proclaim their  “authentic” feelings about the state of the country (on other political 

forms of testimonial narratives, see MacDonald 2000). “Testimonials” are vital parts of celebratory 

performances. 

The  second  popular  cultural  script  of  harmony creation  is  to  be  found  in  the  classical 

celebrity  interview  genre,  which  draws  a  personal,  friendly  and  harmonious  aura  around  the 

personality.  Politicians  have  recognized  that  by  occupying  the  seat  of  celebrities  in  easy-to-

consume,  entertaining  contexts  like  talk  shows,  they  will  be  able  to  promote  themselves, 

uncontested.  Indeed, the above  ‘‘calculated strategy to ‘humanize’ the candidate in settings that 

make  for  positive  television  imagery’’ (Witcover  1999:49)  may  successfully  work  in  various 
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contexts. For example, late night talk shows in the USA have been shown to enable politicians to 

humanize themselves (Baum 2005), to present a positive mask, a “political persona” (van Zoonen – 

Holtz-Bacha 2000) which represents their promotionally tailored “ordinary” personality – warm, 

caring, funny, moral, or sexy. Hostile questions and “face-threatening” (Goffman 1990) events are 

entirely missing from this genre. 

The third harmony creating script which relates directly to celebratory politics is that of 

“Conquests”, as theorised by Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz (1992). The Conquest script of Media 

Events  embodied  the  way broadcast  television  ritualized  extraordinary moments  of  charismatic 

achievement, like the signing of a new peace treaty, the fall of the Iron Curtain, or Moon landing. In 

popular  cultural  imagination,  Conquests  have  been  constructed  as  ‘turning  points’,  events  of 

‘collective’ interest,  historical  ‘beginnings’.  A media  event  of  this  genre  has  typically  been 

orchestrated, in Kenneth Burke’s expression, as a ‘mystic moment’, as a ‘stage of revelation after 

which all is felt to be different’ (Burke, 1945). In the late modern commercial media landscape, the 

script of Conquest has been heavily appropriated in everyday media discourse. In contemporary 

politics, practically any political event or policy measure can be orchestrated as the “Moon landing” 

of the day.

Due to the above scripts of witnessing, celebrity and conquest, the promotional political 

landscape is plenty of harmonious symbolic spaces. However, these promotional efforts are by far 

too weak to restaure people’s trust in politics, or to efficiently mobilize them. For, political actors 

themselves deliberately seek to destroy their opponents’ harmony seeking strategies with “negative, 

or attack politics [that] has become an antidote to … highly polished promotional politics” (Turner, 

2001:240). Given the paradoxical fact that efforts to create harmony tend to trigger antagonism, 

political actors are trying to exploit any issue where harmony is temporarily hard to contest. In these 

cases, actors rely on the above popular cultural scripts in creating harmony and imposing it on 

opponents. “Enforced harmony” is a key feature of celebratory performance. 

3.  The  third  factor  fostering  the  rise  of  celebratory  politics  is  the  overall  pursuit  of 

“momentum” at competitive cultural markets. As it has been observed at various cultural markets, 

the sharper the competition for consumers’ applause, the less the cultural  producers are able to 

predict (or influence) which cultural product will be valued by the public. Their sense of uncertainty 

feeds an opportunistic strategy of simply following audiences’ ephemeral taste. This attitude dooms 

cultural producers (artists, record companies, politicians, journalists etc.) to a never-ending run after 

the  actual  buzz,  the  last  wave  of  audience  engagement.  Rightly or  not,  cultural  producers  are 

convinced that today’s commercial culture makes the rule of 15 minutes of fame more prevalent 

than ever. The winning strategy, accordingly, would lie in maximally exploiting the above short-

term waves of passion.
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Recording  companies,  for  example,  have  increasingly  been  concerned  about  the  radical 

volatility of audience interest, this nomadic attitude which can rapidly propel a song to the top of 

the charts, only to forget about it the day after. Ackowledging the above volatility, companies gave 

up their  conventional  strategy of  carefully „building  up”  the  brand of  the  albums they release 

(Anand – Peterson 2000). Instead of tenderly orienting consumer taste, as it would be implied by a 

brand building strategy (for political implications, see Scammell 1999), recording companies have 

decided to follow the crowd’s twists and turns as quick and close as possible. This new marketing 

rule, called „get hot or go home” by industry insiders (Anand – Peterson 2000: 279), is all about 

overpromoting albums which hit an immediate success, at the price of redeploying ad resources 

from other records which shine less in the very first few weeks after their release. At the field of 

political journalism, as if only the above „get hot or go home” rule was reincarnating,  journalists 

have  been  tying  to  handle  market  uncertainty  by  simply  “running  with  the  pack”  (Liebes  – 

Blondheim 2005)  and covering  what  everyone else  is  covering.  Accordingly,  in  today’s  media 

environment, news on wars, scandals or catastrophes may spread out like epidemics along all the 

competing media platforms and gain ubiquitous media presence. These epidemic waves („feeding 

frenzies”,  as  Sabato  (1991)  called  them  at  the  dawn  of  the  new  media  era)  are  paradoxical 

consequences  of  media  competition,  which  increases  the  potential  cost  of  omitting  stories  that 

arouse collective interest.

What the two above examples show is that actors of competitive markets try to maximally 

amplify and exploit the actual waves of audience interest and affect. In politics, actors are seeking 

the very same goal: that of „gain(ing) and keep(ing) momentum”, as it has been formulated by a 

chief  political  marketing  expert  of  Labour  (Gould  1998:294).  Political  actors  may  be  able  to 

amplify momentum to an extent that even opponents feel compelled to „join the pack”. Such cases 

of promotionally enforced momentum are referred to as celebratory politics in this paper. 

4. Neither the above celebratory strategies to enforce issue ownership, harmony and momentum, 

nor  the  opportunistic  inclination of  oppositional  voices  to  go silent  can be understood without 

acknowledgeing  the  highly  risk  aversive,  competition-evading  attitude  typical  to  the  political 

consultancy industry. Seen from this angle, celebratory politics is a form of “media management” – 

another symptom of the increasing influence of political consultants to the political process. As 

literature on political consultancy has commonly pointed out, the reason why politicians entrust 

external experts with “managing” their media performance is a widespread frustration that political 

messages  cannot  be  controlled  in  a  highly  uncertain,  competitive  environment166.  However, 

paradoxically, the more consultants are “managing” the above risk, the more their mere presence 

feeds a hyper-awareness of media as an uncertain universe, a hostile jungle where everything is 

allowed  in  order  to  survive.  In  the  above  paranoid  and  paralysing  climate,  consultant-driven 
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politicians  have  developed a  prominent  –  and most  criticized  (see  Schlesinger  2006) – coping 

strategy, which consists in the systematic avoidance of all face-threatening impulses. “Government 

by spin” means the evasion of any kind of controversy about government itself (and “managing”, 

instead of explicitely reacting to, hostile journalistic questions, awkward affairs, policy objections, 

scandals,  etc.).  One way to achieve conflict-free communication,  politicians seek to “extract  as 

much positive media coverage out of a given situation as possible” and try to “develop this almost 

to an art form” (Gaber 2000:515).

On the whole, seen through the excessively risk-aversive lenses of political consultants, any 

political issue that allows avoiding controversy is a potential Jolly Joker. Issues that can be easily 

appropriated and “owned”, that can be imbued with a harmonious aura (resulting either from lived 

experience, personality or charisma), issues that trigger an uplifting “momentum”, are generally 

regarded  as  prime  assets  in  professional,  spin-doctored  politics.  At  the  same  time,  the  same 

excessive risk aversion strategy of consultants may urge oppositional voices to suspend attacking 

issues that actually are too popular. Since consultant-driven political actors are primarily interested 

in avoiding loss of popularity at any price, they may temporarily agree to go silent, in the hope that 

this opportunism will pay off in the long turn.
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Appendix to Part 2: SPSS syntax and output files

The 15 issues’ “kinship structure”, as perceived by the public. Hierarchical cluster analysis. 

(see Figure 1 in the main text)

the dummy variables q27.1_2  q27.2_2 … represent the 15 issues analyzed. Each dummy variable 
represents whether a given issue was selected among the 5 most important ones by the respondent. 

q27.1_2

The government launches a referendum campaign for Hungary to be nominated as host of the 2012 Olympic Games.
q27.2_2

The right-wing government introduced a law giving special status to Hungarian minorities living abroad.
q27.3_2

Conflict with Czech and Slovak Republic because Hungarian PM urges the abrogation of the Benes decrees degrading German and  
Hungarian minorities after World War II.
q27.4_2

The PM flew to Boston at state expense to accept the prize of a university.
q27.5_2

Cheap import chicken meat contaminated by antibiotics appears in Hungary.

q27.6_2

A man suspected of killing a little girl has been sentenced for life, though the evidence is in question.
q27.7_2

Two policemen have been sentenced for beating a homeless person (the beating was recorded with a VCR).
q27.8_2

The government opens the House of Terror, dedicated to the victims of Communism and Fascism.

q27.9_2

An insurance company abrogates its contracts with people living in areas endangered by river floods
q27.10_2

The government introduces subsidized real estate credit.
q27.11_2

The socialist PM nominee's corruption affair.
q27.12_2

The opening of the new National Theatre.
q27.13_2

Nurses go on a country-wide strike for higher living and work standards.
q27.14_2

A debate on the date and place of the TV debate between the incumbent PM and the socialist PM nominee.
q27.15_2

The extreme right, MIÉP, offers to enter a coalition with the right-wing party leading government ( Fidesz ).
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SAVE OUTFILE='C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav' 
/COMPRESSED. DESCRIPTIVES   VARIABLES=q27.1_2  q27.2_2 q27.3_2 q27.4_2   q27.5_2 
q27.6_2 q27.7_2 q27.8_2 q27.9_2 q27.10_2 q27.11_2 q27.12_2 q27.13_2   q27.14_2 q27.15_2 
/SAVE   /STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX .

Descriptives

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

q27.1_2 1141 ,00 1,00 ,5112 ,50009

q27.2_2 1141 ,00 1,00 ,3251 ,46860

q27.3_2 1141 ,00 1,00 ,1530 ,36019

q27.4_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,3826 ,48624

q27.5_2 1143 ,00 1,00 ,4180 ,49345

q27.6_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,2469 ,43138

q27.7_2 1142 ,00 1,00 ,3939 ,48884

q27.8_2 1143 ,00 1,00 ,3257 ,46884

q27.9_2 1141 ,00 1,00 ,2678 ,44298

q27.10_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,5048 ,50020

q27.11_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,1416 ,34884

q27.12_2 1143 ,00 1,00 ,3931 ,48866

q27.13_2 1143 ,00 1,00 ,2282 ,41984

q27.14_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,4606 ,49866

q27.15_2 1144 ,00 1,00 ,1839 ,38754

Valid N (listwise) 1138

DATASET ACTIVATE DataSet1. PROXIMITIES  Zq27.1_2 Zq27.2_2 Zq27.3_2 Zq27.4_2 
Zq27.5_2 Zq27.6_2 Zq27.7_2 Zq27.8_2     Zq27.9_2 Zq27.10_2 Zq27.11_2 Zq27.12_2 Zq27.13_2 
Zq27.14_2 Zq27.15_2   /MATRIX 
OUT('C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\spss4536\spssclus.tmp') 
/VIEW=VARIABLE   /MEASURE=SEUCLID   /PRINT NONE   /STANDARDIZE= NONE.

Proximities
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Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:07:42

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter <none>

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

1200

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing.

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no missing 

values for any variable used.

Syntax PROXIMITIES  Zq27.1_2 Zq27.2_2 Zq27.3_2 

Zq27.4_2 Zq27.5_2 Zq27.6_2 Zq27.7_2 

Zq27.8_2

    Zq27.9_2 Zq27.10_2 Zq27.11_2 

Zq27.12_2 Zq27.13_2 Zq27.14_2 Zq27.15_2

  /MATRIX 

OUT('C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Te

mp\spss4536\spssclus.tmp')

  /VIEW=VARIABLE

  /MEASURE=SEUCLID

  /PRINT NONE

  /STANDARDIZE= NONE.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.047

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.050

Workspace Bytes 1144

Files Saved Matrix File C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\sp

ss4536\spssclus.tmp

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Warnings
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Proximities ignores the case weight variable.

Case Processing Summarya

Cases

Valid Missing Total

N Percent N Percent N Percent

1143 95,3% 57 4,8% 1200 100,0%

a.  Squared Euclidean Distance used

CLUSTER   /MATRIX IN('C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\spss4536\spssclus.tmp') 
/METHOD BAVERAGE   /PRINT SCHEDULE   /PLOT DENDROGRAM VICICLE.

Cluster

Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:07:42

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter <none>

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

1200

Matrix Input C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\sp

ss4536\spssclus.tmp

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing.

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no missing 

values for any variable used.
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Syntax CLUSTER

  /MATRIX 

IN('C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\

spss4536\spssclus.tmp')

  /METHOD BAVERAGE

  /PRINT SCHEDULE

  /PLOT DENDROGRAM VICICLE.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.406

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.598

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Warnings

WEIGHT command is currently in effect. This command is ignored by CLUSTER.

Average Linkage (Between Groups)

Agglomeration Schedule

Stage Cluster Combined Stage Cluster First Appears

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Coefficients Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Stage

1 2 3 1922,992 0 0 11

2 14 15 2034,711 0 0 9

3 8 12 2103,547 0 0 6

4 6 7 2113,176 0 0 7

5 9 13 2165,416 0 0 8

6 1 8 2231,375 0 3 13

7 5 6 2241,129 0 4 10

8 9 10 2274,851 5 0 12

9 11 14 2299,008 0 2 11

10 4 5 2321,148 0 7 12

11 2 11 2378,606 1 9 13

12 4 9 2381,980 10 8 14

13 1 2 2498,885 6 11 14

14 1 4 2573,742 13 12 0
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Dendrogram

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * H I E R A R C H I C A L  C L U S T E R   A N A L Y S I S * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 Dendrogram using Average Linkage (Between Groups)

                         Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine

    C A S E      0         5        10        15        20        25
  Label     Num  +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

  Zq27.2_2    2   -+---------------------------------+
  Zq27.3_2    3   -+                                 +---------+
  Zq27.14_   14   ---------+-------------------+     |         |
  Zq27.15_   15   ---------+                   +-----+         +---+
  Zq27.11_   11   -----------------------------+               |   |
  Zq27.8_2    8   -------------+---------+                     |   |
  Zq27.12_   12   -------------+         +---------------------+   |
  Zq27.1_2    1   -----------------------+                         |
  Zq27.9_2    9   -------------------+-------+                     |
  Zq27.13_   13   -------------------+       +-------+             |
  Zq27.10_   10   ---------------------------+       |             |
  Zq27.6_2    6   ---------------+---------+         +-------------+
  Zq27.7_2    7   ---------------+         +-----+   |
  Zq27.5_2    5   -------------------------+     +---+
  Zq27.4_2    4   -------------------------------+

Abbreviated  Extended
Name         Name

Zq27.10_     Zq27.10_2
Zq27.11_     Zq27.11_2
Zq27.12_     Zq27.12_2
Zq27.13_     Zq27.13_2
Zq27.14_     Zq27.14_2
Zq27.15_     Zq27.15_2

ERASE  FILE='C:\Users\CSIGPT~1\AppData\Local\Temp\spss4536\spssclus.tmp'. fre ugykl1.
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The construction of the three agenda perception groups. 
(see  Table  15.  The  average  number  of  issues  selected  as  „personally  important”  By the  three  agenda  
perception groups, by issue category)

variable  ugykl1:  represents  how  many  issues  in  the  type  'debater  politics'  have  been  selected  by  the  
respondent as 'personally important'

variable ugykl42: represents how many issues in the type 'biopolitics' have been selected by the respondent  
as 'personally important'

variable  celebr:  represents how many issues  in the  type 'celebratory politics'  have been selected by the  
respondent as 'personally important'

Frequencies

Statistics

ugykl1

N Valid 1141

Missing 59

ugykl1

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid ,00 271 22,5 23,7 23,7

1,00 442 36,8 38,7 62,4

2,00 311 25,9 27,3 89,7

3,00 93 7,8 8,1 97,8

4,00 25 2,1 2,2 100,0

5,00 0 ,0 ,0 100,0

Total 1141 95,1 100,0

Missing System 59 4,9

Total 1200 100,0

fre ugykl42 ugy42_3.
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Frequencies

Statistics

ugykl42 ugy42_3

N Valid 1141 1141

Missing 59 59

Frequency Table

ugykl42

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid ,00 314 26,1 27,5 27,5

1,00 505 42,1 44,2 71,7

2,00 263 21,9 23,1 94,8

3,00 59 5,0 5,2 100,0

Total 1141 95,1 100,0

Missing System 59 4,9

Total 1200 100,0

ugy42_3

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid 1,00 314 26,1 27,5 27,5

2,00 505 42,1 44,2 71,7

3,00 323 26,9 28,3 100,0

Total 1141 95,1 100,0

Missing System 59 4,9

Total 1200 100,0

fre celebr.
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Frequencies

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Statistics

CELEBR

N Valid 1141

Missing 59

CELEBR

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid ,00 42 3,5 3,7 3,7

1,00 240 20,0 21,0 24,7

2,00 479 39,9 41,9 66,7

3,00 305 25,4 26,7 93,4

4,00 73 6,1 6,4 99,8

5,00 2 ,2 ,2 100,0

Total 1141 95,1 100,0

Missing System 59 4,9

Total 1200 100,0

compute partbio = 0. if ugy42_3=3 AND ugykl13 partbio=3. if ugy42_3=3 AND ugykl1=3 
partbio=1. if ugy42_33 AND ugykl1>1 partbio=1. if ugy42_33 AND ugykl12 partbio=2. execute. 
ONEWAY CELEBR ugykl1 ugykl42  BY partbio   /STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES   /PLOT 
MEANS   /MISSING ANALYSIS.

Oneway

Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:07:43

Comments
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Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter <none>

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

1200

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing.

Cases Used Statistics for each analysis are based on 

cases with no missing data for any variable in 

the analysis.

Syntax ONEWAY CELEBR ugykl1 ugykl42  BY 

partbio

  /STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES

  /PLOT MEANS

  /MISSING ANALYSIS.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:01.154

Elapsed Time 0:00:01.445

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Descriptives

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error

CELEBR ,00 1 5,0000 ,00000 ,00000

1,00 400 1,8456 ,81834 ,04092

2,00 423 2,7591 ,81467 ,03959

3,00 317 1,5909 ,71712 ,04029

Total 1141 2,1169 ,94168 ,02787

ugykl1 ,00 1 ,0000 ,00000 ,00000

1,00 400 2,3587 ,60011 ,03001

2,00 423 ,6783 ,46768 ,02273

3,00 317 ,6720 ,63734 ,03580

Total 1141 1,2647 ,98293 ,02909
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ugykl42 ,00 1 1,0000 ,00000 ,00000

1,00 400 ,4956 ,52957 ,02648

2,00 423 ,7496 ,43373 ,02108

3,00 317 2,1877 ,39112 ,02197

Total 1141 1,0601 ,84326 ,02496

Descriptives

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum

CELEBR ,00 5,0000 5,0000 5,00 5,00

1,00 1,7652 1,9260 ,00 3,00

2,00 2,6812 2,8369 ,00 5,00

3,00 1,5116 1,6701 ,00 3,00

Total 2,0623 2,1716 ,00 5,00

ugykl1 ,00 ,0000 ,0000 ,00 ,00

1,00 2,2997 2,4177 2,00 5,00

2,00 ,6336 ,7230 ,00 1,00

3,00 ,6015 ,7424 ,00 2,00

Total 1,2076 1,3218 ,00 5,00

ugykl42 ,00 1,0000 1,0000 1,00 1,00

1,00 ,4435 ,5476 ,00 2,00

2,00 ,7082 ,7911 ,00 1,00

3,00 2,1445 2,2310 2,00 3,00

Total 1,0111 1,1091 ,00 3,00

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

CELEBR Between Groups 301,302 3 100,434 160,831 ,000

Within Groups 710,020 1137 ,624

Total 1011,322 1140

ugykl1 Between Groups 737,481 3 245,827 767,029 ,000

Within Groups 364,400 1137 ,320

Total 1101,881 1140

ugykl42 Between Groups 571,205 3 190,402 903,190 ,000

Within Groups 239,691 1137 ,211
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Total 810,896 1140
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The construction of the political affiliation variable 
(see Table 16 The interrelations between people's political engagement and agenda perception 

(% of all voters)  )

The political affiliation variable is called baljob3. 

It is constructed on the basis of baljob1, a 7 item scale of political affiliation (1: left – 7: right)

fre baljob1.

Frequencies

Statistics

baljob1

N Valid 1043

Missing 157

baljob1

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid 1,00 98 8,2 9,4 9,4

2,00 103 8,6 9,9 19,3

3,00 163 13,6 15,6 34,9

4,00 423 35,2 40,5 75,4

5,00 128 10,6 12,2 87,7

6,00 75 6,2 7,2 94,9

7,00 54 4,5 5,1 100,0

Total 1043 86,9 100,0

Missing System 157 13,1

Total 1200 100,0

RECODE   baljob1   (4=2)  (1 thru 3=1)  (5 thru 7=3)  (ELSE=Copy)  INTO  baljob_3 . 
EXECUTE . 
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The construction of the Olympics affirmation index. The value of the 
index in key voter segments. 

(see Table 17 The value of „Olympics affirmation index” in the key voter segments)

variables : 
q35.1: „Organizing Olympics is a big challenge, but we can achieve it if the country joins its 
forces.”
q35.2: „We have much more urgent problems to resolve than the Olympic Games.”
q35.3: „The idea of organizing Olympic Games is a mere campaign trick of Fidesz.” 
q35.4: „Only the capital Budapest would profit from the Olympic Games, at the expense of the 
countryside.”
q35.5: „Building the Olympic infrastructure would create many jobs and give an impetus to the 
country's development.” 

FACTOR   /VARIABLES q35.1 q35.2 q35.3 q35.4 q35.5   /MISSING PAIRWISE   /ANALYSIS 
q35.1 q35.2 q35.3 q35.4 q35.5   /PRINT INITIAL KMO EXTRACTION   /CRITERIA 
MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25)   /EXTRACTION PC   /ROTATION NOROTATE   /SAVE 
REG(ALL)   /METHOD=CORRELATION.

Factor Analysis

Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:07:56

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter <none>

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

1200

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined missing 

values are treated as missing.

Cases Used PAIRWISE: Correlation coefficients for each 

pair of variables are based on all the cases 

with valid data for that pair. The factor 

analysis is based on these correlations.
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Syntax FACTOR

  /VARIABLES q35.1 q35.2 q35.3 q35.4 q35.5

  /MISSING PAIRWISE

  /ANALYSIS q35.1 q35.2 q35.3 q35.4 q35.5

  /PRINT INITIAL KMO EXTRACTION

  /CRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25)

  /EXTRACTION PC

  /ROTATION NOROTATE

  /SAVE REG(ALL)

  /METHOD=CORRELATION.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.406

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.513

Maximum Memory Required 4396 (4,293K) bytes

Variables Created FAC1_8 Component score 1

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure 

of Sampling Adequacy.

,818

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 1801,730

df 10

Sig. ,000

Communalities

Initial Extraction

q35.1 1,000 ,691

q35.2 1,000 ,626

q35.3 1,000 ,453

q35.4 1,000 ,539

q35.5 1,000 ,606

Extraction Method: Principal 

Component Analysis.

Total Variance Explained
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Compo

nent Initial Eigenvalues

Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 2,916 58,322

2 ,721 14,420 72,742

3 ,554 11,089 83,831

4 ,465 9,295 93,126

5 ,344 6,874 100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Total Variance Explained

Compo

nent

Initial 

Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 58,322 2,916 58,322 58,322

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Component Matrixa

Component

1

q35.1 -,832

q35.2 ,791

q35.3 ,673

q35.4 -,734

q35.5 ,778

Extraction Method: 

Principal Component 

Analysis.

a. 1 components 

extracted.

ANOVA VARIABLES= pc_35 BY PARTBIO (1,3)  baljob_3 (1,3) 
/METHOD=HIERARCHICAL /STATISTICS=MCA MEAN /FORMAT LABELS.

ANOVA
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Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:07:56

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter <none>

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

1200

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User defined missing values are treated as 

missing.

Cases Used Statistics for each list of variables are based 

on the cases with no missing or out-of-range 

data for any variable in the list.

Syntax ANOVA VARIABLES= pc_35

BY PARTBIO (1,3)  baljob_3 (1,3)

/METHOD=HIERARCHICAL

/STATISTICS=MCA MEAN

/FORMAT LABELS.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.047

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.057

Memory Required 1168 bytes

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Case Processing Summarya

Cases

Included Excluded Total

N Percent N Percent N Percent

906 75,5% 294 24,5% 1200 100,0%

a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3
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Cell Meansb

partbio baljob_3 pc_35

Mean N

1,00 left-wing ,5418223 126

middle -,0238863 121

right-wing -,5862278 100

Total ,0182442 346

2,00 left-wing ,3936584 113

middle -,3304820 126

right-wing -,5740120 81

Total -,1376084 320

3,00 left-wing ,4384732 81

middle ,1163977 103

right-wing -,5328710 57

Total ,0721317 240

Total left-wing ,4633185 319

middle -,0932895 349

right-wing -,5693785 238

Total -,0224522a 906

a. Grand Mean

b. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

ANOVAa

Hierarchical Method

Sum of Squares df Mean Square

pc_35 Main Effects (Combined) 155,598 4 38,899

partbio 6,964 2 3,482

baljob_3 148,634 2 74,317

2-Way Interactions partbio * baljob_3 6,392 4 1,598

Model 161,990 8 20,249

Residual 752,657 897 ,839

Total 914,647 905 1,010

a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

ANOVAa

Hierarchical Method
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F Sig.

pc_35 Main Effects (Combined) 46,383 ,000

partbio 4,152 ,016

baljob_3 88,615 ,000

2-Way Interactions partbio * baljob_3 1,905 ,107

Model 24,144 ,000

a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

MCAa

Predicted Mean

N Unadjusted Adjusted for Factors

pc_35 partbio 1,00 346 ,0182442 ,0252874

2,00 320 -,1376084 -,1415618

3,00 240 ,0721317 ,0672410

baljob_3 left-wing 319 ,4633185 ,4637401

middle 349 -,0932895 -,0931541

right-wing 238 -,5693785 -,5701414

a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

MCAa

Deviation

Unadjusted Adjusted for Factors

pc_35 partbio 1,00 ,04069642 ,04773967

2,00 -,11515620 -,11910956

3,00 ,09458394 ,08969322

baljob_3 left-wing ,48577077 ,48619229

middle -,07083728 -,07070192

right-wing -,54692624 -,54768916

a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

Factor Summarya

Beta

Eta Adjusted for Factors

pc_35 partbio ,087 ,089

baljob_3 ,403 ,403
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a. pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3

Model Goodness of Fit

R R Squared

pc_35 by partbio, baljob_3 ,412 ,170
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Discriminance analysis
(see :
Table 18 Discriminant functions explaining voters' ideological affiliation (left-middle-right)

 in the three news agenda perception groups
Figure 2. The place of right-wing, left-wing and middle-ground voters on the discriminant 

functions. The value of discriminant functions in group centroids.    )

The list of relevant variables (with scores higher than .25 on discriminant functions)

"PC_35" : OLYMPICS ACCEPTANCE INDEX (see above)

"Q55_NK": Approves the conventional values of conservative nationalism.

Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express their  
agreement with the following statements on a 1 to 5 scale. The scores of negative statements have been 
reverted.)
Attitude variables:
„Politicians who do not believe in God are not suitable to hold public office.”
„Nationalism threatens the development of the country.” 
„It is more important for a politician to be a good patriot than to understand particular policies.” 
„Church has too much influence in Hungary”
„We should strive for peacefully re-uniting  Hungary and the territories populated by ethnic Hungarians in 
neighbouring countries.”

"Q28.1" : "ORBÁN VIKTOR BOSTONI KITÜNTETÉSE" : 

Approves PM's flight to Boston at state expense to accept the prize of  Tufts university. 
Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements  
below they argee with. 
„The prize of Boston is a honour for the country”
versus
„In the present state of the country, it is not affordable to travel at state expense for this decoration”.

"PC_38" : Trust in institutions. 

Index expressing respondents' overall trust in the institutional system. 
Constructed with Principal Component Analysis. 
First principal component, explains 37% of the total variance of the following variables: 
„How much do you trust (on a 1 to 5 scale) the institutions below”:
government,  parties,  parliament,  president,  municipalities,  courts,  constitutional  court,  churches,  army,  
police, trade unions, public service tv and radio, the press, banks, institution companies. 

Q55_AP : Alienation. 

Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express their  
agreement with the following statements on a 1 to 5 scale.)
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People like myself do not have a say in what the government does. 
Everyday people cannot break the law, while the high-level affairs are not brought to justice. 

Q28.4: Approves the law giving a special citizen status to to Hungarian minorities living in surrounding  
countries. 

Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements  
below they argee with. 
„It is necessary to give a special status to ethnic Hungarians abroad”
versus
„First we need to help of Hungarian citizens”

q3.3 : WATCHES PSB TV NEWS

YM2 : Opines that PSB TV is biased to the Government. 

People were asked that out of the three news programmes available which one is biased in
favour of the government. They could freely name any of the three evening news programmes.
A total of 41% of respondents have claimed m1 is biased. (By contrast, far fewer
respondents judged the two commercial TV news programmes to be either pro-government or pro-opposition 
(around 10% only).)

Q28.3 : Approves the state subsidized real estate credit introduced by the Government.,

Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 5 scale, in function of which of the two statements  
below they argee with. 
„By introducing this credit, the Government helps to many”
versus 
„The credit is not a real hlp for many people”

KONLIB1: Self-defined liberal.

Respondents were asked to place themselves on a 1 to 7 scale, in function of whether they define themselves 
as conservative (1) or as liberal (7). 

GAZ_ALT: Approves the state of economy and her own economic perspectives. 

Index composed as the sum of the following attitude variables (Respondents were asked to express to answer 
the following questions on a 1 to 5 scale, 1 meaning a strong deterioration, 5 meaning a strong javulás) 
„How do you think the state of economy has changed in the last 12 months?”
„How do you think the financial state of your household has changed in the last 12 months?” 
„How do you think the state of economy will change in the next 12 months?”
„How do you think the financial state of your household will change in the next 12 months?” 

PC_OKPAR : Political involvement

The political involvement index has been constructed with Principal Component Analysis.
The first principal component has accounted for 43 per cent of the total variance of the following variables.

variable correlation between variable and the involvement index
willing to vote 0.56
general level of knowledge 0.76
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talks about news 0.53
knowledge of party leaders 0.72
interest in politics 0.69
variance explained 43%

The list of other variables: 

telep3 : habitat
nem : sex
isk4 : education
guba : wealth
age7 : age
vallas1: religion 
aktiv1 : labor market activity/inactivity
gyerszam : number of chldren
telefon : has landline telephone
pc_bupar : uninformed involvement in politics
Q3.6 : watches tabloid TV show
q4.2 : watches political satire
q3.1 : watches commercial TV news at RTL
q3.2 : watches commercial TV news at TV2
nepszab1 : reads left-wing daily newspaper
manemz1 : reads right-wing daily newspaper
kozhat : watches PBS TV weakly news magazine
kerhat : watches commercial TV weakly news magazine

3 filters have been used in the analysis: 
partbio=1
partbio=2
partbio=3

COMPUTE filter_$=(partbio= 1). VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'partbio = 1 (FILTER)'. VALUE 
LABELS filter_$  0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'. FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0). FILTER BY filter_$. 
EXECUTE . DISCRIMINANT   /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)   /VARIABLES=  konlib1 telep3 nem 
isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 gyerszam telefon  gaz_alt pc_okpar pc_bupar q55_ap q55_nk q28.1 
q28.2 q28.3 q28.4 pc_38 Q3.6 q4.2 q3.1 q3.2 q3.3 nepszab1 manemz1 kozhat kerhat pc_35 
ym2   /ANALYSIS ALL    /PRIORS  EQUAL   /PLOT=COMBINED 
/CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED meansub.

Discriminant

Notes
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Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:08:11

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter filter_$

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

422

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing in the analysis phase.

Cases Used In the analysis phase, cases with no user- or 

system-missing values for any predictor 

variable are used. Cases with user-, system-

missing, or out-of-range values for the 

grouping variable are always excluded.

Syntax DISCRIMINANT

  /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)

  /VARIABLES=

 konlib1

telep3 nem isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 

gyerszam telefon

 gaz_alt

pc_okpar pc_bupar

q55_ap q55_nk

q28.1 q28.2 q28.3 q28.4

pc_38

Q3.6 q4.2

q3.1 q3.2 q3.3

nepszab1 manemz1

kozhat kerhat

pc_35

ym2

  /ANALYSIS ALL

   /PRIORS  EQUAL

  /PLOT=COMBINED

  /CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED 

meansub.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.593

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.628
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[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Analysis Case Processing Summary

Unweighted Cases N Percent

Valid 215 50,9

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

1 ,2

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

178 42,2

Both missing or out-of-range 

group codes and at least one 

missing discriminating 

variable

28 6,6

Total 207 49,1

Total 422 100,0

Group Statistics

baljob_3 Valid N (listwise)

Unweighted Weighted

left-wing konlib1 74 65,055

telep3 74 65,055

nem 74 65,055

isk4 74 65,055

guba 74 65,055

age7 74 65,055

vallas1 74 65,055

aktiv1 74 65,055

gyerszam 74 65,055

telefon 74 65,055

gaz_alt 74 65,055

pc_okpar 74 65,055

pc_bupar 74 65,055

q55_ap 74 65,055

q55_nk 74 65,055
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q28.1 74 65,055

q28.2 74 65,055

q28.3 74 65,055

q28.4 74 65,055

pc_38 74 65,055

q3.6 74 65,055

q4.2 74 65,055

q3.1 74 65,055

q3.2 74 65,055

q3.3 74 65,055

nepszab1 74 65,055

manemz1 74 65,055

kozhat 74 65,055

kerhat 74 65,055

pc_35 74 65,055

ym2 74 65,055

middle konlib1 75 70,602

telep3 75 70,602

nem 75 70,602

isk4 75 70,602

guba 75 70,602

age7 75 70,602

vallas1 75 70,602

aktiv1 75 70,602

gyerszam 75 70,602

telefon 75 70,602

gaz_alt 75 70,602

pc_okpar 75 70,602

pc_bupar 75 70,602

q55_ap 75 70,602

q55_nk 75 70,602

q28.1 75 70,602

q28.2 75 70,602

q28.3 75 70,602

q28.4 75 70,602

pc_38 75 70,602
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q3.6 75 70,602

q4.2 75 70,602

q3.1 75 70,602

q3.2 75 70,602

q3.3 75 70,602

nepszab1 75 70,602

manemz1 75 70,602

kozhat 75 70,602

kerhat 75 70,602

pc_35 75 70,602

ym2 75 70,602

right-wing konlib1 66 63,084

telep3 66 63,084

nem 66 63,084

isk4 66 63,084

guba 66 63,084

age7 66 63,084

vallas1 66 63,084

aktiv1 66 63,084

gyerszam 66 63,084

telefon 66 63,084

gaz_alt 66 63,084

pc_okpar 66 63,084

pc_bupar 66 63,084

q55_ap 66 63,084

q55_nk 66 63,084

q28.1 66 63,084

q28.2 66 63,084

q28.3 66 63,084

q28.4 66 63,084

pc_38 66 63,084

q3.6 66 63,084

q4.2 66 63,084

q3.1 66 63,084

q3.2 66 63,084

q3.3 66 63,084
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nepszab1 66 63,084

manemz1 66 63,084

kozhat 66 63,084

kerhat 66 63,084

pc_35 66 63,084

ym2 66 63,084

Total konlib1 215 198,741

telep3 215 198,741

nem 215 198,741

isk4 215 198,741

guba 215 198,741

age7 215 198,741

vallas1 215 198,741

aktiv1 215 198,741

gyerszam 215 198,741

telefon 215 198,741

gaz_alt 215 198,741

pc_okpar 215 198,741

pc_bupar 215 198,741

q55_ap 215 198,741

q55_nk 215 198,741

q28.1 215 198,741

q28.2 215 198,741

q28.3 215 198,741

q28.4 215 198,741

pc_38 215 198,741

q3.6 215 198,741

q4.2 215 198,741

q3.1 215 198,741

q3.2 215 198,741

q3.3 215 198,741

nepszab1 215 198,741

manemz1 215 198,741

kozhat 215 198,741

kerhat 215 198,741

pc_35 215 198,741
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ym2 215 198,741

Analysis 1

Summary of Canonical Discriminant Functions

Eigenvalues

Functio

n Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % Canonical Correlation

1 ,965a 82,5 82,5 ,701

2 ,205a 17,5 100,0 ,413

a. First 2 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis.

Wilks' Lambda

Test of 

Function(s) Wilks' Lambda Chi-square df Sig.

1 through 2 ,422 155,880 62 ,000

2 ,830 33,762 30 ,290

Standardized Canonical 

Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function

1 2

konlib1 ,154 ,392

telep3 -,106 -,118

nem ,012 -,183

isk4 -,020 -,190

guba -,091 -,042

age7 ,495 ,045

vallas1 ,146 ,137

aktiv1 ,188 -,063

gyerszam -,029 ,045

telefon ,199 ,232
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gaz_alt -,017 -,380

pc_okpar ,214 ,388

pc_bupar ,094 -,151

q55_ap ,188 -,197

q55_nk -,425 ,406

q28.1 ,380 -,366

q28.2 -,341 -,061

q28.3 -,142 -,190

q28.4 -,023 ,367

pc_38 -,328 ,013

q3.6 -,227 -,383

q4.2 ,033 -,220

q3.1 ,133 ,049

q3.2 ,201 ,125

q3.3 -,021 -,371

nepszab1 ,058 -,236

manemz1 -,130 ,156

kozhat ,028 ,292

kerhat -,060 ,383

pc_35 ,164 ,212

ym2 -,261 ,040

Structure Matrix

Function

1 2

q55_nk -,517* ,323

pc_35 ,511* ,031

q28.1 ,456* -,265

pc_38 -,402* -,072

q55_ap ,348* -,152

q28.4 ,314* ,014

gaz_alt -,294* -,118

q28.2 -,287* -,108

q28.3 ,243* -,173

vallas1 ,222* ,089

manemz1 -,215* ,125
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q4.2 ,190* -,121

konlib1 ,185* ,184

age7 ,177* ,109

q3.3 -,175* ,081

gyerszam -,146* -,099

q3.2 ,144* ,070

telep3 -,136* -,121

nepszab1 ,115* -,106

q3.1 ,114* -,072

isk4 -,025* -,011

kozhat -,156 ,302*

kerhat ,077 ,290*

pc_okpar ,079 ,285*

telefon ,120 ,222*

q3.6 -,005 -,215*

nem ,045 -,170*

ym2 ,117 ,139*

pc_bupar ,063 -,114*

aktiv1 -,008 -,032*

guba -,017 ,023*

Pooled within-groups correlations 

between discriminating variables and 

standardized canonical discriminant 

functions 

 Variables ordered by absolute size of 

correlation within function.

*. Largest absolute correlation between 

each variable and any discriminant 

function

Functions at Group Centroids

baljob_3 Function

1 2

left-wing 1,233 ,304

middle -,071 -,605

right-wing -1,192 ,364

Unstandardized canonical discriminant 

functions evaluated at group means
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Classification Statistics

Classification Processing Summary

Processed 422

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

0

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

0

Used in Output 422

Prior Probabilities for Groups

baljob_3 Cases Used in Analysis

Prior Unweighted Weighted

left-wing ,333 74 65,055

middle ,333 75 70,602

right-wing ,333 66 63,084

Total 1,000 215 198,741
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USE ALL. COMPUTE filter_$=(partbio= 2). VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'partbio = 2 (FILTER)'. 
VALUE LABELS filter_$  0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'. FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0). FILTER BY 
filter_$. EXECUTE . DISCRIMINANT   /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)   /VARIABLES=  konlib1 
telep3 nem isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 gyerszam telefon  gaz_alt pc_okpar pc_bupar q55_ap 
q55_nk q28.1 q28.2 q28.3 q28.4 pc_38 Q3.6 q4.2 q3.1 q3.2 q3.3 nepszab1 manemz1 kozhat kerhat 
pc_35 ym2   /ANALYSIS ALL    /PRIORS  EQUAL   /PLOT=COMBINED 
/CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED meansub.

Discriminant

Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:08:12

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1
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Filter filter_$

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

416

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing in the analysis phase.

Cases Used In the analysis phase, cases with no user- or 

system-missing values for any predictor 

variable are used. Cases with user-, system-

missing, or out-of-range values for the 

grouping variable are always excluded.

Syntax DISCRIMINANT

  /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)

  /VARIABLES=

 konlib1

telep3 nem isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 

gyerszam telefon

 gaz_alt

pc_okpar pc_bupar

q55_ap q55_nk

q28.1 q28.2 q28.3 q28.4

pc_38

Q3.6 q4.2

q3.1 q3.2 q3.3

nepszab1 manemz1

kozhat kerhat

pc_35

ym2

  /ANALYSIS ALL

   /PRIORS  EQUAL

  /PLOT=COMBINED

  /CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED 

meansub.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.749

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.946

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav
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Analysis Case Processing Summary

Unweighted Cases N Percent

Valid 184 44,2

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

2 ,5

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

179 43,0

Both missing or out-of-range 

group codes and at least one 

missing discriminating 

variable

51 12,3

Total 232 55,8

Total 416 100,0

Group Statistics

baljob_3 Valid N (listwise)

Unweighted Weighted

left-wing konlib1 69 68,154

telep3 69 68,154

nem 69 68,154

isk4 69 68,154

guba 69 68,154

age7 69 68,154

vallas1 69 68,154

aktiv1 69 68,154

gyerszam 69 68,154

telefon 69 68,154

gaz_alt 69 68,154

pc_okpar 69 68,154

pc_bupar 69 68,154

q55_ap 69 68,154

q55_nk 69 68,154

q28.1 69 68,154

q28.2 69 68,154

q28.3 69 68,154

q28.4 69 68,154
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pc_38 69 68,154

q3.6 69 68,154

q4.2 69 68,154

q3.1 69 68,154

q3.2 69 68,154

q3.3 69 68,154

nepszab1 69 68,154

manemz1 69 68,154

kozhat 69 68,154

kerhat 69 68,154

pc_35 69 68,154

ym2 69 68,154

middle konlib1 69 72,484

telep3 69 72,484

nem 69 72,484

isk4 69 72,484

guba 69 72,484

age7 69 72,484

vallas1 69 72,484

aktiv1 69 72,484

gyerszam 69 72,484

telefon 69 72,484

gaz_alt 69 72,484

pc_okpar 69 72,484

pc_bupar 69 72,484

q55_ap 69 72,484

q55_nk 69 72,484

q28.1 69 72,484

q28.2 69 72,484

q28.3 69 72,484

q28.4 69 72,484

pc_38 69 72,484

q3.6 69 72,484

q4.2 69 72,484

q3.1 69 72,484

q3.2 69 72,484
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q3.3 69 72,484

nepszab1 69 72,484

manemz1 69 72,484

kozhat 69 72,484

kerhat 69 72,484

pc_35 69 72,484

ym2 69 72,484

right-wing konlib1 46 42,840

telep3 46 42,840

nem 46 42,840

isk4 46 42,840

guba 46 42,840

age7 46 42,840

vallas1 46 42,840

aktiv1 46 42,840

gyerszam 46 42,840

telefon 46 42,840

gaz_alt 46 42,840

pc_okpar 46 42,840

pc_bupar 46 42,840

q55_ap 46 42,840

q55_nk 46 42,840

q28.1 46 42,840

q28.2 46 42,840

q28.3 46 42,840

q28.4 46 42,840

pc_38 46 42,840

q3.6 46 42,840

q4.2 46 42,840

q3.1 46 42,840

q3.2 46 42,840

q3.3 46 42,840

nepszab1 46 42,840

manemz1 46 42,840

kozhat 46 42,840

kerhat 46 42,840
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pc_35 46 42,840

ym2 46 42,840

Total konlib1 184 183,479

telep3 184 183,479

nem 184 183,479

isk4 184 183,479

guba 184 183,479

age7 184 183,479

vallas1 184 183,479

aktiv1 184 183,479

gyerszam 184 183,479

telefon 184 183,479

gaz_alt 184 183,479

pc_okpar 184 183,479

pc_bupar 184 183,479

q55_ap 184 183,479

q55_nk 184 183,479

q28.1 184 183,479

q28.2 184 183,479

q28.3 184 183,479

q28.4 184 183,479

pc_38 184 183,479

q3.6 184 183,479

q4.2 184 183,479

q3.1 184 183,479

q3.2 184 183,479

q3.3 184 183,479

nepszab1 184 183,479

manemz1 184 183,479

kozhat 184 183,479

kerhat 184 183,479

pc_35 184 183,479

ym2 184 183,479

Analysis 1
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Summary of Canonical Discriminant Functions

Eigenvalues

Functio

n Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % Canonical Correlation

1 ,685a 66,8 66,8 ,637

2 ,340a 33,2 100,0 ,504

a. First 2 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis.

Wilks' Lambda

Test of 

Function(s) Wilks' Lambda Chi-square df Sig.

1 through 2 ,443 134,770 62 ,000

2 ,746 48,468 30 ,018

Standardized Canonical 

Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function

1 2

konlib1 ,015 ,107

telep3 ,172 ,231

nem -,089 -,459

isk4 -,254 -,057

guba -,059 -,047

age7 ,214 -,211

vallas1 ,063 -,380

aktiv1 -,012 -,024

gyerszam ,132 ,081

telefon ,148 ,287

gaz_alt -,131 -,043

pc_okpar ,584 ,202

pc_bupar ,029 ,266

q55_ap -,260 -,362
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q55_nk -,221 -,038

q28.1 ,404 -,223

q28.2 ,047 ,304

q28.3 -,148 ,027

q28.4 ,146 ,192

pc_38 ,034 ,251

q3.6 ,187 -,212

q4.2 ,354 -,046

q3.1 ,153 -,018

q3.2 -,090 ,137

q3.3 ,004 -,040

nepszab1 ,103 ,097

manemz1 -,036 -,069

kozhat -,394 ,431

kerhat -,300 -,077

pc_35 ,461 ,259

ym2 ,232 ,173

Structure Matrix

Function

1 2

q28.1 ,540* -,206

pc_35 ,461* ,053

q28.4 ,391* -,064

ym2 ,309* ,089

q28.3 ,305* -,056

q55_nk -,283* ,091

q3.3 -,265* ,260

gaz_alt -,239* ,127

q4.2 ,213* -,092

q3.1 ,178* ,085

isk4 -,110* -,010

aktiv1 -,043* ,001

kozhat -,311 ,502*

q55_ap ,060 -,357*

vallas1 ,165 -,306*
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nem -,098 -,272*

pc_okpar ,158 ,246*

q28.2 -,026 ,235*

pc_38 -,196 ,234*

telefon ,103 ,227*

telep3 ,054 ,211*

q3.6 ,078 -,198*

pc_bupar -,017 ,166*

q3.2 -,037 ,148*

nepszab1 ,005 ,139*

manemz1 -,121 ,130*

guba -,065 ,114*

age7 -,037 ,112*

kerhat -,030 ,074*

konlib1 -,004 -,023*

gyerszam -,002 ,004*

Pooled within-groups correlations 

between discriminating variables and 

standardized canonical discriminant 

functions 

 Variables ordered by absolute size of 

correlation within function.

*. Largest absolute correlation between 

each variable and any discriminant 

function

Functions at Group Centroids

baljob_3 Function

1 2

left-wing 1,031 ,195

middle -,403 -,657

right-wing -,958 ,802

Unstandardized canonical discriminant 

functions evaluated at group means

Classification Statistics
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Classification Processing Summary

Processed 416

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

0

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

0

Used in Output 416

Prior Probabilities for Groups

baljob_3 Cases Used in Analysis

Prior Unweighted Weighted

left-wing ,333 69 68,154

middle ,333 69 72,484

right-wing ,333 46 42,840

Total 1,000 184 183,479
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USE ALL. COMPUTE filter_$=(partbio= 3). VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'partbio = 3 (FILTER)'. 
VALUE LABELS filter_$  0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'. FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0). FILTER BY 
filter_$. EXECUTE . DISCRIMINANT   /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)   /VARIABLES=  konlib1 
telep3 nem isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 gyerszam telefon  gaz_alt pc_okpar pc_bupar q55_ap 
q55_nk q28.1 q28.2 q28.3 q28.4 pc_38 Q3.6 q4.2 q3.1 q3.2 q3.3 nepszab1 manemz1 kozhat kerhat 
pc_35 ym2   /ANALYSIS ALL    /PRIORS  EQUAL   /PLOT=COMBINED 
/CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED meansub.

Discriminant

Notes

Output Created 14-jún.-2013 17:08:13

Comments

Input Data C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 

doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Active Dataset DataSet1

Filter filter_$

Weight suly

Split File <none>

N of Rows in Working Data 

File

307

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing in the analysis phase.

Cases Used In the analysis phase, cases with no user- or 

system-missing values for any predictor 

variable are used. Cases with user-, system-

missing, or out-of-range values for the 

grouping variable are always excluded.
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Syntax DISCRIMINANT

  /GROUPS= baljob_3 (1 3)

  /VARIABLES=

 konlib1

telep3 nem isk4 guba age7 vallas1 aktiv1 

gyerszam telefon

 gaz_alt

pc_okpar pc_bupar

q55_ap q55_nk

q28.1 q28.2 q28.3 q28.4

pc_38

Q3.6 q4.2

q3.1 q3.2 q3.3

nepszab1 manemz1

kozhat kerhat

pc_35

ym2

  /ANALYSIS ALL

   /PRIORS  EQUAL

  /PLOT=COMBINED

  /CLASSIFY=NONMISSING POOLED 

meansub.

Resources Processor Time 0:00:01.014

Elapsed Time 0:00:01.218

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Csigó Péter\Google Drive\bbb\2008 doktori\spss\JAN 8.sav

Analysis Case Processing Summary

Unweighted Cases N Percent

Valid 146 47,6

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

0 ,0

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

119 38,8

Both missing or out-of-range 

group codes and at least one 

missing discriminating 

variable

42 13,7

Total 161 52,4
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Total 307 100,0

Group Statistics

baljob_3 Valid N (listwise)

Unweighted Weighted

left-wing konlib1 53 48,735

telep3 53 48,735

nem 53 48,735

isk4 53 48,735

guba 53 48,735

age7 53 48,735

vallas1 53 48,735

aktiv1 53 48,735

gyerszam 53 48,735

telefon 53 48,735

gaz_alt 53 48,735

pc_okpar 53 48,735

pc_bupar 53 48,735

q55_ap 53 48,735

q55_nk 53 48,735

q28.1 53 48,735

q28.2 53 48,735

q28.3 53 48,735

q28.4 53 48,735

pc_38 53 48,735

q3.6 53 48,735

q4.2 53 48,735

q3.1 53 48,735

q3.2 53 48,735

q3.3 53 48,735

nepszab1 53 48,735

manemz1 53 48,735

kozhat 53 48,735

kerhat 53 48,735

pc_35 53 48,735
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ym2 53 48,735

middle konlib1 57 63,677

telep3 57 63,677

nem 57 63,677

isk4 57 63,677

guba 57 63,677

age7 57 63,677

vallas1 57 63,677

aktiv1 57 63,677

gyerszam 57 63,677

telefon 57 63,677

gaz_alt 57 63,677

pc_okpar 57 63,677

pc_bupar 57 63,677

q55_ap 57 63,677

q55_nk 57 63,677

q28.1 57 63,677

q28.2 57 63,677

q28.3 57 63,677

q28.4 57 63,677

pc_38 57 63,677

q3.6 57 63,677

q4.2 57 63,677

q3.1 57 63,677

q3.2 57 63,677

q3.3 57 63,677

nepszab1 57 63,677

manemz1 57 63,677

kozhat 57 63,677

kerhat 57 63,677

pc_35 57 63,677

ym2 57 63,677

right-wing konlib1 36 36,032

telep3 36 36,032

nem 36 36,032

isk4 36 36,032
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guba 36 36,032

age7 36 36,032

vallas1 36 36,032

aktiv1 36 36,032

gyerszam 36 36,032

telefon 36 36,032

gaz_alt 36 36,032

pc_okpar 36 36,032

pc_bupar 36 36,032

q55_ap 36 36,032

q55_nk 36 36,032

q28.1 36 36,032

q28.2 36 36,032

q28.3 36 36,032

q28.4 36 36,032

pc_38 36 36,032

q3.6 36 36,032

q4.2 36 36,032

q3.1 36 36,032

q3.2 36 36,032

q3.3 36 36,032

nepszab1 36 36,032

manemz1 36 36,032

kozhat 36 36,032

kerhat 36 36,032

pc_35 36 36,032

ym2 36 36,032

Total konlib1 146 148,443

telep3 146 148,443

nem 146 148,443

isk4 146 148,443

guba 146 148,443

age7 146 148,443

vallas1 146 148,443

aktiv1 146 148,443

gyerszam 146 148,443
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telefon 146 148,443

gaz_alt 146 148,443

pc_okpar 146 148,443

pc_bupar 146 148,443

q55_ap 146 148,443

q55_nk 146 148,443

q28.1 146 148,443

q28.2 146 148,443

q28.3 146 148,443

q28.4 146 148,443

pc_38 146 148,443

q3.6 146 148,443

q4.2 146 148,443

q3.1 146 148,443

q3.2 146 148,443

q3.3 146 148,443

nepszab1 146 148,443

manemz1 146 148,443

kozhat 146 148,443

kerhat 146 148,443

pc_35 146 148,443

ym2 146 148,443

Analysis 1

Summary of Canonical Discriminant Functions

Eigenvalues

Functio

n Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % Canonical Correlation

1 ,849a 66,0 66,0 ,678

2 ,437a 34,0 100,0 ,552

a. First 2 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis.
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Wilks' Lambda

Test of 

Function(s) Wilks' Lambda Chi-square df Sig.

1 through 2 ,376 127,516 62 ,000

2 ,696 47,333 30 ,023

Standardized Canonical 

Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function

1 2

konlib1 ,462 -,172

telep3 -,154 -,125

nem ,085 ,196

isk4 -,058 -,431

guba -,120 -,022

age7 -,269 ,144

vallas1 ,312 -,021

aktiv1 -,101 ,197

gyerszam -,103 -,344

telefon -,213 -,086

gaz_alt ,314 -,098

pc_okpar ,291 ,526

pc_bupar ,163 ,044

q55_ap -,172 -,076

q55_nk ,273 -,168

q28.1 -,185 ,088

q28.2 -,203 ,312

q28.3 ,108 -,089

q28.4 -,103 -,227

pc_38 ,238 ,132

q3.6 -,124 ,020

q4.2 -,330 -,384

q3.1 ,144 ,187

q3.2 ,327 ,234

q3.3 ,224 ,122

nepszab1 ,025 ,226
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manemz1 ,011 -,103

kozhat ,238 -,152

kerhat -,117 -,128

pc_35 -,178 ,480

ym2 ,185 -,137

Structure Matrix

Function

1 2

pc_35 -,454* ,356

konlib1 ,437* -,238

gaz_alt ,422* -,336

pc_38 ,370* -,049

pc_okpar ,360* ,257

q28.1 -,281* ,103

q55_ap -,256* -,023

q28.3 -,229* ,135

q28.4 -,198* -,190

pc_bupar ,146* ,000

telefon -,126* ,016

vallas1 ,121* -,047

kerhat ,115* -,044

nepszab1 ,111* ,090

manemz1 -,094* -,034

q55_nk ,093* -,085

ym2 ,089* -,038

telep3 -,077* -,048

q3.6 ,053* -,011

age7 -,111 ,488*

gyerszam -,090 -,402*

q4.2 -,089 -,333*

isk4 ,084 -,311*

aktiv1 ,013 -,235*

guba -,049 -,232*

q3.3 ,103 ,227*

kozhat ,181 ,223*
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nem -,113 ,192*

q3.2 ,105 ,190*

q28.2 -,014 ,140*

q3.1 ,100 -,100*

Pooled within-groups correlations 

between discriminating variables and 

standardized canonical discriminant 

functions 

 Variables ordered by absolute size of 

correlation within function.

*. Largest absolute correlation between 

each variable and any discriminant 

function

Functions at Group Centroids

baljob_3 Function

1 2

left-wing -,351 ,902

middle -,635 -,603

right-wing 1,596 -,155

Unstandardized canonical discriminant 

functions evaluated at group means

Classification Statistics

Classification Processing Summary

Processed 307

Excluded Missing or out-of-range group 

codes

0

At least one missing 

discriminating variable

0

Used in Output 307

Prior Probabilities for Groups

baljob_3 Cases Used in Analysis

Prior Unweighted Weighted
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left-wing ,333 53 48,735

middle ,333 57 63,677

right-wing ,333 36 36,032

Total 1,000 146 148,443

USE ALL.
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1 In this  view,  the  popular  appeal  of  media  is  never  simply imposed from above:  industrially 

designed mobilization strategies always harmonize with the existing  affinities of the audience. 

2For example, the conventional suggestion „passive dupes are easy targets of manipulation while 

active  citizens  resist  it”  has  been complemented  by new statements,  like  „active  and  selective 

audiences do not resist manipulation but are even more exposed to it than passive ones”, or „the 

passive and effortless practice of TV surfing opens a playful way to resist manipulation”, and so on. 

3Throughout the mediatization and marketization of their field, I will argue, political actors have 

lost their „sens pratique” (Bourdieu 1992) regarding how to reach their constituencies, and they 

have  delegated  the  task  of  allocating  political  market  intelligence  to  non-political  reflexive 

institutions. The “fifth estate” has been lifted into the heart of the political process, and this has 

been a decisive factor in the systemic process in which yesterday's „representative democracy” has 

been transformed into the „populist democracy” of today. 

4 Of course,  the possibility  that  actors  may systematically  misunderstand their  systemic 
environment  has  been  widely  discussed  in  social  and  cultural  theory,  however,  these 
misunderstandings have been thought to maintain the system that they misconceive. The 
well-established concepts of „false consciousness” or „simulacra” are the most obvious ones 
of possible examples. However, the common misunderstandings which these notions refer 
to have been argued to seamlessly fit into broader ideological and economic constellations 
(state reason and/or capitalism) which they legitimate and reproduce.
5 Thanks to Melinda Kovai for this nice formulation, which has so clearly shown me the position that I am 

challenging.
6 These are remarkable counter-arguments indeed, which may shed serious doubts on my 
efforts to pursue the structural divergences between the work of media interpreters and the 
media world that  they interpret.  The above plausible objections reveal a  hardly evitable 
dilemma that I am struggling with in this book. The dilemma is whether we should stress, in 
line with the main theoretical developments in the last decades, the coherence of media and 
media interpretation, even at the risk of losing sight of the discrepancies between the two, 
or, on the contrary, we should forcefully and critically engage these discrepancies, however 
illusory or counter-intuitive it may seem to separate media system and media interpretation. 
Clearly, I have engaged myself with this latter option. The following book was born from 
my  ultimate  conviction  that  instating  a  sound  analytical  distinction  between  the  media 
system and actors' ideas about the media system has never been more important than it is  
today. 
7 There  is  no  way back,  of  course,  to  the  positivist  or  functionalist  paradigm attributing  the 
researcher  with  a  direct  access  to  the  objective  structures  of  society  that  merely  wait  to  be 
discovered. On the contrary: it is exactly the reminiscence of this outdated attitude that I would like 
to critically engage in the work of the „fifth estate” which has promised a direct access to the rules 
of popular media markets. The very problem is that the academic branch of the fifth estate has never 
been  able  to  critically  address  this  positivist-functionalist  promise:  scholars  have  commonly 
believed that media interpreters' work conforms with the interpreted media system. 
8 I would like to thank Michal Kozlowski for this elegant formulation. 
9 Today, many of the cultural practices and discursive artifacts that surround us can well be  
grasped by the above familiar analogy: as robots or monsters that have broken loose. In the 
last Part of this book (Chapter 9), when I return to this general argument in the light of the  
analysis presented in-between, I will analyze some of these cultural discourses that, in my 



view, live their own life and do not “represent” some deeper structural conditions that would 
shape them from the background. International discourses about global warming may fall 
into this category, but, on a more material level, even the common European currency, the 
euro, may be qualified as a self-propelled cultural artifact, rather than an embodiment of 
some well-established underlying interests or ideologies.
10 Refusing to grant autonomy to its object, mainstream cultural analysis has been unable to 
grasp all the frictions and instabilities that cultural practices have systematically and 
chronicly produced, due to the fact that they have worked independently from – and indeed, 
„blindly” to – their systemic environment. Of course, there is no reason to treat all of our 
cultural practices as autonomous and arbitrary. Many of them, obviously, harmonize with 
their sytemic environment: they are shaped by it, they embody and represent it, they 
construct it and are constructed by it, give meaning to it and gain their meaning from it. In 
the case of such a harmonious correspondence between culture and system, mainstream 
theories of culture apply well and do not call for a cultural sociological revision.

However, in a great number of other cases, and the „fifth estate” of mediatized 
politics in my view belongs to them, the systematic incongruences between a cultural 
practice and its systemic environment may outgrow the harmony between the two. The 
above incongruences typically appear when a cultural practice builds a solidified field 
around itself, and gathers enough material and symbolic resources to legitimate itself and 
maintain its position. (Bourdieu 1993) Such a cultural practice can successfully reproduce 
itself without necessarily harmonizing with the systemic environment, from which it 
systematically alienates itself. The inner rules and codes of the cultural practice, in this case, 
constitute a cultural structure „outside” material structures, and may efficiently (although 
often unwillingly) subvert these latters „from the outside”. However, by altering their outer, 
„material” environment, autonomous cultural practices may incite systemic changes that 
may fall back uncontrollably upon their own head. Arguably, the more „autonomous” a 
cultural practice, the more unexpected and arbitrary effects it may bring on its systemic 
environment and on itself.

This is exactly what has happened to the sphere of media interpretation, which has 
provided public actors with systematically distorted accounts about the media world, and 
incited hardly controllable processes at the field of mediatized politics. 
11 Fifth estate experts can hardly be regarded as faithful „heralds” of the dominant capitalist logic 

of cultural industries. The meaning making work of the fifth estate is a self-propelled mythical  

entreprise  which  does  not  harmonize  naturally  with  the  dominant  power  structures  of  our  age 

(global capitalism, neoliberal ideology, the objective pressures of market competition, the industry 

of political and media „spectacle” and so on). Such a harmony between late capitalist structures and 

their  representation (a harmony in which representations would ideologically justify,  reflexively 

understand or  performatively create  the  structures  they refer  to)  has  been  assumed by „weak” 

culturalist  approches, in Alexander and Smith's terms. By contrast,  I  will  attribute a „stronger”, 

more independent cultural power to the mythical discourse of media interpretation. 
12 It would be interesting to think over how the intense expansion of the mainstreams that the last decade's processes of 

„media convergence” (Jenkins 2006) have incited can be interpreted from Couldry's standpoint. On the one hand, 
there is an apparent tension between Couldry's focus on „mainstream” media channels and formats (his often-used 
term „the media” obviously refers to „mass” or „mainstream” media) and the rise of newer media channels and 
forms that constantly redefine and „remediate” the mainstreams. Obviously, whether it is the BBC evening news or 
a Twitter news group that people see as their „obligatory passing points” to social reality is not just the same. 



However, on the other hand, Couldry's „mythical” definition of media mainstreams as a „higher-than-life” realm 
may enable it to become a powerful (and urgent) theory of mainstreaming in the age of cultural convergence. And 
this „mainstreaming” - the convergence of digital media services and contents around a central, alleged mass of 
everyday, casual users – has certainly been one of the key movers of media convergence.

13 By the term „journalist” I refer here to media actors who still try to follow the differentiated, autonomous 
professional values of journalism – in contrast to the various „media people” for whom these values do not count at 
all.

14 In most of his empirical examples, the myth of media popularity  is far from being commonly constructed by people 
and media institutions: the myth, instead, appears to be invented and propagated by the latter, representing the 
interests of the latter, maintaining the institutionalized status quo and downplaying alternatives. Once we approach 
Couldry's theoretical arguments about media power retrospectively, in the light of the empirical evidence that he 
presents, it turns out that the „common” production of the media myth is not supposed to mean anything more than 
the widespread usage of internalized, media-invented, media-conform categories.
Countless examples could be cited to justify my above claim. Let us see, for example, how Couldry forecasts his 
„unraveling the myh of the centre” in his book Media Rituals. (2003:29) The essence of this unraveling would lie in 
acknowledging that „media rituals are practices through which the arbitrariness of the limits around participation in 
the media sphere – that is, media institutions' heavy concentration of symbolic power – is naturalised. Every media 
claim to speak 'for us all' naturalises the fact that generally we do not speak for ourselves”. 
At various points, the Marxist frame is reinstated even more explicitely, for example when Couldry defines the goal 
of his book The Place of Media Power as unraveling „the symbolic power concentrated in media institutions 
themselves”. (2000:20)

15 At some points, Couldry very explicitely admits that his mythical deconstruction is, in fact, an ideology critique. 
This equation has been set, for example, in the Introduction of Media Rituals, where he claimed his goal lied in 
„deconstructing one aspect of the 'ideology of media power' itself, that is the general ideology condensed within our 
'natural' assumption that media are our access point to contemporary social reality”. (2003:12)

16 Of course my aim is not to argue here that ideology critical studies of culture would be invalid per se. This kind of 
analysis is much relevant – the problem is that it has become an all-encompassing, unfalsifiable myth that is not able 
to reflect on its own limitations. Of course, a „strong” approach – which has to be seen as an alternative myth – can 
neither define its own limits „from the outside”. Thus, as I will argue in the Postscript, „weak” and „strong” 
approaches need to cooperate, mutually control each other and commonly set the boundaries that separate them. 

17  By critically addressing Couldry's neglect of the frictions between media-myths and the media mythicized, my aim 
has not been to suggest that his „mythological deconstruction” would envision a deterministic, monological 
imposition of a dominant media ideology. Clearly, Couldry has highlighted audiences' ever-present potential to 
contest and resist the mythical media frames that they have internalized. For both scenarios, internalization and 
resistance (e.g. 2000:ch. 7.), he has provided the reader with subtle and illuminating case studies. Couldry's analysis 
fits into the mainstreams of „weak” cultural theories which allow that „dominant” cultural artifacts, while mediating 
and legitimating a hegemonic order, do also open spaces for resistance and contestation. By highlighting the 
potential unwillingness of audiences as the major source of media myths' contingency, Couldry has reproduced the 
incorporation/resistance „paradigm” (Abercrombie-Longhurst 1996), that had forcefully dominated British cultural 
studies for two decades. 
The above paradigm, with its focus on how dominant culture or ideology may be resisted or reappropriated by 
people, has been too thin to grasp the very contingencies of today's media system. By committing himself to this 
paradigm, Couldry has made a major fault that has been typical to many „weak” theories, which is assuming cultural 
contingency as an external, residual, contextual factor that destabilizes dominant cultural forms and practices „from 
the outside”. Since „weak” cultural theories grasp cultural practices (in our case, the production of the myth of 
popular media as a „symbolic centre”) as being conform with the logic of hard, material, structural factors (in our 
case, the privileged position of media institutions), they inevitably remain blind to the structural discrepancies 
between culture and system. By contrast, a „strong” model of cultural analysis has to address the possibility that 
media-myths may be disruptive to „the media”, that media-myths may deviate not only from the resistive audience 
but also from the media system that they mythicize.

18 In this book, I will argue for unmasking the myths of „media popularity”, the myth of media as a prime site of 
„popular connection”, in a more radical way than what has been typical to „weak” theories (see the Postscript). This 
means that I will reject not only the myths themselves, but also the self-evident conceptual means by which 
academics like to unmask and denunciate them. (Boltanski) In my view, most scholarly criticisms have been 
intimately related to the dominant myths – about capitalism, consumerism or popular media – that they have sought 
to unmask. In consequence, I will propose to make mythicizing discourses the prime object of analysis – so much 
the more as these discourses, in sharp contrast to the abstraction that we refer to as a „media system”, is directly 
accessible for the goals of scholarly analysis. 

19  It needs to be noted that the modernist discourse has shaped the professional understanding of much broader fields 
than media. Indeed, our most widespread expertly notions about consumption, civil movements, gender roles, social 
change, techno-economic development, power or ideology have been greatly influenced by modernist discursive 
tropes. 



20 Recognizing the above stereotypes, the constructivist approach proposed in this book 
aims to „problematize” those scholarly accounts that have grasped commercial media 
logic as „unproblematic” (easily observable, apparent). In the light of their overlap with 
the dominant media régime, it may rightly be argued that dominant scholarly theories, far 
from merely describing media reality in an independent way, have contributed to its 
creation and maintenance, and by doing this, have become inherent part of the very 
problem they intended to analyse. This criticism relates to Law and Urry’s convincing 
argument that science is a performative practice, that social science methods do „have 
effects; they make differences; they enact realities; and they can help to bring into being 
what they also discover” (Law & Urry, 2004: 393). Unfortunately, Law and Urry’s claim 
for (more) self-reflexivity has mostly been ignored by dominant scholarly accounts on 
politics’ mediatization. Scholars have neglected their potential involvement into the 
mediating discourses of a growingly reflexive media system. This fact gives an edge to 
Law and Urry’s disturbing laments: „to the extent social science conceals its 
performativity from itself it is pretending to an innocence that it cannot have. … If 
methods are not innocent then they are also political. They help to make realities. But the 
question is: which realities? Which do we want to help make more real, and which less 
real?” (2004: 404, original italics, PC).
Of course, the proposed constructivist project would annihilate itself if it omitted to reflect on its own 
epistemological position, and its own complicity with media discourses and realities. The reflexive model 
of mediatization that I am arguing for is certainly immersed into the same kind of complicite relations 
with wider industrial and political discourses than are dominant scholarly theories. Without falsely 
pretending to be able to fully deploy my own premises, at a later point (Postscript) I will try to establish 
connections between emerging industrial discourses and the approach developed in this book.

21  The following „mythological deconstruction” will differ from the well-known state-of-the-art reviews about the 
research of mediated politics. (Moog – Sluyter-Beltrao 2001, Norris 2000, Blumler – Kavanagh 1998, Mazzoleni – 
Schulz 1999, Sparks 2000, Dahlgren 2001) These high quality  reviews have sensitively given space to multiple and 
conflicting scholarly accounts about today's unprecedentedly uncertain media field. However, one might object with 
some reason that these general reviews, due perhaps to their authors' weariness of not imposing authoritative 
conclusions, have overstressed the inner diversity of the scholarly field, at the expense of exploring what competing 
scholarly narratives have had in common. Most above reviews have uncautiously suggested that the existing 
diversity of research allows for kaleidoscopic pictures to be drawn only, and that a more „closed” synthesising 
interpretation would oversimplify not only a heterogeneous academic discourse, but also the world's very 
complexity that scholarly diversity duly represents. It is this very last suggestion that I will challenge in my 
following „mythological” analysis, in which I will present modernist research as a (too) well-integrated discourse, 
that allows inner disputes but also imposes outer burdens that delimit the horizon of debates, that neither disputant 
can cross.

22  The above fundamental normative antagonism has urged scholars to cluster around a media-critical (Patterson 1993, 
Hart 1994, Cappella-Jamieson 1997, Blumler-Gurevich 1995, Moog – Sluyter-Beltrao 2001, Sparks 2000, Altheide - 
Snow 1979) and a media- (or market-) friendly pole. (Scammell 1999, Lilleker – Lees-Marshment 2005, Corner – 
Pels 2003, Jones 2005, van Zoonen 2005, Street 1997) In the eyes of critics, popular „media logic” has seemed to 
dictate iron rules of „spin and spectacle” (Moog – Sluyter-Beltrao 2001: 30), pulling politics into the mud of 
popularity hunting, image management, populist propaganda, flattering sound bytes, sensationalism and negativity. 
Defenders of popular media, by contrast, have invoked mediatized politics as potentially „enabling new forms of 
representation and a further democratization of society” (Corner-Pels 2003:9). A third group of scholars have taken a 
more neutral position, which typically meant a balancing or oscillation between the two above normative positions 
(Kepplinger 2002, Lundby 2009, Papathanassopoulos et al 2006, Mancini – Swanson 1996, Dahlgren 2001, 
Mazzoleni-Schulz 1999).

23  The above circular re-emergence of key generative concepts and narratives has occasionally been recognized inside 
modernist research, as well. Colin Sparks, a leading representative of the modernist paradigm, has devoted to this 
problem a long section in his overview of tabloid media research (2000:17-20). His review illustrates well that the 
1990s' scholarly debates about late modern infotainment replicate hundred years old media-disputes that journalists, 
intellectuals and contemporary academics fought in the long-forgotten era of print mass media. The “modernist” 
dilemmas whether media should inform citizens or entertain consumers, whether the latter will be able to take 
informed and sovereign political decisions were felt just as acute and were just as harshly debated as they are today. 
However, for Sparks, the above recurrent pattern manifests merely that an objective social problem (that of “the 
tabloid”) exists and pertinently reproduces itself in various forms. The very possibility that the recurrence of the 



same normative dilemmas may stem from the inner dispositions of intellectual observers themselves, has been 
lacking from Sparks' analysis. 
However, in the very same above book, John Tulloch has introduced a different idea, addressing the willingness of 
intellectuals themselves to interpret every newly emerging media format or outlet in the same mythical conceptual 
framework. Exploring the process that he has called “the eternal recurrence of New Journalism”, Tulloch has 
convincingly presented that during the last century, at different places and different times, public intellectuals and 
journalists repeatedly emphasized the menace of some newly emerging journalistic practices (populist and 
excessive) that would undermine the established rules of “old-style” journalism (sober and responsible), what they 
found socially more beneficial and more comforting alltogether. At the same time, protagonists of new journalisms 
have asserted the demise of an old, rigid, obsolete journalistic model that fits too much the worldview of an 
established power elite. According to Tulloch, this “form of polar opposition is a recurring theme in the discussion 
of the modern newspaper from its origins in the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, it is arguable that the 
current talking point of tabloidization is merely the latest spin on a debate that goes back over a hundred years and is 
reinvented every generation”. (2000:133) 
The above normative opposition, for Tulloch, has embodied the struggles that established and emergent intellectual 
elites fought for media control. However, I would argue against reducing this polarization to power struggles: it is 
not plausible that all intellectuals who joined these media-debates and praised or condemned “new journalisms” 
would have had a direct interest in controlling media, or even a possibility to do so. It may be more fruitful to regard 
the above polar oppositions as embodying a more general and self-maintaining discourse, the modernist discourse, 
which has had the power to shape the frames in which newly emerging media phenomena have been apprehended. 
This does not mean that Tulloch' ideology critical arguments would be false, they are simply less relevant for me 
than for him. Ideology critical hints put aside, Tulloch's analysis serves as an important anchor point for my 
“mythological” deconstruction of the modernist discourse. The main lesson of Tulloch's story is that the constant 
recurrence of the same (modernist) normative dilemmas in media-related discourses needs to be explained, above 
all, with the inner dynamics of the intellectual fields where media are professionally interpreted. My aim in this 
chapter will be to theorise the above inner dynamics in cultural, “mythical” terms.

24  In a memorable moment of modernist scholarly debates, James Curran has blamed the emerging school of media 
reception studies for “reinventing the wheel”, that means, the long-recognized fact that media audiences are 
selevtive and active meaning-makers. This objection appears, from the mythologist's viewpoint that I am proposing, 
an episode from an intra-marital dispute – and highly typical to the operation of modernist discourse.

25  Toby Miller has warned that the well-known scholarly „concerns with soap-opera audiences, or broadcast 
ownership and control, have been transferred to e-mail discussions and domain names”, and concluded that in new 
media research, the same scholarly discourse has simply been transferred to a different object” (2000:2-3). Miller's 
words express existing doubts whether the systemic emergence of “new media” will result in the renewal of media 
studies as well. These doubts emerged in the most accentuated form in new media research because the cleveage 
between familiar/old and unfamiliar/new media formats has been too large, and thus the continuing relevance of 
“old” concepts and whether they should simply “conquest” the new media fields has been called into question. 
However, in most cases, mythical modernist concepts have travelled much more seamlessly across media terrains.
Miller has not been alone with his suspicion that media studies can hardly renew themselves. According to Lynn 
Spigel, this relative rigidity is due to the fact that academic research has not been immune of stereotyped thinking, 
that is irrespective to the particularities of various media forms and makes bold statements like „video games will 
make kids violent, the Internet will give kids access to adult secrets, computers lead to a lack of physical exercise 
and ’healthy’ outdoor fun – all claims that were, by the way, variously made about previous media forms” (2004:12). 
All this stikes a chord with Sonia Livingstone's observation that in new media research, „audiences may be 
implicitely construed as participants in and beneficiaries of a new democracy or as victims of a new and highly 
manipulable panopticon”. (1999: 63)
The above comments show us that academic narratives use stereotypes that are particularly important for us – after 
all, Barthes' “mythology”, the approach I am using here to analyze the modernist discourse, may rightly be seen as a 
semiotic theory and analysis of stereotyping.

26  To illustrate the very seamlessness by which the same key notions have been re- and retailored to practically any 
media phenomena, let us take the example of current research about how political parties and spin doctors are 
“planting” stories into media and try to win the “news cycle”. (Gaber 2000, Logan 2000-1) What motivates these 
strategies, researchers have suggested, is parties' obvious attempts to control media agenda, and filter the available 
information based on which people will probably vote. The following passage, taken from Peter Sellers' revelative 
book, “Cycles of spin”, represents well the above argument. As Sellers has argued, quoting Blumler-Kavanagh and 
Entman, 
“...politicians share the goal of 'dominating the news agenda, entering the news cycle at the earliest possible time, 
and repeatedly re-entering it, with stories and initiatives so that subsequent news coverage is set on [their own] 
terms.' (Blumler and Kavanagh 1999, 214) As a result, the content of coverage 'is really the imprint of power – it 
registers the identity of the actors or interests that are competing to dominate the text' (Entman 1993:53)” (Sellers 
2009:3, see also Kurtz 1998) 
It is clear that the above suggestion echoes back the seventies' and eighties' dominant paradigm in factual media 
research (for a review, see Katz 1980), according to which TV news can control people's minds and loyalties by 



shaping the frames in which they perceive the world. However, this latter paradigm has neither been without 
antecedent, which is Walter Lippman's news research from the heydays of mass-circulated press. Lippman, as it is 
commonly known, was among the first ones to argue that news media gain their power from transparently framing 
people's worldview. (Lippman 1946 [1922]) The mythical concept of news media as a trusted, seemingly transparent 
“window to the world”, this key modernist metaphor of “strong media power”, had been first formulated about a 
century ago, and since then, researchers have sustained this inherited concept through consecutive scholarly 
generations, media formats and media systems. The “transparent window” idea, just like its counter-concepts (e.g. 
people recognizing this window as politically “framed”), have become sanctified tropes, that have been sustained in 
spite of the fact that, arguably (see chapter 6), they have lost their adequacy to grasp factual media power.
As another example, let us consider how perfectly the following argument, originating in 1933, prefigures the 
objections of current critics of media commercialization (eg. Postman 1985, Franklin 1993, Hart 1994, Cappella-
Jamieson 1997). Many critics then and now have equally believed that commercial media expose people „to the 
competing exploitation of the cheapest emotional responses; films, newspapers, publicity in all its forms, 
commercially catered fiction – all offering satisfaction at its lowest level, and inculcate the choosing of the most 
immediate pleasures, got with the least effort.” (Levis-Thompson 1933:3, ref by Hartley 1999:67) 
Of course, the well-known arguments that defend popular media against such claims today have also had their own 
„classical” antecedents, like Helen Hughes' analysis about the „human interest story” (1968 [1940]). Since Hughes 
(or probably since well before her) newer and newer researchers have reasserted that popular entertainment serves to 
enable popular classes to meaningfully deal with their constrained lives. The above mythical idea has been further 
developed by Stuart Hall and followers in the eighties, and it has been widely applied to recent media programming, 
as well, like human interest TV magazines (Brookes 2000), “stylish” postmodern politicians (Pels 2003), political 
soaps (van Zoonen 2005), or political talk-shows (Jones 2005). 

27 Blumler's binarizing question, indeed, can rightly be called “classic”, even paradigmatic, since it 

condenses into itself the very agenda of modernist scholarly discourse, which has been built around 

the eternal dilemma of “who is in control” in modern society. The above mythical question has been 

addressed in various, but still similar, ways in modernist research. It is interesting to follow how 

similarly the dilemma of control has been conceptualized in theories of strong media power, in 

scholarly revolts against media power in the name of audience agency, and in counter-revolutions 

against  the  idealisation  of  audience  power.  These  three  positions  –  “media  power”,  “audience 

power”, “illusory audience power” – have accompanied the century-old history of media studies, 

allowing the key generative question of “who controls whom” to emerge in various forms. 
28 A typical „mythical” solution has been to eliminate and resolve the above contingency, another typical scenario has 

been to reflect upon the contradictory potentials of the object analyzed.
29  “Power within social systems that enjoy some continuity over time and space presumes regularised relations of 

autonomy and dependence between actors or collectivities in contexts of social interaction. But all forms of 
dependence offer some resources whereby those who are subordinate can influence the activities of their superiors. 
This is what I call the dialectic of control in social systems.” (Giddens 1986: 16) 

30  The idea of modern society allowing individuals to reflexively form their personal „inner selves” and undermining 
by the very same move the very possibility of this individuation has found its most compelling expression, Marshal 
Berman has famously argued (Berman 1983), in the modern figure of Faust. Berman has convincingly shown that, 
for many modernist thinkers inspired by Goethe's magnum opus, Faust has been the ultimate modern hero: the 
modern individual who steps beyond all the burdens that before him seemed to be absolute, but who at the same 
time relies on an alien and potentially evil force in his (self-)empowering/(self-)destructive journey. Mephisto, the 
alien force, the mover of Faust's symbolic „economy of self-development” (p49), represents the figure of the 
modern temptation. Mephisto supports Faust's wish for individuation by abstract instruments that lie beyond Faust's 
control and that are much typical to modern civilization: money (which has been the prime mediator of human 
agency in modern capitalism, a de-humanized medium that allows for a „magical enlargement of the radius of 
human action” [Lukács ref by Berman p49]) and the power of modern industrial and policing organization (which 
represents a „characteristically modern style of evil: indirect, impersonal, mediated by complex organizations and 
institutional roles” [67]). The two above modern instruments that (among others) Mephisto places at Faust's disposal 
may well be seem as early modern artistic representations of what later social theorists have coined as „instrumental 
reason” (the powerful systemic rationality of modern state, market and bureaucracy). Without the above abstract 
instruments, Faust's example teaches us, there is no place for individuation and what Berman has called the „vital 
experience” of modernity.

31 Unfortunately, there has been a recent tendency (e.g. in postmodern cultural studies) to identify modernism with a 



one-sided, Enlightenment-inspired belief in human reason, unilinear progress and universalism. These 
misinterpretations (eg. van Zoonen 2005) hide the fact that classical „modernist” social theories have been 
fundamentally concerned with the contradictory, dialectical nature of modernity. Obviously, since Marx, modernist 
theory cannot be identified with Enlightenment rationalism. Marx was among the first major modern thinkers to 
incorporate the 19th century Romantic backlash against Enlightenment into his theory of modernity. In Marx's 
grandiose vision, the modern/capitalist rationalization of society and nature appears as a both emancipating and 
oppressing process. Max Weber, the other founding father of modern social theory, was not less concerned with the 
above dialectical processes of modernization. If Marx had incorporated the Romanticist backlash into his theory, 
Weber obviously appropriated the aestheticist counter-modernism of Nietzsche when dealing with the issues of 
modern politics and bureaucracy. Since Marx and Weber, theoretical speculations on the modern condition have 
simply not been in the position to evade the above fundamental issues of dialectics and ambiguity. The „dialectic of 
Enlightenment”, in other words, has become common knowledge – not in the sense that all modernists would have 
shared this dialectical view, but that they have been intrigued by it and searched escape from it.  Arguably, 
awareness of this contingency has been a prime fuel of modernist thinking.

32  Popular media self-evidently qualify among the above abstract systems of modernity, equally inciting and 
exploiting the strive of modern individuals to „distance themselves from the spatial-temporal contexts of their daily 
lives” (Thompson 1995:215). Self-evidently, mass media are typically modern phenomena, and, in John Peters' 
words, there is a certain historical necessity behind the fact that „[n]ovels, newspapers, encyclopedias and social 
statistics all make their decisive first appearance in the eighteenth century. All attempt to describe a social world in 
which first-hand acquaintance is no longer sufficient; the novel, as Georg Lukács and Raymond Williams have 
taught us, is a response to the disappearance of 'knowable communities'” (Peters 1993: 566) However, the above 
(relative) self-distanciation from „local” spaces with the help of media has been a much controversial process. For, 
popular media, just like the other „abstract systems” of modernity, stand far beyond the scope of the intersubjective 
control by which people usually judge each others' action. Modern individuals have no choice but taking for granted 
(some of) the „validity claims” of popular media, even if, as it has been the case with other abstract systems, their 
above „abstract” trust „by its very nature cannot supply either the mutuality or the intimacy which personal trust 
relations offer” (Giddens 1995:114).
According to the above „modernist” narrative, in modern societies, people's „non-reciprocal relations of intimacy” 
with media – their intimate „resonances” with distant and uncertain mediated stories – are increasingly taking the 
place of the more organically validated normative anchors that once self-evidently integrated the individual into 
premodern communities.

33  Modernist social and media theorists have taken the above recognition as a warning for all citizens of modernity 
that, however irresistible, meaningful, honest or arousing they may feel the cultural experiences that they rely on 
when defining who they are, they should not forget for a moment that these experiences are not necessarily „their 
own”, that they may have been fabricated by distant (and potentially malign) symbol producers. However, at the 
same time, the above experiences have also been recognized to be fundamental to the development of modern 
selfhood. Modernist scholars have never doubted that modern individuals do need the above distant attachments in 
their efforts to build up themselves, and if they expelled distant symbols from the circle of their attachments, they 
would immediately cease to be „modern”. Fully immersing into the immediate experiential/normative order that we 
are the most familiar with would deprive us from our modern individuality – this also has been a key tenet of 
modernism.

34 So far, my argument has followed a logic of broadening: first I have presented the most typical modernist binaries 
used in the research of mediatized politics, then I have turned to the general dilemma of control that these binaries 
represent, and finally I have shown how this dilemma itself emanates from a century-old „modernist” intellectual 
tradition. As I have suggested, the binary theory-building so typical to modernist discourse has been a mythical 
resolution to a fundamental paradox of modernity. This recognition allows us to grasp modernist binarizing as a self-
sustaining cultural practice that probably will not be abandoned until the above „vital experience” of modernity 
fades in intellectuals' minds. Accordingly, it may well be expected that the future of media studies will not differ 
much from its past, in the sense that each newly emerging media phenomena will incite the same old fears and 
hopes, face intellectuals with the same old dilemmas, and urge them to replay the mythical interpretive scenarios of 
sorting out the „enabling” and the „disabling” potentials of the media analysed. 
Importantly, binaries have not been the only mythical features of modernist media interpretation. Binaries have 
played a very explicite, apparent role in scholarly research, however, it would be a mistake to overgeneralize the 
specificities of scholarly research to the background modernist discourse. It is true that in scholarly research, 
modernist binaries have been aggrandized into harsh normative disputes, competing schools and theories. However, 
in other subfields of media interpretation, the same modernist binaries have worked in a more silent ways, in more 
pragmatic analytical efforts that have less been interested in making their normative grounds explicite. Acordingly, 
the mythical modernist question of „who controls whom” has manifested itself less in apparent theoretical debates, 
than in the silent everyday usage of binary concepts.

35  Practically any meaningful relationship between media and audiences can be seen as a “connection”. Accordingly, a 
“connection” would be forged when people: develop their habit of which TV news to follow, tune their auto radio to 
a given channel, start watching a show recommended by a friend, look after fan trivia on the internet, share music 



online, forge parasocial relationships with fictional figures, engage themselves with any sort of „media voice” they 
feel to be theirs, respond to mediated „invitations” (online petitions or reality show “votings”) that they find 
attractive. A typical moment of connection  emerges when the “scattered attention given to much of an episode of a 
soap opera … suddenly lurch[es] into a moment of emotional intensity or pathos” (Ellis 2000: 83), when the user's 
self-awareness is temporarily replaced „with heightened emotional and cognitive connections with a character” 
(Cohen 2001: 251, ref by Green et al. 2004: 318). Or, alternatively, when the user satisfies her „need to connect 
oneself, with others, to the world’s events” (Bourdon 2000 551-2, ref by. Couldry 2003: 100), even in the rare form 
of taking action with the help of media (Couldry et al. 2007). Resonant attachments have often been seen as 
audience responses to the “connecting” strategies of media, political or civic actors, like branding strategies aimed to 
„reconnect [politicians, like] Tony Blair to the electorate” (Scammell 2007: 182), or practices of political 
representation aimed „to unify and connect citizens” (Urbinati 2008: 395).  
On the whole, the notion of “popular connection” represents all kinds of (imposed or genuine) correspondences that 
researchers have supposed to exist between: encoded and decoded message; media agendas and the salience maps of 
the audience; media texts and subcultural affinities; party appeals and voter engagements; tabloid news discourse 
and media consumership; investigative journalism and citizen interests; and so on.

36  In this book I will follow Jum MacGuigan's argument that the two above terms – popular and populist – are 
interchangeable, since they cannot be satisfactorily separated.  (MacGuigan 1992:2)

37  It is with the trope of resonance that modernist observers have addressed the basic ambiguities that, as Giddens 
(1995:114) and Thompson in his footsteps (1995:207) have argued, stem from the non-reciprocal relationships of 
intimacy between people and abstract modern institutions. What I refer to here as “resonance” is equivalent to the 
notion of “intimacy” that both Giddens and Thompson have found to be a key question of (late) modernity.

38  The unquestioned mythical assumption of „popular connection” may be caught in a classical text from Stuart Hall, 
„Notes on deconstructing the popular”, that represents a possible end point of modernist theory building. Hall has 
explicitely argued for embracing the dialectical spirit of modern experience, that has been suppressed or 
„exterminated”, in Bauman's words, by the binarizing discourses of classical modernist research. In contrast to this 
tradition, Hall has explicitely called for embracing „the double movement of containment and resistance, which is 
always inevitably inside” mediated popular culture (Hall 2006: 478). Whether or not Hall has succeeded in 
embracing these antagonistic potentials (in my view not – this is why I think his text is an „end point” of modernist 
research) is less important for us now than his assumption that the potentials of containment and resistance reside in 
„popular connections”, in instances when media and audiences „connect”. It is exactly these enigmatic connections 
that Hall has sought to address with his all-embracing, synthetizing model. His key dilemma has been, in his word, 
the fact that „in the twentieth century, vast number of people do consume and even indeed enjoy the cultural 
products of our modern cultural industry”. (Hall 2006: 481 – italics in the original, P.C.) However sensitive Hall 
may have been to the ambiguities of „popular connections”, he has remained attached to the mythical modernist 
ideas that such (relatively) harmonious connections have a key importance and represent the prime object of 
research.

39  Even better, following Michael Schudson's argument, popular resonance may be thought of as a middle-way 
concept, in-between the „modernist” binaries of effects vs. gratifications, attraction vs. engagement, media power 
vs. audience power. The notion of resonance may accommodate all these polarized concepts at the same time, 
without necessarily privileging one pole to the other.

40  Consider how, in the following scholarly references, the aesthetics of popular media are assumed to reflect the 
imprinted preferences of the popular audience. The popular is generally seen as the thing that appeals to people. (My 
italics – P.C.) 
„...tabloidization reflects consumer values that may translate poorly into the policy sphere” (Entman – Bennett 2001: 
477)
“...the adaptation of political appearances, rhetorics and leaders' images to presumed media requirements. Much of 
this now is taken for granted as commonplace – e.g. argument through crisp, punchy and arresting soundbites and 
the staging of political events with high visual or symbolic appeal ” (Blumler-Gurevich 1995:206)
„Pursuing the goals of profit in an era of intensified competition, the mainstream media became increasingly 
tabloid- and scandal-oriented. Politics, in turn, became focused on promoting image and spectacle and palatable 
soundbites for easy consumption.” (Kellner 2001: 120)
„...this also has convinced Berlusconi to focus his campaign more and more on trivialization – mixing politics with 
entertainment – and presenting himself as a political outsider..., bringing within the realm of  politics many features  
taken from everyday life and other symbolic contexts: company efficiency, success in entrepreneurship, and 
economies and in sport... Berlusconi's language, building on what the surveys were showing, became simpler and 
closer to everyday life.” (Mancini 2007: 117)
„Worried about falling audiences, the established news organizations have sought to change the way elections are 
covered to maintain audience interest.” (Stanyer 2007:115)

41  „If publishers in a competitive market follow free enterprise norms of profit maximization, it is likely, Entman 
argues, that newspapers will provide a least common denominator product that attracts a mass audience and pleases 
advertisers” (Gamson et al. 1992: 377)

42  Nimmo and Combs' full argument looks like this: „the logic of TV news is every bit as melodramatic as that of 
television entertainment programming. It is the melodramatic logic of TV news that attracts audiences. It makes TV 



a major source of news for most Americans, the sole source for a plurality and a believable source to a vast majority. 
It is also the melodramatic aspects that contribute to TV news in 'priming' its audiences.” (1983: 26)

43  In the footsteps of Nimmo and Combs, campaign researcher Kathleen Hall Jamieson, has also established a 
seamless connection between the grammars of televisual address and the existing cultural repertoires of audiences. 
Jamieson's claims regarding what „resonates” with the audience have closely intermingled with her claims about the 
dominant „grammar” of popular television. At an important point of her argument, the author has called the reader: 
„Imagine, if you will, Saddam Hussein. Now conjure up Mother Teresa. It would be decidedly unwise to predicate a 
campaign on the assumption that the former is a saint or the latter a whore. At any moment in the life of a republic, 
the public can viscerally distinguish those presumed to be villaneous from those presumed to be virtuous. Of such 
assuptions of virtue and villainy political discourse is made. Countering them is difficult – capitalizing on them 
simple.” (1992: 44) These „visceral” identifications and contrastive „appositions”, according to Jamieson, can be 
powerfully amplified by public actors, if they „skillfully” exploit „television's multiple modes of communication 
and powerful ability to orient attention”. (1992: 50)
 „If the country has survived two centuries of politicking by telegrephic identification and apposition, why worry 
about them now? The answer is simple. Television has capacities that stump speakers, print barrages, and radio 
apeals lacked. When skillfully used, television's multiple modes of communication and powerful ability to orient 
attention can invite strong, unthinking negative responses in low-involvement viewers. And, by overloading our 
information-processing capacity with rapidly paced information, televised political ads can short circuit the normal 
defenses that more educated, more highly involved viewers ordinarily marshal against suspect claims.” (p50)
 The author has highlighted „the evocative power of television's visual grammar” and the „use of music to invite 
strong emotional reactions” (p51). Self-evidently, the above televisual grammar has been suggested to „resonate” 
with existing audience dispositions: people's affinity with image and sound, and their „visceral” responsivity to blunt 
moralizing and name-calling.  

44  It may be worth evoking here, again, Marshall Berman's observation that in modernist discourse, the polarizing 
force of binary concepts has generally been used to obliterate the ambiguities inscribed into the very same binaries. 
Graham Murdock, inquiring on „communication and the constitution of modernity”, illustrates well this self-
reassuring side of modernist thinking that has sought to draw, with the help of its binaries, clean-cut boundaries 
between the desireable and the harmful. In the 19th century self-understanding of modern media and democracy, 
Murdock has argued,
„[o]n the one side stood the crowd, emotional, seduced by dramatic images, acting in concert, bargaining by riot and 
demonstration. On the other side stood the citizen, rational, open to sequential argument, making considered 
personal choices and registering preferences soberly, in the solitude of the voting booth.” (Murdock 1993: 527)
The above, typically „modernist” polarization of citizens (conferred with democractic virtues) and the crowd 
(lacking democratic virtues) has always been constitutive to the self-understanding of modern society and politics.
However, in spite of their seeming rigidity, even the most established binaries of modern societies have been 
incessantly redefined. In the „civil discourse” (Alexander - Smith 1993), and the „civil sphere” (Alexander 2006c) 
of American democracy, the above „modernist” binaries have been constantly redefined and softened throughout the 
process in which the above „crowd” has been emancipated into a citizenship. Most importantly, this emancipation 
process, as Alexander' civil sphere research clearly demonstrates, could not have been enforced by the „crowd” only. 
Equally necessary has been that the dominant political discourse, that has asserted the civil superiority of the 
privileged over the subordinate, has not been able to fix the meaning of its key binaries, which have been open to 
contestation and reinterpretation. In the process of emancipation, civic virtues have gradually been granted to those 
groups (working people, women, immigrants, the black, etc.) with which so far they had been contrasted and said to 
be irreconcilable. Accordingly, the gradual inclusion of the whole society into the political community may well be 
read as reversing, one-by-one, the items of the „legitimate” binary chain that has been established by modern 
political communities (democracy : citizen : autonomous : reasonable : responsible : white : male : wealthy : innate : 
aged : one of „us”).  Alexander's vision about the reversable nature of civil binaries prefigures the present analysis 
about the „modernist discourse”.

45  Seen from the angle of action, the normative hierarchy between object and subject has been consensually 
established. Being a subject of action has generally been privileged to the being an object of action (although sharp 
disputes have emerged regarding who, enlightened elites or the people, are to be taken as subjects of action and 
history-making). By contrast, as far as the angle of thinking is concerned, the poles of objective knowledge and 
subjective knowledge have been less consensually hierarchized: the field of science has engaged with the former, in 
high art we may found equal interest in both poles, high journalism has preferred the former, fictional media genres 
the latter, and so on.

46  In an eloquent analysis of Oprah Winfrey's book reading initiative, Janice Peck (2000) has coined as „modernist” 
and „postmodernist” the two basic narratives that I am referring to here as rationalist and populist. In an argument 
similar to mine, she has found their common ground in the liberal, Enlightenment idea of the subject-agent, that 
modernists would link to high journalism and postmodernists to tabloid journalism. I would not debate this position, 
as far as we focus only to the tabloidization debate. However, if we consider the larger discursive field which 
tabloidization studies make part of, which means the „modernist discourse” itself, it may be more plausible to argue 
that the „common ground” is to be found less in the figure of the subject-agent than in the broader opposition of 
object(ivity):subject(ivity). Accordingly, the liberal or humanist idea of the sovereign subject could be read as only 



one possible actualization of the „modernist” tradition. The anti-humanist, structuralist position that Peck herself 
propagates, in my view, does not open a way beyond modernism, but represents a particular translation of it. 
Grasping media actors and media audiences as docile (although, as we have been incessantly reminded, not always 
and not hopelessly docile) „objects” of dominant (capitalist, patriarchal) discourses or „régimes of truth” is not less 
„modernist” than seeing them as sovereign actors. 

47  For example, the syntagmatic chains representing the three strings of tabloidization research go as: citizen – 
rational – competence – democracy – arguments – serious press (critical rationalists); citizen – emotional – 
arguments – competence – democracy – popular – infotainment (pragmatical rationalists); citizen – rational – 
competence – exclusion – patriarchy – coolness – elite – Establishment (postmodern critics).
Seeking the causes of popular dissatisfaction with politics, researchers have reversed the dominant critical narrative, 
that popular media would alienate people from politics (Cappella-Jamieson 1997), in various ways: some have 
argued that popular media, in fact, maintains and not erodes popular interest in politics (Norris 2000), others have 
suggested that disillusionment exists but results, in fact, from people feeling betrayed by politicians whom they 
personally and genuinely relate to, due to the intimate address fostered by popular media (Ellis 2009). The list of 
such reversals and counter-reversals has been indeed infinite in modernist research.

48  Let us consider how the common background idea, that popular media/politics „connect” and „resonate” with 
people's imprinted cultural dispositions, informs the three following, „antagonistic” modernist claims (elitist-
rationalist, populist, pragmatic-rationalist).
Elitist-rationalist: „Pursuing the goals of profit in an era of intensified competition, the mainstream media became 
increasingly tabloid- and scandal-oriented. Politics, in turn, became focused on promoting image and spectacle and 
palatable soundbites for easy consumption.” (Kellner 2001: 120) 
Populist : „tabloid TV news simply means news led by the audience’s interests - less pompous, less pedagogic, less 
male, more human, more vivacious, more demotic” (Sieghart 1997 ref. by McNair 2003: 51)
Pragmatic-rationalist: “Politics is built on deep-seated cultural values and beliefs that are imbedded (sic) in the 
seemingly nonpolitical aspects of public and private life. Entertainment media often provide factual information, 
stimulate social and political debate, and critique government, while public affairs media are all too often 
diversionary, contextless, and politically irrelevant.” (Delli Carpini – Williams 2001: 161)

49  „the weakness of the earlier Marxist positions lay … in their inability to explain the role of the 'free consent' of the 
governed to the leadership of the governing classes under capitalism” (Hall 2006:81)

50 It may be worth modeling these four narratives as four „binary chains” that rewrite the conventional, non-hybrid 
understanding of information and entertainment. 
The original, non-hybrid, elitist-rationalist narrative: information (¬ entertainment) : public (¬ private) : important 
(¬ unimportant) : abstract (¬ simple) : substance (¬ surface) : rational (¬ emotional) : fact (¬ fiction) : falsifiable (¬ 
mythical) : unbiased (¬ biased)
Alternative 1 (Jones):  „infotainment” (¬ entertainment) : public (¬ private) : important (¬ unimportant): simple (¬ 
abstract) : emotional (¬ rational)
Alternative 2 (Sparks) :  „infotainment” (¬ information) : private (¬ public) : simple (¬ abstract): fiction (¬ fact) : 
mythical (¬ falsifiable) : biased (¬ unbiased) 
Alternative 3 (van Zoonen) :  „infotainment” (¬ information) : substance (¬ surface)  : important (¬ unimportant) : 
abstract (¬ simple) : emotional (¬ rational) : fiction (¬ fact) : mythical (¬ falsifiable)
Alternative 4  : (Prior)  „infotainment” (¬ entertainment) : public (¬ private) : biased (¬ unbiased) : fact (¬ fiction) : 
falsifiable (¬ mythical) : simple (¬ abstract)

51  The counter-narratives emanating from the bracketed counter-values would read as : „it is by respectfully listening 
to the emotional testimonies about each other's private life experience that we can create real democracy”; „the only 
possible way to an authentic cultural experience is to make culture based on a deep understanding of 'our own', 
deeply imprinted cultural repertoires, beyond simply picking, however selectively, some ready-made products”.

52 „the legitimating convention of [market - PC] populism is, of course, that 'the people' are simply the product of their 
choices, and as such represent an objective social fact which the market reveals.” (Street 1997: 153) 

53 However, the relentless efforts of modernist scholars to sophisticate their narratives by expanding and recombining 
them have by far not resolved the inner controversies of the modernist „binary machine”. On the contrary: the more 
intensely scholars have sought to establish acceptably „complex” binary narratives, the less they could distance 
themselves from the inherent biases encoded into their basic interpretive tropes. Chasing the enigma of popular 
connection and control, researchers have made themselves blind to the fact that the paradoxes of „popular 
connection” (whether and when it is enabling or disabling), or the ambiguities of the „locus of control” („who 
controls whom” in which context) can never be sorted out, however innovatively one might recombine modernist 
binaries. As I have shown, it is illusory to believe that the modernist „binary machine” could helpfully distinguish 
the above opposite potentials. In fact, the very contrary has been the case. As we have seen, modernist narratives 
asserting either of the above poles could never save themselves from being turned upon their head. In consequence, 
the boundaries between submissive and empowering usages, media power and audience power, citizenship and 
consumption have been porous and illusory.

54Unexpected feedbacks from media reality have been „domesticated”, and never allowed to brake 

the mythical frames asserting the „popularity”, the „rule-governed normality” and the „transparent 



complexity” of the late modern media system. Unexpected empirical evidence could neither make 

scholars abandon their inherited binaries by which they have grasped media popularity and the rules 

of popularity.
55  Seemingly, this latter is a narrower definition – however, it is reasonable to suspect that most modernist accounts on 

connection and control have implied a certain background assumption about media change as well, even if they have 
not addressed explicitely the dimension of time and change. For example, even the most timeless accounts about, 
say, today's „media spectacle” imply a certain fear that we are somehow returning to the totalitarian spectacles of 
Nazism or Stalinism. And this kind of intermingling between the historical distinction of past and present and 
various normative distinctions (e.g. between coercion and freedom) has been inevitable – arguably, it has formed the 
very heart of modernist thinking. Important theorists of modernity, from Agnes Heller to Jurgen Habermas, from 
Marshall Berman to Jeffrey Alexander, have commonly agreed that the self-understanding of modern intellect has 
been self-evidently based on a self-distinction from premodern phenomena, and even more importantly, from those 
modern phenomena that have ceased to be „new” enough and risked solidifying themselves into a rigid, suspectably 
„non-modern” system.
It is plausible to argue that the above aspirations of modern intellectuals to distinguish themselves from their 
(immediate) past has served as a key pillar of the binary taxonomic system of modernist thought, which has served 
as a toolkit of articulating the difference between „old” and „new” in various – often implacably antagonistic – 
forms. 

56 http://themarketingspot.com/2009/08/experience-economy-years-later.html  
57 http://www.inc.com/guides/201102/new-rules-of-event-marketing.html   
58  Let me add here three other appraisals using the same rhetorics: 

“A great guide for large and small companies alike to navigate the 'new rules'.”
“(Scott) goes far beyond technology and explores the ramifications of the web as it pertains to people. He sets down 
a body of rules to show you how to negotiate those ramifications with maximum effectiveness.”
“Teaches readers how to launch a thought leadership campaign by using the far-reaching, long-lasting tools of social 
media. It is an invaluable guide for anyone who wants to make for themselves, their ideas and their organization” 

59  The notion of active control could never grow in expertly discourse into a new pole, that would be clearly 
distinguishable from old-fashioned binary concepts. On the contrary: the notion of “active control” has very 
efficiently fuelled those good old practices (the recombination of binaries, nomadic expansion, schizophrenic 
narrative-building, sponge theories) which, on the surface, have drawn the illusory aura of innovativity around 
expertly media interpreters – but which, in fact, have all worked on stabilizing and naturalizing the dominant 
taxonomic order of modernist media interpretation.

60 Public actors' widespread interest in the new rules by which to connect/control the active audience, and media 
experts' promise to reflexively appropriate these rules emanate equally from the collective myth-making practice of 
professional media interpretation. The alleged “rules” of popular connection/control are mythical discursive artifacts 
that have much more to do with the struggle of professional experts for resources and legitimation than the systemic 
conditions of today's media markets. 

61 These short stories present snapshots taken from the daily consumption practices and 
media usages of invented persons. The mere fact that Solomon et al prefer to evoke invented 
consumers instead of interviewing real ones illustrates well the flight into virtual reality that 
so much characterizes the work of professional media (and market) interpreters today. 
62 A marketing expert explains the idea of 360 brand experience in the following way. „Companies intending to be 

relevant today must learn the art of creating experiences that genuinely engage their customers. Choice-fatigued 
consumers are not looking for another product that hasn't taken their true needs and desires into consideration. They 
are looking for companies in which to believe and give their allegiance. They are looking for experiences that cater 
to their deep-seated desires. This type of engagement requires much more than the latest technological 
breakthrough: It requires emotional engagement. … There is no experience killer worse than a story being told in 
only one place. You may have a great product, but if customer service or your Web site don't reflect the story you are 
telling, the experience is invalidated and you run the high risk of losing the relationship with your customer. Every 
aspect of your business must reflect your company's DNA—and what you have learned about the desires of your 
customer. American Express is a good example here—from the breadth of its product offering to the detailed level 
of service, its thorough approach provides customers with a feeling of security, empowerment, and being well-cared 
for—a feeling for which customers will pay a premium. Competing in the market today demands innovative, 
emotional engagements. Creating complete, 360-degree experiences is the only way to be relevant in a glutted 
marketplace.” (Vossoughi 2008)

63  The practice of “flexible binarizing” is aimed at neutralizing the contradictions between the myths of media 
popularity and rule-governed media normality, and the empirically observable, confusingly complex reality of 
popular media. This neutralizing task can be achieved, first, by acknowledging that the mythical tropes and concepts 
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mentioned so far (coherent “media logic”, commercially exploitable media rules, efficient persuasion, consumer 
sovereignty, consumer exposure to multiple impulses, the complexity of media and user experience) may contradict 
each other, and second, by rejecting the menacing idea that the above contradictions may ripple apart the analyst's 
coherent theoretical vision.

64 According to selevtive perception theory, people decide what part of the media supply is meaningful and relevant 
from them according to specific values and repertoires that they have been provided with by the interpretive 
communities they belong to.

65 At page 559, we find the following „Marketing opportunity box” :
‘It is difficult to schedule an interview with Joanna Public these days – she simply doesn’t have
the time. Busy enjoying her youth, advancing her career and spending her large disposable
income, she represents the most influential sector in modern British society. Once it was middleaged
Joe Public senior who wielded the power, followed by his fresh-faced son, Joe Public
junior. Now it’s Joanna and her 10 million twenty-to-thirtysomething girl friends who are the
new darlings of the retailers and politicians who want their money and their votes. Joanna’s
value to the economy is immense: she not only chooses the larger purchases for herself and
her partner but also decides where they eat, how they decorate their home and what they wear.
According to a recent ‘Project Home’ study conducted by Allegra Strategies, a UK
consumer retail and lifestyle consultancy, women have always controlled the high street but
in the past five years they have completely dominated it. Allegra’s Project Home research
suggests that not only do Joanna and her pals now make up eight out of 10 customers in
homeware shops, but the most successful stores are those that have ‘feminised’ to appeal
to their tastes: selling a carefully packaged lifestyle, instead of individual products, in an
environment that is attractive, relaxing and sexy. Study results conclude that young women
now drive the decisions on what to buy and, unlike older women, it is she, and not her
boyfriend or husband, who decides how much to spend.
We all know Joanna: the university-educated professional who is having too much fun
socialising and spending the Ł24,500 she earns each year to have children. Women in this
group are key shoppers and are increasingly emancipated in exercising that power. They
control their own budgets and will go on to control household budgets.
Patrick Gray of Experian, the consumer research organisation, agrees on the need to
understand how important Joanna will be as she ages: ‘If retailers win Joanna over now,
she will probably become the decision-maker in the household and use similar brand values
when it comes to buying for her children and partner.’ So successful have retailers been in
attracting Joanna that, according to Experian, she spent 18 per cent more on clothing,
footwear and accessories in 2004 than in 2003.
‘This is extraordinary considering that women in Britain still earn just 82 per cent of the
wages that men do; one of the lowest figures in Europe, while for part-time workers, the pay
gap has actually widened in the past year – part-time women now earn 41 per cent less than
part-time men,’ said Will Galgey, director of the Henley Centre market research company.
‘Despite this, women’s borrowing doubled between 1996 and 2001, with the average woman
in debt owing more than 13 times her monthly income and more likely than men to possess
store cards with outrageously high interest rates.’’

66 The case of consumer behaviour analysis corresponds to the model that I will describe as the „gratification of 
selective, self-conscious consumers”. The Wired report about the Obama campaign corresponds to the model of 
„attracting elusive, volatile impulse seekers”.

67 http://www.inc.com/guides/201102/new-rules-of-event-marketing.html   
68 Indeed, journalists from outside the PR industry are perfectly able to reproduce its main narratives and its 

“modernist” discursive tropes – which observation may justify my earlier point that the sphere of media 
interpretation cannot be confined to its core industries, for it also comprises peripherical fields like journalism, 
blogging or academia. Accordingly, the “fifth estate” can best be defined by the common modernist discourse that 
its various, central and peripherical, apparatuses commonly cultivate.

69  For example, the article reports that in the Obama campaign, a specific incentive model has been applied that has 
urged activist teams „to find out more about one another’s experiences, and draw on each member’s expertise.  The 
model also uses personal storytelling during workshops as a way to motivate peers and potential recruits to 
action.” In another section, the article suggests, in a highly familiar way to either academic or userly discourses 
about „new media”, the followings: „the campaign also seems to recognize that some volunteers won’t cotton to a 
top-down system, and its web tools accommodate independent efforts.  Scanlon started her work for Obama with the 
South Tampa team, but felt the campaign wasn’t sending enough volunteers to canvas her hometown Plant City, a 
working-class suburb that voted for Bush in the last two presidential elections. Obama’s organizers insisted that that 
they needed to focus their efforts on more densely populated surrounding areas. "I just didn’t feel good about that," 
she says. So Scanlon took matters in her own hands by tapping into the campaign’s online Neighbor-to-Neighbor 
tool on myBo. In two days last September, she knocked on 50 doors to sniff out support for Obama, entering her 
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neighbors’ responses into the campaign’s databases through myBo.”   
70All this represents the overall dialectic of modernist discourse which constantly makes its 
actors  denounce,  as  Ágnes  Heller  has  once  argued,  the  actual  present  or  half-past  of  
modernity as „premodern” in the name of a hoped-for future that would accomplish the real 
potential of Modernity.
71As Clinton himself has expressed it in a recent campaign event,  “President Obama has a 
plan to rebuild America from the ground up,” Clinton says.  “It  only works if  there is  a strong 
middle class. That’s what happened when I was President”. (Lizza 2012)
72  The „soviet” model of state-driven television had survived democratic transition: as it has been widely 

documented, freely elected governments did not give up control over public service television. (Sükösd & 
Bajomi-Lázár 2003

73  It is important to note that, as my examples above have suggested, imported interpretive narratives have 
been in sharp antagonism with each other. This makes clear that the imported discursive sphere to which 
these narratives belong should not be mistaken for a globally indoctrinated ideology (eg. neoliberalism or 
free market). Of course, the dominant discursive sphere has been built on political and cultural nodal 
points that need to be dismantled – however, this dismantling should avoid to be a reductionist 
“unmasking”, a search for specific ideologies that would simply sanctify the imported media system. 

74 These concerns may rightly incite the well-known post-colonialist criticism that again, to 
use an old bonmot, (peripherical) life imitates (central) art. Indeed, adding another layer of 
meaning to  what  Bhabha has  called “colonial  mimicry”,  peripheries’ present  and future 
history seems to simply follow the path prefigured by central others (who may not even 
intended to analyse peripherical life itself, just prepared the schemes that, at a later point, 
would “happen” to give meaning to peripherical life).

The problem of colonialist  gaze,  however,  cannot be reduced to geopolitical  inequalities 
only: the temptation to colonise the analysed object has been typical to many forms of “modernist” 
scholarly discourse (preoccupied with the idea of “visibility”, assuming the transparency of social 
fields and claiming for a direct understanding of people’s existing needs and dispositions). In a 
remarkable passage, Lawrence Grossberg tells a similar story about how a local museum project in 
Canada has been exposed to ready made scholarly interpretations “imported” to the local field. 
Papers exploring the museum’s cultural logic, in Grossberg’s view, “were all predictably critical of 
the capitalist, imperialistic, Eurocentric, ethnocentric, racist, sexist biases ... [and] demanded that, in 
one way or another, the entire project be dismantled or turned over to ‘the people’ on behalf of 
whom the various critics were all sure they could speak. ... An occasional critic rejected the elitist  
and self-righteous tone of the majority, opting instead to defend the pleasures the ordinary people 
could and would find in the museum... In each case, the politics of the museum seem to be given 
well before any real analysis.” (Grossberg 1992:91-92) Grossberg’s above objections may shed light 
to the ambiguous truth claims of dominant interpretive narratives which usually tend to preframe 
the observed reality instead of respecting the empirical heterogeneity of their subject.
75 As a typical example, it may be worth to invoke here the so far most emblematic effort to “de-
Westernize” media studies. (Curran – Park 2000) Editors have collected “local” articles with the 
aim of scrutinizing – modifying, if needed, rejecting – central theories about cultural globalization 
in  the  name of  peripherical  experience.  However,  instead  of  allowing the  grains  of  alternative 
theorisations present in some of the collected case studies to develop, the whole endeavour has been 
simplified to a check of how central theories and trends apply in local contexts. In this spirit, some 
theories, like that of cultural imperialism, have been questioned by the editors in the name of local 
case studies revealing “the continuing importance of local traditions” (2000:13). Meanwhile, other 
theories,  like the theory of marketization presuming that “the global market  is  eroding popular 
sovereignty” (ibid), have been forecasted to find more support in the case studies.
76 The  conventional,  contextualist  research  research  agenda  would  require  a  capacity  of 
retrospective, local analysis. However, this capacity has been heavily corrupted by the simultaneous 
import of the „systemic” and the „interpretive” into the periphery. For this reason, the possibility of  
retrospective scholarly analysis  is  much thinner  on the peripheries than in the central,  Western 



regions, where it has widely been taken for granted. At a general level, the above problem may be 
traced back to the different speed and organicity of socio-cultural change in the two regions. Social 
change in central regions is more gradual and organic than in the peripheries, where economic and 
legal settings are often imported voluntaristically, and incite quick transformations that, as David 
Morley noted once, remind to a fast-forwarded videotape of central developments. The temporal 
framework typical to central regions allows the researcher to take the comfortable position of the 
distanced observer, „following” the flow of events, reflecting in retrospect on the changes elicited 
by practitioners. By contrast, in the periphery where transformations are always belated, fast-paced, 
voluntaristically introduced, and follow imported, ready made schemes the above possibility of in 
hindsight  observation  is  far  less  obvious.  The  researcher  has  to  rely on  ready-made,  imported 
narratives in the interpretation of a ready-made, imported media system. However, as I will argue, 
this may also enable the peripherical observer to distance herself from both the „systemic” and the 
„interpretive” which try to impose themselves on her.

77 Dominant  scholarly  theories,  far  from  merely  describing  media  reality  in  an 
independent way, have contributed to its creation and maintenance, and by doing this, have 
become inherent part of the very problem they intended to analyse. This criticism relates to  
Law and Urry’s convincing argument that science is a performative practice, that social 
science methods do „have effects; they make differences; they enact realities; and they can 
help to bring into being what they also discover” (Law & Urry, 2004: 393). Unfortunately, 
Law and Urry’s  claim for  (more)  self-reflexivity  has  mostly been ignored by dominant 
scholarly accounts on politics’ mediatization. This fact gives an edge to Law and Urry’s 
disturbing laments: „to the extent social science conceals its performativity from itself it is 
pretending to an innocence that it cannot have. … If methods are not innocent then they are 
also political. They help to make realities. But the question is: which realities? Which do we 
want to help make more real, and which less real?” (2004: 404, original italics, PC).
78 It is important to note that in a transitional society like Hungary such a waste is no less than disastreous, 

since ten years are long enough to discredit the implicit social contract which gives meaning to the very 
idea of „transition” itself. A wasted decade may invalidate the public belief that by assisting to a 
„temporary”, „necessary” and „creative” destruction of existing life conditions, gates will open for 
tomorrow’s more sustainable and liveable society. After the fall of the socialist régime in 1989, Hungary’s 
detachment from socialist economy and its integration to global capitalism brought a social crisis 
absolutely unparallelled in Western democracies. Understandably, the wounds left by the first transitional 
decade had widely been expected to be hailed by the second. However, these years did not give the 
„consolidating” answers that so many of Hungarians had hoped for. As a consequence, 20 years after 
democratic transition, the republic’s foundational values have been called into question. (As I will argue 
later, the rise of the extreme right-wing party Jobbik, the parades and riots by its half-military hinterland 
on the streets of Budapest are worrying issues in themselves, but they are only symptoms of a much wider 
– and much more frightening – „deconsolidation process”, vibrating all over the Hungarian society. A 
chapter of this book will be devoted to this „uncivil revolution” which, starting around 2006, has called 
into question the very existence of the political community which composes the democratic republic.)

79 This irresponsible  behaviour may be traced back to Hungary’s  specific political  culture and 
traditions. In a later argument, I will point to three key factors encouraging Hungarian political 
parties to use all new techniques of marketing and propaganda, in order to establish their leadership 
in the country.  The first factor consists in the historically sharp confrontation of „national” and 
„modernist” élites, a fight that both élite groups want to win by any means necessary. The two other 
factors – the historic weakness of common democratic standards and of independent investigative 
journalism – mark the lack of brakes moderating the haze of mediatization and propaganda. These 
three  factors  have  worked as  triggers  allowing „mediatized  politics”  to  show its  worst  face  in 
Hungary.
80 Although this may not be self-evident from the rhetorics of my argument so far, my aim is not to reject the 

mainstream, „adaptation” theory about mediatization/marketization. Instead, I wish to offer an alternative 
explanation which stresses the autonomous symbolic power of reflexive market/media interpreting aparatuses that 
define for aors how to „adapt” themselves. I do not think that my theory woul top the established one in every case. 



On the contrary, I suspect that in a great number of cases, my theory would fail on the probe of empirical data. In 
such cases, the „demand” of audiences-consumers and the systemic „logic” of popular media markets would reveal 
themselves apparently and undistortedly. In such cases, the reflexive apparatuses could hardly be blamed for 
systematically distorting market realities. The very challenge for future research, in my view, is to establish the exact 
conditions in which interpretive aparatuses can produce undistorted feedback about objective (media) market trends 
and (media) consumer demands.  

81  For the British case see Robinson – Goddard – Parry 2009.
82  The above fear may not have been groundless: there is some modest empirical evidence suggesting that the 

popularity of the right-wing opposition in Hungary had been in decrease until the party stopped its eurosceptical 
rhetorics in late 2003. (Karácsony 2004)

83  The importance of leadership effects in celebratory performances has been revealed in Kull, Ramsay and Lewis’s 
study, which makes it clear that Americans’ support for the Iraq war was a function of their sympathies with the 
President. „This was a standard rally-round-the-president effect, no doubt intensified by a felt imperative to close 
ranks in the post-September 11 environment.” (Kull, Ramsay and Lewis (2003:596)

84  The party has been present in the Parliament since the first democratic elections in 1990, and performed a radical 
shift in the eight years that followed, turning from a marginal, alternative, liberal party to the leading force of the 
political right.

85  The logic of promotional communication was present very early in the self-understanding of Fidesz politicians. As 
one of them revealed on a university forum in 1998, they aimed to offer and sell a “political vision” rather than 
getting involved in endless debates.

86  This interpretation contradicts the popular image of the 2002 campaign as brutally “tearing up” society into two 
disconnected parts with antagonistic, and internally homogeneous value systems. However, this interpretation 
reflects the common interest of both political camps and their élite networks in projecting their antagonism to the 
totality of the society. Research into the political views and opinions of everyday people draws a much more 
complex and ambivalent picture. The life-and-death battle that many observers remember was much more limited in 
its scope and durée than commonly believed. First, the craze started in the end of March, the very final two weaks of 
the campaign (my research was executed in the ending weaks of the campaign's middle period (early and middle 
March, the survey itself was taken between the 18th and 20th). Second, people who were less interested in the 
symbolic battles of party politics found the 2002 campaign more peaceful than it seemed from the viewpoint of 
Hungary's ideologically and symbolically hyper-polarized intelligentsia.

87  The most explicitly left-biased programme is a weekly infotainment talk show (“Heti Hetes”), a licensed 
programme of RTL (the original’s title is “Sieben Tage, Sieben Köpfe”), with journalists and artists commenting on 
politics. The talk show played an important role in left-wing mobilization.

88  As subsequent research has demonstrated, the 2001-2 period was quintessential in consolidating the extreme 
political volatility that characterized Hungary, among other young democracies in the post-communist region of 
Central Europe (Tóka, 1998).

89  Three of them were early evening news programs, that of PSB television (m1) and those of its main commercial 
competitors (RTL Klub, TV2). The two leading press organs have also been included in the analysis: the left-wing 
daily Népszabadság (‘People’s Freedom’) and the right-wing daily Magyar Nemzet (‘Hungarian Nation’).

90  Three of them were early evening news programs, that of PSB television (m1) and those of its main commercial 
competitors (RTL Klub, TV2). The two leading press organs have also been included in the analysis: the left-wing 
daily Népszabadság (“People’s Freedom”) and the right-wing daily Magyar Nemzet (“Hungarian Nation”).

91  The basic unit of analysis was not the news item, but the ‘utterance’. A typical news item was decomposed into 3 or 
4 actors’ utterances.

92  The numbers represent the overall proportion of pro-government and pro-opposition utterances, made by 
politicians, journalists, experts and other actors. 

93 In the first three issues listed in Table 1, the absolute majority of utterances proved positive. The weight of positive  
coverage  approached 50% in  the  case  of  the  fourth  issue,  as  well  (the  opening  of  the  Terror’s  House  museum).  
Regarding utterers’ support of the two political camps, the issues arranged themselves very similarly. In the first three  
issues, the government’s position was very strong, and the overall proportion of pro-government and pro-opposition  
utterances significantly exceeded the average value of 2 to 1. From this aspect, the Terror’s House opening, with a 3 to 1 
lead of pro-government utterances, seems to be closer to the first three issues. Although similar in many respects to the 
Terror’s House issue, I have omitted from the celebratory issues the state-financed flight of PM Viktor Orbán to Boston 
for receiving a prize from Tufts University.  The dubious financing of the flight made the issue highly ambivalent,  
oscillating between the debater and the celebratory category. The issue was among the most extraordinary aspects of the 
2002 campaign. For now, it is enough to note that its recent classification as “debater” does not significantly influence 
the results of the following analysis. 
94The status of the last celebratory issue, the opening of the House of Terror museum, is 
less self-evident. On the one hand, it was the typical mediatized celebration of the dawn of a 
new era, appearing in a thousand other forms in the Fidesz campaign.  Although the museum’s 
heavily  spectacularized  mnemopolitics  was  sharply  debated  on  various  intellectual  fora,  the  general  media 



representation of the opening was rather uncritical and devoid of explicit ideological debates. The news programmes on  
the two private TV channels – the most popular news organs in Hungary – covered the event even more positively than  
other organs (55% of utterances being positive). From their angle, the opening of the museum was just another cultural  
event to be reported on, similar to the opening of the new National Theatre.
95 Although the issue seems to be a typical media event, originally it was not aimed to be promoted for the wider  
public beyond the confines of the narrower partisan press. The issue gained a dubious publicity when it turned out that  
Orbán flew on a private aircraft at state expense. In spite of this, positive reports on the prize were not overwhelmed by 
the “scandal” of financing. And, it has to be added, parties in opposition did not made any efforts to aggrandize the  
scandal, so, after all, the issue was covered by the media slightly more positively than the average. This issue deserves 
particular attention: it  has proved by far the most efficient in mobilizing the electorate. The strange thing is that it  
mobilized left-wing people who interpreted the issue as another example of the government’s unscrupulousness. This  
anti-government mobilizing power of the issue emerged in spite of the silence of the parties in opposition (Csigó 2003). 
96  Unlike socialists, politicians of the liberal SZDSZ, the smaller party in opposition, did try to denounce some of the 

celebratory issues. However, given their minor role in the media, they did not manage to re-position the issues and 
destroy their – often overwhelming – positiveness. 

97  Two of these issues dominated political discourse in the period examined. The most prominent one addressed the 
problem of national identity and belonging. The Fidesz government provided Hungarian minorities in surrounding 
countries with a special citizenship status, including rights to employment, social insurance and education (but not to 
political participation). The challenges these measures brought to the country – in policy, political and ideological 
terms equally – provided this issue with an outstanding weight on the media agenda (around 50% in the press and 
30% in commercial TV news). The second most prominent issue was a typical late modern ballyhoo on the 
mediatized political process: it was a futile debate about which PM nominee and party is entitled to set the 
parameters of the televised debate of nominees.

98  As each issue had a 33% chance of being selected by a respondent, an issue of “average importance” for the public 
would be selected by one third of the respondents.

99  Most importantly, these issues did not fail because they would have been too complex, or too distant from people’s 
everyday lives. Parties in opposition did their best to draw the darkest possible scenario of the everyday social 
consequences of the status law issue. People were provided with detailed information about the potential everyday 
consequences of the opening of the Hungarian labour market to people coming from surrounding countries (not only 
of Hungarian ethnicity). 

100 The variable “support” is the quotient of pro-Government and pro-Opposition utterances. Only the 10 explicitly 
political issues have been examined.

101 Political issues stand apart from off-political ones, and there is a clear cleavage between 
debater and celebratory issues as well. Even the finer distinctions are meaningful: inside the 
“debater” cluster, the two policy issues (status law and Benes decree) deviate from issues 
directly related to the electoral campaign

 Inside the off-political cluster, broader social problems (the nurses’ strike and river flood insurance) stand 
apart from biopolitical issues addressing the management and integrity of the body (contaminated meat, beating of 
homeless people, and paedophile murders). Only two political issues have been assigned to the off-political cluster: the 
real estate credit and PM Orbán’s flight to Boston. This indicates these general appeal and ability of these issues to 
address people who are otherwise uninterested in party politics.
102 In the absence of attitude questions on the two other celebratory issues, only the reception of the Olympic campaign 

and the real estate subsidy will be explored. People’s attitude to the Olympic campaign has been measured by a four-
grade scale item, while opinions about the real estate credit have been estimated by a five-grade scale item. 

103 If the four issues are all taken together, the differences are more accentuated: 50% of left wing, oppositional voters 
selected less than 2 issues as important, while only 30% of the right wing, pro-Government voters did the same. This 
is due to the fact that the attention of the audience to the National Theatre opening was a bit more split politically 
(46% of right-wing and 30% of left-wing paying attention).

104 Moreover, as the table above makes it clear, those left-wing voters who chose the issue 
of  Olympics  or  the  real  estate  credit  as  personally  relevant  did  not  judge  them  in 
considerably more positive terms than those who omitted the same issues. Only one third of 
this  voter  segment  sympathized  with  the  government's  position  regarding  the  Olympic 
campaign and the real estate credit (33% and 34%). In general, the “personal relevance” 
people attributed to the issues did not imply a more positive stance towards them. In other 
words, people did not select the issues as “personally relevant” because they would have 
judged them much more favourably than those omitting the issues. The number of those 
judging them positively was only 10-15% higher among selectors than among omitters.

105The above findings may add new insights to established scholarly narratives about 



media  power.  Two theoretical  models  may  be  worth  to  mention:  the  model  of  Agenda 
Setting, an that of “media malaise”.

Our findings call for reconsidering a basic assumption of Agenda Setting research, 
according  to  which  it  is  the  frequency  of  issue  coverage  that  frames  popular  agenda 
perception (McCombs 2002). In our case, issues’s weight on the media agenda played no 
role at  all.  People’s  attention was aroused by relatively marginal issues that  they found 
appealing and expressive, representing a new genre of communication, projecting a firm 
political  vision. Arguably, in a promotional media environment,  highly expressive issues 
may  have  more  chance  of  capturing  audiences’  imagination  than  issues  presented 
repetitively, but with less aesthetic power. If an issue lacks an aura of exceptionality, it risks  
to  merge,  however frequently it  may be covered,  into the  loud and disturbing noise  of 
today’s cluttered, attraction-hunting media environment. By contrast, issues that are seen as 
exceptional,  however marginal coverage they receive, may have an increasing chance to 
attract audience attention. There are good reasons to argue that late modern media rewards 
those  issues  that  are  able  to  rise,  by  their  exceptional  aesthetic  force,  above  the  usual, 
disorienting  media  clutter.  Celebratory  politics  may  be  a  typical  and successful  way  to 
create the above aura of exceptionality, to attract audience attention and, as the classical AS 
formula suggests, to “tell people what to think about”.

The above attractivity of celebratory issues challenges some aspects of the dominant 
critical scholarly narrative on media commercialization. Reacting to the commercialization 
process  in  the  ’90-es,  critical  scholars  have  objected  that  media  actors’  relentless 
competition for audience attention allows the sensationalist frames of scandal, horse race 
and power game to take over the media coverage of politics. This type of coverage, critics 
have argued, produces an alienated, cynical electorate (Cappella – Jamieson 1997) which, 
following the cues offered by television, “feel[s] good about feeling bad about politics” 
(Hart  1994:10).  The  background  assumption  has  been  that  “dirty  politics”  is  mostly 
attractive for the audience. However, what our case study suggests is that people are not  
always  that  self-evidently  responsive  to  the  negative  coverage  of  politics.  In  the  2002 
campaign,  the  negativity  of  an  issue’s  coverage  strongly  decreased  its  chance  of  being 
listened to by audiences. The thing people were the least interested in was mud-throwing, 
controversy and scandal “in themselves”. What aroused their interest, by contrast, was the 
New Right’s celebratory vision of national recovery. The fact that people were aroused by 
an expressive political  vision (and voted for  or against  it  in unprecedented proportions) 
undermines the ’90-es’ public cynicism argument. 

106János Kádár, Hungary's communist leader between 1956 and 1988. 
107 „Ha nincs Wermer András, nem győz a Fidesz 1998-ban. Ha nem győz a Fidesz 1998-
ban, nincs modern jobboldali, polgári párt Magyarországon. Az érdem persze nem csak az 
övé volt: beérő politikusok, nemzeti értelmiségiek és politikai otthont kereső jobboldali, 
konzervatív szavazók tömegei kellettek ahhoz, hogy a Fidesz 1998-ban felnőjön a 
szocialistákhoz. De Wermer volt az, aki az egészet el tudta adni a választóknak, a Fidesz 
imázsát összekötve a polgárosodó, polgári Magyarország örök álmához. Az 1998-as Fidesz, 
annak programja, a polgári Magyarország ígérete sokak, így e sorok írójának politikai 
eszmélését is meghatározta.”
108 My point is not that the huge mass of middle-ground voters is composed of various 
segments that  need to be targeted with different means.  This  is  a  common-sensical  and 
established idea in the practice of political marketing. The discourse of political marketing – 
and more broadly, that of the fifth estate – is plenty of references to such middle-ground 



segments.  It  is  a  well-known fact  that  the  volatile  mass  on the  middle  is  composed of 
various voter segments who long for a politics tailored to their particular needs, be they 
Reagan Democrats, swing state voters, or Hockey Moms.

109Nothing could better illustrate the contingency of celebratory performance than its 
death and afterlife.  In  the  very final  stage of  the  electoral  campaign,  an unprecedented 
political hysteria erupted, erasing the harmony of celebratory issues. This radical change 
was initiated by socialists who were losing according to the polls, and, as a last attempt, 
launched a bitterly negative campaign 10 days before the elections.  (Importantly, the survey 
used  in  this  analysis  was  taken  a  week  before  the  eruption  of  controversy,  thus  the 
ambivalent reception of the celebratory issues cannot be attributed to socialists’ negative 
campaign.)  Leaving  behind  their  strategy  of  evasion,  they  directly  attacked  the 
government’s  Olympics  referendum.  The  subsequent  weeks  brought  a  virulent  political 
battle, a negative campaign on both sides, a further polarization of the political arena: a 
sudden and full restitution of political antagonism. 

Importantly,  celebratory  politics’ inner  vulnerability  does  not  guarantee  that  all 
celebratory  performances  will  be  multivocally  interpreted.  In  any  contexts  where  a 
celebratory performance suspends democratic debate, there is a danger that the promoter 
will succeed in mobilizing and manipulating the electorate.  This was the case in America in the time 
of Gulf War II. As research on the USA Government’s propaganda has demonstrated, the President had „remarkable  
capacities to move the public to support his decision … [and] to lead members of the public to assume false beliefs in 
support of his position.” The research has also made clear that the media in this case could not „be counted on to play  
the critical role of doggedly challenging the administration.” (Kull – Ramsay – Lewis 2003: 597-8) It is out of question 
that the second Gulf War case was a typical embodiment of celebratory politics, where the media and the political 
opposition equally withdrew their criticism. It is hard to assess whether a more intense oppositional strategy could have 
hijacked the President’s celebratory propaganda – my above ephemerality argument suggests it could.

Celebratory  politics,  however  vulnerable,  is  harmful  for  another  reason.  Once  a 
Government engages in a celebratory performance, it will take policy measures which – 
even if totally crippled in terms of propagandistic value – will leave their trace on the whole 
society. Undebated and uncontrolled politics may lead to disastreous consequences which 
will  impose  themselves  upon  the  community  long  after  the  celebration  ended  and 
democratic political controversy was restituted. This is exactly what happened in Hungary. 
The 2002 performance was only the first  act of a long spectacle of celebratory politics, 
which remorselessly downgraded democracy to spin, and, in its populist haste, brought the 
country’s economy to the verge of total collapse. In 2009, the country still has not recovered 
– economically, politically, psychologically – from the wounds made by consecutive waves 
of celebratory performance in 2002, 2003 and 2006.
110Importantly, political performances can never simply „connect” the electorate without 
polarizing it. Most political efforts to „connect” the electorate aim to re-polarize the political 
space, re-enact an existing politial antagonism in a renewed form. Thus, „connecting” voters 
does not simply mean to respond to their needs or to tell them what they want to hear. This  
idea of political marketing needs to be reconsidered, for it thoroughly misunderstands the 
very nature of „popular connections” in the political space. Political efforts to „connect” do 
not simply attract or gratify the audience. Any „connecting” attempt, to be powerful, has to 
polarize the audience, in an innovative way that transcends the limits of old polarities, and 
creates a new pole that is more inclusive, more forward-looking, and more useable than 
were the old ones or  is  its  new antipole.  Accordingly,  if  Tony Blair's  New Labour was 
funded with the aim of connecting „middle England”, this meant at the first place to redraw 
the political map in a way that the tired debate between Old Labour and the Conservatives 
can be replaced with a new antagonism that represents better the real alternatives that voters 
have to choose from. Willingly or not, political actors re-polarize the political space in their 



attempts  to  conquest  the  middle-ground.  They  try  to  transform  the  space  of  political 
competition, they try to form a new pole in this reshaped antagonism – with the hope that  
they can reach out to the middle-ground voter who refused to join the „old pole” represented 
by their predecessors. 
111The above idea of distinct mainstream „arenas” steps beyond the common-sensical scholarly 

distinction between mainstream media and marginal media. So far, it has been rather common to set 

an  opposition  between  a  unified  mainstream  media  space  which  is  the  home  of  mass-scale 

enthusiasm,  solidarity  or  manipulation  and  the  fragmented  landscape  of  more  marginal  media 

channels serving the needs of particular lifestyle communities. The most recent accounts on media 

convergence have persuasively demonstrated how the mainstream (the vertical, the top-down, the 

big fish) and the marginal (the horizontal, the bottom-up, the small fish) cooperate and maintain a 

genuinely  hybrid  media  system.  The  above,  convergent  dialectics  of  mainstreaming  and 

fragmentation is certainly a key process today – however,  it does not comprise the  phenomenon 

that interests me here, namely, the possibility that the mainstream media space itself may be divided 

to separate „arenas” that is attended by separate casual mass audiences. 

112Of course, at the level of alternative cultures, peer production and the „long tail”, actors have plenty of opportunities 
to „connect” without creating highly visible, event-like instances. But in this book I am interested in the mainstream 
players of still highly centralized industrieas of popular media and politics. 

113In Europe, the overall ratings of the broadcast tv channels have not suffered yet such a dramatic downturn (Curran 
2005). However, it is a telling fact that, even in Europe, TV networks more than doubled the number of self-
advertisements in the last ten years (Hesmondhalgh 2002:23X). 

114A memorable episode in the erosion of the prime time audience was October 2006, when NBC executives had to 
announce a $800 million cutback that they explained by the decrease of prime time related advertisement revenues 
(Learmonth 2006). 

115 http://www.tvhistory.tv/Top_Shows_Each_Season_50-00.JPG. (October 2006)
116www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2008/03/10/business/20080310_online.html
117 http://www.acmi.canoe.ca/97NFLPlayoffs/tv_ratings.html (October 2006)
       http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11205332/   (October 2006)
118 http://www.variety.com/ac2006_article/VR1117938624.html?nav=wrap (October 2006)
119 The rule of unfamiliar and rule-breaking production contrasts, indeed, in the sharpest possible way the principles of 

broadcast TV programming that excluded any “objectionable” moves that could interrupt the familiar, repetitive 
rhythm of the program flow.

120Indeed, it is hard to resist the temptation to jump deeply into Dye's text and to show in detail how strongly it has 
been shaped by the key tropes of modernist media interpretation. First, it has mythically constructed the “popularity” 
of outstanding media/cultural products that have a prodigious and enigmatic force of “connecting” the active 
consumer; second, it has suggested that the above connecting force is governed by systemic rules that can be 
professionally unraveled and exploited; and third, it has mythically neutralized the contradictions between the 
uncontrollable, enigmatic, genuine nature of audience buzz and the asserted possibility of controlling it and turning 
it into profits. The following excerpt contains each above mythicizing strategies at the same time:

“Dark and witty Harry Potter, the trafficstopping retro Beetle, the addictive Pokémon, cuddly Beanie Babies, the 
hair-raising Blair Witch project – all are recent examples of blockbuster commercial successes driven by customer 
hype. For some reason, people like to share their experiences with one another – the restaurant where they ate lunch, 
the movie they saw over the weekend, the computer they just bought – and when those experiences are favorable, 
the recommendations can snowball, resulting in runaway success. But ask marketing managers about buzz, and 
many will simply shrug their shoulders. It's just serendipity, they say, or sheer luck. My research suggests otherwise. 
Investigating the marketing practices at more than 50 companies, my colleagues and I at McKinsey have found that 
buzz – a phenomenon we've dubbed "explosive self-generating demand” – is hardly a random force of nature, 
instead, it evolves according to some basic principles. My research shows that companies can predict the spread of 
buzz by analyzing how different groups of customers interact and influence one another. Many executives have little 

http://www.variety.com/ac2006_article/VR1117938624.html?nav=wrap
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11205332/
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idea how to orchestrate a marketing campaign that exploits the full power of customer word of mouth. Instead, they 
remain enslaved to five common misconceptions about the phenomenon. Before companies can reap the total 
benefits of buzz, they must understand the principles of how it works...”

121The conventional model of TV advertising has been shaped to the channel loyal, relatively attentive mass audience, 
the very target of broadcast televisions' „least objectionable” programming strategy. The strategy of „Least 
Objectionable Programming”, the hallmark of broadcast TV for long, was aimed at – instead of maximizing the 
attractivity of discrete, outstanding programmes – avoiding all potentially disturbing elements that would break the 
seamlessness of the program flow, and the sense of familiarity of the average viewer.
Meanwhile, broadcast TV advertising has been centered around the notion of Gross Ratings Points, which have 
closely mirrored the LOP principle of TV production. The GRP index, the ultimate indicator of  promotional success 
in advertising, has expressed the average audience's overall exposure to a promotional campaign. The GRP index 
has been calculated as the simple product of the average audience reach of an ad clip and the frequency of its 
airings. By “reach”, TV companies and advertisers did not mean more that TV sets were actually on in a given 
household. Such an imprecise definition of audience reach as a mere “opportunity to see” did not mean a problem, 
however, until it could reasonably be assumed that audiences – watching the whole programme flow, ads and 
programs included – will use this opportunity.
Following the demise of the broadcast programming model in the 1990es, a growing chorus of critical voices has 
turned against the dominant advertising model that had been paired with LOP in the heydays of broadcast media. 
The more audiences shift attention from the programme flow to individual programs that stand out of the flow, 
critics have objected, the more they will evade the ads between programmes. There is, indeed, increasing evidence 
that as today's audiences are turning with aversions to the repetitive „flow” experience of television, they also evade 
the ads inserted into the flow. A widely referred analysis from McKingsey, for example, estimated that traditional 
TV ads’ efficiency has dropped to its third from 1990 to 2010 in the USA, mostly due to media clutter and 
information overload. (Kalehoff 2006 mediapost) Another often-referred analysis has diagnosed that that the day-
after recall scores of tv ads have shrank from 35% to 10% between the 1960s and the 2000s. (Scammel 2007 in 
konvtv) Marketing guru Philip Kotler (2006) simply asserted that „most television advertising is a waste of money”, 
due to the fact that „many marketers are clueless about how effective their strategies are”. (p. x)

122
According to a great number of marketing experts, tangible audience engagement may become the core of a whole 
new business model. If engagement could be measured in a standardized way, it would become “a critical 
advertising model to replace GRPs in the 21st century", according to  Joseph Plummer, chief research officer for the 
ARF. (Mandese 2006) Developing quantifiable measures of engagement has become a top priority of the advertising 
industry. The words of a marketer nicely express the above re-weighing of priorities: “no longer can we simply 
broadcast our messages to a mass audience and hope that our standard metrics of reach and frequency will guarantee 
success. Accountable engagement innovation is the battlefield of the 21st century.” (Cohen 2006). Not only 
marketers, but advertisers themselves have turned to engagement with increasing interest: "what am I paying for? 
Are viewers engaged, attentive, and do they go out and buy the product?" (McLellan 2006 englexnex) Leading 
market research institutes promise they already have the anwers to such questions. Several leading actors have 
announced that their engagement measurement methodology is already available or is in a test phase: Nielsen Media 
Research, Advertising Research Foundation (Creamer 2006 mediapost eng), Starcom MediaVest Group  and 
Independent Horizon Media  (MediaWeek 2006 May 8 englexnex), LoewyBe and Cardinal Research (Clegg 2006 
eng lexnex). (Summerfield 2006) 

 To name only a few of them: the Consumer Engagement Conference in 2006 (see 
http://www.consumerengagement.blogspot.com/), Marketing Week’s TV conference in 2004 (Wilkinson 2004), 
Digital Marketing Conference in 2005 April 25 Adweek englexnex. Consider the following account on the 
Promotion Marketing Association's annual conference in 2006: „I have heard the word engagement perhaps 43 or 44 
times. As buzzwords go, this is clearly the one for today. And consider this: I'm only two hours into the conference 
(Rosenzweig 2006 eng lexnex). Joe Mandese: „Ad Group Announces Defi nition For ‘Engagement,’ Fails To State 
It.”
Media Daily News 
Read more: http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/41227/#ixzz1tdahsl1Z

Philip Kotler’s famous opening speach of 2003 Marketing Forum
Marketing Week. „Philip Kotler causes uproar with 'TV ads a waste of money' claim.” Kellogg School of 
Management site., (megjelenés: 2003.09.25) http://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/news/hits/030925mw.htm,

123But Carl Fremont, global media director for Digitas, suggests the issues go beyond distribution and availability. "We 
need to be thinking about new formats for video advertising," he told Jack Myers Media Business Report. "We've 
always thought of content as one-way but now we're in a new era where content creators and advertisers are 
stimulating dialogue and discussion, and consumers will take our content and forward it, mash it up, alter our 
messaging and engage with advertisers. We have to create user interaction and engagement. That's the future." 



(Myers 2007) 
124As Court TV manager explained, ”there was ’a lot of interest’ in obtaining engagement guarantees this year on the 

part of advertisers. He said the four agencies that did such deals last year -- Starcom, Carat, Magna Global and 
Mediaedge:cia – ’all seemed to be pretty happy’ with the results” (McLellan 2006). 

125 The above deals on engagement guarantees project an entirely new promotional model, which is opposed to the 
logic of „flow” television and the GRP model of marketing. However, it would be highly premature to assert that the 
new paradigm has dethroned the old one. Telling are the aversions of a CBS research officer regarding such a 
paradigm change. As he said, re-confirming the GRP model: „any engagement guarantee has to be limited to 
confirmation that communication of the message has been made, not the response to it, because we don't have any 
control over the message.” (McLellan 2006). I would not like to enter into this debate here, but the above counter-
arguments show well the very instability of the any expertly position in the interpretive discourse about late modern 
media. For similar reservations regarding online engagement guarantees, see http://www.digiday.com/social/cost-
per-engagement-is-a-mirage/  

126 “The way online will truly differentiate from traditional media is proving consumers are actually interacting with 
and paying attention to commercial messages. This proof comes in the form of consumer action – clicking, 
answering, choosing, watching, playing, interacting or doing something valuable and impactful with a brand, rather 
than just having the chance to do something. The potential for action simply doesn’t cut it anymore. "Watching" is 
an inherently passive action – a "view" paid on CPM is really just the opportunity to watch something. It's not active 
attention. When you’re an advertiser paying on cost per engagement, you want to be paying for performance based 
on real engagement metrics: the number of interactions within the ad unit, time spent with the content, the rate at 
which the ad is shared and CTR to the advertisers' page – all strong indicators of attention. Ergo, views do not equal 
engagement.” 

127The routine production of outbreaking events is not new. As it is well-known, in the early years of television, before 
the development of technology permitted the recording of programs, TV basically meant the live broadcasting of 
theatrical events and spectacular shows. However, the early format of live TV surrendered to mature broadcast 
television in the 1950es, when audiences decided that they would prefer pre-recorded, serialized, scripted narratives 
to spectacular shows. Broadcast TV companies, commercial or public, could solidify their industrial model when 
they could … these pre-recorded scripted programmes into a repetitive, coherent program flow. This, obviously, had 
to be as inclusive as possible: broadcast TV channels were expected to appeal to the totality of the audience. The 
industrial strategy to produce an inclusive, minimally offensive, familiar programme „flow” has been coined, in 
America, by the term „Least Objectionable Programming”. The term LOP grasps well the key programming strategy 
of broadcast television, which lied in minimalizing the frictions that risk to break the familiar regularity of the TV 
program. Sharing the above ideas with media producers, professional media interpreters in- and outside academia 
commonly assumed that „[t]he salient impact of television comes not from 'special events' … but from day-to-day 
exposure. The power of television resides in its normalcy.” (ref by Caldwell 1996, p19) However, this power  started 
to crackle in the late 1980es and 1990es, when people refused to loyally follow the program flow of broadcast 
channels. TV producers returned to the old idea of event television that their predecessors had rejected 30 years 
before, and engaged in new strategies of „event-status programming” (caldwell 199x:160). The “excessive style” of 
event-status programs in late modern television has finally obsoleted the flow programming of broadcast television. 
(Caldwell 1996, chapters 1 and 6)

128http://www.amazon.ca/Lost-Complete-Season-Extended-Experience/dp/B000FIMG68  . (October 2006)
129 An innovative way to theorise the cross-platform spread of cult shows is to argue that they represent a new type of 

„flow” in TV discourse. Analyzing cult TV shows’ online extensions, Will Brooker has argued that their narrative 
„overflows” from the TV platform to the website, expands and maintains the „immersive experience” of watching 
(Brooker 2001). In Brooker’s view, broadcast TV flow is being transformed into a cross-platform „overflow” which 
builds a seamless, coherent narrative universe around programmes. A possible way to theorise further the two types 
of flows is to argue that broadcast TV flow worked by a temporal dynamics (of linking similar programs one after 
the other), while cross-platform „overflow” represents a spatial logic (of organizing various platforms into a 
coherent, immersive universe). 

130   http://idojaras.origo.hu/20070803-normalis-idojaras.html     
131This argument opposes the overall logic of the Media Events book, which drew a strict line between regular 

news  and  ceremonial  events.  However,  in  some  of  their  remarks,  Dayan  and  Katz  themselves  pointed  to  the  
permeability of the burden that  they had drawn.  Recognizing the fact  that  cult  shows – although parts  of  regular 
programming – may be heavily ceremonialized and eventized, the authors have pointed to the „uncertainty of the status 
of  media  events”  which,  they  have  argued,  „may  be  part  of  a  larger  phenomenon”  (ibid  117).  This  „larger  
phenomenon”, which conveys media events to an uncertain, paradoxical, self-contradictory status, is being addressed in  
the present chapter.
132 Nowhere the above turbulence has been more apparent than at the realm of political scandals, it has been argued by 

Liebes and Blum-Kulka.  Today, the media sphere is oversaturated with a torrent of half-scandals and overbanalized 
epidemic scandals the course of which cannot be controlled any longer with the routines of investigative journalism. 
Today's fuzzy conglomerate of quasi-scandals obscures the conventional journalistic rules of „scandal making”, 
which, conventionally, clearly defined how a scandal has to be developed from the first unveiling to the final drama 

http://idojaras.origo.hu/20070803-normalis-idojaras.html
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when justice is restituted. In the age of high modern broadcast and print media, political scandals were, in Liebes 
and Blum-Kulka’s words, the „big day” of the journalist. By contrast, in the late modern media environment, „the 
scandal game (has become) open for all” (Liebes – Blum-Kulka 2004:1169).

133 Bennett also refers to voters’ relative inattention to the scandal, and connects this inattention to to Americans’ 
„habitual indifference to public affairs”, which is a term borrowed from Lippman (Bennett 2002:289). 

134 According to Lawrence and Bennett, audiences’ discussions about the Lewinsky scandal „involved more 
engagement and deliberation, at least more meaning making, than standard approaches to public opinion might 
suggest.” 

135 http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/viewArticle.asp?articleID=2871; downloaded on 05 05 2007.
136 The number of 36% is an average of the results of various polls taken in 1998. See 
       http://www.pollingreport.com/scandal2.htm  ; http://www.democrats.com/clinton-impeachment-polls; downloaded on 

05 05 2007. However, there was a significant fluctuation between 50% and 30% throughout the year (Lawrence and 
Bennett 2001:430).

137 These numbers are, still, too high to downgrade Monicagate as a weightless episode in American politics. Perhaps 
the best way to grasp the Lewinsky case as a static conglomerate of scandalous events: instances which, typically, 
form the raw material of today's ordinary „scandal politics”. Routine scandal politics, as Castells has warned, is 
much less interested in collective purification and renewal than the long-term, accumulative undermining of political 
opponents' reputation (Castells 1997).

138 http://newspolls.org/story.php?story_id=55; downloaded on 05 05 2007.
139http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2005/09/08/opinion/polls/main824591.shtml; downloaded on 05 05 2007.

The same, typically late modern, scenario of „breach without redemption” has characterized the way in which 
Amedican people judged how George Bush had handled the Kathrina catastrophe. From a tiny 12% disapproving 
the president’s performance, the number of discontented rose to 58% in only ten days in September 2005. Such a 
quick opinion change evokes the moral „breach” diagnosed by Mast in relation to the erupting Lewinsky scandal 
(2006:129). However, the case of Katrina has never become an extraordinary event that would have allowed people 
to commonly celebrate their values and restitute moral order. 

140People gradually learn to relativize scandal, as it has been the case with Clinton, and also with Tony Blair: „...like 
President Clinton’s opinion poll ratings in the United States, New Labour remained the most popular midterm 
government since records began, despite being enmeshed in media-reported scandal” (Tumber 2004:1135).

141 Leaving the world of  Dallas far behind, the new cult TV show of today can freely shock its 

viewers  with  transgressive  stories:  hypersexual  vampires  messing  around the  Bible  Belt  (True 

Blood), a forensics expert - serial killer making justice (Dexter), and so on.

142 By harbouring this highly questionable idea, needless to say, even the most critical branches of 

spectacle theory have doomed themselves to an intimate complicity with the professional spectacle 

makers – marketers, PR agents – working in the neighbouring subfields of the fifth estate. 

143 For a similar argument on ritual, see Cottle 2006.
144 Entering a liminal experience may well be defined in symbolic inteactionist terms, as well, as a move of „stepping 

outside of society and being fused with it all at once” . (Waskul 2005:51) 
145Obama's campaign performance has never suspended for a minute the spectacular circuits of 

mediatized  politics.  On  the  contrary,  if  Obama's  campaign  was  particular,  it  was  due  to  its 

innovative usage of the arsenal of political spectacle. Indeed, Alexander's book could well be read 

as a case study into the arms race of campaigning, into the weaponry of branding and PR. The book 

constantly refers to fundraising and grassroots mobilization (see ch.3.), to focus group and survey 

tested  political  narratives,  messages  targeted  to  particular  audience  segments,  broadcast  ad 

campaigns disseminating the core vision of candidates, actors' efforts to drive the news cycle, and 

so on. The 2008 campaign did certainly not „stop the clocks” in the way as did the most emblematic 

examples of broadcast Media Events (Watergate, the Aldo Moro kidnapping or the Saddat visit).

146 This basic ambiguity maintains an under-determined symbolic space in which no claim for 

http://newspolls.org/story.php?story_id=55
http://www.democrats.com/clinton-impeachment-polls
http://www.pollingreport.com/scandal2.htm
http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/viewArticle.asp?articleID=2871


authority  can  be  taken  for  granted.  Candidates  cannot  hope  that  their  chances  will  be  secured 

somewhere from the outside of the above contingent symbolic battle that they fight for representing 

democratic  purity.  Falling  economy  will  not  automatically  strengthen  the  credentials  of  the 

incumbent's rival. Demographic groups conventionally preferring one political side may absent or 

even switch their votes in unexpected proportions.

147Alexander's book is an important contribution to the communitarian and republican traditions of 

political  thought  which  argue  that  no  sovereign  individual  can  exist  outside  a  democratic 

community. Alexander persuasively presents how a political community can empower its members 

by granting them access to the universal values of civil solidarity and democracy, which values, if  

personally experienced, can serve as key resources of genuine, transformative agency both at the 

side of the political leader and that of the citizen. In a compelling quote, Alexander shows how 

Barack Obama himself has been aware of the above communal resources of political action, and 

how this awareness stemmed from his own experience as local community organizer in Chicago in 

the beginning of his political career.  

“We  tend  to  think  of  organizing  as  a  mechanical,  instrumental  thing,”  Barack  Obama 

observed in 1988, reflecting on his years of organizing in Chicago’s underprivileged racial 

communities. But what organizing is really about, he insists, is “building a culture,” which 

means “building up stories and getting people to reflect on what their lives mean and how 

people in the neighborhood can be heroes, and how they are part of a larger force.” Twenty 

years  later,  when  he  struggles  for  national  power,  Obama  puts  this  cultural  approach  to 

organization into effect. (2010:45)

Indeed, Alexander's book may well be read as an hommage to a political actor recognizing 

how the realm of moral values may outpower, by its autonomous symbolic force, the routinized,  

strategic tricks of campaigning.

148There is no authoritative upper voice that would „stop the clocks” in the country and remind 

people that they experience an extraordinary time. On the contrary, people rely on their experience 

of earlier campaigns to find out what the actual electoral game is about, why it is played the way it 

is,  why a candidate says what she says,  what a speach or advertisement really means, whom a 

candidate is speaking to, when she is or is not serious and so on. People judge candidates by well-

established,  routinized clues,  and it  is  unclear  how they could keep these clues  apart  from the 

particularistic  influences  of  their  ordinary lives.  There  are  good reasons  to  argue  that  people's  

seemingly universalistic judgements about a candidate being more or less  „civil” (honest, rational, 

fair)  as  her  rival  express  underlying  dispositions  –  which  may  be  heavily  predetermined  by 

campaign propaganda, media spectacle, voters' social status and economic interests. 

149The above idealist  bias  is  particularly palpable in  the analysis  of how Obama and McCain 



handled the erupting financial crisis in September and October 2008. Alexander interprets these two 

months as the last round in a long symbolic fight, a last chance for the candidates to demonstrate 

their capabilities for democratic leadership. Alexander resonstructs in detail how, in this very last 

clash, McCain failed to credibly act as true democratic leader and Obama emerged as a civil hero, a  

collective representation  of  America's  democratic  values.  Alexander,  in  the overall  spirit  of  his 

approach, presents the above endgame as an underdetermined battle in which candidates can put in 

motion their  civil  dispositions  free from objective constraints,  and citizens  freely decide which 

performance suits better their values. But is it right to suppose McCain had the same space for 

action  as  Obama  in  this  situation?  In  September  2008,  the  model  of  unregulated  free  market 

economy  collapsed  and  invalidated  what  had  been  so  far  a  core  idea  of  Republicans.  The 

Republican Party suddenly found itself in a schizophrenic state of mind and there was far more 

controversy  between  its  inner  fractions  than  among  Democrats.  Meanwhile,  Americans  were 

frightened about the economy and felt their families' future insecure in unprecedented proportions. 

In this situation, much less objective obstacles stood in Obama's way than in McCain's. For the 

latter to show democratic leadership, he should have had to rewrite the very core of Republicans' 

ideology and to assert the superiority of this vision at the very same time. He should have had to  

consolidate the fractions of a disturbed party. He should have had to distinguish his own answer to 

the crisis from Obama's. He should have had to handle the furor of people seeking for symbolic 

revenge for  the failed  policies  of  the Bush era.  He should have had to  escape  the  role  of  the 

scapegoat he was inevitably pulled into in the given context. Given all these objective constraints, it 

is very questionable whether McCain had an equal chance to show his civic virtues and whether 

voters could judge these virtues in an unbiased, reasoned, „civic” way. 

It is in interpreting this crucial, very final round of the campaign where Alexander's model 

stumbles. It is questionable whether the American public approved the democratic virtues of Obama 

and  granted  civil  legitimation  to  his  future  leadership,  or  people  simply  protested  against  the 

incumbent government which led America to the verge of bankruptcy. 

150 In The Civil Sphere, Alexander argues the following way: 
„The problem is that the privileged accumulations in these other spheres to one degree or 

another routinely and systematically become translated into the sphere of civil society itself. So do the 
particular goods upon which these accumulations of power are based. These goods themselves 
possess a distinctive charisma, as do the powers that have the authority to speak and act in their name. 
Money is important not only because of its instrumental power but because its possession is typically 
taken to represent a distinctive and respected achievement in the world of economic life. Grace in the 
sphere of salvation, patriarchal authority in the family, and power in the political sphere should be 
understood in similar ways. Yet, as a result of such charisma, these qualities often come to be 
represented not only as prestigious possessions acquired in specialized spheres but as qualities that 



mean something significant, indeed essential, inside civil society itself. Stratification in these other 
spheres becomes translated into the bifurcating discourse of civil society. To be rich often seems to 
suggest moral goodness; insofar is it does, wealth is translated into the discourse of liberty.” 
(2006c:204)

„Yet to the degree that the civil sphere exercises an independent force, economically 
underprivileged actors can be seen as having dual memberships. They are not just unsuccessful or 
dominated participants in the economy; they have the ability to make claims for respect and power on 
the structures and dynamics of the civil sphere” (p208) 
151To get a glimpse on how Alexander establishes his narrative about popular connection, civility, 

authenticity and mass mediation, it is worth evoking the two following passages.

„If politicians’ symbolic projections cannot enter into the heart of the citizen audience, the 

candidates will not be seen as embodying the discourse of civil society; as a result, they will 

not be selected by the members of the civil sphere to represent them in the state. …  Despite 

the  enormous  increase  in  mass  mediation  and  the  uncertainty  it  exacerbates,  those  who 

struggle  for  democratic  power  frequently  do  establish  powerful  connections  with  citizen 

audiences.” (2010:18) 

„Everywhere there are media reporting narrative, performance, and spinning, about stagings 

and  settings,  about  scripted  speeches  and  teleprompter  reading,  about  focus  groups  and 

audience reception. Yet, even as the media expose political efforts at managing the image, the 

hope and reality of political authenticity remains. As in drama, so in politics: There remains 

the  possibility that  the  citizen  audience  will  engage in  what  Colerdige  called  the  willing 

suspension of disbelief.” (2010:291)

152 In civil discourse, Alexander argues, „voters are projected as rational, honest, independent, and capable 
of decisions that are wise. Like the candidates themselves, they are discursively constructed in terms of the binary 
discourse that sustains the civil sphere. Unlike the candidates, however, voters are primarily conceptualized in positive 
terms. Voters are imagined in terms of the discourse of liberty. … In the fervid days after Sarah Palin’s debut on the 
American political stage, the situation begins to look grim for the Democratic side. The self-described hockey mom is a 
fresh new face; she presents herself as an independent reformer, a champion of civil repair who stands up for the 
average, undaunted American person in every political fi ght. Polls show Palin gaining surprisingly wide and 
enthusiastic support beyond her conservative base—from working mothers, conservative white men, and independents 
alike. … Against Palin’s claims for her civil achievements, Obama declares, “[Y]ou can’t just make stuff up” and that 
“you can’t just recreate yourself.” The reason that candidates can’t do these things, he explains, is that “the American 
people aren’t stupid.” A few days later, a Times editorial seconds this expression of rock-bottom belief in the virtue of 
American voters. In choosing Palin, McCain has demonstrated himself to be “shockingly irresponsible,” but, even 
worse, the Republican candidate’s choice “shows a contempt for voters.” After Palin’s polls go south, the Times 
attributes these shifting numbers to the voters’ intrinsic rationality and good sense—the polling “indicates that the 
number of Americans who think she is not fi t [has] increased.” Palin has bungled her television interviews and her vice-
presidential debate. “Voters have been guided by” these facts, the Times explains, and their opinions have changed 
accordingly; they now express their civil virtue in a more anti-Palin way. (2010:91-92)

153Does “Palin electrification” reach to the center, or does it circulate only within the circuits 

of  the Right? The audience for Palin’s acceptance speech is massive, just under the record-

breaking crowd that  watched Obama six days  before.  How do those looking in  from the 

undecided center perceive it? Palin’s performance is immensely affecting, but is it narrow or 



wide? She has become a collective representation, but does she symbolize broad and civil 

solidarity or a connection more particular and confined? (2010:204)

In only two weeks after the Republican convention, „the center of the citizen audience has 

begun to find its voice, speaking out through the polls against Palin-McCain. On September 

12, the Wall Street Journal headlines 'Palin Bump Falls Flat.'” (2010: 241)

154According to the modernist understanding, the contending groups of fans and haters, with the 

force of their enthusiastic engagement with the game, equally follow its common sensical rules. So 

far, Kellner and Alexander share their modernist vision of mainstreaming. The point where they 

differ is how they judge the common rules that the performance maintains. For Kellner, the name of 

the  game  is  domination:  what  crowds  behind  antagonists  commonly  affirm  is  the  media 

colonization of their lifeworld and the pregiven cleveages of social stratification. For Alexander, the 

commonly maintained game is democracy and civil solidarity.  

155It should be noted that media reception theory does not necessarily take polysemy as an obstacle 
to effective mobilization. For reception theorists, efficient messages should be polysemic to a 
certain extent. Let us evoke the success of Barack Obama's campaign slogan „Yes, we can”! 
Reception analysts could reasonably argue that the motto has become successful for two reasons: 
first, because it evoked a common meaning, a common structure of feeling that existed in the era 
even if it was hard to define or express, second, because it was poysemic enough to be vested with 
different meanings by blacks, small enterpreneurs, blue collars, students or gays, who developed 
particular understandings of what Obama can do and what they can do for themselves and the 
country. „Yes we can” was a fertilely opaque and polysemic core idea which forcefully resonated 
with the experiential background of various voter segments or communities – such an interpretation 
would perfectly embody the approach of reception scholars and their modernist idea of „popular 
connection”. 

156This is why I have deliberately avoided the conventional tropes of mainstream audience 
research and its usual explanation that different audience segments tend to attribute different 
meanings to the same text. 

157There is, however, a fundamental difference between the latent events of theatrical and media 

performance. A theatre night is a „latent” event for audiences only. Theatre actors know very well  

that every singular night is an event on its own, actors are equally well aware of the arbitrary strings 

of aesthetic power that can make spectators laugh, one night, on the very same phrase or gesture 

that left indifferent the crowd of the night before. The same above arbitrary strings, that ripple 

unexpected engagements in the given context of a particular event, do exist and play a similar role 

in the „latent events” of politics, as well. However, at the field of mediatized politics, all this takes 

place „behind the backs” of actors and audiences equally. In the realm of late modern mediatized 

performance,  „latent  events”  just  happen:  crowds  who  attend  a  performance  (eg.  a  political 

programme, a new legislation, a scandal, and so on) may gather in separate „virtual theatre halls”, 

but no one knows about the existence of these separate aesthetic forcefields. 
158Theatre as an established cultural form (with its sovereign aesthetics) is essentially dependent on a certain 

reproduceability of its performances. Accordingly, reproduction is not a necessary devil, but also a precondition of 



any creative renewal of theatre aesthetics. If the question, „have you seen Peter Brook's Marat/Sade with Royal 
Shakespeare Company”, would only be relevant with an exact reference to a given night, the figure of Brook could 
hardly be established as an innovator who opens up new aesthetic horizons in his productions. 

159Cosmopolitan theater areas (the area of Broadway and off-Broadway) represent such event-

saturated  cultural  environments.  These  environments  have  an inherently split  operational  logic. 

They have a spectacular logic, according to which theater producers target audiences with never-

seen attractions on a day-to-day basis. However, theatrical environments host “mundane events” 

also: cathartic mises-en-scene which open truly exceptional heights and depths. At the same time, 

theatre areas host “latent events”, as well, which take place every night in the intimacy of a given 

theater hall where a performance is enacted. Most importantly, theatre companies cannot base their 

fortune solely on the spectacular logic of increasing popular appeal. Companies' success depends on 

the  ability  of  the  staff  to  produce  successful  singular  events  (outstanding  plays  and  engaging 

enactments from night to night). 
160 Approaching today's „reflexive condition” from a new and innovative angle, cultural sociology may rewrite the 

established understanding of late modern „reflexivity”. Of course, existing theories of reflexive modernization may 
well be merited for recognizing the unprecedented importance of reflexive apparatuses in late modern social life. 
However, as I will argue, they have prematurely claimed that the recent proliferation of these apparatuses intensifies 
further the existing processes of rationalization and secularization. Arguably, the rise of omnipresent reflexive 
apparatuses have induced quite a different process: the fading of society's structural challenges, their inescapable 
mediation by professional interpreters, and the emergence of a new „structural” challenge, that lies in the self-
propelled cultural stereotypes by which social challenges are being „reflected” upon. These „meta-structural” 
factors, these mythical tropes that interpretive apparatuses impose on public actors, can increasingly determine the 
ways in which structural challenges are being handled. 

161 It is intriguing to see how closely the above presented academic ideas fall to the convictions of chief 
propagandist Karl Rove. „..no one was more cynically nonpolitical than George W. Bush’s strategist Karl Rove, 
for whom there were only three basic questions that matter to voters: Is the candidate a strong leader? Can I trust 
him? Does he care about people like me?” S(Scammell  2007: 191) It is hard to imagine a better example 
illustrating my overall argument that the academic and industrial interpreters of media markets share their 
discourse and coalesce into a common sphere. 
162„The populist political actor is often a charismatic individual who has 'distinctive public speaking skills' and 

'mediagenic personal qualities' (Mazzoleni 2003:5). The language used is often emotionally charged and draws on 
'traditional kinds of expression, tropes, themes and images to convince large numbers [of people] to join their side, 
endorse their views or particular issues' (Kazin 1998:3)” (Stanyer 2007:122)

163‘Newszak’, Franklin writes, ‘understands news as a product designed and “processed” for a particular market and 
delivered in increasingly homogenous “snippets” which make only modest demands on the audience’(1997: 4–5).

164 This paper cannot even try to sketch the extended scholarly debates around the “postmodern” transformations that 
have been supposed to undermine the foundational political cleveages of Western political systems. Suffice to say 
here that these presumed transformations (however deep or superficial they may be) are corroding, to some extent, 
political parties’ long-term “issue ownership”. Among the supposed processes triggering the “disembedding” of 
parties from their electoral base, the most important ones are: the presumed decrease of class voting and partisan 
dealignment (Dalton 2000); the rise of “cartel parties” and an exclusive “political class” that is financed by the state 
and alienated from society (Katz – Mair 1995); the narrowing of national policy alternatives due to economic 
globalization and supranational integration (Moog and Sluyter-Beltrao, 2003); the historical crisis of the Left and the 
rise of a New Left that accepts capitalist hegemony.

165 It seems equally probable that in less stable political systems – like the new democracies of Eastern Europe – a 
long-term “issue handling reputation” of parties never really existed. About the extreme instability of political 
loyalties in Eastern Europe, see (Tóka 1998).

166 Miller and Dinan (2000) have traced back the rise of PR industry in Britain to the end of the post-war corporatist 
political consensus. 
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